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Introduction

The Risälat ut-tair of Ibn Sina occupies a very special place among the
works of Ibn Sina. This small epistle which is only a few pages long has
attracted the attention of the most prominent scholars of Iranian Islamic
culture. It was translated into Persian for the first time by Ahmad ibn
Muhammad ibn Qäsim ibn Ahmad ibn Xadiw Axslkati known as Du'l-
Fazä'il (466-528). He was one of the Iranian writers and poets who wrote
books in both Arabic and Persian. His Persian translation has been

preserved only in the commentary by Ibn Sahlän Sävü who uses it as his
basic text.

Sahlän Säwi or Säwajl1 (d. 540), is the author of the Persian
commentary of the Risälat ut-tair. He lived in Nisäbür and was an
eminent philosopher and jurist at the time of Maliksäh Saljüq.

Inspired by the Risälat ut-tair of Ibn Sina, the Sufi master Ahmad ibn
Muhammad Gazzäfi (d. 520/1126) composed a new Risälat ut-tair in
Persian. This Risälat ut-tair, known as Dästän-i murgän, is not only one
of his best literary works but also a very good example of fifth century
Persian prose. He is, however, better known as the author of Sawänih,
which is the first Persian work on love in the domain of Süfism 2

Abu Hamid Muhammad Gazzäk, the older brother of Ahmad, was a

theologian, jurist, original thinker, mystic and religious reformer.3 He
was bom at Tüs in Iran in 450/1053 and died in 505/1111. Abu Hämid,
who has sometimes been acclaimed in both East and West as the greatest
Muslim after Muhammad,4 is also the author of a Risälat ut-tair which
resembles Ahmad's epistle in some ways but diverges from it on certain
points. H. Ritter believes that this Risälat ut-tair was also originally
written by Ahmad.5 There is internal evidence in the text which testifies
to the accuracy of Ritter's point of view, as for example that Gazzäli
employs a style in writing in the Risäla which is not found in his other

* Sahlän Säwi has a treatise called al-Risälat al-Sanjariya fi'l- kä'inät al-'unsuriya,
which is dedicated to Sanjar ibn Maliksäh who reigned between 511-552 A. H.

2 Prior to Gazzäli Ibn Sina wrote a treatise on love, known as Risäla fi'l-'isq which
is addressed to al- Ma'sümi, his famous student. This epistle is in Arabic.

3 Cf. Montgomery Watt, "Al- Ghazäli," EI2, vol. II, p. 1041.
4 Cf. Montgomery Watt, The Faith and Practice ofAl-Ghazäli, p. 14.
5 Ritter, Das Meer der Seele, p. 10.
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works, an instance being the usage of poems to illustrate difficult
concepts.

The first great poet of tasawwuf, Abu'l-Majd Majdüd Sanä'i (born in
Gazna or Balx about the middle of the 5th century and died in
525/1130-1) wrote a treatise in the form of a matnawi entitled Risäla-yi
sair ul-'Ibäd ila'l-ma'äd. Apart from the style of writing, the contents of
the Risäla are very similar to the three Risålat ut-tairs, which were

composed before him. It is important to note that the Süfi Gazzäli was
the first prominent scholar of his time to compose a Süfi treatise in
Persian on the subject of love and Sana'i was the first Persian poet to
employ the terminology of lyric verse in his poetry to express his Sufi
doctrine.

Sahäb ud-din Yahyä ibn Habas ibn Amirak, Abu'1-Futüh, known as
SuhrawardI entitled Saix ul-isräq, was born in Suhraward, a province in
Iran, in 549/1155 and was put to death by the order of Saläh ud-din on a

charge of heresy in Aleppo in 587/1191. He was a philosopher-scientist
who founded the school of Hikmat ul-isräq. Suhrawardi's principal and
most characteristic work is also called Kitäb hikmat ul-isräq "The
Philosophy of Illumination". SuhrawardI, who had studied Ibn Sina's
works in his youth, wrote many allegorical treatises in Persian in a
version which were influenced by the works of Ibn Sina. He also
rendered the Risälat ut-tair of Ibn Sina into Persian, which may be
considered as Suhrawardi's own Risälat ut-tair. The translation of
Axsikati is very faithful to the Arabic version, while in the rendering by
SuhrawardI, a few points have been added in order to clarify the text
according to his own interpretation.

Faiid ud-din Abu Hamid Muhammad 'Attär (d. around 617 A. H.) is
one of the greatest Süfi poets of all times and his fame lies chiefly in his
matnawi Mantiq ut-tair. In composing his Süfi masterpiece, 'Attär was
inspired both in form and in content by Ibn Sina's, the two Gazzälis', al-
Suhrawardl's and Sanä'I's epistles.

Najm ud-din Räzi, known as Najm-i Däya (d. 654 A. H.), was the last
Süfi scholar to compose a Risälat ut-tair in Persian the contents of which
show that the author was influenced by Sanä'i's Risäla-yi sair ul-'Ibäd
ila'l-ma'äd. The Risälat ut-tair of Räzi is a beautiful literary work in
prose, which represents a fine example of seventh century style.6 Najm-i
Däya, who was a disciple of Majd ud-din al-Bagdädi, is also the author of
several Süfi works both in Arabic and Persian, the most of which
important are Mirsäd ul-'ibäd and Risäla-yi 'isq wa 'aql.

Concerning the composition of the Risälat ut-tair I have made a brief
survey of the life of the above mentioned authors and I have posed two

6 This work is found in a collection, kept under No. 1589 in the Köpriilii library. For
more information about this collection see the chapter on manuscripts in this study.
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questions. First, what was so important about the Risälat ut-tair that it
interested the greatest scholars of Islamic Iranian culture and what did
these scholars have in common? All of them wrote works in both Persian
and Arabic, except Sanä'i and 'Attär whose works belong to Persian
literature. Second, how was Ibn Sina himself inspired by the idea of the
flight of the soul in creating his Risälat ut-tair and which books and
scholars were his sources of inspiration?

In order to answer these questions I undertook a study which resulted
in the present book. My study of the Risälat ut-tair of Ibn Sina falls
naturally into two parts. The first part is focused on the life of Ibn Sina.
In chapter I, I give an account of his life based on my primary source,
the autobiography/biography known as the Risäla-yi sargudast. Other
sources that I have also consulted are the well-known biographical works
of Arab scholars such as al-Qifti, Baihaqi, Ibn AbL Usaibi'a and Ibn al-
Xalikän, as well as the historical accounts recorded by Muslim historians.
In this chapter my aim is to demonstrate the interrelation between the
account of Ibn Sina's life and the contents of the Risälat ut-tair. To
achieve this result I have divided the life of Ibn Sina into seven journeys
related to the seven stages of his life, which correspond to the seven
mountains in the Risälat ut-tair. It is also my concern to show that the
two treatises are two faces of the coin of Ibn Sina's life and that the one

is supposed to complete the other.
The second chapter introduces all extant manuscripts of the Risälat

ut-tair. It deals with the description of the manuscripts of the Risäla as
well as its Persian translations and Arabic and Persian commentaries. In
this chapter I try to establish the archetype of the manuscripts of the
Risäla and attempt to relate it to the original version.

The third chapter contains a text edition which is accompanied by
my own translation into English and a detailed commentary on the text.
The main concern of chapter three is to reconstruct the original text of
Ibn Sina. My method may be briefly described as follows: I first
selected thirteen manuscripts and two printed editions which appeared to
be the most trustworthy based on age and correctness. Next, I undertook
a comparison of all the material found in each of these versions. For this
purpose I divided the texts into the smallest possible units and noted
every dot, hamza or any other changes in each word. I have reported all
the variants in the apparatus. I tried to restore the most correct form on
the basis of what appeared to be closest to the original in the main text. I
studied the relationship of the manuscripts and as a primary result of my
investigation I found two different traditions in the copying of the text
which existed as early as 580 A. H.

In the chapter on the commentary, the fourth chapter, I first give the
interpretation made by various commentators of the text, then I make
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my own comment with a Süfi tendency, based upon my understanding
of Ibn Sina's own writings.

In the sixth chapter, I trace the semantic background of the terms
risäla and pair in the Qur'än and I also search for the symbolic meaning
of risäla and pair in the history of Islamic thought. In this chapter I
make an attempt to establish a Qur'änic background for the Risälat ut-
tair. I deal with the style of the composition of the Risäla and compare it
with Ibn Sina's other Persian works. Chapter seven is focused on Kalila
wa Dimna as the most prominent historical background of the Risäla. In
this chapter I examine modern scholars' views about the existence of
Burzüya and I study the relationship between Ibn Sina, Ibn al-Muqaffa',
Burzüya and Bidpäy, the narrator of Pancatantra. I conclude this
chapter with a comparison between the contents of the Risälat ut-tair and
Kalila wa Dimna and Pancatantra.

The eighth chapter is concentrated on a comparison between the
Rasä'il ixwän as-safä and the Risälat ut-tair. Here my intention is to
show that Ibn Sina was not only familiar with the contents of the Rasä 'il
but has also integrated some of their ideas into his Risäla. In the ninth
chapter I make an attempt to prove that the story of the mi'räj of the
Prophet provided a model for the Risälat ut-tair. I also endeavor to
demonstrate that the Mi'räj-näma is one of Ibn Sina's works. In order to
prove my theory I consult other works of Ibn Sina, such as Dänis-näma,
Risäla-yi nafs, and Rag-sinäsi. Finally I give a sentence by sentence
comparison between the Mi'räj-näma and the Risälat ut-tair. In the tenth
chapter I analyze the relation between the book of al-Isärät wa't-
tanbihät and the Risälat ut-tair and I demonstrate my thesis in a
comparison between the contents of three of the classes (namat) of the
book (Maqämat al-'ärifin) and the Risäla. My aim in this chapter is to
prove that the Risälat ut-tair is the last or one of the last epistles of Ibn
Sina, as its contents are closely related to the contents of the book of al¬
lsärät wa't-tanbihät.

In the Conclusion I argue that the Risälat ut-tair of Ibn Sina is a
mystical treatise in which Ibn Sina gives a metaphorical account of the
threefold journey of the soul, symbolized by a bird. The bird
commences her downward journey on the occasion of the fall from
heaven. She is held in captivity where she tries to untie her material
fetters and find her way back towards her country of origin. On her
upward journey she apprehends the presence of the Great King, the
Active Intellect. After experiencing this she embarks on her third
journey accompanied by a messenger. This is a downward journey but
does not represent a fall since the soul has already been elevated to the
angelic state.

In the Risälat ut-tair Ibn Sina makes a distinction between a brother
of truth and a follower of falsehood. He shows how a seeker of the truth
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may follow the path in order to reach the ultimate station. In order to
instruct his followers Ibn Sina gives an allegoric exhortation. He defines
the various stations of the path through the upward journey of the birds.
At the end of the upward journey he describes the theophany of God. It
is at the end the Risäla that he indirectly claims that he has reached the
prophetic state.

It is important to clarify that what Ibn Sina meant by reaching the
prophetic state was different from how this was conceived of by religion.
A prophet in terms of religion is the one who is selected by God and
possesses a book of revelation. In the domain of Islamic philosophy,
reaching the state of prophethood is the ultimate goal of a philosopher
who attains the state of hikma. In other words hakim is a synonym for
prophet. It is in this sense that in Islamic philosophy Plato was included
among the prophets. The meaning of prophethood was a subject of
great dispute in the Islamic medieval era.

Thus Ibn Sina in his Risälat ut-tair introduces his hikmat al-masriqiya
in a metaphoric way. It may be defined briefly as follows: It is the path
of truth, which is followed by a chosen follower, a brother of truth, the
one who is awakened by the herald of the divine summons. Through
philosophy, which is the love of all knowledge, and an ascetic style of
life he will ultimately reach the prophetic state. This state may be
likened to a mirror through which the prophet conceives the truth. This
state is called hikmat and, because of its relation to the world of the soul,
it is called al-masriqiya, a term which contradicts al-magribiya, standing
for the absence of sun and consequently the darkness of the world of
matter, the prison in which the bird of soul is imprisoned.
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CHAPTER I

Ibn Sina: His life, his studies, his journeys

Since Abu 'Ali Husain ibn 'Abdu'lläh, referred to as Ibn Sina (Lat.
Avicenna d. 428 A. H.) was one of the greatest Muslim philosophers and
physicians. His life and works have been described and analyzed in so

many philosophical, scientific and literary contexts that one would find it
difficult to add anything new to this enormous corpus.

In this chapter, therefore, I do not intend to review the accounts made
by the many biographers of Ibn Sina's life. Rather, I would like to
suggest that we can gain new insight into how he presented his own life
by taking the Risälat ut-tair into consideration and comparing it with the
account of his life as it was portrayed in the Risäla-yi sargudast. In other
words I believe that these two works are two aspects of one concept and
that through them Ibn Sina presents a mirror of the physical and spiritual
dimensions of his own life.

In order to explain my theory, I will discuss the life of Ibn Sina from
the point of view of the Risälat ut-tair, and attempt to show that these two
treatises can be regarded as one book of instruction. Moreover, I intend
to analyze a few important historical moments of Ibn Sina's life, such as
the date of his birth or the dates of his journeys, examine their exactitude
and suggest new solutions. My task here is not to question the
authenticity of the Risäla-yi sargudast in general but to inquire about
some points which cannot be reconciled with history. In order to
demonstrate the contradictory points in the treatise of Ibn Sina's life, I
will compare statements taken from different parts of the same treatise to
show how they are at variance with each other.

Afterwards, I shall try to draw a distinction between the historical Ibn
Sina and the mythical personage. Finally, I shall attempt to prove that the
life he reportedly led was (or was constructed to be) congruent with his
philosophical doctrine. It is with this in mind that I shall discuss the life of
Ibn Sina within the context of his studies, his journeys and his circle of
students.

The basis of my hypothesis is the striking resemblance between the
contents of the Risälat ut-tair and various aspects of Ibn Sina's own life
as it is presented in the Risäla-yi sargudast. Indeed, according to the
contents of the latter treatise, the life of Ibn Sina falls into seven periods
each linked with a journey which consequently leads to a higher state of
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being. In other words the seven journeys of his real life are meant to be
associated with the seven stages of the spiritual growth of his
philosophical belief. This is the path which has been clearly depicted in
the Risälat ut-tair. Accordingly, each journey of Ibn Sina's own life
represents a movement towards a new level as well as the abandonment of
the older state. Thus, in this chapter I will endeavor to sketch the picture
Ibn Sina presented of the path of spiritual growth in his own life.

There are various ways of reviewing the life of Ibn Sina; one is
reading the accounts presented by his biographers, the other is studying
his own writings about his life in the form of letters and treatises
including the autobiography and the third is to combine both of these
studies. In writing about his life I have decided to choose the third
alternative. A brief description of material on the life of Ibn Sina follows.

A. Historical sources

The account of Ibn Sina's life is known to us through an Arabic treatise
(autobiography/biography)1 compiled by his disciple and companion,
Abu 'Ubaid 'AbdU '1-Wahld Jüzjäni (d. 438). This treatise has come down
to us in at least two recensions. One was recorded by al-Qifti and Ibn Abi
Usaibi'a 2 and the other exists independently in various manuscripts.3 In
addition to these two recensions there are many other sources, both
biographical and historical, in which the life of Ibn Sina has been treated
from various points of view. One example of the former is Tatimma siwän
al-hikma by Zahir ad-din 'Abu'l-Hasan Baihaqi (d. 565)4 and an
example of the latter is al-Bidäya wa'l-nihäya by Ibn Katir (d. IIA),5 In
addition there are the fictional accounts in which the legendary Ibn Sina
is presented. An example of this is illustrated by the episodes in Cahär
maqäla 6 and other examples can be found in various Persian tales in
which Ibn Sina or Bü 'Ali has been introduced as either a divine

physician or a magician.7 Those tales and the legendary character of Ibn
Sina have exerted such a pervasive influence on Persian folklore and Sufi
literature that even Jaläl ud-din Rümi has employed some of them in his
Matnawi.

1 According to al-Qifti, Ibn Sina dictated the first part (autobiography) to one of his
students who had asked him about his life. Cf. al- Qifti, Axbär al-hukamä, ed. Lippert, p.
413; cf. Ibn Abi Usaibi'a, 'Uyvn al-anbä' fi tabaqät al-atibbä', ed. Miiler, vol. II, p. 4.

2 Ibn Abi Usaibi'a, ibid., p. 2.
3 Cf. Ms. British Museum Add. 16, 659. ff. 4b-7b.
4 Baihaqi, Tatimma siwän al-hikma, ed. Safi', pp. 38-61; Persian ed. pp. 34-47.
5 Cf. Ibn Katir al-Quraisi al-Dimisqi, al-Bidäya wa'l-nihäya, part 11, pp. 42-45.
6 Nizämi 'Arüzi, Cahär maqäla, ed. Qazwini, pp. 9 f., 81 f., 85-90.
7 Safä, "Ibn Slnä dar dästänhä-yi iräni," Jasn-näma-yi Ibn Sinä, vol. II, pp. 413-429.
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To find the most correct version of the Risäla-yi sargudast or Ibn
Sina's life, I have examined a number of texts both in Persian and Arabic
and I have chosen Gohlman's printed edition (The life of Ibn Sina) and
the English translation by Arberry (Avicenna on theology). Apart from
these two I have consulted the Mss. Ayasofya 4852 and Topkapi Sarayi
3063. Tatimma siwän al-hikma by Baihaqi (d. A. H. 565), Axbär al-
hukamä, by al-Qifti (d. A. H. 646)8 while Wafayät al-a'yän by Ibn
Xalikän (d. A. H. 681 )9 and Kitäb 'uyün al-anbä' fi tabaqät al-atibbä'10
by Ibn Abi Usaibi'a (d. A. H. 668) were studied carefully in order to get
a better understanding of Ibn Sina's life. Last but not least history books
written during his lifetime, as well as after his time, were also studied in
order to obtain a clear picture of the Samanid period during which he
lived.

The treatise on Ibn Sina's life, Risäla-yi sargudast, falls into two parts,
as was mentioned above. According to al-Qifti the first part, (written in
autobiographical form) was dictated by Ibn Sina to his disciple, Jüzjäni,
and then the second part (biography) was appended to it.11 This treatise
(Risäla-yi sargudast) has been handed down to later generations of
biographers with minor changes without anyone ever questioning the true
nature of the contents.

In order to understand the function of Ibn Sina's autobiography as a
model for his students it is necessary to see it in its cultural context. Long
before Ibn Sina teachers practiced the same tradition. It was common for
a teacher or master of a way of life to instructed and exhorted their
followers by giving an account of a master's life as exemplifying a
certain type of education as guidance for by a follower. In other words a
path of learning and self-discipline was given flesh and blood by the life-
story of one of its masters. The most famous of these autobiographies in
antiquity was the biography attributed to Aristotle. A tradition of the
same type appeared in Manichean teachings long before the advent of
Islam. After Islam the accounts of the Prophet's life and his foremost
followers, who were called Ashäb as-sujfa, provided the material with
which followers and disciples of different circles were instructed. This
way of exhortation, which was based on concrete and practical material,
gradually led to a kind of teaching in which spirituality was first defined
in abstract terms and then exemplified by the highly structured
biography of a master. The 'Life' gives practical advice on how to attain
spiritual heights. Such treatises of guidance in the period preceding Ibn
Sina and during the time of his intellectual and spiritual formation

8 Al-Qifti, Axbår, p. 412-426.
9 Ibn Xalikän, Wafayät al-a'yän, pp. 190-194.
10 Ibn Abi Usaibi'a, 'Uyün, vol. II, pp. 2-20.
11 Cf. Ms. British Museum Add. 16,659, ff. 4b-7b.
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ordinarily consisted of two parts. This is amply illustrated by the teaching
material composed by Süfi masters like al-Sulami, Hujwiri, Ansäii and al-
Qusairi who all followed this same style of teaching in instructing their
followers. They all first wrote or dictated their theories and then
completed their theoretical teaching with the accounts of saints' lives. In
other words their books of instruction contain a theoretical part which
represents the abstract form of their teaching and a concrete and
illustrated section which served as a practical education.

It is therefore reasonable to believe that Ibn Sina, following either
Aristotle12 or the Süfi tradition of his time, dictated his autobiography not
only in order to answer his disciples' request but also to leave them a
description of his life as a model of a way to follow in order to reach a
certain spiritual state. Similarly, the Risälat ut-tair, as will be discussed in
the next chapter, sets down rules for an association of spiritual brothers
who have gathered around a master who illustrates the path of the soul
that they should follow. It is interesting to observe that the autobiography
is written in the first person and that the Risälat ut-tair is also recounted in
the first person. This suggests that they are both stories of Ibn Sina's life,
one based on the real events of his actual physical life and the other a

corresponding description of his spiritual progress. Now we return to the
story of Ibn Sina's life as a model which illustrates the Risälat ut-tair a
story in which Ibn Sina never stays in one place for a long time, moves on
and remains concealed whenever it is necessary, as is expressed in the
following statement extracted from the Risälat ut-tair."Be ever in flight
and never settle in a nest to which you return, for birds are captured in
their nests. If lack of wings hinders you, get them by force and win!
Indeed the best of vanguards are those who are strong in flight."13

B. Xurmaitan: Birth and childhood

According to the autobiography, Ibn Sina's father, 'Abdu'lläh, moved
from Balx to Buxärä14 during the reign of the Samanid Nüh ibn
Mansür15 to serve as governor in Xurmaitan.16 There he married a girl

12 Cf. Gutas, Avicenna and the Aristotelian tradition, where he has demonstrated that
Ibn Sina's autobiography follows the same pattern as that of Aristotle. See p. 196 f.

13 Ibn Sina, the section of the testament (wasiyya).
14 Buxärä (Sanskrit. Vihära), which was once the ancient site of Nowbahär, the

renowned Buddhist monastery, became the capital city of the Samanids as well as the
religious and intellectual center of the time. Ibn Sina's father, whose religion is known to
us through his son's accounts, was deeply influenced by the Ismä'ilis, the popular Si'ite
movement of the time of the Samanids.

15 Nüh II, the ninth Samanid amir, who succeeded his father at the age of thirteen and
reigned about twenty-two years, apparently died at the age of thirty five: 366/976-
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(Sitära) from Afsana,17 who later bore him two sons, Ibn Sina and his
younger brother Mahmüd or 'Ali.

Ibn Sina does not give a date of birth in his Risäla-yi sagudast.
According to the account of his life recorded by Ibn Abi Usaibi'a he was
born in 375 and died in 428 when he was only 53 years old.18 Ibn
Xalikän accepts the dates 370-42819 given by Baihaqi.20

Before we accept the date of his birth it is important to consult the
accounts of related events given by the autobiography. If Ibn Sina's
father migrated to Buxärä during the reign of Nüh II, it would have to
have been after 365/979, which is the year in which Nüh II succeeded to
the throne after his father at the age of thirteen. If Ibn Sina's father came
to Buxärä in 366 to serve in the position in Xurmaitan and married Sitära
about the same year then the year 367 would be the year that Ibn Sina
was born. Nafta in Pür-i Sinä has accepted Ibn Xalikän and Baihaqi's
accounts giving 370 as the year of his birth as has also Jaläl Humä'i21
while Mu'In has chosen the year 373.22

On my part, I cannot accept any of these dates, on the grounds that
they are contradicted by the accounts of the autobiography. I suggest the
year 367 as the year of Ibn Sina's birth as it is congruent with the
historical accounts and the treatise of Ibn Sina's life. In order to

substantiate my statement, I would like to draw attention to the point that
Nüh II died in 387, and, if we accept that Ibn Sina was born in 370, then
he would have been 17 years old when the Amir died. But this cannot
possibly be correct because according to the contents of the
autobiography he was about eighteen years old when he was summoned
to the court. In his autobiography Ibn Sina stresses that he had mastered
the Qur'än and belles-lettres (adab) when he was ten. He had studied
medicine by the age of sixteen, and then he devoted the next eighteen
months to reading and studying philosophy a second time "I was now a
master of Logic, natural sciences and mathematics, I therefore returned to
metaphysics."23 and this task was completed just a short time before the
Samanid Amir fell ill. With a simple calculation one can deduce that Ibn

387/997. For more accounts of Nüh's life, see Mujmal ut-tawärix wa'l-Qisas, p. 38;
Mustaufi, Tärix-i guzida, p. 385; Naflsi, Zindagi u kär u andisa u rüzgär-i Pür-i Sinä, p. 1.

16 Xur signifies sun and maitan is identical with mihan meaning country or land.
17 A village close to Buxärä.
18 Cf. Ibn Abi Usaibi'a, 'Uyun, p. 9.
19 Ibn Xalikän, Wafayät al-a'yän, vol. II, p. 193.
20 Cf. Baihaqi, Tatimma, p. 39.
21 Cf. Humä'i, "Räbita-yi Ibn Sinä wa Isfahan," Jasn-näma-yi Ibn Sinä, vol. II,

footnote p. 22.
22 Mu'in, Ta'liqät-i Cahär maqäla, p. 34.
23 Arberry, Avicenna, pp. 11 f.
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Sina must have been at least eighteen before being summoned to the
court of the Samanids.

Thus, according to the contents of the autobiography, Ibn Sina was

already eighteen or even older when he was enrolled in the service of the
Amir. It is also ascertained that Nüh II died in 387/997. Thus, Ibn Sina
could not have been less than nineteen when the Amir died. In other
words Ibn Sina was nineteen or even twenty in 387. Therefore it makes
sense to accept an earlier date than 370 as the year of his birth. The year
367 A. H. is a good choice as he himself stresses in the autobiography the
years he had studied philosophy and metaphysics before he was
summoned to the court of the Samanids.

C. Buxära: Twelve years of study
It is stated in the autobiography of Ibn Sina "Later we moved to Buxärä
where I was put under the teachers of the Qur'än and the letters."24
Further information given by Ibn Sina about his education implies that he
had studied he Qur'än and belles-lettres (adab) by the age of ten. He also
stresses that people were greatly amazed by his ability to learn. After this
he mentions the Ismä'ili faith of his father and his brother, and then
proceeds to speak about the way he responded to their invitation to join
them. According to the autobiography he had become acquainted with
Ismä'ili doctrine and the Rasä'il ixwän as-safä already by about the age
of ten. Ibn Sina heard from him and his younger brother the account of
the soul and intellect in the special manner in which the Ismä'lks perceive
it to be. Ibn Sina, who comprehended the subject matter they discussed,
declined in his soul to accept their interpretation.25 This statement by Ibn
Sina indicates that his younger brother, who was five years younger than
he, was mature enough mentally to engage in the discussion. This would
imply that his five year old brother was also acquainted with the concept
of soul and intellect. It is indeed hard to believe that even a precocious
child like Ibn Sina could understand such concepts at such an early age.
However, the account in the treatise stresses the statement and all
biographers have accepted it as a fact. Although Ibn Sina rejects the
Ismä'ili interpretation of the soul and intellect there is considerable
uncertainty among scholars as to whether he was an adherent of the
Ismä'ili faith or not. Even recent biographers cannot overcome their
doubt regarding Ibn Sina's faith. Ivanov is convinced that he was an
Ismä'ili who concealed his faith because of the religious fanaticism of the
day. Some other biographers including Gutas disagree with Ivanov's view

24 Arberry, ibid., p. 9.
25 Cf. Gohlman, The life of Ibn Sina, p. 18 f.
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on this question, and see no reason for Ibn Sina to hide his belief. In
Gutas's opinion if Ibn Sina had had any sympathy for the doctrines of
the Ismä'ills he would have acknowledged it.26

A discussion of this matter would require a comparative study of Ibn
Sina's books and treatises and those of the Ismä'ilTs before a conclusion
could be drawn. This is beyond the scale of the present study and I will
therefore refrain from comment on this matter. What is of importance in
the present context is to draw attention to the point that Ibn Sina followed
the traditional Ismä'ili concept of education in the early stages of his
studies. Thus his curriculum was based on the same combination of

subjects as that used in the Ismä'ili schools. This can be observed in the
Risäla-yi sargudast which will be discussed shortly. According to the
Risäla-yi sargudast they (possibly his father and his companions of
Ismä'ili belief) introduced him to philosophy, geometry and Indian
arithmetic. Then he was sent to a certain greengrocer27 (Mahmud
Massäh)28 to be taught Indian calculus and algebra. Ibn Sina
accomplished this task before he began to study jurisprudence fiqh with
Ismä'll Zähid. He was still studying under the authority of Ismä'il Zähid
when the philosopher 'Abdu'lläh al-Nätill 29 came to Buxärä. He was
invited by Ibn Sina's father to stay in their house where he taught Ibn
Sina Isäguji, Euclid and Almagest. During a period of six years he studied
arithmetic, geometry, logic, philosophy and medicine both under the
philosopher Natill and by himself. In other words the education he
received, with its roots in the Ismä'ik, Kitäb al-isärät study of the Greek
disciplines, destined him to become a Muslim Aristotelian philosopher as
such schooling differed from the education provided for theologians or
Süfis, both of which had established schools in Xuräsän and Bagdad at
that time. It was about this time that Süfi masters like Abu Sa'ld ibn
Abi'l-Xair and Imam al-Qusaifi led their circles in their xänaqäs and the
followers of the Hanafi and Säfi'i schools of law ran their mosques.

Accordingly, all three schools of thoughts, namely, philosophy,
theology and mysticism (tasawwuf) had their traditional ways of

2^ Cf. Gutas, Avicenna, p. 192 f.
27 At that time learned men and Süfis had a profession by which they made a living.

The only people who received wages for teaching were those who had schools (maktab/
dabiristärr, otherwise to spread knowledge was considered a religious duty. Cf. Nafisi,
Zindagi, p. 110.

28 Cf. Baihaqi, Tatimma, p. 40.
29 Abu 'Abdu'lläh Husain ibn Ibrahim Tabari Nätill was from Nätil or Nätila in

Tabaristän. He was one of those great learned men of the time. He came to Buxärä and was
invited to Ibn Sina's parental house when Ibn Sina was a child. Ibn Sina studied Isäguji,
Euclid and Almagest with him. Then he left Buxärä for Gurgänj, the capital city of the
Ma'münids in Xuärazm. Cf. Baihaqi, Tatimma, p. 22 f; Nafisi, Zindagi, p. 138.
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instructing their followers. Clearly Ibn Sina did not belong to the school
of mysticism or religion, but to the school of Islamic philosophy which
gradually showed a tendency towards mysticism. The teachings of this
school were based on the study of religious and philosophical treatises,
which provided material towards a reinterpretation of religious material.
Among the learned circles of the period the Ixwän as-safä were most
famous for following this pattern in their teachings. Näsir-i Xusrau in his
book Jami' ul-hikmatain regards philosophy and religion as the two
pillars on which the whole school of the Ismä'ili faith is based. The
account of Ibn Sina's life shows that during his entire life he followed the
same way of learning and teaching, although he developed his own way
of thought which was independent from other schools of thought. The
continuation of the account in the Risäla-yi sargudast confirms that he
was brought up as a Muslim philosopher in the same way that the Ixwän
as-säfa and the Ismäl'li thinkers had been.

Then Nätili took leave of Ibn Sina and moved to Gurgänj. Ibn Sina
studied medicine on his own and perfected his aptitude so much through
experience that qualified physicians began to study medicine with him.
Thus, by the age of sixteen Ibn Sina's education had gone through three
phases and it was time to study metaphysics. The last stages lasted
eighteen months during which he (according to the autobiography)
studied logic, philosophy and mathematics day and night without a
moment of rest.30 He continued to use the same method in his studies
until he had made himself the master of sciences; "I now comprehended
them to the limits of human possibility. All that I learned during that time
is exactly as I know now, I have added nothing more to my knowledge to
this day."31

The above quotation, mentioned by all sources, conveys that Ibn Sina
mastered all the physical sciences to such a point that no human being
can reach a higher level of understanding than he. This statement occurs
before he began to study metaphysics and immediately after it he points
out his interest in metaphysics and the difficulty he faced in
understanding the Metaphysics by Aristotle.32 Here we are confronted
with a contradiction in the text. How could he master all knowledge to the
highest level when he had not yet studied metaphysics, and then when he
has learned it he repeats the same statement about his level of
accomplishment. This becomes clear when we refer to the autobiography.

30 Al- Qifti, Axbär, p. 415; Ibn Abi Usaibi'a, ibid., p. 3.
31 Arberry, Avicenna, p. 11; al- Qifti, Axbär, p. 415; Ibn Abi Usaibi'a, Kitäb 'uyvn al-

anbä', p. 3; Baihaqi, Tatimma, p. 41.
32 The book was a free translation from Greek to Syriac and from Syriac to Arabic, and

each translator had added, commented or eliminated some part of the original text.
Because of that the book was very difficult to understand.
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In the autobiography Ibn Sina states that when he finally understood the
Object of Metaphysics through Fä rate's commentary, it happened that the
Amir of Buxärä fell sick. He succeeded in curing the Amir in
collaboration with other physicians. Then Ibn Sina was granted
admittance to the royal library where he found the most marvelous
collection of books he had ever seen in his life; "I read these books,
taking notes of their contents, I came to realize the place each man

occupied in his particular science."33
Thus, the two statements contradict each other.34 He could not

possibly have achieved the highest level of human capacity, then fail to
understand metaphysics even though the book was a bad translation from
Syriac into Arabic, and again, after reading and studying all the books in
the royal library, make the same statement about his level of knowledge.
Moreover, he could not have been eighteen both before he reached the
court of the Samanids and after he entered the service of the Amir and as

a result gained access to his library.
It was in fact the studying of the books of the library that allowed Ibn

Sina to perfect his knowledge. In this context he states: "I entered a
mansion with many chambers, each chamber having chests of books piled
one upon another."35 There he found books on language, poetry, law
and the works of the ancient Greeks. According to Ibn Sina he had
neither seen nor read many of those books before, while at the same time
we know from the same text that he was a professional reader who had
studied all available books on medicine, logic, philosophy, etc. In fact his
name was famous even at the court because of the breadth of his reading.

Thus, for a young scholar like Ibn Sina who learned more from the
books than teachers36 the experience of that magnificent library was a
breakthrough. He was probably so enthusiastic about the library that his
enemies blamed the fire that destroyed it on him.37 Thus, the library was
a very important stage of Ibn Sina's scholastic life without which he
could not have perfected his knowledge. In this case we are obliged to
dispute his earlier statement made in the autobiography regarding his
perfect understanding of the sciences at the highest level of the human
capacity.38

Ibn Sina had one more phase of intellectual growth in Buxärä before
he left the city for Gurgänj. He composed a comprehensive book on the

33 Arberry, Avicenna, p. 13.
34 Gutas, in his book Avicenna, does not see it as a contradiction. Cf. p. 189.
35 Arberry, Avicenna, p. 14.
36 He says so in the autobiography but this may be a way of emphasizing his

independence from any school of thought.
37 Cf. Baihaqi, Tatimma, p. 43.
38 Cf. al-Qifti, Axbär, p. 415.
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various subjects of sciences except mathematics at the request of one
Abu'l-Hasan al-'Arüzi and dedicated the book which he called al-

Majmü' to him. According to the treatise, another work written by him
before he left Buxärä at the age of twenty-two was al-Häsil xva'l-mahsül
in twenty volumes.39

The importance of this part of the autobiography lies in the instructive
material Ibn Sina gives to his students. By describing his education and
schooling in this way he endeavors to show his students and those who are
interested in acquiring the philosophical sciences, that learning
philosophy requires a systematic way of education. This education begins
with learning the Qur'än and adab and ends with metaphysics. He
mentions that in the library of the Samanids he learned the place each
man occupied in his particular science. This statement is very much in
accordance with what the Rasä 'il ixwän as-safä state regarding the kind of
books the Brothers should study. They confine the fourth and highest
class of the books to divine books in which the Brothers become

acquainted with the lives of divine philosophers.40
In his autobiography Ibn Sina also draws attention to the necessity for

diligent study and gives his own case as an example. He emphasizes the
fact that he studied the Metaphysics by Aristotle forty times in order to
understand it. In other words he makes an attempt to instruct his own
students, encouraging them to work hard regardless of their intelligence.
A third point he makes is that metaphysics is not an easy science like
medicine. To attain knowledge in metaphysics one must master all other
sciences first. Then one must study the physical sciences all over again at
a deeper level and thirdly maintain the body and mind in a state of
constant alertness until the Soul is trained to acquire knowledge about the
Spirit. Afterwards Ibn Sina makes it clear to his students that he began to
write when he had completed his acquisition of knowledge including
metaphysics. In other words he means that writing a book must be a
consequence of achieving this goal.

In the autobiography Ibn Sina describes an educational agenda with
which he instructs his students and in this way the autobiography is
reminiscent of the first part of the Risälat ut-tair. His method of self-
education and manner of questioning his teachers and inquiring about
logical and geometrical matters is not only instructive but also
exemplifies the Aristotelian way of teaching. Thus aside from the
contradictions and exaggerations, the autobiography contains much to
instruct the students of Ibn Sina's circle and following generations.

39 Al- QiftI and Ibn Abi Usaibi'a mention twenty-one and Baihaqi emphasizes that
there were twenty-two.

40 Cf. Rasä'il ixwän as-safä, vol. IV, p. 42 f.
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D. Gurgänj: A new rank and the companionship of the
scholars

Ibn Sina must have left Buxärä around 389. If we accept that he was born
in 367 (as was discussed above) he would have been twenty-two when he
escaped from Buxärä and sought refuge at the court of the Ma'münlds in
389. To understand this matter it is important to consider the
circumstances which led him to leave the capital city. We will begin with a
review of the history of both the Samanid court in Buxärä and the
Ma'münid court in Xuärazm at the time when Suitän Mahmüd of the
Gaznavid dynasty succeeded his father to the throne.

After the death of Nüh II in 387 A. H., his young son Mansür
succeeded to the throne. He reigned for a period of one year and seven
months when, through a conspiracy of his nobles, he was blinded and his
brother, 'Abdu'l-Malik II, who was also a child, was put on the throne.
He reigned for eight months (389/999-390/1000) when Ilak Xän,
Mah müd's Turkish ally, took over the power. The official fall of the
Samanid dynasty occurred in 390/1000. The last aspirant to the throne,
Muntasir Ismä'il ibn Nüh, was killed in 395/1005.41 It is hard to accept
that Ibn Sina was still at the court of the Samanids when the last amir was

killed. It is more likely that he left the court and Buxärä by the year
390/1000 before the reign of Ilak Xän. Thus, it must have been about
389/999 when Ibn Sina went to Xuärazm.

Before we describe Ibn Sina's journey to Xuärazm it is important to
mention that according to the autobiography he finished writing a book
in which all the sciences except mathematics were included at the age of
twenty-one. This book was written at the request of a certain neighbor. He
also wrote another work in twenty volumes as well as a book on the
subject of morals and ethics which he dedicated to a learned man, Abu
BakrBarqi XuärazmI. Apparently no one copied the latter book and Ibn
Sina himself did not keep the manuscripts.

The death of Ibn Sina's father and the chaos at the court of the
Samanids obliged the young physician to seek refuge at another court. It
should also be kept in mind that at this time Mahmüd of Gazna had come
to power and posed a threat to all the amirs of the time, especially to those
who did not share the same religious faith. It is not evident from the
contents of the autobiography which year Ibn Sina left Buxärä except for
the notice that he was twenty-two. This signifies that he was at the court of
the Samanids about four years before he moved to the court of the
Ma'münid Xuärazmsäh. This was the year that the young amir was
blinded and his brother succeeded to the throne and the country suffered
a total disaster.

41 MustaufI, Tärix, p. 38 f.
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In Xuärazm, however, the Ma'münid dynasty had paid tribute to the
Samanids in the beginning but then enjoyed a short period of
independence between the fall of the Samanids and before being
conquered by Mahmüd. 'All ibn Ma'mün reigned in Xuärazm at this
time and through his wise minister, Abu'l-Husain Sahll, had assembled
the greatest men of letters at his court. The other reason for placing Ibn
Sina in Xuärazm in 389 A. H. is a statement he makes in the

autobiography. According to the account he went to Gurgänj during the
reign of 'Ali ibn Ma'mün. This Xuärazmsäh reigned between 387-390
A. H. Ibn Sina must have arrived at his court a year or at least a few
months before his death and therefore must have been there at the

beginning or middle of the year 389. In 390 Ma'mün II42 succeeded his
brother 'All ibn Ma'mün,43 on the throne and married his brother's wife
who was Sultän Mahmüd's sister and appointed Abu'l-Husain Sahli as his
minister.44 Sahli, who was a learned man himself, had obviously made it
possible for men of letters to assemble at his court. Ibn Sina's statement
about him confirms the truth of this: '"Abu'l-Husain al-Sahli, was a

minister, being a man devoted to these sciences."45 The Sargudast
confirms that the Ma'münid Amir was no other than 'Ali ibn Ma'mün
when Ibn Sina arrived at the court of Ma'münids.46 Ibn Sina is silent
about how 'Ali ibn Ma'mün ended and how his successor took over the
throne. Ibn Sina was, however, taken into favor by the new amir and
resided in Gurgänj for almost a decade.

In Gurgänj Ibn Sina's educational development reached the third
peak. There he was appointed to a new rank47 and enjoyed the company
of the most distinguished learned men of his time, Abü Sahl Masihi the
physician and philosopher,48Abü Raihän BirunI, the chronologist,
historian and astronomer, Abü Nasr 'Iräq, the mathematician, and Abu'l-
Xair Xammär, the physician. The five men of letters lived at the court of
Xuärazmsäh until Sultän Mahmüd of Gazna demanded their presence at

42 BaihaqI, Tärix-i Baihaqi, ed. Nafisi, vol. I, p. 453 ff.; cf. Mu'in, Ta'liqät-i Cahär
maqäla, p. 411 f.; Ibn Abi Usaibi'a, ibid., p. 4.

43 Ibn Abi Usaibi'a, Kitäb 'uyün al-anbä', p. 4; al- Qifti, Axbär, p. 41.
^Abu'l-Husain Ahmad ibn Muhammad was the minister of 'Ali ibn Ma'mün and his

brother Abu'l-'Abbäs. He escaped from Xuärazm out of fear of Xuärazmsäh in 404 and died
in Bagdäd in 418. Cf. Mu'in, ibid., p. 414.

45 Arberry, ibid., p. 13.
46 Ibn Abi Ulaibi'a, Kitäb 'uyun, p. 4; al- Qifi, Axbär, p. 41.
47 Evidently the courtiers were recognized by their clothing and Ibn Sina went clad in

a jurisprudent (faqih) garb and had a sizeable pension.
48Abü Sahl 'Isä ibn Yahyä Gurgäni was the greatest physician of the fourth and the

fifth centuries after Hijra. He wrote many books on different subjects of science including
medicine. It is also said that he was Ibn Sina's teacher in medicine. Abü Raihän Birüni has

ascribed twelve books to him. Cf. Nafisi, Zindagi, p. 135.
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his court. The manner in which Sultan Mahmüd requested their surrender
has been reported variously.

According to the account of Cahär maqäla, when the Xuärazmsäh
received the letter from Mahmüd regarding their removal to the court of
Mahmüd, he called the five learned men and showed them the letter,
asking their opinion in regard to their attendance at the court of the
Gaznavids. Three of them gave a positive reply to the order49 whereas
Ibn Sina and Abü Sahl Masihi, refused to go. The Xuärazmsäh, who was
afraid of Mahmüd on one hand and reluctant to surrender the two

learned men to the messenger of Mahmüd on the other hand, made their
escape possible. In this manner Cahär maqäla explains the reason for the
departure of the two learned men from the court of the Xuärazmsäh.
Whether this is true or not is difficult to ascertain as there is not much in
the historical sources to support Nizäml Arüzl's words. Ibn Sina himself
gives no details regarding why he left the court of the Ma'münids and
simply states, "Then I was constrained to move to Nasä. "50 He employs
here the same expression he used at an earlier stage when explaining his
escape from Buxärä.

There are, however, two points in Ibn Sina's statement that suggest that
he was escaping from grave danger. First he employs the same phrase that
he had used for motivating his departure from Buxärä 51 and second he
gives some detail about the little towns he passed through to reach
Gurgän. If he were not escaping why would he risk his life in the
wilderness?

One can ask why Ibn Sina and his companion escaped from Gurgänj
about 403 when the decline of the Ma'münids did not begin until A. H.
408. Before we survey the accounts of the history books on this matter, it
is relevant to say that Sahli or Suhall, the minister of Xuärazmsäh who was
Ibn Sina's patron, escaped from Xuärazm in 404. This indicates that the
circumstances had changed at the court of the Ma'münids already about
Ibn Sina's departure.

It is also known to us that the Xuärzmsäh, Abu'l-'Abbäs Ma'mün had
married Mahmüd's sister at that time and that he feared Mahmüd. Also he
was about to surrender his land to Mahmud when he was killed by his
nobles. All these accounts signify that the court of the Ma'münids was no

longer a safe place for men of letters. It is also likely that Sahli
understood this and suggested that Ibn Sina and Abü Sahl Masihi, who

49 The other account says that Mahmüd took them with him after having conquered
Xuärazm in 408. Cf. Mu'in, ibid., p. 41.

50 Arberry, ibid., p. 14; al- Qifti, Axbär, p. 41; Ibn Abi Usaibi'a, Kitäb 'uyün al-
anbä', p. 4.

51 He probably had Sultan Mahmüd in mind, as the Sultan called himself al-gäzi and
his main target was killing people of other faiths than Säfi'i and Hanbali.
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were of another faith than Mahmüd, seek a new patron for themselves.
Most likely this new patron was to be Qäbüs who was famous in the
domain of literature for his patronage of men of letters. Thus, it makes
sense to say that the two great scholars escaped from Xuärazm.

In this context Cahär maqäla has its own interpretation which is not
quite congruent with that of the historians. According to the latter the
prominent men of the Ma'munid court including Abu Xair Xammär and
Abu Raihän Biruni were taken to Gazna when Mahmüd conquered
Xuärazm in retaliation for the murder of his brother in law, Ma'mün II,
in 408.

The autobiography treats Ibn Sina's stay in Gurgänj very briefly and
no names of men of letters are mentioned. It is, however, the history
books that inform us about the coexistence of several scholars at the local
court of Gurgänj court. Seen in the context of the two parallel accounts
of the Sargudast and the Risälat ut-tair this fact allows us to conclude that
Ibn Sina's third stage of spiritual growth reached completion in Gurgänj
and that the companionship of certain other scholars contributed to it.

E. Gurgän: The master and the circles of students
In spite of being accompanied by a guide, the two men of letters faced
great difficulties in finding their way through the desert. Abu Sahl Mas!hi
perished in the wilderness and Ibn Sina ended up in Abi ward.52 From
there he continued his long journey by way of Tüs, Suqän, Samangän
Jäjarm53 with Gurgän as his goal.54 In Gurgän he was hoping to attend
the court of the Ziyärid Amir Qäbüs Wusmgir, entitled Sams ul-Ma'äk.55
Nizäml recounts that in Gurgän Ibn Sina was summoned to the court of
Qäbüs to visit a sick relative of the ruler. Ibn Sina cured the prince by
giving him a psychological treatment. Qäbüs was highly impressed by the
treatment and took the physician into his favor 56

Ibn Sina's own account does not give any details about his sojourn at
the court of Qäbüs;57 on the contrary it implies that his visit in Gurgän

52 The other accounts say that both reached Abiward from Nasä. In the desert Abu Sahl
realized by means of astrology that his death was near but that Ibn Sina would find his way
with difficulty. His prediction came true and he was trapped in the desert and lost his life.

53 Cf. Nafisi, ibid., p. 425 f.
54 Cf. Nizärni 'Arüzi, ibid., p. 86 ff.
55 The Amir was an enlightened and accomplished man who was well known among

scholars not only because of his literary background but also because of his patronage of
men of letters.

5^ Cf. Nizäml 'Arüzi, ibid., p. 89.
57 Sams ul-Ma'äli Qäbüs ibn Wusmgir, the ruler of Tabaristän, was the fourth Ziyärid

king who succeeded his brother in 366 A. H. He was a man of letters and patron of learned
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was coincident with the detention of the Amir in a certain fortress where
he died.58 In other words the Amir had died before Ibn Sina had a

chance to meet him. Apparently the revolt of the nobility which had lead
to Qäbüs' imprisonment and death plunged the country into a chaotic
situation which forced Ibn Sina to leave Gurgän for Dihistän about 403.
There a crucial illness made him return to Gurgän where he met Jüzjäni.
At this point the autobiography ends without making clear how much
time elapsed between his departure from Gurgän and his return.

The rest of the biographical account of Ibn Sina's life was written by
Jüzjäm.59 The contents of Jüzjäni's words show that in Gurgän Ibn Sina
reached his fourth peak just as the birds of the Risälat ut-tair reached the
summit of the mountains. There in Gurgän, instead of being a courtier,60
he became a master who gave lectures on logic and philosophy. In this
regard Jüzjäni states: " used to visit him every day, reading the Almagest
and listening to him lecture on Logic."61 Afterwards Jüzjäni mentions
that Ibn Sina wrote a number of books and essays including the first part
of al-Qänvn.

The biography says nothing about the number of students who
attended Ibn Sina's discourses. It does, however, mention that a certain
patron with an interest in philosophy, Abü Muhammad Sirää, had bought
a house for Ibn Sina in his neighborhood and that Jüzjäm used to meet
him there. Ibn Sina's sojourn in Gurgän lasted only about a year. If
Jüzjäni's word is to be trusted we can assume that Ibn Sina was very busy
in Gurgän writing, teaching and instructing students, in addition to
treating people for ailments.

Thus, the period in Gurgän is very important in the context of Ibn
Sina's circle of students and disciples. There he appears as a master who
instructs his followers and gives lectures and in return they help him to
reproduce his knowledge on various subjects. Jüzjäni does not confide to
us the names of the other students but other biographers do. Baihaqi, for
example, not only gives an account of some of Ibn Sina's students but

men. Abü Raihän Birüni, who had enjoyed the generosity of the king, dedicated a book to
him (Chronology of ancient nations) about A. D. 1000. Qäbüs was detained in a fortress
between Gurgän and Astaräbäd and died there of cold. Cf. Browne, Literary history of
Persia, vol. II, p. 103 f.

58 Cf. al-Qifti, Axbär, p. 41.
59 Abü 'Ubaid 'Abdu'l-Wähid Faqih Jüzjäni, who joined the circle of Ibn Sina's

students in Gurgän in 403 and served his master for twenty-five years, wrote the
biography of his master, collected his books and wrote an introduction to Dänis-näma-yi
'Alå'i. Cf. Nizämi'Arüzi, ibid., p. 450 ff; cf. Baihaqi, ibid., p. 93 ff.

60 According to Birüni, Ibn Sina wrote a treatise and dedicated it to Zarrin Gis, the
daughter of Qäbüs, which indicates that even in Gurgän Ibn Sina had some contact with
the court of Tabaristän.

61 Arberry, Avicenna, p. 15.
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also emphasizes that Jüzjäni was not one of the brightest ones. Jüzjäni was
more like a follower of Ibn Sina than a disciple or a student.62

Among Ibn Sina's students, Baihaqi mentions al-Filsüf Bahmanyär al-
Hakim who was a Zoroastrian and not expert in Arabic (He died in
458),63 al-Hakim Abu Mansür al-Husain ibn TäJhir ibn Zayla, who was
also a Zoroastrian, and expert in mathematics and music. (He wrote a

commentary on Hayy Ibn Yaqzän in addition to many other books. He
died in 440),64 as well as Abu 'Abdu'lläh Ma'sümi al-Hakim who was a

very famous student of Ibn Sina to whom he dedicated his book on love
'al-'Isq' Ibn Sina has even said about him "al-Ma'sümi is to me what
Aristotle was to Plato"65 He died in 420 in the massacre of the

population of Ray by Sultan Mahmüd.66 Apart from these very famous
names there are many other names that are attributed to students
belonging to the circle of Ibn Sina. Näsir-i Xusrau relates in his Safar-
näma that in Simnän when he sought out the learned men he was told of a
man called Master 'All Nasä'I whom he went to see. Näsir-i Xusrau
found him to be a young man who spoke Persian with a Dailami accent
and wore his hair uncovered. He had a group of people about him
reading Euclid, while another group read medicine and yet another
mathematics. Näsir-i Xusrau notes that the master kept saying, "I read
this with Avicenna, and I heard this from Avicenna." His object was to
show Näsir-i Xusrau that he had been a student of Ibn Sina.67

The way Näsir-i Xusrau describes Nasä'I's school is reminiscent of
Jüzjäni's description of study sessions with Ibn Sina. Näsir-i Xusrau's
words suggest that Ibn Sina had developed a method of teaching that
even after him was very famous. In this context those who wished to
receive honor and respect pretended to be related to Ibn Sina by
following in his footsteps even when their knowledge was not adequate.

F. Ray: The physician of the soul
After his sojourn in Gurgän Ibn Sina moved to Ray to join the service of
Sayyida. Sayyida, the Buyid queen,68 had borne four sons to Faxr ud-
daula. The eldest son, Abi, Tälib Rustam Majd ud-daula had succeeded his
father, Faxr ud-daula at a very early age and his mother ruled the country

62 Cf. Baihaqi, Tatimma, p. 94.
63 Baihaqi, Tatimma, p. 91 f; cf. Mu'in, Ta'liqät, p. 444 ff.
64 Cf. Baihaqi, ibid., p. 92 f.
65 Cf. Baihaqi, ibid., p. 95 f.
66 Safä, Tärix-i adabiyät dar Iran, vol. I, p. 319.
67 Cf. Näsir-i Xusrau, Book of Travels, English trans. Thackston, p. 2.
68 Slrin, daughter of Sipahbad Sirwln, was the powerful Ziyärid queen who reigned

after the death of her husband Faxr ud-daula.
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in his name for thirty-three years. When Ibn Sina arrived at Ray, he found
Majd ud-daula overcome by a black bile disease (melancholy) which he
treated.69

At Ray Ibn Sina composed Kitäb al-ma'äd the (Book of the Return).
He stayed there until Sams ud-daula, the second son of Sayyida, invaded
Ray, following the slaying of Hiläl ibn Badr Hasanawaya and the rout of
the Bagdad army in 405/1015. Thereafter Ibn Sina decided to go to
Hamadän to enter the service of Sams ud-daula, the younger son of
Sayyida.

G. Hamadän: The head of society
Ibn Sina apparently left Ray in 406/1016 and went to Qazwln, intending
to proceed to Hamadän to meet Sams ud-daula who had a serious
stomach ailment (colic). In Hamadän Ibn Sina treated the Amir for forty
days until he was cured and as a result received many gifts. Moreover, he
became one of the Amir's intimates and was appointed minister on the
occasion of Sams ud-daula return from a battle with 'Annäz' army in
Qirmisln (Kirmänsäh).

Ibn Sina does not seem to have been all that successful in the office of
the Amir and Jüzjäni reports that the army conspired against him. They
accused him of having withheld their wages and plundered his house.
They even demanded that the Amir should put him in jail. They went
even further and asked the Amir to put him to death. According to
Jüzjäni, Ibn Sina retired from his ministerial position and concealed
himself for forty days till the prince was seized by another attack of colic.
The skilled physician returned to the court, cured the Amir and was
reinstated as minister.

In Hamadän Ibn Sina reached his sixth spiritual peak. There, during a

period of seven years (406-413), he acted as vizier and involved himself
in politics during the day and led his circle of students at night.
According to the biography, students would gather at his house every
night and they would take turns at reading as-Sifä and al-Qänün. Jüzjäni
also emphasizes the fact that "studying was done by night, because
during the day his attendance upon the Amir left him (Ibn Sina) no spare
time."70

69 Nizäml Arüzl in Cähär maqäla tells a story about a Buyid prince who suffered from
melancholy. He imagined himself to be a bull and asked for a butcher to slaughter him.
Ibn Sina, in the guise of a butcher, applied his treatments to the prince. It is likely that
the Buyid prince and Majd ud-daula represents the same person. Cf. Mu'in, Ta'liqät, p. 92.

70Arberry, Avicenna, p. 1.
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Baihaql supports Jüzjäni's statement in this context and gives more
details about the assemblies of the students of Ibn Sina. According to
him, at these gatherings Abu 'Ubaid read from as-Sifä and Ma'sumi took
up al-Qänün (the Canon of Medicine) while Ibn Zayla read in his turn
from al-Isärät and Bahmanyär from al-Häsil wa'l-mahsvl71 Nizärrö
Arüzl, who is likely to have been inspired by the account of Jüzjäni, gives
even more details regarding Ibn Sina's life as a master and a vizier. He
also likens Ibn Sina to Aristotle who was Alexander's vizier. Moreover, he
depicts how Ibn Sina would initiate and instruct several students before
daybreak.72

In 412 A. H., Sams ud-daula died and his son, Samä' ud-daula
succeeded him. He asked Ibn Sina to stay on as vizier but Ibn Sina
refused his request. He decided to go to Isfahan and enjoy the attendance
upon 'Alä' ud-daula Käküya.73 Ibn Sina, who instructs his associates in
the Risålat ut-tair on how to hide themselves when it is necessary,
followed the same principle and concealed himself while at the same time
he corresponded in secret with the court of 'Alä' ud-daula.74 According
to the account of the biography, he completed some parts of his Kitäb as-

sifä while in hiding and Jüzjäni reports that he wrote fifty pages every
day 75 Then he commenced writing a book on logic, when Täj ul-Mulk
found his hiding place and arrested him. Ibn Sina was detained in the
fortress of Fardajän for four months, and it is said that he wrote the Hayy
ibn Yaqzän, the Risälat ut-tair 76 and the Kitäb al-hidäya there. Alä' ud¬
daula attacked Hamadän and defeated Täj ul-Mulk. Despite being in
flight, Täj ul-Mulk passed by the fortress of Fardajän to get Ibn Sina and
bring him to Hamadän. He was accommodated in a certain house where
he composed the logic of as-Sifä while waiting for the right time to
escape to Isfahän. At last he went to Isfahän disguised in Süfi garb
together with his brother, his disciple Jü zjäni and two slaves.

H. Isfahan: The master of masters

Ibn Sina arrived in Isfahän around 414/1023. There he stayed for the rest
of his life and wrote many books which cover a wide range of topics. His
encyclopedic work, the Kitäb sifä an-nafs and his Book of Logic (Mantiq)

71 Cf. Baihaqi, Tatimma, p. 49.
72 Mu'in, Ta'liqät, p. 92 f.
73 'Alä' ud-daula Husäm ud-dln Abu Ja'far Muhammad ibn Dusman Zlyär known as Ibn

Käküya reigned in Isfahän from 398-433. He was Sayyida's cousin. That was why he was
called Käküya as Käkü means uncle in the Dailami dialect.

74 Cf. Arberry, Avicenna, p. 18; cf. Gohlman, The life of Ibn Sina, p. 62 f.
73 Gohlman, The life, p. 58 f.
76 Cf. Baihaqi, Tatimma, p. 50.
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were finished there. Besides, he made summaries of many books on
Greek philosophy and wrote many other books including Mantiq al¬
mas riqiya. It is said that during this period he accompanied the ruler on
his numerous journeys and wrote or dictated his books when he was on
horseback or camel. Other regular activities during these years included
leading the gathering of his students and taking part in the weekly Friday
night debate organized by the Amir.

The life Ibn Sina led in Isfahan falls into two periods. During the first
six years he had relative peace of mind until 420 when Sayyida died in
Ray and Mahmüd attacked Ray. Mahmüd of Gazna accused Majd ud-
daula of being a Qarmati heretic, took his treasures, burned the libraries,
and killed a large number of the population for sharing the same faith as
their amir. Isfahan was threatened but as Mahmüd himself died in 420 the

city was not attacked until his son Mas'üd invaded Isfahan between 420-
421. He burned the city and killed thousands of people. It was in this
attack that once again Ibn Sina's house was plundered and his fortune,
including his books, was taken to Gazna although he himself escaped
capture.

After 421 'Alä' ud-daula returned to power and Ibn Sina became
even more intimate with him. "The Amir appointed every Friday night a
meeting for learned discussion before him to be attended by all the
scholars according to their various degrees, the Master Abu 'Ali among
them; in these gatherings he proved himself quite supreme and unrivalled
in every branch of learning."77 In the astronomical section at the end of
that work he added things which had never been discovered before. He
also introduced some new examples into Euclid and in the same manner

enlarged the arithmetic with a number of excellent refinements, and
discussed problems of music which the ancient Greek had neglected.

In Isfahan he also improved his knowledge of philology by devoting
three years of his life to the study of his subject. He also wrote a book on
the subject entitled Lisän al-'Arab. Meanwhile he accompanied the Amir
in battle until his last days.

The Amir, 'Alä' ud-daula Käküya, who probably did not know
Arabic, asked him to write a book on the subject of the natural sciences in
Persian so that he could have a better comprehension of the sciences. Ibn
Sina wrote his encyclopedic Dänis-näma78 and dedicated the book to him
and entitled it Dänis-näma-yi 'Alä 'i. He also wrote the book Rag-sinäsi in

77 Arberry, Avicenna, p. 18 f.
78 According to the introduction of the book it was meant to include treatises on the

subjects of logic, natural sciences, astrology, music and metaphysics. Ibn Sina, however,
never wrote the chapters on logic, divine and natural sciences. The rest of the book
(astrology, geometry, arithmetic and music) was completed by Jüzjäni. Cf. Ibn Abi
Usaibi'a, Kitäb 'uyün, p. 19.
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Persian. Ibn Sina spent the last seven years of his productive, restless life
(421-428) in this manner. There in Isfahan he reached the seventh and
last peak of his spiritual life and died in 428 in Hamadän on one of the
Amir's battlefields. In other words his life was a battlefield from the

beginning to the end and he did not die in his house in Isfahan, but in
Hamadän. He lived like a bird and died like a bird; he never married and
settled in a nest although he was taken into favor by several amirs. He left
them as soon as he recognized that it was 'necessary' to move on as he
instructed his students in the Risålat ut-tair. Ibn Sina never explains to his
audience or readers in what the 'necessary' consists nor what urged him
to leave. He surely knew the unspecified reason, and that is
understandable from the contents of his autobiography: to break with the
old attachments and not to be possessed by possessions. Leading a free
life allowed him constantly to elevate his state of being. Periodically he
would leave everything behind in order to advance to a new stage. At least
this is the account of his life as it is presented in his autobiography.

Thus he presents his physical life as a series of seven journeys which at
the same time represents seven stages of intellectual and spiritual
attainment, stages in the quest for truth. In the following chapter we will
see how the Risälat ut-tair takes up the same theme on a spiritual level. In
the Risäla-yi sargudast it is never a openly expressed that the text is
meant to serve as a guideline for seekers of the truth as philosophers; in
the Risälat ut-tair this is much more evident.
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CHAPTER II

The Risälat

The attribution of the authorship of the Risälat ut-tair to Ibn Sina is
certain, not only because of its style but also because of the statement
made by Jüzjänl, Ibn Sina's pupil, in his biography of Ibn Sina.1 Further
proof that Ibn Sina is the author of this text comes from Suhrawardi's
translation of the Epistle. Although many scholars after Suhrawardi,
including his disciple Sahrazüii, mention the Risälat ut-tair as one of
Suhrawardi's works, Suhrawardi himself states at the beginning of this
work that it is a translation of Ibn Sina's Epistle.2 It is necessary to draw
attention to the point that Ibn Sina's works, especially his allegorical
ones, were a great source of inspiration to Suhrawardi. Suhrawardi was
influenced by Ibn Sina's style of writing and employed the style as a
vessel to contain his own Isräqi philosophy.

Accordingly, Suhrawardi's interest in Ibn Sina's works, as it is
manifested in practice and mentioned in his works, is a reliable indication
that the Risälat ut-tair should be counted among the works of Ibn Sina
and that it, like Hayy ibn Yaqzän, inspired Suhrawardi to a certain extent.
In other words he not only translated the Risälat ut-tair into Persian, the
language in which he expressed his own allegorical works, but he also
wrote another epistle in the same manner. Beside the two very early
Persian translations of the Epistle by the two prominent scholars, AxsikatI
and Suhrawardi, the majority of the extant manuscripts of the Epistle also
testify to the authorship of Ibn Sina. Finally the statement by Häjji
Xalifa3 regarding the authorship of Ibn Sina leaves no doubt that the
Risäla was written by him.

When and where it was composed is, however, a question that we
cannot yet answer with absolute certainty. Ibn Sina led a life of constant
journey, but despite this, historical evidence leads us to consider a certain
period around 412-414 A. H. when he was imprisoned in the fortress of
Fardajän. According to various sources it was there that he wrote his Hayy
ibn Yaqzän, a tract on colic {Risäla fi'l-qülanj) and the Risälat ut-tair. It is

1 Ibn Abi Usaibi'ain 'Uyvn al-anba fi tabaqät al-attibä' paraphrased this statement
in the following words: "The Epistle of the bird, an allegorical composition in which he
described how he reached the knowledge of Truth." Cf. 'Uyvn, ed. A. Müller, vol. II, p.
19.

2 Cf. Spies and Khatak, Three Treatises on Mysticism, p. 9.
3 Cf. Häjji Xalifa, KaSf, vol. Ill, p. 418.
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not, however, proven that the Risälat ut-tair was written in the fortress.
According to the internal evidence of the text which will be examined in
the chapter on al-Isärät wa't-tanbihät and its similarity to the Risälat ut-
tair, the Risäla could have been written during a later period of Ibn
Sina's life.

The concern of the present chapter is to describe the extant and
available manuscripts of Ibn Sina's Risälat ut-tair, determine their age,
interdependence and relationship to the archetype of the text on the basis
of external and internal criteria. To reach this goal I first introduce the
extant Mss. of the Risäla. Then, I discuss twenty-four Mss., which I have
seen. The next step is to present the Mss. which I chose for use in this
study. I also discuss the printed editions of the Epistle in Arabic and the
printed translations of the Epistle in European languages. I also introduce
and describe the available manuscripts of the Persian translation of the
Epistle. I define the extant manuscripts of the Persian and Arabic
commentaries made on the Epistle. Finally, the transmission of the text of
the Risäla is discussed. In this section my intention is to illustrate the
relationship of the Mss. to the archetype and present different traditions
of the reading of the Risäla.

A. Description of the manuscripts of Ibn Sina's Risälat
ut-tair

There are about fifty-seven extant manuscripts of the Risälat ut-tair,
namely Mss. Beirut St. Joseph 410(9)4 978(28);5 Cairo Taimüriya 290,
Där al-kutub 2228v, 2834v, Rashid 811(2) ;6 Manchester 410(9);7
London British Museum 978(26),(28): Codices Arabici, p. 450;
Tübingen 89(31 );8 India Asifiya II, 1718, Rämpür III, 111',9 Tehran
Majlis, 1226, 610(4): I'tisämi, Fihrist-i kitäbxäna-yi majlis-i sürä-yi milli,
vol. II, p. 364, 1805, 5283(2), 1918(21): Hä'iri, Fihrist-i kitäbxäna-yi
majlis-i sürä-yi milli, vol. V, p. 411, 4547, Kitäbxäna-yi markazi 1147(7):
Dänispazüh, Fihrist-i kitäbxäna-yi ihdä'i-i äqä-yi Sayyid Muhammad
Miskät bi dänisgäh-i Tihrän, vol. III, part 4, p. 2437. 1149(15):
Dänispazüh, Fihrist, vol. III, part 4, p. 2437, 1074(7): Dänispazüh, ibid.,
vol. III, p. 298 f. 2618(2): Dänispazüh, Fihrist-i kitäbxäna-yi markaü-yi

4 Cf. Anawati, Mu'allafät, Ibn Sinä, p. 285.
5 Cf. Mahdawi, Fihrist-i musannafät-i Ibn Sinä (Bibliography of the works of Ibn

Sina), No. 206, p. 177.
6 Cf. Anawati, Mu'allafät, p. 285.
7 Cf. Mahdawi, Fihrist, p. 177.
** Cf. Anawati, Mu'allafät, p. 285.
9 Cf. Mahdawi, ibid., p. 178; cf. Anawati, Mu'allafät, p. 285.
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dänisgäh-i Tihrän, vol. IX, p. 1482 f. Kitäbxäna-yi Malik, 2001(9),
2005(4), 2012(6), 2017(6),10 4655, 4651, 4638, 4645; Mashad Ästän
quds, 11083,11 1074(6);12 Leiden, 1464(10), De Jong and De Goeje,
Catalogus, vol. III, Leiden, 1865, pp. 324f, 329, 332.2144: De Jong and
De Goeje, Catalogus, vol. IV, Leiden, 1866, p. 313, 354. 2140(4);13
Istanbul Üniversite, 1458(72): Anawati, Mu'allafät, p. 286. 9658,
4755(12), Ahmet III, 3268(2): Mahdawi, Fihrist, p. 178; Anawati,
Mu'allafät, p. 284. 3447(74): Topkapi Sarayi Müzesi Kütüphanesi
Arapga Yazmalar Katalogu, C. III, No. 4680-7487, Istanbul, 1966. p.
620; Anawati, Mu'allafät, p. 284, Ayasofya 3555: Anawati, Mu'allafät, p.
284. 4429: Anawati, Mu'allafät, p. 285. 4849(17): Mahdawi, Fihrist, p.
178. 4829(38): Anawati, Mu'allafät, p. 285, 4853(21): Mahdawi, Fihrist,
p. 178; Anawati, Mu'allafät, p. 285. 4859, 2456(3), Hamidiye,
1448(27),(39), Esad Efendi, 1234,14 1239,15 Rageb 1461(H),16
Nuruosmaniye 3427(6)17 4894(79): Mahdawi, Fihrist, p. 177 Köprülü,
1605(1): Anawati, Mu'allafät, p. 286; Afikar, Fihrist maxtütät maktaba
Köprülü, vol. II, Istanbul, 1986/1406, p. 332, 1589(37): Mahdawi, Fihrist,
p. 177, Revan 2042(22): Mahdawi, Fihrist, p. 177; Anawati, Mu'allafät, p.
285, Veli 3263(14));18 a private collection in Turkey (Yildiz Hususi)
889(13).19 Of these fifty-seven Mss. I have seen twenty-four that are
described below:

1. Mss. Topkapi Sarayi Ahmet III 3268(2),(3): These manuscripts are
part of a collection volume (Majmü 'a) which is in good condition despite
being very old. The collection comprises seven tracts, and the Risälat ut-
tair is the second (3268 (2)) and the Arabic commentary is the third
(3268 (3)) in order. The collection has a cover of old brown leather. The
title page has been impressed by the stamp of the donor of the collection.
The collection is complete and includes 110 folios. The size of paper is
33 cm. by 24 cm. (in-quarto). The written surface is 22 cm. by 16 cm.

10 Cf. Mahdawi, Fihrist, p. 178.
11 Cf. Äsif Fikrat, An Alphabetical Hand-List of the Manuscripts in the Astan Quds

Razavi Central Library; no: 13, p. 398.
12 Cf. Mahdawi, ibid., p. 178; De Jong and De Goeje, Catalogus Codicum

Orientalium, vol. Ill, p. 324 f, 329, 333. Leiden, 1865.
13 Cf. Anawati, Mu'allafät, p. 286.
14 Cf. Mahdawi, ibid., p. 178; cf. Anawati, ibid., p. 284
16 Cf. Anawati, Mu'allafät, p. 284.
16 Cf. Mahdawi, ibid., p. 177.
17 Cf. Anawati, Mu'allafät, p. 286. In this collection vol. the Risäla is entitled Fi

jamä'at al-ilähiya.
18 Cf. Anawati, ibid., p. 286.
19 Cf. Anawati, ibid., p. 286.
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and there are 21 lines to a page.20 The Epistle is found on ff. 24b-26a.
The script is in clear nasx, written on oriental paper with oriental binding.
The colophon, found on the last folio of the collection, testifies that the
collection was copied by Muhammad ibn 'Isä ibn 'Ali ibn Hayyäj at-
Tabib, and the date of completion is given as DIT-hijja 580 A. H.21 The
Ms. (3268(2)) has catchwords and begins with "in the name of God the
Compassionate, the Merciful" followed by the title of the Epistle: Risäla
marmüzahu lahu fi wasfa yusalahi ila'l-'ilm al-Haqq wa hiya Risälat at-
tair. The collection is vocalized with frequent diacritical marks and vowel
signs. These Mss. are called (Al, A2), in English and INLY in Arabic in
the present study.

In my text edition I will use these manuscripts as the basic text of the
Risäla. The main reason for choosing these Mss. .is that they are the
oldest of the manuscripts of the Risäla, as is attested by the colophon.
Further reasons are clarity of script, the presence of the date and the
colophon.

2. Ms. Istanbul Üniversite 4755(12):22 This manuscript constitutes a
large collection with 625 folios of 16 cm. by 12 cm.; 15 lines to the page,
bound in oriental binding of dark brown leather. The collection is written
in a bold nasx script with indication of diacritical marks and vowel signs.
In the margin of most tracts, including the Risälat ut-tair, a few glosses
and notes are written. Each tract has a heading, which is written in larger
characters. The date of completion is 588 A. H.23

3. Ms. Leiden 1464(10): According to Cod. or. cat. Ill, p. 329 ad
God. 1020(10) of Leiden, the manuscript is very old and kept in a
collection which comprises 13 tracts, with the Risälat ut-tair on ff. 78v,
79v. Jacop Forget, who has published the part of the collection
containing the Points and the remarks, refers to a memorandum written
in the margin of the last page of the collection and concludes that it was

bought by Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn Ahmad in 407 A. H. This
date throws doubt on the authenticity of the statement, because Ibn Sina
himself died in 428 A. H. and the Risälat ut-tair is supposed to have been

20 According to Anawati it is 35,5 cm. by 23 cm. and 24 cm. by 15,5 cm; cf.
Anawati, Mu'allafät, p. 286.

21 Mahdawl gives the date 586 A. H. which must be a wrong date. Cf. Mahdawi,
ibid., p. 330; Anawati prior to Mahdawi gives the same wrong date. Cf. Anawati, ibid.,
p. 285.

22 Mahdawi has two different numbers for the order of the Risälat ut-tair, on page
335 the Risäla is 13th in order and on page 177 is 12th.

23 This date is agreed upon by the two major bibliographers of Ibn Sina: Mahdawi,
Fihrist, p. 335, also Anawati, Mu'allafät, p. 114.
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composed between 412-428 A. H.24 Another reason for not trusting the
authenticity of this statement regarding the date of possession is a note on
folio 65 which mentions Ibn Sina's name as the one who has died and

may peace be upon him now. It is also interesting to note that al-Isärät
wa't-tanbihät is supposed to have been one of Ibn Sina's last works
which was composed about 427-8. According to Mahdawi, who has seen
the collection, the type of paper and the style of writing cannot be older
than the seventh century.25 In this collection the Risälat ut-tair is called
Kitäb as-sabakat wa't- tair.

4. Ms. Leiden 2144 (Cod. 177(5) Gol.): A microfilm of this
manuscript, which constitutes tract number, five (the text of the Risälat
ut-tair) is kept in the central library of Tehran University (Kitäbxäna-yi
markazi). It shows that the collection, especially the manuscript, is in
excellent condition, it is complete and the Risäla appears on ff. 95a-98b.
The manuscript has a format of 16 cm. by 8 cm. with a written surface of
12 cm. by 4 cm., 21 lines to the page. The manuscript was neatly written
in nasx handwriting in a very slender column marked by the
characteristic features of diacritical marking and signed vowels. It is
rubricated with larger characters and on f. 96 a marginal note by a later
hand is shown. The colophon of the manuscript fails to mention the
name of the copyist and the date of completion. However, in the
underlined colophon of the collection there is a kind of reference to the
name of the copyist, although he is modest enough not to reveal his
name: He refers to himself only as al-'Abd al-za'lf al-räji ilä rahmat ar-
rab, but he is very precise about the date of completion: Muharam 721
A. H.

5. Ms. Tehran Kitäbxäna-yi markazi 1147(7): This manuscript is part
of a collection, which is defective and includes 143 folios. The folios are

bound in order, except for folio 78a, which has been detached. The
Risäla is on ff. 78b-81a, 7th in order, with glosses and marginal notes.
The collection has a very old black oriental cover and contains oriental
paper (Samarqandi). It is in fair condition; worm-eaten, holed and once
mended, the physical damage having affected the marginal part of the
paper and some phrases, while the rest of the collection is readable.

On the folios preceding the title page two verses are written with a later
hand in a tiny cursive nasta'llq, the page is stamped variously. One
memorandum by an owner mentions that he is Saix Taqi ibn Saix 'Ali
Sarif al-Lähijäni. On the title page is a statement which indicates that the
collection changed hands and came into the ownership of Sayyid

24 Cf. De Jong and De Goeje, Catalogue, III, p. 324 ff. No. 1464.
25 Cf. Mahdawi, Fihrist, p. 34.
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Muhmmad Miskät (the donor of the collection to Tehran University);
dated 1374 A. H. The title page has been scribbled by the same hand
(Miskät) and gives a table of contents consisting of fourteen tracts. The
collection has a format of 19 cm. by 10 cm. (in-16 ruq'i ) with a written
surface of 11 cm. by 5 cm., 17 lines to the page, written in clear, plain
nasx and nasta'liq by an unknown scribe, who in the colophon (on f.
81a) modestly expresses shame for his scribbling and other deeds.
Because of this he has no intention of revealing his name. In the
colophon there is no clue indicating the date of copying but there are
reasons to believe that the collection was written before 948 A. H. It can

be stated that the first Risä la of the collection is written by Jiyät Dastaki d.
948 A. H. and the scribe wishes him a long life (in the margin of f. 49,
tract number. 3). There is another date, 1042, inscribed by al-Lähljäni
which indicates the date it came into his possession. Finally, the collection
is written by one hand in different scripts. If the tract number. 13 had
been complete, perhaps we could have obtained more information
regarding the scribe and the date of copying.

6. Ms. Istanbul Köprülii 1605(1): This manuscript, is the first part of a
collection, which comprises eight tracts written by various authors. Five
epistles belong to Ibn Sina, namely Hayy ibn Yaqzän, Kitäb taqäsin al-
hikma, Risäla fi'l-muxätibät al-arwäh, Risäla fi bayan al-häl an-nafs and
Risäla fi'l-hikäyät al-häl (the Risälat ut-tair).26 The collection comprises
77 folios, the Risäla appears on ff. lb-3b. It has oriental paper about 25
cm. by 18 cm. in size. The written surface is about 20 cm. by 13 cm., 19
lines per page. It is copied in clear nasx, in one hand. According to the
evidence of the colophon on f. 75 and the scribe was: al-'Abd Hasan ibn
'Ali ibn al-Husain al-Ja'fari al-Ma'rüf bi Ibn Abi Quba', who completed
the task in Safar 700 A. H.27

7. Ms. Topkapi Sarayi Ahmet III 3447(73): This manuscript
comprises 83 tracts, all attributed to Ibn Sina (Majmü'at ar-rasä'il Ibn
Slnä), and Risälat ut-tair entitled Risälat ut-tuyür, is number. 73. The
collection counts 740 folios, the Risälat covers ff. 599b-602a, the size of
the paper is 34 cm. by 21,5 cm. the written surface is 12 cm. with 17 lines

26 In the old catalogue of Köprülü, the Ms. is entitled as Risäla fl hikäyat al-häl. Cf.
Konstantinobel oriental bibliotek katalog över oriental Mss., vols. 1-39, Köprülü, p.
127, (1882-1894).

27Cf. Häjji Xalifa, Kasf, p. 877; Istanbul, Köprülü, Sesen catalogue of Manuscripts
in Köprülü, vol. II p. 332 f; Mahdawl, Fihrist-i nusxahä-yi musannafät-i Ibn Sinä, p.
177.
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to the page, written in ta'liq script. The copyist is unknown, the date of
completion is 866 A. H. (1462).28

8. Ms. Istanbul Köprülü 1589(43): The collection volume which
contains Ms. 1589(43) comprises 41 tracts and diwäns written in the main
field and 63 in the marginal space ([hämis). A microfilm of this collection
is preserved in the library of Tehran University under reference number.
462.

The collection consists of 433 folios, the Risälat ut-tair occupies ff.
291b-292b in the marginal space (hämis). The size of the paper is 32,4
cm. by 17,5; the written surface in the main part is about 22 cm. by 11
cm., 35-37 lines to the page. The measurements of the Mss. which appear
in the margin differ from those of the main part.

Like the other folios in the collection in which the marginal space is
filled, the written surface of the margin is about 30 cm. by 15 cm. with
83 lines per page. The collection is written both in a clear nasx and bold
Turkish ta'liq-, the manuscript is copied in Turkish ta'liq handwriting
with no diacritical marks or vowel signs. The collection has catchwords
and entries with illumination and headings. It has also ruled marginal and
interlinear lines. The collection, which is in good condition, has an
oriental leather binding. The colophon indicates that the copying of the
last part of the collection (Diwän-i Kamäl ud-din al-Qäsäni) was
completed in Safar 811 A. H.

Regarding the date of completion of the Risälat ut-tair nothing is
mentioned at the end of the Risäla, but from the colophon of tract
number 38, written on folio 286a (6 folios before the Risäla), one can
conclude that the scribe finished copying the manuscript on DI'1-hijja
753 A. H. According to Anawati the scribe is Hasan ibn 'Alt ibn al-
Husain al-Ja'fari al-ma'rüf bi Abl Quba'.29

9. Ms. Tehran Kitäbxäna-yi markazi 1074(7): The manuscript, is part
of a collection possessed previously by Miskät. The collection contains
the Risälat ut-tair along with eighteen philosophical and medical tracts;
the Epistle is the seventh in order.

The collection is defective and lacks seven tracts, which are mentioned
on the title page; moreover, f. 232b is incomplete with some words
missing. Otherwise the collection counts 232 folios of 20 cm. by 10,5
cm.; the written surface is 14 cm. by 5,5, in a single column of 18 lines to

28 Cf. Topkapi Sarayi Miizesi Kiitiiphanesi Arapga Yazmalar Katalogu, C. Ill, No.
4680-7487, p. 618, no. 6648.

29 Cf. Istanbul, Köprülü, Sesen catalogue of Mss. in Köprülü, vol. II, p. 254-277;
Nawädir al-maxtütät, vol. I: 106; Häjji Xallfa, Kasf, p. 877; Brockelmann, 1: 819, no.
44.
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the page, no border. Written on European paper in very fine, tiny ta'liq
and nasta'liq (in the case of tract no. 9) and the Risälat ut-tair occupies
ff. 124a-127a. The collection has oriental red leather binding. No
diacritical marks and vowel signs are inscribed and even in many cases
the dots are missing. On the title page (f. lb) after mentioning Tafsir ibn
Zaila, tract number 17, eight more unwäns of various tracts are written,
but only one of them (Dilalat at-Turät 'a lä nabuwwat an-nabi) exists in
the collection and the seven other epistles are not included. Instead, there
is a white page. The collection is dated Rajab 1071 A. H by an unknown
scribe.30

10. Ms. Tehran Kitäbxäna-yi markazi 1149(15): The manuscript is
part of a large collection including 77 tracts; the Risälat ut-tair is 15th.
This collection is kept at the central library in Tehran and is in excellent
condition. It counts 401 folios, the Risälat ut-tair occurs on ff. 46b-47a;
it is 31 cm. by 21 cm. with a written surface of 23 cm. by 13 cm. 31 lines
to the page. The collection is written on thick Samarqandi paper and is
bound in an oriental binding of brown leather (in rahli format). On the
first folio six memoranda appear four of which indicate a date of
acquisition. The same folio bears the autographs of different owners with
the impressions of their seals. Although a few words on this folio are
obliterated, the statements and seals are not blurred. This collection is
written in one hand, mostly in clear Turkish ta'liq except for the tracts
no. 1, 18, 35, 36; the Risälat ut-tair, which appears on folios 46b-47a, is
written in Turkish ta'liq. It does not contain any marginal notes, glosses
or diacritical marks. It does not even have a title.

The last folio of the collection does not give any precise indication as
to the name of the scribe or the date of completion. However the first
folio provides a clue to the age of the collection. Four notes written on
top of the page attest that the present collection changed owner. The
oldest of the four tells us that the collection no. 1149 passed into the
possession of Mustafa ibn 'Abd'ulläh ibn lias ibn Saix Muhammad in
the year 962 A. H. The later note mentions the date 1041 A.H. when
Xalifa Sultan owned the collection. The third note demonstrates the

ownership of Muhammad Tähir Pizisk al-Tafrisi in 1132 A. H. The last
memorandum on this page belongs to Muhammad Ibrahim al-Qazwini in
1245 A. H. On the last folio of the collection there is a memorandum
scribbled in nasx handwriting indicating that the collection came into the
hand of Muhammad Miskät, who donated it to the central library of
Tehran University on the evening of 10th of Jamädi I in 1374.

30 The Ms. is recorded by Mahdawi. Cf. Mahdawi, Fihrist, pp. 177, 366.
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11. Ms. Tehran Majlis 1918(21): This manuscript is part of a
collection which consists of 24 tracts of which the Risälat ut-tair is the
21st. This collection comprises 256 folios; the Risälat ut-tair occurs on
ff. 213-219. The format of the collection is (in-16 ruq'i) which means 18
cm. by 11 cm. The written surface and script vary in the collection. The
Ms. 1918(21) contains 17 lines per page, written on glazed creme
oriental paper; it is bound in oriental brown leather and in excellent
condition. Preceding the text of the first tract, on two front pages, there is
a table of contents which shows two different dates, 886 and 898 A. H.
These two pages are followed by a third which bears the autographs of
various owners with no date of possession. One or two blurred seals are

impressed on the page, some words are obliterated; there are a few verses
and on top of the page the names of the 12 lunar months are inscribed.
The memoranda are all written by different hands.

This Ms. is written in ta'liq handwriting, with indication of diacritical
marks, frequently added vowel signs, and glosses in the margin. The
colophon of the Ms. bears witness to the date of completion: 897 A. H; it
is, however, the colophon of the following tract (a Persian translation of
the Risälat ut-tair) which reveals the name of the scribe: al-Gani
Muhmmad ibn Abi Bakr al-Qanät Sirini.31

12. Ms. Ayasofya 4853(24): The manuscript is one of a collection of
tracts compiled under this reference number. It contains 28 treatises all in
Arabic, except for the last one, which is in Persian. The collection is
complete and is in good condition; it has oriental binding and oriental
paper. It counts 264 folios of 11,5 cm. by 16 cm. The collection
commences with a folio, which is impressed by two seals. On this folio
appears a table of contents which see Ms. to be scribbled by the same
hand which has copied the Risälat ut-tair, which occurs on ff. 96b-99b.
This Epistle has a different script and shows a different written surface of
12 cm. by 7,5 cm., 21 lines to page with 10 words in each line. Preceding
the scribbled title page is a page on which an excellent table of contents
appears with rolled margin and underlined titles. This table of contents
shows a list of 28 tracts all of which are ascribed to Ibn Sina. The
scribbled title page fails to state all the titles of the tracts contained in the
manuscript as it mentions the names of only 23 epistles.

This Ms. is written in very clear nasx with vocalization and
orthographic signs, having marginal notes and glosses. The colophon is
silent about both the date of completion and the name of the scribe. Both
the catalogue of Ayasofya's Mss. and bibliographers of Ibn Sina's works

31 For further information see Mahdawi, Fihrist, p. 177 f.; Anawati, ibid., p. 284-
287; Hä'iri, Fihrist, vol. V, p. 410.
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viz. Mahdawi and Anawati record that the collection belongs to the
seventh century.32

13. Ms. Ayasofya 4849(20): This is a very old manuscript in a
collection containing Ibn Sina's tracts. It is in good condition with
oriental binding of black leather. The collection comprises 42
philosophical and medical tracts, copied on Samarqandi paper. The last
folio of the collection shows an excellent table of contents with reference
to the page numbers of the tracts. The list of tracts, located on f. 172, is
sealed by an almond-shaped seal. It is possible that this page was added
to the collection when it was being bound, or it was blank in the
beginning and the writing was added by a later hand. The reason for this
is to complement the table of contents on the first folio which has been
obliterated in some places. This page is covered by handwriting which
seems, to be different from that of the last folio. The obliterated title page
is followed by the treatise on the life of Ibn Sina, on top of the first page
of which the reference number of the collection is written and the seal of

Ayasofya has been stamped next to it.
This collection, which counts 180 folios of 16 cm., by 11,5 cm. is

written by one hand in nasx script. The folios have a written surface of 12
cm. by 7,5 cm., 21 lines with 10 words to the page. The Mss. including
Risälat ut-tair have marginal notes and glosses which seem to be written
by a later hand especially on ff. 80a and 81b. Ff. 79b-82a contain the
Risälat ut-tair. The collection has abjad numbers and pages are counted
ten by ten. The date of completion is 697 A. H.

14. Ms. Ayasofya 4429(38): The Ms. is part of a large collection
comprising 41 tracts. It is written in nasx on folios of 36 cm. by 25cm.,
with a written surface of 24 cm. by 15 cm. 35 lines with 17 words to
page. The Risäla is found on ff. 163b-164, recorded as a ninth century
tract.33

15. Ms. Tehran Kitäbxäna-yi markazi 2618(2): The Ms. is the second
tract of a defective collection in which tract number. 22, which is
supposed to be written in nasta'liq handwriting, is missing. The collection
counts 145 folios, with the Risälat ut-tair on ff. 36-37. The collection is
written on Sipähäm paper of 28 cm. by 17 cm with a written surface of
22 cm. by 11,5 cm., 23 lines to page. The bold and clear nasta'liq script
in which the collection is written is typical for the 11-12 century. A
memorandum on the front page states a date of possession: 26th of Di'l-
hijja 1274 A. H. It has European binding of brown. The title page has

32 Cf. Anawati, ibid., p. 285; Mahdawi, Fihrist, p. 337.
33 Cf. Anawati, ibid., p. 285.
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been tabulated with golden and blue lines, which contains the list of tracts
compiled in the collection. It is also important to mention that each tract
has a heading. The Risälat ut-tair is called: Risäla marmüza li'l-hakim ar-
rabäni Abi 'Ali al-husain ibn 'Abdu'llähfi wasf-i tawasuluhu il'l-'ilm al-
haqq wa hya risälat as-sabakat w't-tuyür.

16. Ms. Istanbul Üniversite 1458(72): The manuscript belongs to a
very large collection. Microfilm of this collection is preserved in the
central library of Uppsala University, Carolina Rediviva, in Sweden, under
catalogue no. 14:4106. The collection is complete and the Risälat ut-tair
occurs on ff. 231b-232b with a format of 36 cm. by 21 and a written
surface of 25,5 cm. by 11,5 cm., 29 lines with 27 words to the page. This
Ms., like the other tracts of the collection, is written in ordinary ta'liq,
dated 1242 A. H. and diacritical marks are frequently added. In this Ms.
Risälat ut-tair is called: Risälat al-marmvza al-ma'rvfa bi'1-Risälat ut-tair
fi waf-i yuwasilahu il'l-haqq li'l-saix ur-Ra'is Husain ibn 'Abdu'lläh Ibn
Sinä. This Ms. is followed by an Arabic commentary on the Risäla by
Sahak.

17. Ms. Tehran Majlis 610(4): The manuscript is the fourth tract of a
small but complete collection which comprises five tracts written on folios
of 17 cm. by 10 cm., 12 lines to a page written in nasta'liq with no
indication of diacritical marks or marginal notes. The front page of the
collection shows the Majlis-i sürä's seal with the name of the collection:
Majmu'a sarh-i qasida mimiya Ibn Färiz. Risäla written on ff. 143-150.
It fails to show a table of contents or colophon. The manuscript is not
dated but from the style of script, the type of paper and binding it can be
concluded that this collection cannot be earlier than the 13 century A.
H.34

18. Ms. Tehran Majlis 1805(53): The manuscript is part of a
collection comprising a large amount of tracts. The title page which has a
decorated tabular in red shows a table of contents with 140 tracts. The
collection consists of 606 folios of rahli format, 34 cm. by 21 cm.; 25
lines to the page and a binding in red leather and a sun pattern on the
front. The Risälat ut-tair appears on ff. 395-396. The collection is written
on white European paper, in bold, clear nasx script of late 13 century.
The colophon does not give a date for the completion of the collection
nor does it give a clue as to the name of the scribe who has done a perfect
job. The collection does not exhibit any diacritical marks or marginal
notes. There are a few glosses on each page. Apart from this the

34 Cf. Catalogue des manuscripts Persans et Arabs de la bibliotheque du Madjless,
vol. p. 364.
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collection shows careful writing with heading in red and the main part in
black.

19. Ms. Ayasofya 2456(2): This manuscript is recorded by various
sources like Mahdawi's Fihrist, Anawati's Mu allafät and the catalogue
of the library of Ayasofya. The manuscript is found on ff. 58-73 and
covers a written surface of 18 lines on a folio of 24,5 cm. by 17cm. The
copyist's name and the date of completion are not stated. Anawati noted,
however, that the Ms. belongs to the seventh century.35

20. Ms. Ayasofya 3555(6): This collection of Mss. is recorded under
reference number 102 in the catalogue of Ayasofya. According to the list
of tracts in the collection Risälat ut-tuyür is tract number. 6 and is
followed by a Persian commentary. This collection is not recorded by
Mahdawi while Anawati has a clear description of it: A format of 19,5
cm. by 15, covered by a written surface of 14 cm. by 9 cm., 16 lines to
page. The Risäla is found on ff. 156 a-176a. He also notes that the
collection was written in the seventh century.

21. Ms. Revan 2042: This collection of manuscripts is preserved in the
library of Revan koshko in Istanbul. It comprises 238 folios of 18,5 cm.

by 10 cm. covered by a written surface of 12,5 cm. by 6,5 cm., 21 lines
to the page, the Risälat ut-tair appears on ff. 226a-227a. On the title page
there is a table of contents which is obliterated in one place. The page is
impressed by a large round stamp and beneath the seal the reference
number of the collection is written. Inscribed on the right side of the
page in larger characters is: Rasä'il hakamiya bi xatt-i t'liq. The collection
is neither vocalized nor marked by any orthographic signs, while it has
glosses and marginal notes. The colophon of the last epistle of the
collection shows 888 A. H. as the date of completion by a known scribe;
'Abdu'l-Rahmän ibn 'Ali ibn Murid in Siräz, known as Barg Tabib
Sirää.

22. Ms. Nuruosmaniye 4894(79): This manuscript is in a very large
collection of tracts, which consists of 597 ff.; the Risälat ut-tair occurs on

ff. 625-426. The size of folio is 35 cm. by 23 cm., 37 lines to the page.
This manuscript is recorded as a 10th century collection written by an
unknown scribe in nasx.

23. Ms. Tehran Majlis 4542: This collection which contains 19
treatises is in excellent condition, it is complete and contains oriental
paper and binding. In this collection the Risälat ut-tair appears on ff. 15-

35 Cf. Anawati, ibid., p. 275.
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18 which are 18 cm. by 11 cm., 17 lines to a page, written in a fine nasx

script by an unknown copyist, except for the front page which has the
table of contents which is written in nasta'liq. Regarding the date of
completion, neither the colophon of the collection nor the Risåla mention
a date. There is, however, a memorandum on the title page, which states
the date of possession: 1025 A. H. Beneath the date a blind seal has been
impressed. Apart from the latter, three more seals are impressed, one is
blurred, the other is obliterated and the third is the library's stamp. The
Ms. is characterized by indication of vowel signs and diacritical marks.

24. Ms. Tehran Majlis 5238(2): This manuscript is part of a large
collection, which includes 84 treatises. On the front page, written in
cursive nasta'liq, a dream is narrated and beneath that a few verses from
the Qur'än have been written to remind the reader how God treats
martyrs. The collection is written on European paper comprising 606
folios of 34 cm. by 21 cm. 23-25 lines to the page, bound in red leather
binding. The Risåla appears on ff. 10a-llb. The Risåla is called: Risålat
al-ma'rüfat bi- risålat ut-tair li'l-Saix ar-rais wa hiya marmuzat fi wasf-i
yusalu il'l-'ilm al-haqq. The title is written in large and distinguished
characters. The two first lines are inscribed in cursive nasta 'liq and the
rest is written in nasx. The Risåla has glosses written in the margin as well
as other marginal notes. This collection fails to mention the date of
completion or the name of the copyist.

After having compared these twenty-four Mss. from the point of view
of relative age, reliability of text and state of preservation, I chose thirteen
and obtained microfilms or photographs of them. They are listed below
in chronological order, each followed by the signum which I have
assigned to it. Note that I have also included Mehren 's edition in the list
for purposes of comparison.

Ms. 3268: 580 A. H. (Al, A2) IN IX
Ms. 4849: 697 A. H. (B)
Ms. 4853: 7 century A. H. (J) r.

Ms. 1147: 7 century A. H. (D) j

Ms. 2144: 721 A. H. (H) t,

Ms. 1589: 753-811 A. H. (V) .3

Ms. 1918: 888 A. H. (Z) 5

Ms. 1149: 962 A. H. (H) r

Ms. 4547: 11 century A. H. (T) lb

Ms. 1458: 1242 A. H. (E)
Ms. 610: 13 century A. H. (K) d
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Ms. 5238 13 century (L) J
Ms. 1805: 13 A. H. (M) r
Mehren's printed edition (N) ü

B. Printed editions of the Risälat ut-tair

The standard Arabic version of the Risälat ut-tair was printed in 1891 as
part of M. A. F. Mehren's edition of Ibn Sina's treatises entitled Traités
Mystiques d' Abou Ali al- Housain b. Abdallah b. Sina ou dAvicenna.
The section on the Risäla is found in fascicule II, pp. 42-48. It consists of
a brief introduction, followed by a critical edition of the Risäla based on
a collation of four manuscripts, one of which is found among the
manuscripts I have obtained. The letters of the printed edition are large
and frequently accompanied by diacritical signs. The printed text is
followed by a translation of the Risäla into French. In translating it
Mehren has taken into consideration the Persian commentary on the
Risäla by Sahlän Säwi. His reference manuscript for the Persian
commentary was the one which is found in the British Museum under
number 978(26). In editing the manuscripts of the Risäla, Mehren
obviously did not see Ms. 3268(2), because this manuscript is the only
one which begins with: Hal Ii ahadin min ixwäni fi an yahab li sam'ahu,
while the others begin with: Hal li ahadin min ixwäni fi an yahab Ii min
sam 'ahu. Moreover, if Mehren had seen it, he would have mentioned it
and referred to many other details, some of which I enumerate below. In
Mehren's edition there are some extra words which cannot be found in
the Mss. in my possession.

Another version of Ibn Sina's Risälat ut-tair was published by Louis
Cheikho a few years later, in 1901 in al-Masriq 19, pp. 882-887.
Cheikho's new text edition of the Epistle was based on a collation of two
manuscripts which he amended in several places.

Another publication of a version of the Risäla is found in Jämi' al-
badäyi' by Muhyi'd-din as-Sabri al-Kurdi which appeared in Cairo in
1917. He does not mention the source of his edition nor does he provide
a critical edition of the work. It is, however, possible to see at a glance
that he has republished Mehren's edition. The Risäla appears on pp.
114-119.

There are also three Western translations of the Risäla. One is by Henri
Corbin in French and was first published in his Avicenna et le recit
visionaire, 3 vols. This French translation was based on Suhrawardl's
Persian translation of the Risäla. Corbin's book, including the Risäla, was
translated into English by W. Trask in 1960, where the translation of the
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Risäla appears on pp. 186-192. The Arabic text of the Risäla was
translated into English by Peter Heath in 1990.36

C. Description of the manuscripts of the Persian
translations of the Risålat ut-tair

There are four Persian translations of the Risäla: one by Suhrawardi (the
martyr), one by AxsikatI, the poet, one by Wajih ud-din and one by an
unknown translator. These translations are found in Mss. Tehran Majlis
1918(22),37 1919(1),38 904; Istanbul Fateh 5426, Esad 3688.

1. Ms. Tehran Majlis 1918(22): This manuscript follows a manuscript
of the Risäla in Arabic in a collection described above (No. 11) and
dated 898 A. H. This translation is attributed to the Iranian poet and
scholar Ahmad AxsikatI known as Du'l-fazaiT. The translation appears
on ff. 221-229. It is important to state that this translation is almost
identical with the Persian translation of the Risäla which is attributed to

Suhrawardi.

2. Ms. Istanbul Fateh 5426: This is a manuscript with mixed content
which constitutes a large collection of Suhrawardi's works together with
works by other scholars like Muhammad Cazzäli. The Persian translation

39
of the Risäla by Suhrawardi (d. 587 A. H.) is described as one of his
original works, even by Sahrazüri, his famous disciple. The collection is
kept in the library of Fateh in Istanbul. The Risäla appears on ff. 99b-
102b of 18 cm. by 12 cm., 21 lines to a page. It is written in Persian nasx
in a very old style in which p is written for b and k for g. It is dated 727
A. H. This manuscript was printed in Stuttgart in 1935.40

3. Ms. Istanbul Esad 3688: This collection contains the translation of
the Risäla by Wajih ud-din. This manuscript is written in nasx.

36 Cf. Heath, Intellectual Studies on Islam, pp. 163-183 where the text of the Risäla
is on pp. 164-174.

37 Cf. Hä'iri, Fihrist, vol. V, p. 412 f.
38 Cf. Hä'iri, ibid., vol. V, p. 414 f.
39Saix Sahäb ud-din Suhrawardi al-Maqtül (the Martyr), is one of the greatest

mystical philosophers of the 6th century. He was imprisoned at the order of Saläh ud-din
on a charge of heresy and put to death either by starvation or strangulation by Malik uz-
Zähir, the son of Saläh ud-din, at Halab in the year 587 A. H.

40The detailed information on this edition of the translation appeared in the
previous section about the printed editions of Ibn Sina's Risäla and its Persian
translation.
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4. Ms. Tehran Majlis 904. This manuscript is in excellent condition. It
contains 226 folios, of 25,5 cm. by 17,5 cm., 12 lines to a page. It is
written on European paper bound with brown leather with flap. This
collection is called Tadkira-yi mumayyiz. The first 15 pages of this
collection are blank and the texts begin on folio 16, upon which the
stamp of the library is impressed. The translation is found on ff. 128-
137, dated Di'l-hijja 1306 A. H. The translation, which is written in
nasta'liq, does not reveal the name of the copyist. Regarding the contents
of the translation it should be noted that the translator who is unknown
has rendered Ibn Sina's Risäla in his own way and does not try to be
loyal to the Arabic text.

D. Description of the manuscripts of the Persian
commentary on the Risälat ut-tair
The commentary on Risälat ut-tair ascribed to Sahlän Saw!41 is extant in
about eleven manuscripts, namely Mss. Tehran Majlis 1226(2),42
1919(1), 640(2), 5138(7), Sipahsälär 1216(12); Malik 5327(10);
Mashad, Astan Quds, 807; British Museum 978, Add. 16,659(8),43
Bodleian 1422(1), India Office 2150(2).44 Of these eleven Mss. I have
seen seven that I shall describe below:

1. Ms. Tehran Majlis 1226(2): The Manuscript is part of a collection
preserved in good condition in the library of Majlis in Tehran. The
collection comprises 221 folios of 19,5 cm. by 13, 29 lines to a page; the
commentary appears on ff. 169-193 written in clear Persian nasx. An
oval shaped seal has been impressed on f. 171, there are a few marginal
remarks made by a later hand on f. 173, an explanation, in the same later
hand is written on f. 175 and a round seal has been stamped on f. 184.
The colophon of the Risäla, on f. 193, clearly states the date of
completion: at noon, 10th of Sa'bän, year 874 A. H., by 'Abdu'l-'All al-
Gani ibn Däwüd 45 At the foot of the page there are two impressions of
the stamp of an owner, Muhammad Ma'süm al-Husaini.

41 'Umar ibn Sahlän is twice quoted by Häjji Xalifa, Kasf, vol. II, p. 108 and vol.
III. p. 412; he flourished during Sultan Sanjar's reign (A. H. 511-552); see Rieu, II. p.
439 and III. p. 1087b; comp, also Häjji Xalifa III. p. 418 and Catal. Codd. Or. Ill p. 392,
No. 10.

42 Cf. Munzawi, Fihrist-i nusxahä-yi xatti-yi färsi, p. 811 f.
42 Cf. Rieu, Catalogue of the Persian Manuscripts in the British Museum, vol. II p.

439.
44 Cf. Catalogue of the Persian Mss. in the India office library, p. 1178 f.
4^ Munzawi in Fihrist, gives the year 845 A. H. which is incorrect and has named

Husain Käsi as the scribe which is also incorrect. Cf. Munzawi, Fihrist, vol. II p. 811.
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2. Ms. Tehran Majlis 5138(7): This manuscript is in a rare collection
which is called Jung Ibn Xatvn and comprises about 630 folios of 33,5
cm. by 21 cm., with a written surface of 15,5 cm. by 26, and 37 lines to
the page. The Risälat ut-tair appears on ff. 81 a-86a.46 The collection has
a table of contents in three pages, illuminated beautifully in gold color
and tabulated in gold with the title of each tract in each square. The
Risäla is written in bold nast'liq handwriting dated 10th Jamäcfi II 1030
A. H. in the city of Lahaur by Hamza ibn Muhmmad Kaswa.

3. Ms. Bodleian 1422(1): The manuscript contains the first of twenty-
eight tracts in a collection of philosophical writing in both Persian and
Arabic, only some of which are by Ibn Sina. They are bound together
with utmost carelessness. They seem to have been copied at the same time
and several of them are by the same hand. The collection counts 169
folios of 33,5 cm. by 21 (rahli size), 25-27 lines to a page. The
commentary appears on ff. 1, 10-12, 9, 16 and 13 (seven folios). The
manuscript is written in small cursive nasta'liq. The Risäla which is
included in the commentary is underlined but does not have vowel signs
and diacritical points. The collection is dated around 1042-43 A. H.

4. Ms. Tehran Majlis 1919(1): This manuscript is not defective but
complete, part of a little collection which consists of 40 folios. The Risäla,
which counts 24 folios (1-24), is written on dark creme Sipähäni paper of
25 cm. by 13,6 cm., 29 lines to a page. It is bound with a hard black
cover. The commentator (Sahlän Sävä) first explains his motive for
composing a commentary on the allegorical Epistle of the Bird by Ibn
Sina, then writes the first paragraph of the Epistle in order to interpret it
line by line. The scribe has written the Arabic text in a beautiful nasx and
the commentary in sikasta nasta'liq. He has even underlined the text of
the Risäla and indicated all the diacritical marks and vowel signs in order
to make the two texts distinguishable. We learn from the colophon of the
manuscript that the copying of the commentary was completed in 1066
A. H. On the last folio a few verses have been included and a name,

Muhammad Hädl Tabib, is written, otherwise the scribe is unknown.

5. Ms. Tehran Majlis. 640(2): The manuscript is in the second part of
a collection which comprises 17 books and treatises counting 225 folios
of 19,5 cm. by 12 cm., 17 lines to a page. The Risäla is found on ff. 55-
87 written in sikasta and nasta'liq. The Arabic text of the Risäla is
underlined and signed with vowels and diacritical marks. The colophon

46 Munzawi has trusted the title page of the collection on which the Risäla appears
on pp. 85-97 but this is wrong. Cf. Munzawi, Fihrist, p. 812.
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does not mention the name of scribe, but it is very clear about the date of
completion: Wednesday 15th Jamäcfc II 1262 A. H.

6. Ms. British Museum 978(26): The manuscript appears in a
collection which counts 582 folios of 15,5 cm. by 22,5 cm., 31 lines to
the page. The commentary appears on ff. 424-435, written in small
nasta'liq, with 'unwäns, and rolled margins, dated (f. 34 b) A. H. 1182, a
memorandum on f. 4 gives a date of possession by Talib ul-Husaini: in
1208, in Mursidäbäd.47

7. Ms. India Office 2150(2): The manuscript is in a little collection
which consists of two commentaries on two philosophical treatises by Ibn
Sina. It is kept in the library of the India Office. It comprises 47 folios of
23 cm. by 9 cm., 19 lines to a page, written in nasta'liq. The Risäla
appears on ff. llb-27b. It is neither dated nor signed by a scribe, but it
has a small illumination on f. lb.

The Risäla has been commented by three other scholars, namely 'Ali
ibn Sähak, Sarif Basir ibn Nasir al-Häsimi al-Bag dä dl and 'Ali ibn
Sulaimän al-Buhräni. The Arabic commentary by Sähak is found in Ms.
Üniversite under reference No. 1458(72) which has already been
described in this chapter. The commentary by al-Bagdädi which is also in
Arabic is found under reference number 3268 which has been presented
above. The third Arabic commentary, which is by Buhräni, is found
under reference number 3688(3), which will be presented below.

E. Transmission of the text of the Risälat ut-tair

Three goals have been sought in the present section. The first has been
to establish a stemma. The second is to establish the different traditions
in which each reading of the text has been transmitted. The third goal
has been to reconstruct the archetype and from the most reliable Ms.

To reach these goals I chose thirteen of the above-mentioned Mss.
and Mehren's printed edition. I previously mentioned that there are fifty-
seven extant Mss. of the Risäla. Of these Mss. I have seen the twenty-six
which I described earlier in this chapter. I obtained copies of thirteen of
the twenty-four Mss. among which the oldest Ms. of the Risäla is found. I
have included Mehren's reading in the apparatus because his text has
been quoted in most earlier studies on the Risäla.

Before I explain the different traditions of the reading of the Risälat
ut-tair it is important to clarify why I decided to make a new revised

47 Cf. Rieu, Catalogue, vol. II, p. 438 f.
4^ Cf. Catalogue of the Persian Mss. in the India office library, p. 1178 f.
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edition of the Risälat ut-tair. Mehren's edition, for example, was the first
printed edition of the Risälat ut-tair (1891). It is based on a collation of
four Mss. Two are located in the British Museum: Brit. Museum (Cat.
Codd. manuscript, ar. Mus. Brit., t. I, p. 450, No. XXVI, and ibid., No.
XXVIII) and two Mss. are found in the library of Leiden University (Cat.
Codd. oriental. Biblioth, Acad. Lugd. Bat., t. Ill, p. 329, No. 1464=Cod.
1020a (10) Warn., and t. IV, p. 313, No. 2144=Cod. 177 (5) Gol.)49. The
Mss. located in the British Museum are as late as 1182/1768. According
to Mahdawl Ms. 1468 cannot be earlier than the seventh century.50 The
fourth Ms. (2144), is dated 721 A. H. This is a well written Ms., but it
contains many mistakes and lacunae.

In preparing the present study I found two manuscripts (3268(2),(3))
which antedate the oldest of Mehren's Mss. by about one hundred and
forty years. Further I have located some Mss. from Istanbul which have
never been collated before as well as some in Tehran which have never

even been recorded, as for example, Ms. 1805 which I myself located in
the Majlis library.

In checking Mehren's edition against the large number of Mss. I
found it became obvious that the basic text could be improved by the
readings of the new Mss. For example I found in Mehen's edition many
additions which I could not find in the oldest Mss. or I found misreading
which were not found anywhere else. Therefore I believed that a new
edition appeared to be worthwhile. Of Mehren's four Mss. I have
retained Ms. 2144. The other three proved to be incorrect in comparison
with the new material.

The reason for a new translation of the Risälat ut-tair into English
goes back to the original Arabic text of the Risäla. The only English
translation of the text of the Risälat ut-tair was made by Peter Heath and
it is based on Mehren's edition. As my text edition differs on some

points from Mehren's it seemed to me that a new translation would be
appropriate.

Finally it is worthwhile to mention why I translated the Risälat ut-tair
into Persian. The Arabic text of the Risälat ut-tair had been already
translated into Persian as early as the fifth century but the translations did
not seem to be done faithfully. The translators would have changed,
added or explained words and sentences if they had found it necessary.
Therefore I have translated the text into modern Persian in an attempt to
be as faithful as possible to the original.

49 Cf. Mehren, Traités mystiques... d'Avicenna, p. 26.
50 Cf. Mahdawi, Fihrist, p. 34.
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F. Evaluation of the manuscripts
With the exception of one Ms. none of the Mss. used for this edition is a
direct copy of the other. They all represent a stage of transmission more
or less distinct from the archetype, i.e. from the exemplar from which the
first split in the exact text-tradition originated. Based on the descriptions
above the manuscripts may be arranged into the following stemma:

420-428 Original

Two different traditions of the Risälat ut-tair readings can be found as

early as 580 A. H. This can be seen in collection no. 3268 which contains
two versions of the Arabic text of the Risä la each representing a different
tradition. In the manuscript, a text representing one tradition of the Risäla
precedes the commentary in Arabic by al-Bagdädi, while the text
containing the other tradition is presented sentence by sentence with the
commentary to each statement inserted between the sentences. A
comparison of the two versions in the writing of certain words illustrates
the differences. The first word belongs to Ms. 3268(2) which is called Al
and the second which stands against it belongs to Ms. 3268(3) which is
called A2 in the English part of this study and ] X ) in the Arabic: rain>
dun, ad-didän> an-naml, subul> sabil, an-aqrabü> an-adnü, halalnä>
anzalnä, sahn> qashr müjizan-xväfrä> mujizan, biduhn> duhn, ar-
rasül> ar-rusul.

Ms. 1147 represented as D in the English part and in the Arabic is a
descendant of Ms. Al, although it is not possible to see that it has been
copied directly from Al.
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Ms. 1147 represented as D in the English part and in the Arabic is a
descendant of Ms. Al, although it is not possible to see that it has been
copied directly from Al.

Ms. D is in total agreement with the tradition represented by Al but it
contains errors, misreading, additions and lacunas, which are not found in
either Al or A2. Errors like tibätv instead of replacements like ätärinä
Iför aqdäminä additions like dahisan azimå for dahisan or ajma'in. As
some of these errors and additions are found in the other Mss. one may
conclude that D was copied through an intermediary copy.

Ms. 1589, represented by V in the English part and j in the Arabic,
also belongs to tradition Al. This Ms. is also in agreement with Ms. H
and in some errors is in agreement with D such as: zädatnä in D and
zädanä in V which appears as zädat in the main traditions. In this Ms. one
can see that it has been copied from an older Ms. because yi' has not yet
turned into hamza while in the later readings this change has occurred.
Another revealing detail of orthography is that alif maqsüra in the case
of ista'dä has turned into alif mamdüda and has become ista'dä

Ms. 4849, represented by letter B in the English part and in the
Arabic, is a contaminated Ms. In this copy not only a mixture of the two
traditions appear but the reader also encounters a third tradition of the
Risäla readings in the margin. This Ms., which has no descendant among

my Mss., belongs to a group of Mss. which possibly originated from the
same archetype, an exemplar in which the two traditions were already
mingled (designated as X in my stemma). In B one can see a good
example of a very early text edition as well as a contaminated text, as the
scribe has made a lot of emendations and additions. He sometimes notes

both variants of one word like 'araza 'adara and sometimes chooses
between the variant which seems correct to him.

Ms. 4853, identified as J in the English part and ^ in the Arabic, is a
descendant of the mixed exemplar designated as X to which Ms. B
belongs. These two Mss. are parallel. They are not dependent on each
other but they have many things in common which imply that they
belong to the same family. But the difference is that Ms. J, although
representing a mixture of traditions Al and A2, does not contain any
additional sentences such as appear in the margin of B. These two Mss.
were copied about the same time and both contain the words darin, an-

naml, wa'd-didän, subul, an aqrabü, halalnä, sahn. It is in this Ms. that
the words hadata lahä instead of 'adarajjx or 'arazafj-c. are seen for
the first time.

Ms. 1918, identified by Z in the English part and j in the Arabic,
belongs to the same tradition that Mss. B and J are derived from. In this
Ms. there is no trace of the additional words written in the main text or

margin of Ms. B. Ms. Z is a mixture of tradition Al and A2 and at the
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this Ms. is descended from the same archetype to which Mss. B and J
belong.

Ms. 4547, represented by the letter T in the English and Ja in the
Arabic part, belongs to the same family as Z. Their common words are:
hadata, an-naml, tabtali'ü, sabil, sära'ü, ätärinä, halalnä, ar-rusül, sahn.
In T a mixture of the two traditions (Al, A2) can be observed. There are
also common errors which are found in both Z and T as for example
fawäfiqüni. There are also common additions like säri'ü. It is also in
these two that one can observe that yä' has been changed into hamza and
alif-maqsüra into mamdüda. In spite of all the similarities one cannot
determine that T Ja has been copied directly from Z because at many
other points they differ from each other.

Ms. 2144, recognized as H in the English part and 6 in the Arabic, is
derived from the same exemplar that Mss. Z, and J are. Their common
words are enumerated below: ahdata, darin, ad-didän, taltaqü nazalnä.
In this Ms. there are words which belong to tradition Al such as sahn,
ad-didän and words like an adnü which is associated with A2 or nazalnä.

Ms. 1458, known as E in the English part of this study and ^ in the
Arabic, has been copied from an intermediary exemplar which was a
descendant of Al but it was not copied from it. Words like: darin, ad-
didän, an adnü, ar-rasül, sahn show that the Ms. 1458 was copied from
an exemplar which was a mixture of Al and X.

Ms. 1805, represented by the letter M, in the English and ^in the
Arabic, is copied from an exemplar which was also a mixture of traditions
Al and A2 with addition of the word säri'ü which is first found in B.
Words from Al in this Ms. are ad-didän, an aqrabü, sahn, halalnä,
müjizan wäfirä, ar-rasül, biduhn and words from A2 are dün and a few
others.

In this Ms. ista'dä is written in the same way as in B. There are also
some misreadings in M, like as-sauq instead of as-saub, which appear in
a few other Mss. but which do not show that they belong to the same
family. In this Ms. there are many orthographically mistakes which are
due to carelessness.

Ms. 1149, identified as H in the English part and £■ in the Arabic, has
much in common with D. For example they both contain additions like
laqad which are not found in any of the other Mss. It also contains
additional words like ajma'ün which appears as ajma'in in D. Kuntu and
'azimä are two other examples which show a close relation between H and
D. There are also some lacunas like fi which are found in both. These
similarities are not enough to determine that they were copied from each
other because at the same time there are many differences. For example
there are misreading like 'ilia <±c. instead of gifla «lLLc. in D which are
not found in H. Or replacements like ätarinä in D which appears as
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aqdäminä in H. There are additions in H which are not found in any of
those older Mss. except B. Some of them are words like säri'ü and
fatanan dakiyä.

Possibly H was copied from an exemplar which contained the third
tradition of the Risäla readings. This tradition which appears first in the
marginal part of B is found in the main text of H and in the Mss. located
in the British Museum which were collated by Mehren.

Regarding the third tradition it is difficult to determine if it existed as

early as the other two because the earliest evidence of its existence
appeared in B and B is about one hundred and eighty-three years later
than Al and A2. H with the help of B represents the third tradition which
is mainly characterized by many additional words and sentences.

Ms. 5238, identified by the letter L, in the English and J in the
Arabic, was copied from an exemplar which belongs to the same family
as A2 because there are so many words in the text which are in common
with the words in tradition A2. At the same time however there are some

other words which show that the exemplar that the copyist had was the
descendant of an intermediary copy.

Ms. 610, represented by K in the English and d in the Arabic, is the
only Ms. used for this edition which is a direct copy of another one. To
be more specific, K is directly copied from L. K contains the same
additions like as-samm which are found in M, the same misreading like
tåla for täba or dähiba instead of xäzza and fajtabainä instead of
faasabnä or kaffa instead of kassafa. The reasons which made me believe
that these two Mss. belonged more to the tradition of A2 are words like
subil instead of subul an adnü, instead of an aqrabü, nazalnä instead of
halalnä ar-rusul instead of ar-rasvl or qasr instead of sahn and many
others. However I cannot say that they are direct descendants of Ms. A2
because some words from Al can be found in them such as ad-didänl
which is an-naml in A2. Regarding the printed editions of the Risälat ut-
tair it was mentioned earlier in this chapter that Cheikho and al-Kurdi
each had a printed edition of the Risäla. In collating my Mss. I discarded
these two, because Cheikho's edition offered nothing that was not to be
found in the other sources and al-Kurdi had not provided a critical
edition of the work.

In preparing the text edition, I have classified the Mss. into two major
groups and a subgroup. VDH constitute the first group descending from
Al, LK the second group deriving from A2. Then as early as the seventh
century a new tradition appears which contains mainly a mixture of the
two traditions (representing the fourth tradition), except for B which
contains additions (representing the third tradition) not found in the two
traditions. The Mss. belonging to the fourth tradition constitute a sub-
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century a new tradition appears which contains mainly a mixture of the
two traditions (representing the fourth tradition), except for B which
contains additions (representing the third tradition) not found in the two
traditions. The Mss. belonging to the fourth tradition constitute a sub¬
group represented by NBMJZTEH. These are derived from an exemplar
which is called X in the stemma.

In reconstructing the text I was led by two directing principles: to
prefer the reading which was the oldest and the most reliable. Therefore I
chose Al as my basic text. I have tried to avoid additions found in the
later manuscripts. It has also been my intention to establish the original
wording when a mistake regarding misreading or miswriting has occurred
in the text.

There are a few signs in the apparatus that require explanation.
Whenever there is a lacuna in the exemplar which has been consulted it is
illustrated by: <, >this sign shows an addition. * this sign refers to
marginal notes in the Ms. A ( ) which contains a number implies an
addition or a lacuna.
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CHAPTER III

A Critical text edition of the Risälat ut-tair

^ \ ~v jJ I 3 ft jJ I <11 I jini I

Nj_JoJI LlLt«j 3^1 flxJI <cLuoj_> v_Luoj (_J_ä <U <JL-uj

3-° I—4__31 I—° J J—9 V 4_a—0—LU ._i (j J Jjl X ^-9 I J-^a. I 3~° J_2w V 3-A
i i ..i ß i (j-i j ■ <->! I ijt—fl L^-liI \ f i » > o *> <■ £ J ft -> "> > al i ii r il »Ti i
3J il^j .al 9—us ^ I I 3"^ '-i >lj i A ^g-S 3 > ^-1 I a öl 1 i j) i"i I I 3-C

' #
_ * ' "

A - . r. \ " , ..I |j| I ß i 1 j £3_åuj täjl 4 131 1^.111 -» J-äj S ^A 3 o_U 3—' "*»11—»
N N3_i_a J J 13-, 3^-® ' gl ' * ~ ' "V I 1 ♦ j j-C 131 LpLfcl j_a ^A J i j-Lj 4 I C IJ 3 >131
VI j II I .4_jj(—a Ijl VI NX"3 > I -w N X j SL j_i 3J j >4 'g~>jl c cjjI j lj| VI

/ *
p _ ^

3 'I a "*■ 11 IJ L V J < 4 1 J) I ■» I I ä j jLai I -> j *1 1 I ■ — •ål I J 4 ) j IV I 4—> IJ 9 I I » J " -» " \ £ 3 I J> "> I
jLj—a V I ^ ij ^ a ^ 1 3 I 4 &j-ij * o 11 (_)-£ ' * I I I I j ' ^ J ' ^ * I I 3 ' * 1

^*s *> A > *■- I j 3I 3 a ^ * I j U lj o I i A 1 j N AI JJLJ 4__a ■ a -»■ 11 31 J/ I ♦ I ' J ■ N V4_U I
■ ^jA a i > ^iÅ» i X . 3 n "i 111 i j I i At t ji^iÅ» 1 ^JLL-jJ 4_J 4 i r\ ILa^ 3-^ 1 1 ^ 11 4 i -a. V

3-a-^ jJI 4_U I ^ i 11 ) -J -3 ' ~v!l—J 4J j) in -1, 3^9 I j! a f 4j öj^j_aj_LI j ' I I 4JL-tu_j lX| — N
4_ü I ^111 i : a ?l *> i 111 3_J I ,_)!■ CijJ I i i7i 11 3L5 3 ' 9 j-jJ I 4 *1 a j 4_jl ^ "1 i »i V I 4_i j ^ i-a jJ I
£> J ft 3 4-L1 J ft 11 1 Mill 3-a j I t-1 I I 4JI UIJ 3^", I 4 1 j ^ ' -<■ j I I 3 n ^
4 I i "^—> ' ^ J » I 4jl ioij -Jo fl ft 1 I i 11 i ^ I ■ ■■j 4 il ft i ril j 4_J I j < " -»■ k ^J_c 6J I i<-< 11 j
4jl j IjJU '.3 I4_jL5x-uol j 4_jl^_akl 4 9!—^ I "> t 111 3_> ^j-Lc. ^j_jI 1 ' *S j i Ii I I

I 3-^^-i ' J Ö j j_a j a j 11 i^i jJ I i Ai I I j. t U I I <JI . 1 "j-> 4 9 jj—xd I
I aj ^ - -v j I I 3 " ^ J II 4_U I ^ i 11 i 13 '■ ^ ' "a _)J I 3_a_a. jJ I 4_U I ^ 1 u i 3 ~»11 ^ 11 II

■M

^.Jo <3 Ij<a ia<jr<i^j_T .<^ ,3 ,J_X -t '■■ -> J-Aj 4--J-C 4_1_J L_> V ]
■ ^ i j .<<^ j im IL» :j_° -3 ft ^ tj 3' :3 ,ö 'J ' C a i .i 3_o : 3 ' J ' >3
i N 1 _ N . .<^jJI iX]—^ . da ni i ni :3 '■ - ■ * «• * " ■ :a _ A . o.LI) I ^-9 '-3 • 3.^ '
:>-fljJ^5kl ^I—Ö—I '■£ fi— i«^j-fc 13 <<3 I(_>Aj_c i3 'C ''k ' '
li i - NX" . j_i jü j ( X I -NX .3 »I "a : da ! 3~' ' ^*> IÖ ?3—3aJI 1> i - NN. j j-C. ! Ja i 3 « ö
< J i N i -N*\ . IIjK j 13 -N0 .Lj 1^^I <3 <3 ',a ' J-N £ .3 * ° j • J° '^ • 3-331
4—J—If :a_NV '■(_£ <j ' a !3j-1 -3—f JJ :3 !3—' 3 <3 '-L «c 'J

13 '3 * • lj-3 '<*>"> 13-^ ■' J-^ ' 'ls •' 3 J j-j-iLii 13 '. I j-jl ui 1 a < £ _N A .^JLxj
■3 ft<:"w„ J
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I j '' U , i j •. K \ Ulj i I j *■ I r i å 3—fl I *iä 11 X^ ii )> I a ^ N lj < i a i 4 a i a -J I I j ->-1 * TI ■ j

.^UsJ ^iiJI c,\j ^LJ i^LJIoirJjLLi^ljJs
"\jjlj_ijJI !_i i i j 04_irJI V-1 ii-'i I ^aia Jj 1 n. Ij -> I i .i M 4 a iä-J) Jjl I ij

VI jUu j V I ^jlj_J JjJ jl In i i7i J I (jt-ä A j\ j iLj jl V a-jJLaJ i ul i ijLSuC
Vj I \ Inj . IJ—i ~> i i^jl—o-il l^j J-o. A_!_uij I j ■"• ■ * ' \.i sLcjJI Ij f j ->~ij ^4_l»ljj

gl ^ ^ gl

jj—C. un jJj LäjL^jI jj i In I I 6 i i gn a jjl—fl 4—lJ j Jjj i I a 'i "i IjJ^j I j -i n ~i ">
I aL* i I j_j j) *S . IJ i In I I ^ I f (_gj) a I a i^t In I I j I ~a a I j j ä U i I j . I » 9 r I *1 ^ 11
JJ a 11, j N l4 i i I H ^1 In * I I -La j "1 ml ^.cl älj NV ä! a -J I N X J il '» — 11 \ \ * a " I "

1 * '

^*N I I j ■ I (] i n i al ä ni JJ i In I I J i a ljLj_j V ^jTi i al å j 4_Lj l_$J-c ^ I j I «n I I i7,i i :>
j un ä J_a p (j I Ml ålj 6J_fi ^j-a ^LJ I No^^-lcl 4 1 j ä -v 11 J l>A I

. 6 J_a I

WI i .1 a 4 a i, j Ci_n ) J I j p I^J-ijj I.' 11 a i_ I i \ -v I ^1 i_i •% f V 4 a .anil Jjlj_^j \ j

(_j-Lc £—J—i-b J—Sj OjIj—4—ilJI N i<-1 <—~i ml Ijj J_ii Jl NA^jjt 1 ~n all J_j
4_U I j j-aJV-l j (X . ) 4 "I i-v Jä < 11—> jj.j J-flj 4_fc( In I I LjJ J j_> jl <jj^ua L-A jl " \ " ml
4 i_fl XT 4 ^1 lnj_a ,j-C 4_a-l_fl Jj-J ^ I a 6j Q i"i I I X X JLi J J *i r ■ » "■ j 1T1 i ■' 11 I I ^X\^j_i

■ 4 1 f J 1 I II > 6 J) j |"| P I j J—l a I _Ja I.i I ^ I a ^ HI 11 4 a > j ill j ■ -n a J

^i i -T . ^ i ä > > (J (tJ «Jo (^ (j ' ^ i, a "i i j f ^ i ä *i i .' a ^ iä "i" -X . Ij t *i a "i • (j -N
• ^ (i i IJ a > I I : Jo ( X ] _A . CjI—i-aJ! : J - ° I I jl -i . 4_U 1 "i 8 i j i J ( £ f4_U l^-S

■ I (} " I I III •" J '^«J «J3 'Q 'j 'J < i—> "a I I III b -V . ^IojjJI j J a 'i I I
• J (i^J (Jo — N • -aljj :X| _*\ . I j il—j j I ijj (^ (J «Jo (^* (j (j (j (^ (i i '.j\ *\ iLjj I : a -A
:j7_NX . In a ~\ I "> '■ (iil (J 'j ' I " - '. JLa ', Ij a ä "i I ~i :a ! ^ I \ " \ ■> » _ N N .(_äLcjJI ^ mil

■ -'JJjl :«J • 4—>1 1/nl I t (j—N t. vJLiI I a ~wl I : 4__i a_aJ I : Jo i J ( N I _ \T . ä jl -a -nil
,J (a <(_. : j 'J 'XI 'V <Xl«\i -o 'J 'C :(_s-rL-c' 16 't
-1 t - X . . j "i di I '• i—i _ N \ J_)_a : X ] — N A . I ill a : £• (j _ \ V. ^gj i -n i : (J (Jo < ( j

. 4„,i In l^_a : I-J (J _XT .4jjl^_a :J ^Jljj i-XX .>Jjl_ä J_i ;(_^-XN . 4_U I 4 ~i I m
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IJ >") JJ \ Jill—Ljd I I j) i < *) 9 (j<-t 7 7 i 7 4_ä_iLLa (J j_aLfl Jj_i J_=JI I J I J I j

Lljiid jl _>_Jo ^ Lj I j (jt.j.7,-^ll ^ dj-ÖJI
4 u j Lit j j Jj^s ^_9 gJI i La i .Li_uol j • ■ ^ « I i i .i i ii La d ' «* ' ■ ' •• " I j J a , a

.4 n j 7 Lj J i r-i a £ t if j-C. j V j

A^-Lc p i A i "i Vjj I 11 IjLfl J->l >-aJI °tJ^L=w I 7 U ä inj d i Ii a a ^ J| l_j j.\ 7 >Lfl
I,, \.sr j a a I 7 I -v jl_> 3-L* j-j JjI > "1.11 j I 77 7 -> L_i ■ *• ■ * i d j 11 j l_j_al 7 r I

La t_j_A _L^ I j J^ J*. |7|J d^LfJJ I 7 a L u 7 i ni å \ . I j v 111 t ") VJ ^Cjjl j I a_a 4_^^=JI
N V (J i id ^j_a Jj_dl N Xjj > > 7 * LlL_i_9 i j 4—i^1—f. 7 å VI ^j-c. \ 7 i >_>dJ 1 d-° ^ ><*> ->
*

t " * f !■ *
L>i ft L1 j d jdJL I lin ii v i nl^y 7 2 l_j^_ai ä jj).i<-» I i 11M »i 7 1 jl o j 7 > 1 *■* >11

• o-LOVl^JI
I 0 '"jjj J J ^ 11 L-0 4-ä-Sj c.»~d a td v .'Ti 11 J^LA. d-° j»C) I j ■ - ■ « I LI å
V JjLi^*JI I (] I *> j I j ' L "i I j i<->! < a I d j_ud I d-^- I (]7 -> 7 ■% I j

I a
^ J *C 7 å äl > ~J I L^J J a i <-i " a I j ) 1 i 7 V j ät -kill 7 *71 j i i . « *7 ä LfcJ jjA

■ I a (j I **> Jin *> "i jl i å i iiG J "> 'i I ojj^a 4 " å 11 La W^JLc ci \j 47 \,,, 71 7^

' ^ t j < j < (i i i . 4 m Ii 11 : Jj ?^l t In 11 • j _T . I jl—1_4>: jjij JJL_d I : _ N
J-jLJ_=JI <j -"\ . J^Li. ^ . I HA J-C ^ ;l 77 r 3-x. 3
: j fLl7jl3 :J, .j <j -*\ :jr <i__j_A .jli 1 -dj * ;C ' ÜJ * " *?'
■ J L- j ^111 u ■ a ! i 111 1 . X i _ \ X . 71 i j)^ 11 j^-a - ^ — N \ .1 j i 1 i ■ ^ * J * d * 6 — \ * . Lj j I j

* J <d nj < XL^^aiLiJI 1 . ijjJo -t> f J _>.. i I.U : d <J <d <3 i X1 _N V .

. >i,i i 7^1—0 I :j—NV . I j > i r»a i a :d i 1 J 1A a 7 a .Lijj_aI :< » _ N 0. I ^d
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XsLÄ (V) 4_oJ_>JI 4-La^. ^jLc. X^j-ÜjJi Nlj-OjJäl ^ ftft 1 I cl Jj ^o f. j
<UJJl i «j ' x ill *■a "U jÜLj Vj Ijjl j I o_s . d > i <1 i 1111 ^ j % I j j ^ ' ^o^ i ^ i">—j—c i

^ ä'j <1 ä " I I p J ■j I ä i tj-a. I Lo Jöj_ä_=JJ J 4 «J I j ** ' J , ^n I I i ■ <n 11^ 4 n > ,\ ä 11
Loj I j) I " 11 ^ (] ') [ I J—å ^-d-ILa» ^ d " Il "i a ,j_» _>-eioLa. 4—»-JjJ I 4> jJ J i <o

I'll« I j ■ ■■ 'I ' ■ • -1 j Vlj i ■ ' i ...I å 4 i ■ - • 'I ' ' I
i_)l_j ~ " åj ^ "' n *' "v I N . A 4_$> I j I 1J J)_C A<UI ijoJ I ■" ■ i -v *« a ^_j^_aJLc.
N t. 4_slLJ IN T^yc. N XI ~e j \ I 1 i ^ j ~i 111 U 4 öl 111 N N ^ > t "i n 11 ^J_i_aj i_^=viLaJ I

«1*11 ■ * I . å .7. 1 ^_>ljNAl > I j f I .. ^ I -v j V ji I "> j >" i V N o I d ' I «* LjjjJå jJ I jJULa
#

(

X.jj_aQ JjJ NM c.1 ä_i iiLot—oj ^jl —i—a j—iJol NA(j^o_å—aJI NVj^_o <:i<. A—d ' fl

c.\j. 111 eil j d 1J |-J-1 y N *> L_j ^jLli J 1 4 "1 al—a I—t U a I—$—} I f (_f—>Lj <j' ^ ^
lj jj-a 4J VI Jin ö-*-* ÖIj i U 11 l_l_i XT^ji 111 a X X(J j 11" 11

XI |J ' n. 11 4_oLa I \ i al JJ 4 " j »->■ Ljj^a. j <—)l "l *> I "i r » a I I ^" -> I I ).l n <1 (J_1
^J--» » ■ I XV^jijI_> jjl—aj In I j_LJ I VXI J II a J) i i i I j>, |"| XO^I a_» I *v ol ol Ijlj
^^rxjjji i -,i-,ii a rxujj-aj vnqi vi x^u (xa)^u i^jUu

I I *■ ■ d 111J X" 01 d "V O IJ J_)-o V

;r ^' j • J -ij-jj' o''J 'c5 <6
V . I jULa : J —"V .>^LiII JjJo :ö-° *'"'ä *> r I : J, — 1 . >4_Lcl jLå ie_j —T

— NN . J)—ö • — N • . dJ J i'*l I I I 6 ^ ^nl I . I J) i ul "l i III a ■ Jo I Ijj * il it—I—t ol ä '.

:e_. -NA .l_d_JI :v -No .4JL-1-0JI :^-N 1 .J^o :j-NX :J <d -NX .■> M rl ,f
— X N . Jj I — X . . I—ol ä o ii i _N ä a 11 f-1 j j : ^ — N A . ^js. : — N V < I "> I n j I

: _ X i .(_£ jl_uj_j_a : Jo _XT .(J > i i o 11 ? I j_e*« I u 1 — XX. 4 i_a j j j_oJI : i ^ id < J
< £ < j —XV . La» I .\ o -XA . (jl—o_i 'eil <(_£ t ^ <Jo j » > < X1 ' N i —X o . <^J \ -\ 11

'6 ,wl 'eJ-^^—oV—a •£ <> > Al —XA .>t_rLcl j—»—i—i_i :N] —XA . 1 i. A t i <eil < Jo
—TX .<^1 —TN .< j a i < j <e_j —T. .J>-oLj J>U <eil < J IJj-oLjV—å

. 4 "i i o '.fj i £ t j ij it j T i . j j i o 11 < XI i N j—TT . I d * In a >

. d ^ 13 ' j ■ I d ^ I j) I~I • ^ -T 0
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I ** ' **
j I ' ° a £ ^1 ft 11 ^£J d-' J L\ i A % \ Jl_a NLJLUA I ftlå

Jj_ja ^1 a -k. I I *> ~> Jjl I *> 'I j a .4 ii <-)!—i d—al—i ii ft plj_cVI Jj_a_»j I *i *1 > ij i _ i i ill
I '■ å a j_å V^jl " > 'tV I Jj_a äl -t *i 1 I (jJ I (_£XA1 d_^. I jJ I Jjj AiJ I JjLå I \ i i o *i I *' ' I > ' I
5 »jl -v jl ^ .t.VI äj ft "i ft jl L a VI öj_al_c pLa.jVI aj ■ A -> ft (jLxak IjLa d "> I a

N . ■ ■(]''"-■■•" j Jja •« 11 At_4_>l (j v I jldJ jj 11-\ i I fj ft 11 *i d j ii-i i jLjJiV I
I j ' *'Ixj V jj d ft i7i ij L-ij U ft LiLJIj d > ■% i?i ^JiLcI (NN) «-I* a i■!"ij i il JVI

. . ~ jMJ I ^ > *( + I I V J j Ml I I I J 1 U 11

JLij gl i r VI I *>-kj_lo) I ft "> i j d—i I > "v*s ft j ajL$_>l Jj_a LujXij a jl n " Jj_o N XI *> 11 r-iLa

Jj_a ^ "i ft I Jj-tpO-a. Vj -LI \ " -k V L£ äLa—l_a Vj Jj-aVId N £d_m ä a V NX^jA < i I I 'i . A ft i
I ' j I > <* 1 Liil jjj d i ä r I å i"i ^ I ft 4_*_L_J I X o *■ < j ■ >Ui I li_> j "i ft I då j jjj t L 11 apt i ni

Jjlj d 1 ä .11 a J_ä> J, -~k ([ I J \ Vr J J I IJ A I j a I 't al ä ft j j i_i j N"\Lj_o)j_il Jjj a "i a .

.d_a^Ldld ■ x1L ^La L^J pIjM IN V iLL
n a t L IjLå (N" N ) j^_a Lij I i X . I 111 ~k j d i -vLjJ I Jjjc I 11 i a \ I j d I ^ j 11 ^ I <■ I ■» »■>! j

j-t I i I ^_J j j) i L XOd i ii > pi ft in II J)l *i r ^_aX £ d XV^jALL (XX)
I 111 *v U j I (j 'i ftXAäj ni r ■ ■ ' L| j I j^j-kkO k_å^Jål j LåljJI X A^j < n I j XVLjLaJl X"\
pi ■ A a . v \ . å > ^kJ ^jL I (V . )l_4—. ..I *> 11 j I (j a L I IJ I (j il I II ^k I I aj r Lb j I j
Lo I <" XVI a! \ å aj I X"\JaL_u i_iV I X o I fl *> 11j L.v i \ i (^"^) jj-Lj Llj (XX) XXLfjj_a>l

■ ^1 ft "i ft v i d—o-al. i I»,.t i ■ " ■ J ([ ll å (x*\) l_j_l xa^aj i

^1 ft 11 d_j^ I jJ I : j _1 . <tjA * > I i j i N I _X . d—a j) i ^.a : til <J -X . I 'i I i I i > : ^ Ja—N
:ü -I (j *' ■ *' :J -A .cjLä_i_>V I : Jj i Xl —V .^gl I (Ja 1 Jj_c : j < ^ -A. k -t > < j—o

'. I \ \ ~k *> :a —NX . >1 j_l» I j}U d ij L ft LöLaJI :J) - N N • ■ ~ ■ j " ■ ■• ~ • Jj— N • - ^jiij i"i "i
.d_cj_å_oV I jLkki : Jj <Jo (^ ( j (v i— NI . I < A» \ : Jo —NX .ljjalå :jj ^_g . I \ t i "v^lå
. ^ j—j—i-j (kil (J (j (XI —NV ,l_j jlil :Jj (Jo (j f>LjjL»l .'j_N"\ . lj_A ^g-ä : Jj t^_g — N o
:d (J -XX . >Lfj-o : Jj _X N .>j_a :^_X. .LJJh : d «J < j (a < Xj -N ^ . JLL ^ «d «J-NA
i^.XV.k^^Jd :a XI .j\ {J :jr Xo ,<u_^l ^ :c _X i .dj :jj ^ ,J,_XX .^Ij
I (j miI *i 11 : J, —X. . a j. ("J o : Jj —X *\ .LåljJI Jj (■■ -> IV :d <(J (^ (X1 —XA .LåljJI I ^ *> o

:d ( J —XX . ^gJL.j JjJ : Jj (^ (d ((J <^g (^ (j i j (J a > (Xl —X N . d—> l_j_ä J a i_äl a
d d i ljjj ft "i i i i i J_1 li j—a_C aX-a d j_c lj j ■ <-ft a jjlj : jj (^ f > i j*S i"> ■ *■ —xx i ^ ä -v

:d (j -xv .JoLlxi i_ivi ^j-lc^j—avi : d ij -xa . < i (j ,*v i ...i -xo . >la_i_a .'^_x1 .>( ål x ijn i
.<Ll_» -.Jo-W XjJI :d (J-VA .UUijl
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\ * ") ml ^J I k fi (_^l J ^ k f V I i.'11 t I XI—Äj) l i _> 4—i_i J_a J I -v 11 \ I j_Ä c I j j (jl jJ
- rf» rf»

VL^jLj,! ^ I "M-tl <\ Uli <JLjj t p ) j <,cJ I 4 \ c O v. fl 4 lLc 1 ^ T<L_>
■ 4_äjV Jj-ij k Vi n 4—11 i 4 > I *i I I -> ^ ill I 1,1 4_ä_iJ_a Al 'i n a i1j

^ - V NVj % in i ->. i I jLå 6jini N XLiLxjtJ» N \3>->j j I^jJ I N • Jjjl—• ° V I j **■ a

Jjj ■"■ a i i.i 9 Jj-2»—U3 Jj-C v il ^ Jl LU 2-ij ^lä^-c L^iS
. ill 111 NVijjoi I *111 <-ij ^ " ->■ 6 Läj » ' ■ ■ ■ I J_i JjVI 4_ijJ N Al.,1 a iA"i i u I

I *. ~ \ \ al 4 i . - .ä I f X . Lill a \ Ad 11 a -v a 1*11 t I N AJLoJj i il—"> "> 11 t—jJ £—9 J I—n I 9
g» rf» rf» ^

CjI i i-ll I > >1 <* Jj—3 I i i i"i r I—a ^Lc. i 4-9 j—9 AiJ I Jj-C. I i 4I r X M—ki Ä J I—i ni ä Jj

J)-l Jl ^ ^ I i "1 i /1 4 4 I J_i 1_1 läj i f j 4 II *\ A (_rLc Lä I j "' *> I 1_#-ä-^x 4 a L I "1 i

Vj i ii j 4 Jl 1 4*i/i ^-dlj I fl ' Lä j-1—91 C. VI I -a. j I J^-C. J_il * -v 11 Jo* ^jJLc. XT j .1 4 t

• ti) ' kj) 14 o |^_9^_iua_il_9 ji-SLä-C X 0 i- j . .. II l—kLa I j ^ «--1 ■ >> j I X i «1 j a j) 1.1 1

^J| XVjj il k j ÖJ " " A u-jlj^-jj XAJ^-^^JI £_a Jj-ljJoJI
'*1111 4_äl J jJiLå .XMjll j l^_^,j_o 14 ij-ij 4 å 1 aLluj j i j-i i Lj-i-1 til 11 LLfl—1 XA L-il ^

4—ij i7i > V VI a-^ j 1 9 TX4_j^jl o—i V VI a_^ tlJj-kLl ^-9 " ■ I ■ ^ ^ TM nja T .^jjl
Lä jkj 4J (TO) 4 4 j 9 -1 IL (Ti) TTJL^ J£-9 .4_,jJ - ,■■ n 4_11jL^ ^iä

J 4 4 4 o \ ~l o . J_i 6J j) ->lj 4 j 4 1 i ii *■» I . 4_LS 4 *1 r ^ å'i n T*\ jLaJLI 1 j
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CHAPTER IV

A Philological translation of the Risälat ut-tair

The symbolic epistle in which is described how to achieve the knowledge
of Truth and that is the Epistle of the bird

INTRODUCTION Will anyone among my brothers lend me an ear that
I may tell him one part of my burden? Perhaps he can lift from me some
of my sorrow through sharing. In fact a friend cannot purify his brother
from impurity unless he has preserved his own clarity from resentment in
the time of difficulty. Where is such a sincere friend for you? When
friendship has turned into trafficking in which one returns, when a need
comes along and stops visiting as soon as the need is gone, a comrade is
no longer visited unless a misfortune has occurred, and a friend will not
be remembered unless a wish is remembered, except for the brothers of
Truth who have been assembled by divine kinship and brought together
by celestial closeness. They have observed the Truth with inner sight and
cleansed their innermost secret from all stains of doubt. A society such as
theirs will not be united except by the herald of a divine summons.

TESTAMENT O Brothers of Truth! Spread in the world and join
together! Open your hearts to one another, and let each unveil his heart
before his brother, so that you may instruct and perfect one another!

O Brothers of Truth! Conceal yourselves like hedgehogs when they
Retract their heads and display your inner being and cover your

appearance! For, I swear by God, that indeed concealment is for your
outside and manifestation is for your innermost being.

O Brothers of Truth! Strip off your skins as the snakes do, and crawl
like ants (worms). Be like scorpions whose weapons are in their tails, for
the devil does not deceive Man except from behind! Take poison so that
you may live! Love death in order that you may keep on living! Be ever
in flight and never settle in a nest to which you return, for birds are
captured in their nests! If lack of wings hinders you, get them by force
and win! Indeed the best of vanguards are those who are strong in flight.
Be like the ostriches, who swallow hot stones and vipers, who gulp down
hard bones, and salamanders, who wrap themselves in flames with
confidence! Be like bats who never appear by day! Indeed bats are the
best of birds.
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O Brothers of Truth! The most farsighted among people is the one
who prepares himself for the day to come, and the most shortsighted
of them is the one who fails to perfect himself.
0 Brothers of Truth! It is not surprising that an angel avoids evil and a

Beast commits a shameful deed, but the wonder is man who sins by
running towards sexual desires and indeed by following or submitting to
them damages his human form, and yet his nature has been enlightened
by his intellect.

By the everlasting existence of God, an angel is lower in rank than a
man who firmly resists his evil desires and does not depart from his way,
and yet again a human being submissive to evil desires which appeal to
him is lower than a beast.

STORY Let us revert to the beginning of the story. I said that a party
appeared in order to hunt. They spread theirs snares, set up their net,
scattered bait and hid themselves in the bushes. I was one of the flock of
birds when they (the hunters) saw us, they whistled to draw our attention.
We saw an agreeable amount of food and companions. No doubt entered
our hearts nor suspicion kept us back from our goal. We hastened
towards them and fell down into snares. Suddenly the rings closed
around our necks, and the fetters entangled our wings, and the cords
tightened around our feet. We hurried to move but what we gained was
more distress. We consigned our bodies to non-being, and each of us
busied himself with his own work, and we held our hearts empty of the
sorrow over agreement. We were like this for a time, until we became used
to the trap and became quiet in our cages.

Then one day, when I looked through the meshes of the nets, I saw a
group of birds that had removed their heads and wings from the fetters

and had come out of their cages, ready to fly. The remainders of the old
straps were still tied to their feet, but it did not hinder them, for they were
bound together through freedom, nor did it bother them, because their
lives were purified. They reminded me of what I had forgotten and it
spoiled all that to which I had become accustomed. It troubled me so that
I was dissolved with grief or my soul departed from me with regret.

1 called and cried out to them from behind my bars to come close and
teach me how to find a solution which would result in the deliverance

from what distressed me. They remembered the deceptions of the hunters
and ran even farther away. I beseeched them in the name of old
friendship, sustained companionship and preserved covenant. It touched
their hearts and filled them with confidence and banished doubt from
their breasts. They came to me and I asked them about their state. They
related that they had suffered from the same affliction that I did and had
been disappointed and accustomed to misfortune.
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Then they cured me, the snare was removed from my neck and the
fetters from my wings, and the door of the cage was opened. They told
me to take advantage of the deliverance. I requested them to free also my
leg from the hobble. They said "If we had the power we would have
hastened first to release our own legs. How can the sick cure you?"

Arising I flew from the cage. They said to me "There are regions
ahead of us which you must cross before you will be safe. Follow our
tracks so that we may save you and guide you on the right way!" The
flight took us between two flanks of the mountain of God, through a
green and fertile, no a rather barren and devastated valley. We flew until
we put its borders behind us. We crossed that region and reached the
summit of the mountain. There in front of us were eight mountain-tops
that eyes could not reach We said to one another to hasten and not to rest
until we had passed these regions.

When we had put these difficulties behind us, we arrived at the
sixth of the summits and alighted on the seventh. When we had come
within the boundaries, one of us said to the other, "Perhaps it is time for
you to rest, when indeed fatigue has weakened us and moreover there is a
far distance between us and our enemies."

We saw that we could bestow upon our bodies some rest. For
wandering in peace of mind leads to deliverance faster than carrying on
in exhaustion.

We alighted on top of the mountain. The green gardens, which had
within their interior walls meadows, fruit-bearing trees and streams of
living water, captured one's sight with forms whose gracefulness puzzled
the intellect and amazed the minds by their splendor. One heard songs of
grief and delightful melodies and inhaled fragrances which surpassed the
perfume of musk and fresh ambergris.
We gathered fruits and drank from springs and stayed there until we had
cast off exhaustion.

Then one of us said to the other; "There is no trap like (having a
feeling of) security nor any refuge like caution, nor is any fortress to
protect one from suspicions. Indeed our stay in this place has taken so
long that it may result in ignorance, and behind us our enemies chase us
to find our halting place. Let's get up, move and emigrate from this
region. It may be pleasant to abide here, it is even more pleasant (to
reach) salvation."

We agreed upon departure and left the place. We landed on the
eighth mountain whose summit was so high that it reached the highest
heaven. On its slopes lived birds with, that I had never experienced
sweeter melodies, more splendid colors, more graceful figures or more

delightful companionship than theirs. When we took up residence in their
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vicinity we enjoyed so much beneficence, affection, intimacy and
assistance from them that we could not pay back the least of it. When we
had established friendship with them, we informed them of what had
happened to us. They showed sympathy and solicitude.

They said to us "Beyond this mountain there is a city in which the
greatest King abides. If any unjustly treated person goes to him and puts
his tmst in Him, the burden will be lifted from him through His strength
and protection." We relied on what they said and headed toward the city
of the King until we alighted in his courtyard and awaited His permission.
The new arrivals were made to enter. We were admitted to His palace and
found ourselves in His courtyard which was so vast that no description
could do it justice. When we had crossed it, before us a curtain was lifted
disclosing a courtyard next to it so spacious and radiant that it made the
first one seem little in our eyes.

MISSION Finally, we reached the chamber of the King. When the
curtain was lifted before us we beheld the King in His beauty so radiant
that our hearts were captured by Him. We were so amazed that it
prevented us from making our complaint. He understood what had
overcome us, and restored our strength by His kindness so that we were

encouraged to speak to Him and narrate our story before Him. Then He
said: "None is able to unbind the snares from your legs except those
who tied them. I will send them a messenger so as to oblige them to
satisfy you and remove the snares from your legs. Now depart and be
satisfied."

Now we are on the path accompanied by the Messenger. My brothers
are pressing around me, demanding that I tell them the story of the
magnificence of the King. I shall describe Him with utmost concision. I
said: "He is he King in whose possession is whatever picture of beauty
unmingled with ugliness and perfection untroubled with defect you have
in your mind. Every perfection in the true sense is accomplished in Him,
and every defect even in the sense of metaphor is completely banished
from Him. For His beauty is a face and his generosity a hand and
whoever serves Him finds eternal bliss and whoever cuts himself off from
Him loses this world and the next."
Which brother, when my story struck his ear, said; "I see that your
intellect is touched and insanity has fallen upon you. No, by God, you
did not fly, it is your reason that has flown away and you were not hunted
rather your mind was hunted. How does Man fly or a bird speak?
It seems that yellow-bile has overflowed in your temperament or dryness
has overcome your brain. Here is a remedy; "Drink a decoction of
thyme dodder (epithymun); prepare for yourself baths in tepid and fresh
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water and inhale the oil of nymphea, choose luxurious meals and avoid
staying up late and reduce worries!

Since before this we knew you as a reasonable fellow among us. By
God, who knows what is in our hearts, we are worried about you and on

account of the disturbance of your state we are disturbed too."

ACQUITTAL The more they say the less I would accept and the worst
of discourse is that which is wasted. Seeking help from God and acquittal
(,barä'a) (from me) unto people. Whoever professes otherwise would
suffer loss. "And those who do wrong shall surely know by what
overturning they will be overturned." (Qur. 26: 227)
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CHAPTER V

A Commentary on the Risälat ut-tair based on
Ibn Sina's philosophical works and Sahlän
SäwI's Persian commentary

The Risälat ut-tair is a mystical epistle which consists of an introduction
and four sections. In the introduction Ibn Sina tells of a pain which
weighs heavily on his heart. In order to relieve this pain he is searching
for brothers who would be willing to share it with him and there by show
themselves to be his true brothers. At this point he provides a definition
of the true brother. In the first section of the Risäla which can be

designated as his testament (wasiyya), Ibn Sina gives a sketch of the
stations of the mystics in the form of a testament in allegorical terms. His
aim is to instruct the brothers of purity or truth about how to prepare
themselves for the way which begins with philosophy and wisdom and
ends with gnosis and prophethood. The requisite behavior for each
station is symbolized by an animal who is known for certain
characteristics which exemplify each station. He relates the first station to
the hedgehog and the last to the bat which he considers to be the symbol
of the station or level of the angels.

In the second section, which can be called the story (hadit),
Ibn Sina illustrates the arguments which he has presented in the
introduction and the first section. Here he discusses the cause of his pain
in the form of an allegorical journey of the birds. He also explains who
the true brother is, what characteristics the disciple and devotee should
have and why, where the end of the way is and which level the seekers
can expect to reach.

In the third section, which can be called the mission (risäla), he speaks
of the level which the seekers will attain to and describes how some of the

pain will be transformed into pleasure, rejoicing and happiness at the
sight of the King.

In the fourth section, which is on acquittance (barä 'a), he speaks of
the conditions which will confront the wayfaring mystic at the end of the
way. In the event that he succeeds in reaching the prophethood of the
sages and fathoms worlds which are foreign to the eyes of others and
then proceeds to describe them to those who do not have insight and who
measure everything with their physical eyes, they will think he is insane
and will not believe his words. He concludes that ultimately the pain will
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be transformed into absolute happiness, when the spirit returns to its own
familiar country and dwells in the circle of intimates of the great divine
King but as long as the individual is not united with that world and the
bonds of life are tied around his neck and feet, the pain will also press
against his breast. At the end of the treatise, he is accompanied by the
messenger of God and, while the intensity of the joy of the primary
union is not there, his union with the other world has become easier to

accomplish.
It is in the introduction of the Ris åla that Ibn Sina wonders:

"Will anyone among my brothers lend me an ear that I may tell him some part of my
burden? Perhaps he may lift from me some of my sorrows through sharing. In fact a

friend cannot purify his brother from impurity, unless he has preserved his own

clarity from resentment in the time of difficulty."

In the rest of the Risäla Ibn Sina wishes to describe for his true brothers
the pain which weighs heavily on his heart. When the author pronounces
the words which describe the pain, the individual recognizes his own
condition and both speaker and listener experience some relief from the
pressure of the feelings which weigh on their minds and hearts. Thus the
author seeks a brother who has grown from the same root and therefore
experiences the same pain so that he can speak freely of his sorrow. The
author and his brother will thereby accept it as an identical pain. As a
result both of them will follow the way leading to union in one spirit with
the strength of two bodies and will also seek other brothers with whom to
share the burden of sorrow as the more they are the lighter it will become
and the way to a remedy will be made easier.

At this point in the treatise Ibn Sina changes the subject from the idea
of pain and goes on to give a definition of the true and faithful friend. In
his opinion the true friend is the person who is steadfast in working
towards his goals and does not let himself be swayed by the deceptions
and temptations of the vegetable and animal souls; he knows that he does
not need to be dominated by them but that they are tools in his control
with which he can reveal the world of the human soul and its faculties and
actualize them within himself. The whole inner being of such individuals
is focused on the search for a cure for the pain. These sensitive
individuals answer the summons of the Herald of the Unseen which
means that they have insight into the awareness and intelligence which is
current in the world of being at every moment and they are drawn to
persons who have insights like theirs.

Ibn Sina considers those who have succeeded in attaining an insight
into this awareness as his kin; they can be trusted and he can safely reveal
his sorrow to them. He tells them that they should help one another to
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become perfect and that each one should place his intellectual
achievements at the disposition of the other. Likewise they must exercise
the same amount of caution in concealing everything from the
hypocritical friends who are their enemies.

When, in the introduction of the Risäla, Ibn Sina seeks acquittance and
wishes to dissociate himself from his false friends, it could be suggested
that in fact he is seeking to avoid the inner false friends such as lust and
rage. He had thought that they were his friends and now he sees that they
are friends of Satan and heathens whose goal is to destroy, kill and
annihilate him. So far this is in perfect agreement with Ibn Sina's beliefs
in the treatise of Hayy ibn Yaqzän, but the following passage reveals a
new element in his discussion, namely, that repentance is the first step on
the path of mysticism, a point on which Ibn Sina's ideas are similar to
those of the mystics and many of the Süfis. He understands repentance in
the sense of becoming aware of the dark past and turning away from evil-
doing and Satan. It is part of a complex of thoughts in which intellect
and heeding the summons of God are embedded as well as the need to set
out on a journey. The language of this section echoes the Süra of
Repentance; immediately after the first verse which is a proof of the
acquittance by God and the Prophet before the polytheists, the faithful
are given a set of instructions, "Journey freely in the land for four
months; and know that you cannot frustrate the will of God, and that God
degrades the unbelievers."(<2«r. 9: 2)

At this point there is an invitation to the pilgrimage, because to set out
on a pilgrimage is to traverse the world in order to meet God or see the
city of God or the house of God. A related idea is that individuals seek
refuge in the haram of safety and experience it at the bottom of that safe
valley which is the well-fortified fortress of God. Here it is possible by
comparing the Süra of Acquittance and the Risä lat ut-tair to establish that
the pilgrimage in the Qur'än is the earthly form of the journey of the
birds in the Risålat ut-tair. The birds fly in the direction of the east of the
heavens and seek the city of the king and in that city they enter his
chamber and experience unlimited light, absolute beauty and eternal
perfection. Both journeys are journeys of pilgrimage. In a journey of
pilgrimage one crosses the paths of deserts and then one makes seven
revolutions around the house and also in the treatise of the birds the

valley is seen bathed in light and then the seven heavens are also
perceived as light.

A. The journey
In the section of the testament Ibn Sina exhorts his students: "O Brothers
of Truth! Spread in the world and join together! Open your heart to one
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another, and let each unveil his heart before his brother so that you may
instruct and perfect one another!"

In explicating this section it should be said that Ibn Sina's intended
meaning is to give the brothers the courage to undertake the journey
which leads to the understanding of intellectual and spiritual truths. At
this stage one can evoke the example of Hayy ibn Yaqzän who in
introducing himself states that his profession is to tour the world in quest
of knowledge of all the intellectual disciplines of the world.1

As is illustrated by his autobiography/biography, Ibn Sina always
attached much importance to the actual physical journey. In his personal
life he was always on his way somewhere and he believed that travel and
the physical moving from place to place was extremely important in the
spiritual growth of the individual.

Even before Ibn Sina it was common for students in the world of
Islam to be going on continual journeys in quest of knowledge and to
meet the most learned scholars in their fields of interest. Likewise there
were many scholars who undertook to instruct interested students in the
course of their continual voyages. One need only recall the biography of
Ibn Sina where the scholar, 'Abdu'lläh Nä tili, was invited by Ibn Sina's
father to live in their home during his stay in Buxärä so that he could
teach philosophy and logic to Ibn Sina.2

Beside the students, the mystics considered the journey to be one of
the principles of their instruction as it was seen to be of vital importance
in spiritual growth. The idea of journeying and travel was so predominant
in this culture that even the mystic in striving for purity of heart in order
to see the light of God in the mirror of his heart was called the wayfarer
or the traveler.

'Ibädl attributes the first mystical journey to Adam and defines it as a
journey of mortification. He says that it is incumbent upon disciples who
wish to travel the way of tasawwuf to follow their father Adam in going
on a journey the goal of which is to ask for forgiveness for the sins and
misdeeds of their past.3

According to Abu'1-Qäsim al-Qusairi there are two kinds of journeys;
the journey which is physical and the journey which consists of a
transition from one attribute to another attribute. He says that thousands
upon thousands travel with their bodies but only a few travel with their
hearts.4 Likewise many of the Sufi masters, such as Abu 'Abdu'lläh al-
Magribi and Ibrählm ibn Adham, maintain that the whole of one's life is
spent in journeying. Al-Qusairi, with the emphasis he places on the

1 Ibn Sina, Hayy ibn Yaqzän, ed. Amin, p. 43.
2 Cf. Arberry, Avicenna on Theology, p. 9; Gohlman, The Life of Ibn Sina, p. 20 f.
3 'Ibädl, Süfi-näma, ed. Yusifi, p. 27
4 Furüzänfarr, ed. Tarjuma-yi risäla-yi qusairiya, p. 487 f.
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journey of the heart and his intention of showing that the one who only
travels physically is not the true wayfarer, also illustrates that at his time
journeying was very common among mystics and scholars.

'Ibädi, recalling the statement made by al-Qusairi, mentions that there
are two kinds of journeys by virtue of the fact that there are two aims in
journeying. One is the journey of the body which is accomplished within
the world and its purpose is related to the physical and personal self. This
is the journey which is accomplished with physical motion and treading
the way. The other is the journey of the heart which is accomplished in
the higher world and its purpose is to recognize the signs of the faculty
of intellect and acquire a command of miracles and spirits and the
unseen.5 This journey takes place in meditation and the means of travel
is insight and the seeing of the heart. He emphasizes that the human
being is a traveler whose journey goes from non-being to existence and
in the world of existence he travels until he reaches the resurrection. On

this matter he writes, "The person who is undertaking a journey in
wisdom and truth must also engage in an apparent journey through the
climes of the world in order to learn about the wonders of God's
creation."6

Hujwiii has the following to say about the journey, "When a dervish
chooses to travel, not to reside, he ought to observe the following rules. In
the first place he must travel for God's sake, not for pleasure, and as he
journeys outwardly, so he should flee inwardly from his sensual
affections."7

In conclusion it was the opinion of Ibn Sina as well as a great many
mystics and/or philosophers that the first principle of mortification is to
set out on a journey, which involves uprooting attachments to the material
life and uniting with the world of movement and current, that is the first
state in becoming a bird.

B. Union
Ibn Sina believes that the travelers on the way of truth are brothers who
are related by means of a divine kinship and whose ears are tuned to the
inner summons. Thus when the Herald of the Unseen calls, they listen
and set out to follow his voice. When they have set out on the way of
oneness, they recognize one another as kindred spirits and band together.
Their souls have become aware that they are related and that they see as
though with one eye. As a result, matters of a more particular nature also

5 Cf.'Ibädl, Svfi-näma, p. 160.
6 'Ibädi, ibid., p. 249 ff.
7 Hujwiri, Kasf ul-mahjvb, ed. Zhukovskiy, p. 449 f.
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come to the attention of their united view, which leads them to unite in
their common desire to reach the goal of union in the familiarity which
the Herald of God has created.

Ibn Sina believes that the spiritual affinity of the souls is what has
brought the prospective brothers together. He says that from the moment
when the group has become constituted, the individuals, whom he
designates as brothers in that they have grown from a common root, must
act in purity towards one another and each of them must help the other
grow by providing support from his own material or spiritual possessions.
The perfection of the group will result in the perfection of the individual
and vice versa. The whole purpose of banding together is to make it
easier for the members of the group to acquire knowledge and serve the
spirit and this is only possible if all the bodies operate in the service of
one common soul. Thus they learn to observe the principle of solidarity
and cooperation which was spoken of in the foregoing section.

C. The nine stations
In the section of the testament Ibn Sina advises: "O Brothers of Truth!
Conceal yourselves like the hedgehogs when they retract their heads!"
From the discussion above it can be concluded that the brothers of truth
must cherish the human and spiritual truth which has been entrusted to
them and protect it with their whole existence. Ibn Sina admonishes the
brother of truth to behave like a hedgehog when setting out on the way,
that is, when he comes face to face with the enemy he should retract his
head and present a rough and sharp exterior which makes him
unapproachable. In religious terminology the enemy is called Satan, who
uses temptation to attract the individual to follow the desires of the bestial
soul and ultimately brings about his annihilation and death. The enemy
can also be an exterior person who prevents the brother of truth from
following the way.

Ibn Sina recommends the brothers to withdraw into themselves
because the only valid way of advancing in spiritual matters is by
working with the inner being and strengthening the faculties connected
with it.

In the Risälat ut-tair Ibn Sina uses expression for describing the
movement of the hedgehog in defending itself in order to describe the
stance one must take in setting out on the spiritual way. The hedgehog
pulls its head in close to the body, and this movement is used to
symbolize how the mystic ('ärif) turns away from society and turns his
attention inward to spiritual matters. The mystic turns to meditation and
works with precision as he gets to know his own soul which is concealed
from the exterior eye. The more the individual works at this with the eye
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of insight the better he gets to know it. It becomes more brilliant and
lustrous to him and in this state the mystic cares less for material, worldly,
or sensual matters which were previously visible to his eye and as a result
his exterior becomes more drab and less attractive.

The hedgehog is the symbol of being at the level at which the
individual learns how to gain control over the natural soul. Ibn Sina's
aim is to teach the mystic to avoid indulging in food at this level, as this is
the best method by which the strength of the vegetable soul, which
involves growth and production, can be brought under control. The
mystic must remain concealed and keep his desire in check so that at the
moment of confrontation with the enemy, which is hunger in this case, he
will be unable to take in food. Thus in the view of Ibn Sina the hedgehog
is clearly the symbol of the absence of intake of food.

In this context Ibn Sina says that if the natural soul has the upper
hand, then one will naturally give in to one's appetite and will proceed to
eat.8 In the book of al-Isärät wa't-tanbihät Ibn Sina discusses the

problem of maintaining control over the vegetable and animal souls and
demonstrates that one of the miracles which is attributed to mystics is this
very ability to have control over the needs of the stomach. He points out,
"Every time you hear of a mystic who abstains from eating little food
during an extraordinary period show agreement in believing it and
consider it to be among the known principles of nature!"9 In the tenth
class (namat) of the chapter of the Maqämat al-'ärifin he defines this
ability in a scientific way: "Remember that every time the natural forces
which are in us stop digesting materials of good quality and become
occupied with the digestion and assimilation of undesirable materials, the
stored desirable materials which are not fully digested, and he (the
mystic) has no need for the transformation of what has already been
digested."10 (This means that when the individual stops eating, the body
proceeds in a natural way to digest and assimilate materials which had
been previously stored in the body, like the snake who waits a while
before digesting material which he has swallowed earlier and during that
time does not need food.)

Sahlän Säwi, who has written the only extant commentary in Persian
on the Risälat ut-tair, takes the hedgehog as a symbol of the days of
fasting and asceticism and refers to the discussion just quoted from the
tenth class of a/-Isärät wa't-tanbihät as an illustration of Ibn Sina's belief
that the mystic can live for a long time without food.

Sahlän Säwi believes that the hedgehog is able to live without eating
for at least forty days; during this period he not only becomes thin and

8 Ibn Sina, Mi'räj-näma, ed. Mäyil-HeravI, 2nd. ed., p. 83.
9 Ibn Sina, Kitäb al-isärät wa't-tanbihät, ed. Forget, vol. I, p. 207.
10 Ibn Sina, ibid., p. 207.
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lean but day by day learns how to lead a better life. Therefore he
suggests that Ibn Sina uses the hedgehog as a symbol of the days during
which the mystic is advised to refrain from eating in order to bring the
vegetable soul under control in preparation for understanding the human
levels.11 In the Rag-sinäsi Ibn Sina fully explains in scientific terms the
nature of this matter, although he uses the snake instead of the hedgehog
as an example.12

According to Sahlän Sä vi, Ibn Sina has two ideas he wishes to convey
with the symbol of the hedgehog. One is training the vegetable soul so
that the individual will exercise control over it and the second is the need
to remain concealed from the eyes of the enemy for a period of time for
example, the forty-day retreat during which one is in seclusion.

In order to complete his days of seclusion more easily the mystic is
advised to avoid frequenting unacceptable or undesirable company.
Expressed more drastically, this means that he should find a means of
making people flee from him. Here a similarity is established between the
hedgehog and the mystic as both are expected to present a harsh and
rough exterior. The hedgehog covers his soft exterior with sharp thorns
and the mystic masks his inner sensitivities and conceals his exterior with
a rough cloak. This rough garment appears offensive to some people and
thereby shows itself to be a means for him to make people stay away
from him and allows him to distinguish hypocritical friends from true
friends. As a result in the absence of the former one may serve the latter
which consequently leads to the elevation of his state of being.

At this point it is interesting to ask exactly what Ibn Sina's opinion is
about the patched garment of union. Ibn Sina has always been
considered to belong to those scholars who paid more attention to the
inner aspect of a question than to the exterior. Therefore it is not possible
to say with certainty that he meant the patched garment used by the Süfis.
Ibn Sina himself is famous for dressing in the opposite way. On this
matter, Ibn Sina says that "the mystics ('ärifin) have different states and
sometimes they choose the better ones but it sometimes happens that they
even prefer a bad odor rather than a good one."13 Thus it is most
probable that the donning of the patched garment related to the station of
the hedgehog symbolizes an internal process such as that of uprooting
the hypocritical friends and avoiding evil people in order to be able to set
out on the way of truth. This enables one to join the true brothers and to
follow the way of the people of truth. This only happens if the individual
liberates himself from the captivity of his vegetable and animal souls by
means of mortification, exercises and isolation. Seclusion and

11 Cf. Spies and Khatak, Three Treatises on Mysticism, p. 58 f.
12 Ibn Sina, Rag-sinäsi, ed. Miskät, p. 9 ff.
13 Ibn Sina, Kitäb al-isärät, p. 206.
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investigation of the inner states are the first steps on the way. In this
regard in the section of the testament Ibn Sina exhorts: "Display your
inner being and cover your appearance! For I swear by God that indeed
manifestation is for your innermost being and concealment is for your
outside."

The pseudo-hadit of the Prophet, "Indeed the one who knows himself
knows the Lord,"14 has always attracted the attention of the Süfis and
mystic philosophers. 'Ibädi says on this subject that the only way to
knowledge of the Creator is by learning to know the soul first. He quotes
the hadit above in the context of his reasoning that "God has placed the
truth of all the created beings in the soul of man," and follows it by the
question, "and do you not look into your souls?"15

When Ibn Sina admonishes the brothers to "display your inner
being!" he means that one should establish it as the focal point of
attention and provide it with all its needs and make it visible and when he
says, "conceal the exterior!" he means that one should not pay any
attention to it and act as though it were of no importance. Sahlän Sävü
corroborates this point when he says "Make the interior exterior and the
exterior interior!" This statement has two aspects. One involves giving
superiority and domination to the active faculty of the soul, which is
interior (bätin), so as not to detach from the body, and the other, is
conceal these physical faculties, which means to put them (the faculties of
the animal and vegetable souls) under the control of the faculties of
reason. In this regard Sahlän Sävü interprets Ibn Sinas text as follows:
keeping the exterior concealed means keeping away from people and
remaining in seclusion from them. Making visible the interior means that
one should remove the veil from the secrets of the knowledge of one's
inner being in the presence of the brothers with whom one shares
solidarity.16

(I have reconstructed the word used in this context as qaba' from
which yaqbba 'u and yataqabba' are constructed. This is the Arabic q-b-'
which means pulling the head down or withdrawing the head close to the
body and becoming invisible and is said of the movements of the
hedgehog when threatened. Mehren's text has yaqnna'u from the root
qana' meaning "to mask, wear a veil". In the manuscript upon which
Spies based his edition as well as in the commentary by Sahlän Sävi the
sentence runs taqna'u kamä yataqna'a'l-qanäfid but the Persian
translation has, "Pull in your head just as the hedgehog pulls his head
in."17 This translation, which appears to be dependent on that of

14 Utas, Tariq ut-tahqiq, p. 178.
15 'Ibädi, Süfi-näma, p. 167.
16 Spies and Khatak, Three Treatises, p. 59 f.
17 Spies and Khatak, ibid., p. 58
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Axslkatl, differs a little from the translation by Suhrawardi. The latter
translation has, "Withdraw just as the hedgehog in the desert withdraws
within himself."18 These are the only two extant translations of the
Risälat ut-tair into Persian and both of them refer to the hedgehog's
manner of pulling the head in close to the body.)

In the beginning of the section of the testament Ibn Sina addresses the
brothers of truth and tells them to "pull your head in like the
hedgehog," which means that one should become attentive to the inner
states and become engaged in inner matters. In the next sentence he says
"lift the veil from your inner secrets", which means that one should
learn to know oneself and reveal oneself like the mystic who conceals his
head in the garment and becomes involved in the revelation of the world
of the Unseen. In fact the words of Ibn Sina are easy to understand and
one can ask how all the difficulties of interpreting the text arose. The
reason is most probably due to the fact that in the past the dots
distinguishing the letters were not added to the text. Thus any copyist of
the treatise who was not all that familiar with the text could have added
the distinguishing points to the letters in correspondence with what he
believed to be the correct words. Therefore at some point in history the
more generally used verb qana' 'to veil or to mask' replaced the
somewhat technical term qaba' used only to describe the movement of
the head of the hedgehog when threatened.

Regarding the attending to the inner being, in the same section, Ibn
Sina admonishes: "O Brothers of Truth! Strip off your skins as the
snakes do." In explicating the symbol of the snake and the shedding of
his skin, Sahlän Sävü says that Ibn Sina means that this is the soul and
body of man and that the individual must uproot those attachments of the
body which are dearest to him and leave them like a skin behind him, so
that he can go on to a new level of life. Thus Ibn Sina is of the opinion
that the traveler of the way must be continually in a state of uprooting
attachments from the heart, especially those of emotional character, which
can distract the attention of the intellectual faculties. When the heart has
become free from attachments the strength of the intellectual faculty is
freed and can devote all its energy to intuition and revelation.19

Ibn Sina, who employs the symbolism of animals to illustrate his
philosophical ideas, in order to prepare the mystics to attend to the inner
being, exhorts "crawl like ants (worms)!" Sahlän Säw interprets the
worm or ant as the symbol of causing little trouble and remaining
concealed. At this station the individual must show that he has no need or

desire for any thing which in one or another manner holds him back
from the way of truth. He sees his behavior as having a basis in the

18 Spies and Khatak, ibid., p. 39.
19 Spies and Khatak, ibid., p. 61.
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Qur'änic verse from the Süra of Salvation, "those who walk in the earth
modestly" (Qur. 25: 63)20 Al-Häsimi al-Bag dädi interprets the ant or
worm as the symbol of union with different levels of knowledge and
wisdom and maintains that it is not possible to go on to another level until
the individual has left his present level behind.21

It is also possible to interpret the symbol of the worm as not taking
pride in one's life and of considering it to be of little worth. The mystic
knows that however much he advances to the different spiritual stations
on the way of the journey, it will always be necessary to smother the voice
of the bestial soul because it is continually urging him to attend to
personal needs. Furthermore, it seeks constantly to display the faculties of
the mystic in the sight of others so as to arouse the admiration of the
general public and cultivate pride in the mystic. Naturally, ostentation
and manifestation of his gain will bring about his spiritual fall and
prevent him from gaining insight into higher worlds. In other words, the
mystic should be like the worm and avoid every kind of ostentation,
hypocrisy or putting on airs, because it is only then that he will be able to
free the faculty of his soul from restraints caused by the needs of the
body and entirely give himself up to spiritual matters.

The station of the scorpion is the next station that Ibn Sina takes into
consideration in the section of the testament. In this connection he says:
"Be like scorpions whose weapons are in their tails, for the devil does not
deceive Man unless from behind!"

According to Ibn Sina the mystic at this level must be fully alert like
the scorpion in order to prevent all dangers concealed from the eyes of
ordinary individuals from finding a way of entry. In this way Satan will
not be able to deceive him with passionate and wrathful desires hidden
under a pleasant appearance. The mystic should always be ready to see
through the ruses of the enemy, because when he is observant there is less
possibility of his being struck by a dagger from behind by the enemy
who presents a friendly face. Being armed in one's back is a symbol of
being wary of all that is concealed from sight. He is even able to
strengthen himself by maintaining a firm opposition to the enemy.
Mystics at this level are said to wage war against the carnal self.

Sahlän Säw defines Satan as consisting of the faculties of imagination
and illusion and the faculty of anger and passion which holds people
back from knowledge and desire of salvation and freedom.22 The Ixwän
as-safä consider Satan to be the faculty of rage and passion and the
imperious soul (nafs al-ammära).23

211 Spies and Khatak, ibid., p. 61 f.
21 Cf. Ms. Ahmet III 3268(3), Topkapi Sarayi, Istanbul.
22 Spies and Khatak, Three Treatises, p. 62.
22 Cf. Rasä'il ixwän as-safä, vol. II, p. 344.
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Sahlän Sävü says that the meaning of the front and back of a person
are symbols of the two faculties of the rational soul of the human being,
that is, the faculty of learning and the agentive faculty. When the agentive
faculty is completely involved with the corporal and practical faculties, its
duty is to watch continually over morals so as to influence them in a

good way. As a result its attention is directed toward what is behind and it
is vigilant like one on guard duty carrying arms, so that Satan cannot run
behind the mystic and overwhelm him with the strength of passion and
anger. The other faculty is knowledge and its attention is directed
forwards toward the exalted world of the angels.24

Al-Bagdädi says in discussing the weapon of the scorpion and
directing one's attention forward and backward that Ibn Sina's intended
meaning is that evil deeds and passion, like the weapon of the scorpion,
belong to the back of the individual. He adds that Satan chases man from
behind and inflicts harm on him. Furthermore evil doings belong to the
sphere of passion and do not come from the side of intelligence. He
maintains that every human being has a front and a back. His front is his
breast which is the seat of his intelligence and his back is the place of
passion. The reason that the weapon is kept on the back is to help the
mystic ward off attacks of passion.25

In summary the scorpion represents the station of complete awareness
and continual readiness. This state involves never resting or relaxing the
attention of the corporal faculties even as they are being transformed into
spiritual faculties. At this level the individual is prepared to do battle at
any moment and the object of the battle is to avoid being harmed by
enemies who claim to be one's friends.

It is again in the same section that Ibn Sina says: "Take poison so that
you may live. Love death in order that you may keep on living!" Sahlän
Säw interprets the drinking of poison, as a symbol of keeping the faculty
of passion and rage subdued. For the human being this is equivalent to
drinking poison because if he has become aware he knows he must keep
away from the pleasures of the world and that by rooting out these
attachments the door of the spiritual world and wisdom will be opened to
him. Sahlän Säwi considers the development of restraint to be the victory
of the intellectual faculties of the soul over the corporal faculties, the
animal and vegetative souls.26 Also al-Bagdädi emphasizes that the
meaning of swallowing poison is the killing of passion and the giving of
life to the intellectual faculties.27

24 Cf. Spies and Khatak, Three Treatises, p. 62 f.
25 Cf. Ms. Ahmet III 3268(3), f. 27a.
26 Cf. Spies and Khatak, ibid., p. 64.
27 Cf. Ms. Ahmet III 3268(3), f. 28a.
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Ibn Sina holds that the mystic must advance on the way in the
opposite direction of his corporal desires, because they will lead him to
temporary pleasures and pain and ultimately to the exhaustion of human
strength and death. The person who leams this lesson and strengthens his
faculties will gradually develop the power to overcome his weaknesses.
Naturally, in the eyes of those around him he appears to die along with
his selfishness and passion, but in reality he reaches full strength.

With patience in adversity the individual strengthens his human
faculties and leaves the prison of habit and nature step by step he
becomes more and more familiar with his faculties and moves farther

away from death. The aim of drinking poison is to embrace difficulties
voluntarily with the aim of acquiring power, authority and ability. In this
regard Ibn Sina says one should love death and welcome it and make it
one's friend and in this way surmount the greatest restraining force.
Man's greatest fear is death and because of it the individual continually
keeps himself enclosed in the prison of nature and weakness. If the
individual leams not to fear death and thereafter tests his strength, he will
see how it increases. Death will reveal its secret to him and this will lead to

the transformation of the inner being of the mystic. Otherwise the largest
cause of non-being in humans is the fear of non-being, but by
overturning this law and gaining knowledge and wisdom the individual
will acquire the secret of life.

As a result the individual must die to his instincts, and bestial
pleasures, so that the child of his soul can be born in his inner being. In
this way he can begin to lead a spiritual life despite the existence of
constraints on his life and the continuing presence of bonds on his feet.

Encouraging the mystics to live like a bird, Ibn Sina says in the same
section: "Be ever in flight and never settle in a nest to return to! For birds
are captured in their nests. If lack of wings hinders you, get them by
force and win. Indeed the best of vanguards are those who are strong in
flight."

Ibn Sina says that after experiencing the death of bestial pleasures and
the birth of spiritual life the brother of truth begins to fly, and from this
point forward he frees himself more and more from corporal restrictions,
as he advances from level to level in the direction of the final opening out
of his wings.

With the lesson of the station of the bird he means that the individual
should avoid the constraining bonds of familial attachments. Ibn Sina
himself obeyed this rule and the Ixwän as-safä also recommended
devotees at the higher levels not to have a family and to avoid family ties.
Thus the individual should strive to be light like the bird with wings who
fly with nothing to prevent him from advancing. On avoiding emotional
and familial attachments Tbadi emphasizes that the mystic should remain
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solitary and live without any worldly possessions including a wife or even
pride over good behavior. He recounts the following hadit about the
prophet. A man came up to him claiming to be a solitary (mujarrad) and
the prophet asked whether he had a wife and a house to which he would
return and live with that woman. The man answered in the affirmative,
and the prophet did not count him to be solitary because of those
things.28

Sahlän Säwi considers 'flying' to consist of the acceptance of
blessings from the angels and the cutting off of attachments to whatever
is an impediment to the acquisition of human happiness. He considers
building a nest to be the symbol of finding comfort in defective things
and a sign that the individual gives priority to the faculty of the animal
soul over that of the agent soul (nafs-i fä'ila). He maintains that the
process in which the bird perfects his wings and uses them to fly
represents the perfection of the soul in understanding spiritual matters
and acquiring the contemplative sciences.29 Al-Bagdädl takes the nest as
a symbol of the body of the human being, and to remain in the nest is a

symbol of love of the body whose desires cause constraints which are a
hindrance in the salvation of the individual.30

Sahlän Säwi comments on why it is necessary for the bird to steal
wings if he lacks them. He says that to grow wings means that the
individual acquires the knowledge, revelation and intuition through which
he receives awareness and advances on the spiritual way without an

intermediary, but to steal them means to study the sciences from persons
who have already reached the level of intuition. Sahlän Säwi follows Ibn
Sina in maintaining that on this way it is necessary to employ one's
intellectual faculties to the fullest extent and if revelation and intuition are

not possible then the knowledge which will bring the spreading of wings
should be secured by study.

In the section of the testament Ibn Sina illustrates another station of
the mystics by the symbolic of the ostrich. In this regard he

says "Be like ostriches who swallow hot rocks!" In the animal world
the ostrich is known for its double nature. On the one hand it has wings
but does not fly, however it can run at an extremely high speed. The
other is that, like other birds, it eats pebbles or rocks in order to digest its
food (naturally small birds eat very fine sand while the ostrich swallows
larger rocks which have been heated by the desert sun.) The swallowing
of the heated rocks of the desert is an image constructed by Ibn Sina to
convey the idea of the next level to strive for on the way of the mystics.

28 'Ibädi, Süfi-näma, p. 130 f.
29 Cf. Spies and Khatak, Three Treatises, p. 64.
30 Cf. Spies and Khatak, ibid., p. 64.
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The ostrich can be a symbol of the level at which the individual
belongs partly to the world and partly to heaven. Ibn Sina can have
meant that although the wings of the individual do not have the capacity
to bear the body upwards at this level he should not refrain from trying.
He should swallow his anger and rage which are like a mouthful of fiery
stones and allow them to burn the whole of his interior and thereby
overcome this inability to fly. At the end when he has expelled the ashes
of all that is burnt he will develop wings and become a bird. In other
words instead of pouring out his anger on the non-being of the world he
should direct it to his interior and let it burn the filth which prevents him
from opening out wings with which to reach illumination and lightness.
Ibn Sina believes that at this level if the anger is real then the mystic must
make it burn his interior.

Sahlän Sävü says in his commentary, when emphasizing the likeness
between the hot stones and anger, that when the individual is in a state of
anger he should reflect and think about the final result and by this means
desist from what he had intended to do.31 Al-Bagdäck considers the
swallowing of the hot stones to be a symbol of patience in the face of the
adversity which the individual meets with on the way of training the
bestial faculty. Also in the Qur'än it is emphasized that one should
swallow one's anger.

The station of the viper is the next level which Ibn Sina presents in the
section of the testament. He says: "(Be like) vipers who gulp down hard
bones!"

Eating bones is the symbol of experiencing death because the bones
are in reality the remains of a carcass. There is no food which is harder
than bones and the viper appears in the text of Ibn Sina as a consumer
and softener of the bones of the dead. It is a symbol of the level at which
the individual must turn his passionate energy to the inside instead of
turning it to the outside. He must recognize that on each occasion when
he has turned it to the exterior he has brought death a little closer. Like
the eater of carrion he must engage in the softening and dissolution of
the passions with all their hardness in order to reach life and longevity.
Eating bones is a symbol of consigning the body to difficult and
oppressive works and it is essentially a movement against the pleasures of
the imperious soul (nafs al-ammära), because the soul, which is always in
accordance with the natural law, calls the individual to the easy and
comfortable life. Meanwhile the spiritual way is full of twists and turns
which demand sacrifices from the soul.

Sahlän Sävü says that Ibn Sina likens the hard and filthy bones to
passion.32 Al-Bagdädi says that the author's intention is to show that

31 Cf. Spies and Khatak, ibid., p. 66.
32 Cf. Spies and Khatak, ibid., p. 66.
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cutting off the desires of the soul is difficult and that the person who
endures will reach salvation.33

In conclusion the viper, which belongs to the species of the snake, is a

symbol of the soul. At this level the mystic must impel his soul to
perform difficult tasks. They consist of turning the death-bringing
faculty of passion to the interior and transforming it into a spiritual and
divine faculty.

The salamander represents another station in the section of the
testament. Ibn Sina exhorts: "Be like the salamanders who wrap
themselves in flames with confidence!"

In explaining the station of the salamander in the system of thought
of Ibn Sina one can comment that he uses it as a symbol to emphasize the
importance of complete sexual abstinence. If the mystic reaches the
higher stations but has not attained abstinence in this matter he can easily
commit a sin which would destroy his spiritual life.34 The devotee who
has reached the station of the salamander does not fear either the
accusations of people or the reproaches of his own reproaching soul
(nafs al-lawwäma), because, at this stage, he knows that his existence has
become pure. He affirms this purity by undergoing the test of going
through fire. For example, in the Qur'än Abraham is tried by fire so that
the truth or falsity of his claims can be established (Qur. 21: 68; 29: 24).
In the Säh-näma Siäywus is tried by fire in order to confirm whether or
not there are any grounds for the accusations against him concerning
Südäba and he is shown to be innocent.35

It is natural that the mystic meets with many hardships at this level but
when he has surmounted the disturbances and temptations of the soul he
can go forward with tranquility in the face of all hardships and continue
without fear of death because he knows that God is his support.
Sometimes the mystic must enter into the fire in order to confirm whether
or not he has reached the level of the salamander. Many of the mystics
embraced the fire as a real command and actually entered into the
flames. For others the fire was a symbol of tackling spiritual hardships
with the aim of testing the soul. It seems to be the belief of Ibn Sina that
at this level the mystic has the power of performing miracles in the sense
that if he were to enter into the flames he would not be burned. It is also

33 Cf. Ms. Ahmet III 3268(3), f. 28b.
34 The story of Saix San'än, which is first mentioned by Muhammad Gazzäli and then

by 'Attär in the Mantiq ut-tair, is a good illustration of this concept. Saix San'än, in
spite of all his greatness and numerous followers, falls, into the trap of love for a
Christian girl. He commits all kinds of deeds prohibited by religion in order to achieve
union with her. Then one day he is made aware of his fall through the pleas of one of his
disciples and he abandons the Christian girl and accompanying impurities and advances
on the way to Makka. Cf. 'Attär, Mantiq ut-tair, ed. Maskur, pp. 77-102.

35 Firdausi, Sah-näma, vol. Ill, p. 33 f.
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at this level that the mystic should be purified by the fire and can put the
hell of his soul behind him, reaches paradise and becomes illuminated in
the same way as Abraham when he is tried in the fire of paradise. It is
stated in the Qur'än that at the command of God the fire becomes cold
and health-giving for him and in the Qisas ul-anbiyä it is written that in
the midst of the fire a paradise was created for Abraham. "Then in the
midst of the flames a throne appeared and Abraham sat upon it; a pool of
water appeared before him and narcissuses and flowers grew in circle
upon circle around the throne and he was brought the robes of paradise
and no one was able to go there for three days."36

The station of the bat is the last level in the section of the testament. In
order to introduce the station Ibn Sina suggests: "Be like bats who never

appear by day! Indeed bats are the best of birds." When the individual is
freed from the temptations of the imperious soul (nafs al-ammära) and
the purity of his inner being has been tried in the fire and found to be
refined and his animal soul is no longer a restraining attachment, his
existence becomes light like a bird and he grows wings. Ibn Sina calls this
the level of the angels or the level of becoming a bat. The individual
comes out of the fire and is united with light, and union with light is
synonymous with the level of the angels or the station of the spirit. At this
level the individual finds his way in the darkness of this world. Al-
Bagdädl considers this level to be that of pure independence and says that
this means that the individual is no longer deceived by this world and its
glitter and everything which appears beautiful to him, but has become
like the bat who flees from the sun.37 Sahlän Saw considers the bat to be
the symbol of the sage and says that just as the bat does not have the
form of a bird but has the faculties of birds, likewise, by disciplining his
soul, man can become endowed with the character of the angels even
though he does not have the form of angels.38

In the section of the testament Ibn Sina concludes: "O Brothers of
Truth! The most far-sighted among people is the one who prepares
himself for the day to come and the most short-sighted of them is the one
who fails to perfect himself " At the end of the testament Ibn Sina says
that the person with most insight is the person who is concerned about his
own future and who engages in cultivating the house of his soul by
exercising abstention and embracing learning. Likewise in the opinion of
Ibn Sina the person who is weakest and most lacking in ideas is the one
who drowns himself in the transient passions of the animal soul and is
negligent of the work of bringing perfection to his soul. He compares the
animal and spiritual dimensions of the human being and discusses the

36 Al-Nisäbüri, Qisas ul-anbiyä, p. 52.
37 Cf. Ms. Ahmet III 3268(3), f. 28b.
38 Cf. Spies and Khatak, Three Treatises, p. 68.
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person who, despite his success in reaching the station of the soul and
light or level of the angels, still remains a prisoner of the animal world
considers him to be lower than the animals. If, however, he succeeds in
finding the way of flight from the prison of the world of nature, which is
the same as being a prisoner in the hand of death, he will gradually reach
the station of the angels which is the proper station for the human being.

It should be noted that I have read a 'nä while Mehren in his edition
reads the same word as agnä which gives the meaning 'the richest'. Of
course this is a possible sense in the context of the whole sentence but in
relation to the word afsal which means 'the weakest' it is irrelevant. In
Arabic ana is an attribute used to describe a person who observes a
command with attention and exactitude; it expresses the purport of the
whole sentence which is about exactitude in the work of tomorrow and is
the opposite point of inattentiveness and laziness. Agna and afsal are not
antonyms but a 'nä and afsal are.39

The conclusion which can be drawn at the end of the 'testament'

(wasiyya) is that Ibn Sina proposes nine stations which are symbolized by
the hedgehog, the snake, the worm, the scorpion, the bird, the ostrich, the
viper, the salamander and the bat. These nine stations are equal to the
number of mountains which the birds in the story by Ibn Sina in the
same treatise cross in order to reach the city of the Great King and they
are also equal to the number of the stations of the mystics as described in
the al-Isärät wa't-tanbihät.

D. The imprisonment of the soul
The section of the story (hadit) begins with this statement: "Let us revert
to the beginning of the story! I said that a party appeared in order to
hunt, they spread their snares, set up their net and scattered bait and hid
themselves in the bushes." The hunter in the tale of the birds is a

necessary actor in the events which precede their awakening. He knows
that the birds will soon appear in the skies and he is familiar with their
weak point he knows how to lure them into his snare.

Before going into a more detailed analysis of the parts of the story it
is necessary to recall that the presence of the hunter on the scene reminds
us of the tale of Adam and Eve in Paradise. It says in the Qur'än that the
angel, Ibli s, existed in Paradise before Adam. He takes it upon himself to
have Adam and Eve driven out of Paradise (Qur. 2: 30). Likewise in the
present story the hunter knows that he will be able to keep the bird in the

39 Heath translates this sentence in the following manner, "Come, Brothers of Truth!
The richest of men is he who dares the morrow." Heath, "Disorientation and reorientation
in Ibn Sina's Epistle of the Bird," Intellectual Studies on Islam, ed. Massaoui and
Moreen, p. 165.
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prison of nature with the grain which represents both multiplicity and the
vegetable soul including the faculty of nourishment and generation of
the species.

It is important to note here that Ibn Sina clearly states in the Risäla-yi
nafs and other treatises that he does not consider the soul to have existed
before the body. He believes that when a being is created by God, a soul
which is suitable to the composition (mizäj) of that body is immediately
attached to it. He considers that the soul and body come into being
simultaneously but that if anteriority or posteriority were possible the
existence of the body would still be prior, because God grants it a soul
which is compatible with it. In this context he points out: "The soul of
man is new with the new creation of the body."40 In the same passage he
speaks of the multiplicity of souls in one person (i. e. vegetable, animal
and human) and the oneness of the soul of all human beings (i. e. the
individual human soul which participates in the Universal Intellect) as
well as reincarnation (tanazzul) and he emphasizes: "Thus it becomes
obvious that the soul of man does not exist before the body but when a

body appears it is joined with a soul which is suitable to its particular
spiritual composition by the Bestower of forms in order to organize the
body."41
Regarding the concept of the fall, in the section of the story, Ibn Sina
tells:

"I was one of the flock of birds when they (the hunters) saw us, and whistled to draw
our attention. We saw an agreeable amount of food and companions. No doubt entered
our hearts nor suspicion kept us back from our goal. We hastened towards them (the
nets) and fell down into snares. Suddenly the rings closed around our necks, and the
fetters entangled our wings, and the cords tightened around our feet."

Among the angels Satan was the only one who refused to bow down
before Adam because he considered himself to be superior to Adam,
(Qur. 2: 34). Likewise it is Satan who lures Adam and Eve into eating the
fruit of the tree or the grain of wheat which leads to their being expelled
from Paradise (Qur. 2: 34; 7: 20-24).

In the tale of the treatise the hunter, who symbolizes the natural
faculty and legality, lies in wait, and the snare, which represents the body,
has been laid out on the ground, while the bird-soul blithely hurries in
their direction enticed by thoughts of the pleasure of eating the grain.

The majority of the commentators take the bird to be the symbol of
the soul. Al-Bagdädl says explicitly that the bird is the soul and the snare
and the bonds are a metaphor for his passion which dominate him. In the

40 Ibn Sina, Risäla-yi nafs, ed. 'Amid, p. 52.
41 Ibn Sina, ibid., ed. 'Amid, p. 54
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Qasidat al- 'ayniyya attributed to Ibn Sina the soul is depicted as a dove
which has fallen from the world above and has been captured in a trap, as
symbol of the body which antedates, or coincides with the appearance of
the soul:

" Out of her lofty home she hath come down
Upon thee, this white dove in all the pride
Of her reluctant beauty; veiled is she
From every eye eager to know her, though
In loveliness enshrouded radiant. "42

In the Risälat ut-tair Ibn Sina lets a bird flying with a flock of birds
represent the level of the potential intellect (hayülä.). It appears to be
unaware of the Other World, the level at which all the faculties have been
engraved on the nature of the individual but have not yet advanced from
potentiality to actuality. It is the destiny of the soul, in which the faculties
progress from potentiality to actuality, that it be consigned to the body or
snare, grain and bond of the hunter. This means that the soul must
separate itself from its source where it is in union with pure wisdom and
perfect light and descend to the arena of the earth or matter or the world
of forms. There it gradually develops the faculties engraved on it in the
world of sediment and darkness, which is the metaphor for the material
world. This gradual appearance takes place in much the same way that a
film appears as it is being developed in the darkroom of a photographer.

At this level Ibn Sina considers the bird-soul to be the captive prisoner
of the hunter of nature. The imprisoned individual sees no one or thing
except himself and his own interests. In the words of the Risäla he says,
"we forgot all about our condition and we got used to the fetters and we
trusted the cages." Ibn Sina says that when the soul is bound to the body
it is required to do the bidding of the body. This condition prevents the
soul from attaining happiness. The body gradually neglects the soul
more and more as it becomes absorbed in its corporal needs. If this
condition continues it will cause the soul to forget its happiness.43

It is at this moment that Man or the Bird or "I" (Ibn Sina recounts
the tale of the birds in the first person singular), who represents the
human race and who has a human soul even though this has been
forgotten, is jolted out of his sleep and unawareness by the sight of the
free birds who symbolize the sages and scholars. In the opinion of Ibn
Sina these birds or sages are the heralds of God who awaken individuals
from their sleep and gather them around themselves as brothers in circles
under their guidance.

42 Arberry, Avicenna, p. 77.
43 Ibn Sina, Dänis-näma (tabi'iyät), ed. Miskät, p. 128 f.
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In this section of the treatise Ibn Sina lifts the veil concealing the pain
of which he spoke at the beginning of the treatise and for which he
sought a true brother who would agree to share it with him. Here he
demonstrates by means of the free birds the helping role of the true
brothers and their ability to share his pain and experience as a captive in
prison. In reality it is by travelling the way of knowledge and wisdom that
they are able to leave the prison. Here the author exemplifies his belief
that the only way of salvation from the prison of the unawareness of
nature and captivity at the hand of the hunter-Satan, symbol of the bestial
soul, is for the individual to develop the potentiality of the faculties of the
human soul and to strengthen himself on the way of wisdom.

In order to clarify Ibn Sina's view of pain it is necessary to refer to
the book of al-Isärät wa't-tanbihät. Ibn Sina says that as long as the
individual is a captive of his body and is preoccupied with its needs and
attachments he will not have an ardent desire to perfect himself and
because his soul is defective it does not suffer anguish. However, once it
finds an opportunity of being released from the tyranny of the body,
everything that has been blocking the insight of the individual is
withdrawn and he sees his own perfect form and desires it ardently.
When he comprehends that he is in a situation where he cannot reach it,
his whole existence is filled with pain and suffering.44 This can be
compared with the situation of the bird in the cage of Ibn Sina.

Thus the shared pain comes from being held captive in the dark
prison of the bestial soul far away from the source of light, knowledge
and wisdom. In the Risälat ut-tair the author borrows the voice of the
bird imprisoned in the cage, when he testifies to the other birds how all
the little pleasures of his life have been transformed into pure pain so that
he wants to die. He learns to fly with his cage as he gradually nears the
source of perfection. Then as long as he goes on learning and
strengthening the human faculty, the measure of his pain decreases and
his pleasure increases; the more he learns the happier he becomes.

Ibn Sina speaks in detail of this pain and of spiritual pleasure in the
book of al-Isärät wa't-tanbihät. In the chapter on the ninth class (namat)
in the Maqämat al-'ärifin he says that when bodily impurity has been
removed from the abstentious mystics and they have become separated
from their constraints and hindrances, they go to the world of holiness
and happiness, where they live in the highest perfection and experience
great pleasure. It is interesting to note here that in fact the birds of Ibn
Sina fly with their cages and that their journey is not a journey of the
soul at the time of the death of the body. Ibn Sina indicates with this
symbol that the journey of the ascension of the soul refers to the
understanding of inner meaning. In the journey of death the bird has no

44 Ibn Sina, Kitäb al-isarät, ed. Forget, vol. I, p. 194 f.
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need of the body and therefore he abandons the cage and leaves as is
discussed in Risälat al-ma'äd and illustrated by the Qasidat al-'ayniyya:

"And if the tangled mesh impeded her,
The narrow cage denied her wings to soar

Freely in heaven's high ranges, after all
She was a lightning-flash that brightly glowed."45

But in the Risälat ut-tair the individual needs his cage because he is still
alive and his journey is not a journey of return (ma'äd) but a journey of
ascension (mi'räj). He wants to acquire human perfection and activate the
abilities of the faculties of his intellect. It is in this context that the bird
learns first to free his head, the symbol of his intellectual and human
faculties, from the snare and then his wings, that is it is only when he
wants to acquire wings that he will find his intellectual faculties within
reach. Al-Bagdädi and Sahlän Säwi both emphasize that what the bird
learns from the birds is the intellectual branches of knowledge.46

It is interesting to recall here that Ibn Sina divided the faculties of the
intellectual, human soul, which he calls the intellect, into two parts. These
are called the practical faculty ('aql-i 'amali) and the theoretical faculty
('aql-i nazari). In the opinion of Ibn Sina the function of the practical
faculty is to engage in good morals, understanding of the mysteries and
invention of arts. This level is called the practical intelligence and the
other is the faculty of knowledge, which is called the theoretical
intelligence, and its function is to understand the meanings and
intellectual forms.

Ibn Sina divides the theoretical intelligence into four levels consisting
of the material intellect ('aql-i hayülä), the angelic intellect ('aql-i
malaka) the active intellect ('aql-i bi'l-fi'l) and the acquired intellect
('aql-i mustafäd). In the opinion of Ibn Sina the acquired intellect is the
extreme limit of the perfection of man. This is the limit at which the
human being reaches the level of the angels. This limit can be reached
during the lifetime of a human being and in fact the Risälat ut-tair is a

description of this crystallization and genesis of the soul.47
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E. Concealment and flight from the hunter
It is stated in the section of the story: "There are regions ahead of us
which you must cross before you will be safe. Follow our tracks so that
we may save you and guide you on the right way!"

In the Risälat ut-tair it is also mentioned that to be saved from the
hunter who represents natural law with its plan for the gradual death of
every creature, it is necessary to become concealed from his sight or not
to come within his range of vision. 'Not coming within his range of
vision' is an image for engaging in intellectual, spiritual and divine
matters and travelling the way leading to higher levels of the spirit. The
secret (sirr) is a synonym with the soul in Süfi terminology. Then
concealment and staying out of reach means union with the world of
spirits.

In the Risälat ut-tair there is a discussion of the stations (maqämåt)
which the individual must attain, and they are the same as the nine
mountains. The bird in the Risälat ut-tair is told not to build a nest,
because it can become a trap where he can be easily caught, and he
should not reside in any one place, especially at the higher levels and
stations. This means that he should not form attachments to any of the
stages he passes, though some of them can be accompanied by miracles
and signs of wonder, but should continue steadily to increase his
knowledge and piety. He should never believe that he has reached a safe
place, because as long as the bonds of life are tied to his feet, he is within
reach of the hunter of nature, and it is possible for him to fall into the
snare a second time.

An interesting point here is the description of how the birds act when
they are with dangers and hinders. Before the fall the birds were in the
stage of the material intellect ('aql-i hayülä), and they had not
experienced life and the hunter in material form. Naturally they were
deceived by the grain and the snare, but when the freed birds then set out
on the way of perfection, they act in a very aware manner and confront
difficulties with bravery and fearlessness in the face of difficulties. They
never underestimate the ability and cleverness of the hunter. They know
very well that pride can lead an individual to think that he has
surmounted all the laws of nature, and the moment he does so, he falls
head first into the snare of the hunter. Here they take the example of the
lowly worm, pale and without pride as a model of behavior. In the Risälat
ut-tair the birds travelling on the way remind themselves continually that
they cannot assume that any dwelling place is safe and they are
constantly on the move. When these birds have just set out on the way
and first catch sight of the bird which is representing the soul of Ibn Sina,
they only believe him after having tried him and even then they are still
very cautious. When they set out they say to one another, "Let us hasten
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and not rest until we have passed these regions! As long as we have not
passed them we will not be safe."

F. The eighth station and paradise
In the section of the story the eighth level of the journey is described as
follows:

"We alighted on top of the mountain. The green gardens which had within their
interior walls meadows, fruit-bearing trees and streams of living water captured one's
sight with forms whose gracefulness puzzled the intellect and amazed the minds by
their splendor. One heard songs of grief and delightful melodies and inhaled
fragrances which surpassed the perfume of musk and fresh ambergris"

In the course of their travels the mystics reach a stage where they cannot
continue, because they are exhausted by the excess of difficulties and
mortification which they have experienced. If they continue with their
mortification they will be reduced to non-being. As this is the way of life
and not death, Ibn Sina believes that the training of the intellectual
faculties should be undertaken in such a way that the individual does not
fall into the snare of the hunter out of exhaustion but should have an

opportunity to rest. This is the eighth station (the seventh mountain in
systems with eight mountains or the eighth mountain if there are nine) or
the place where the individual experiences paradise. This is the reward
which he obtains for his way of living but, in the interpretation of Ibn
Sina, the mystic sage must press on beyond it. At this level Abraham
entered into the fire and the fire did not burn him and in the explanation
of the Qur'än the fire was transformed into paradise for him (Qur. 21:
68, 69).

In the testament (wasiyya) Ibn Sina evokes the salamander as a

symbol of the eighth station, the station where the fire does not burn the
mystic. This is also the stage at which the birds find beauty and
magnificence on the eighth mountain. But, according to Ibn Sina, one
should not become overly attached to this paradise but, like the birds, rest
at that level for an hour and then remember that even in paradise the
enemy can be lying in wait to ambush them, because the journey has still
not been completed.

In the Dänis-näma Ibn Sina stresses that when the soul of man is

separated from animal soul and reaches this level (the Active Intellect) it
experiences pleasure and happiness without limit or restriction. However,
this stage is still not the most perfect degree, because it must be
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transformed into the acquired or inferred intellect ('aql-i muktasab or
mustafäd). At this level the individual studies the rational ideas.48

G. The ninth station and the angels
In the section of the story Ibn Sina, states: "We agreed upon departure
and left the place. We landed on the eighth mountain whose summit was
so high that it reached the highest heaven. On its slopes lived birds with
sweeter melodies, more splendid colors, more graceful figures or more
delightful companionship than theirs."

On the ninth mountain49 the birds of the Risälat ut-tair reach the level
of the angels. In the testament (wasiyya) Ibn Sina evokes the bat as a

symbol of the ninth station which indicates the station of the angels. It is
secret, nocturnal, invisible and beyond the reach of Satan. There the
angels guide the birds to the eternal source of knowledge and holy
wisdom. In fact by means of the guidance of the angels they are brought
to the city of the Great King and there, just as will be shown in the
comparison between the Risälat ut-tair and the Maqämät al-'ärifin in al¬
lsärät wa't-tanbihät, the mystic reaches a level where he can see the light
of the beauty of the Truth in the mirror of his heart and without
intermediary establishes contact with the source of light. This is the level
at which the individual reaches the Holy Intellect {'Aql-i Qudsi). Ibn Sina
considers this level to be the level of prophethood and says that the soul
is united with the Intellect by the Holy Spirit, which is the most noble of
spirits followed by all the other spirits. He considers the Holy Spirit to be
the divine will (iräda), which is neither body nor essences nor attributes
but the Pure Divine Command (Amr-i Pak-i Qudsi).50 Ibn Sina says that
the level of the acquired intellect is the level at which the individual
testifies about the rational ideas and that when the soul of man reaches
this level it reaches ultimate perfection and is at the level of an angel.51

Ibn Sina says that the holy soul is the rational soul of the prophets
which has become united with the world of the angels by means of

48 Ibn Sina, ibid., ed. 'Amid, p. 25.
49 The ninth mountain is the same as the eighth. Because when the birds are on top of

the first mountain, they see eight more mountains in front of themselves. It is stated in
the section of the story as follows: "The flight took us between two flanks of the
mountain of God, through a green and fertile, no a rather barren and devastated valley. We
flew until we put its borders behind us. We crossed that region and reached the summit of
the mountain. There in front of us were eight mountain-tops that eyes could not reach."

50 Ibn Sina, Mi'räj-näma, ed. Mäyil-Heravi, 2nd ed., p. 90.
51 Ibn Sina, Risäla-yi nafs, ed. 'Amid, p. 25 f.
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intuition, and there he has come to understand the Truth without teacher
or book or rational ideas.52

'Ibädi considers hearing the songs and melodies of the angels to be a
metaphor for the union of the soul with the world of the spirits and that
an individual who hears the truths in this world has understood the
essential world.53

Sahlän Säwi says about the ninth station, "The eighth mountain of
which they say when they ascribe to the ninth. They relate it to the signs
of the zodiac and fixed stars." 54 He says that the birds of the ninth
heaven are the rational souls of the heavens, who console us when we

arrive at that level.55 In regard to the ninth mountain, Corbin states:
Which makes nine summits in all (corresponding to the nine spheres),
together constituting Mount Qäf as a cosmic mountain.56

H. The city of the King and the world of prophethood
With the guidance of the inhabitants of the ninth mountain the birds of
the Risälat ut-tair come to the city of the King situated on the peak of, or
behind, the mountain in order to ask him to remove the bonds from their
feet, so they can remain eternally in his presence. Before meeting the
King the birds pass through two courtyards and then reach the King's
chamber, the breadth of which has neither limits nor bounds. There the
second veil is removed from the eyes of the birds. The birds become so
dazzled by the divine beauty that they forget what they wished to say

(just as was described in the comparison between the Risälat ut-tair and
the Maqämät al-'ärifin in the book of al-Isärät, "He understood what had
overcome us, then He restored our strength by His kindness, so that we
were encouraged to speak to Him and narrate our story before him." At
this stage the birds have reached a point at which they must transform
their wisdom because they acquire a new faculty of insight and instinct,
which enables them to observe the Realities through the divine will. Then
the King tells them, "None is able to unbind the snares from your legs
except those who tied them. I will send them a messenger so as to oblige
them to satisfy you and remove the snares from your legs."

At this level the mystic accedes to the level of inspiration which Ibn
Sina comments as follows in the Dänis-näma:

52 Ibn Sina, Dänis-näma (tabi'iyät), ed. Miskät, p. 145.
53 Cf. 'Ibädi, Svfi-näma, p. 152.
54 Cf. Spies and Khatak, Three Treatises, p. 87.
55 Cf. Spies and Khatak, ibid., p. 88.
56 Corbin, Avicenna, p. 189.
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"Inspiration is a connection between the angels and the soul of man. In this state
information about other states is given, and in the material world it exercises an

influence and miracles appear, that is, it receives a material form and takes on another
form. This is the final human level which is connected to the level of angelhood."57

In the section of the mission (risäla) it is stated: "Now we are on the path
accompanied by the Messenger."

The question can be asked why the King does not remove the bonds
from the feet of the birds but in the end entrusts them to the Messenger,
who will give the hunter a command. Ibn Sina believes that the Universal
Intellect governs the world in a general way and that it does not intervene
in individual or particular circumstances. In other words the law which
rules the natural world will remain in force until the end, but the mystic,
prophet or sage who has reached the highest levels and achieved union
with the Holy Spirit is able to cause a fissure in matter and nature and
change it. It is by virtue of this that prophets are able to perform signs of
wonder and miracles.58

57 Ibn Sina, Dänis-näma (tabi'iyät), ed. Miskät, p. 146.
58 Ibn Sina, ibid., ed. Miskät, p. 141.
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CHAPTER VI

The Literary background of the Risälat

Although Ibn-Sina (370/980-428/1037) was the first to write a treatise
with the title Risälat ut-tair in Arabic, he is not the inventor of the form.
The Risäla already had a long history and had gone through several
phases, both as an oral form, xitäb, and a written form, kitäb. The oral
risäla was developed within pre-Islamic Arab culture. In early Arabia the
spoken words was of extreme importance. For the Arabs the power of the
word lay in the way they presented a speech. A man of power was

distinguished by his excellence in speaking. A leading person like a
preacher, a governor, a chief of a clan or even a prophet was most
accepted, followed and admired when he manifested the power of the
word in oral form.

This tradition of xitäb retained its importance even after the time of
Muhammad. Arab leaders of the early Islamic period, especially the
Umayyads Caliphs, addressed people in the same manner, while at the
same time they made the first attempts to give their past history a written
form.1

On the other hand the epistolary genre had received various written
forms among the peoples who came to be part of the Islamic empire. In
this regard the Greek and Iranian legacies played a crucial role. This was
accomplished by means of translations of models from Greek and
Middle Persian made by the secretaries in the chanceries of the Caliphs. I
shall now describe the historical development of the risäla.

A. Risäla

Risäla is an Arabic word which now has many different connotations
such as 'message', 'to deliver a message', 'missive', 'letter', 'epistle',
'discourse' or 'book'. It can also mean 'writing related to science' and it is
often limited to the treatment of only one subject. It can comprise a few
questions, inquiries or problems which center on one issue. It can be a
monograph. Kitäb and xitäb are two synonyms for risäla. Xitäb, which is
supposed to be the spoken message, is found in both pre-Islamic times
and the Qur'än. In the Qur'än the word kitäb signifies risäla or 'missive',

1 Safä, Tärix-i adabiyät dar Iran, vol. I, p. 122 f.
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'letter', as when Solomon sends his messenger, the hoopoe to Slbä: "Take
this letter of mine, and cast it unto them!" (Qur. 27: 29). Risäla is a
substantive formed from arsala. It forms two plurals: risälät and rasä 'il2

From the 5th/11th century on risäla is identical with maqäma. It is
important to state a few points about maqäma, as it is a later development
of a risäla. Maqäma designates a genre of rhymed and rhythmic prose

composed of several episodes in which the hero is often a vagabond who
has been driven away from his native town and has traveled to a remote
country. The term risäla was used in Arabic long before the revelation of
the Qur'än and it has come down to us through the ancient inscriptions
of Arabia. In ancient times risäla signified 'mission' or 'message' in
general.

The term risäla in the Qur'än retained its old connotation with close
reference to God's message or mission. Specifically, it means to convey a
message from God to His people by means of revelation, through the
soul and language of an envoy who is a prophet (nabi) or a messenger
(rasül).

The term risäla appears 10 times in the Qur'än, seven times as a plural
form (Qur. 7: 62, 68, 93,144; 33: 39; 72: 23, 28) and three times in the
singular (Qur. 7: 79; 5: 67; 6: 124). In eight verses risäla, either in the
singular or in the plural, is accompanied by ibläg which expresses that
God's message is to be proclaimed in a clear and comprehensive
language. Further, the Qur'än itself is described as baläg (Qur. 14: 52)
and bayän (Qur. 3: 138), thus showing a close link with speech. Nüh,
Hüd, Su'aib, Sälih and Müsä are prophets whose names are all associated
with the concept ibläg and Muhammad, the Prophet, is addressed by his
title: "O Messenger, deliver that which has been sent down to thee from
thy Lord" (Qur. 5: 67).

The term risäla retained its old Qur' änie connotation, i.e. an oral
mission or message (xitäb), throughout the Umayyad period. It was from
about 78/ 697 onwards that the term risäla began to evolve and become
associated with new significance such as 'written message', 'written
correspondence' or 'letter' (kitäb).

Before moving to the epistolary genre in written form it is relevant to
point out that originally risäla implied the oral transmission of a message.
Further one can note that in the Qur'än risäla expresses a nuance of
'election' and 'elevation' of a person by God, to proclaim His will to a

designated people. Here another aspect of the term risäla comes into
focus. It implies that two sides are involved, namely, the sender and the
addressee who are linked together by means of an envoy.

However, as was mentioned in the beginning, risäla has many different
connotations. How the other meanings emerged from the meaning

2 Cf. Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon, p. 1084; al-Bustän, Book I. part 3., p. 893.
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'spoken letter' and how it came to be transferred to mean a written text
will be explained in the following section.

The transfer of xitäb to kitäb was mainly the result of needs
experienced by both the Arabs and the defeated peoples. Many factors
contributed to making this process of transfer go quickly. The Qur'än,
which was proclaimed orally by Muhammad had already been written
down by the time of 'Utmän, the third Caliph. The armies of the new
Islamic Empire conquered one country after the other. The spread of
Islam in the time of the Umayyad and 'Abbasid Caliphates progressed
steadily and many riches were brought to the Arabs, among which were
the literary treasures of the other peoples. The substitution of Arabic for
Persian and Greek was also an important factor in the creation of a
written epistolary genre in Arabic. The process of Arabization of the
chancery that began at the time of 'Abdu'l-Malik was completed in the
time of his son Hisäm (105-25/ 724-43). The tenth Caliph, who was
interested in having access to the heritage of his conquered peoples,
prompted a "translation program", through which many books from
other languages, mainly Middle Persian, were translated into Arabic.3

Moreover, according to the belle-lettristic history books by Ibn an-
Nadlm, al-Mas'üdi and some others, three names are associated with the
foundation of Arabic literature in its written form; Abu'1-'Alä ibn Sälim,
the secretary of 'Abdu'l-Malik, is the first person to use the term risäla to
designate a written letter. He does this in the title of the collection of
letters purported to be from Aristotle to Alexander Risalat Aristätälis ilä'l-
Iskandar fi siyäsat al-mudun. It has been suggested that some of these
letters were translated from Greek, some have been reworked from
Middle Persian and others are probably his own works.4

Sälim's translations played a crucial role in the history of the
epistolary genre in Arabic literature. After him his disciple, 'Abdu'l-
Hamid, continued to translate Persian books in the footsteps of his
master.

'Abdu'l-Hamid al-Katib, the secretary of Hisäm, followed by Hasan
ibn Sahl Saraxsl, the minister of al-Ma'mün (the Abbasid Caliph)
established certain rules for secretaries, which included learning the
history of the Iranians, the poetry of the Arabs and the science of the
Greeks and to be able to express ideas in good Arabic.5

Ibn al-Muqaffa' is the third secretary who translated many books,
such as Kali la wa Dimna from Middle Persian into Arabic. These three
men of great scholarship and literary knowledge were all mawäli or non-

3 Cf. al-Mas'üdi, Murüj ad-dahab, vol. I, pp. 221, 190, 73.
4 Latham, The Cambridge History ofArabic Literature, vol. II, pp. 156 ff;

Arazi and Ben-Shammay, "Risäla", E12 , vol. VIII, p. 532.
5 Safä, Tärix, p. 48 ff.
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Arabs who converted to Islam. Moreover, each of these three men

contributed to giving the epistolary genre a new form. They changed the
secretarial style from short, concise messages to a more elaborate form.
They laid the foundation of a form that developed into an instrument
with which one could express socio-political, scientific, religious or

philosophical questions. Afnan shows in a very explicit way that this
secular literature, which was introduced by the non-Arab scholars, played
a crucial role in preparing the Arabic language to express philosophy
and was the chief source of its technical terms.6

At the end of this section it should be noted that the era of al-Ma'mün

(d. 833 A. D.) is of extreme importance regarding the development of
the epistolary genre. Inspired by the story of Anüsirwän who sent his
physician to India to bring him a copy of Kali la wa Dimna, he sent
groups of scholars to Asia Minor and Cyprus to bring back Greek books.
He rewarded poets, scholars and translators and supported the old
medical and philosophical school of Gundisäpür. It is also about this time
that great scholars began to set off on journeys in search of knowledge;
linguists went to Arabia to learn the pure tongue of Bedouins.
Geographers traveled in the world of the new Islamic Empire and wrote
scholarly accounts. It was in this milieu that the epistolary genre
approached its zenith and Islamic philosophy began to flourish. It was a
brilliant era which had emerged from the writings of Ibn al-Muqaffa',
'AbduT-HamId al-Kätib and the literary, philosophical attempts of
Hunain ibn Ishäq (d. 873 A. D.) and al-Kindl. It was also this age which
gradually gave birth to the authors of the Rasäil ixwän as-safä, Färäbi (d.
399/950-951), called "the second teacher" after Aristotle, and finally
Ibn Sina, who surpassed all his predecessors in science and philosophy.

B. Tair

The second member of the noun phrase risälat ut-tair is an Arabic term
which stands for 'birds' or 'bird' in general. It denotes whatever flies in the
air with two wings.7 Tair is a generic word which does not indicate any

specific kind of bird. It is collective or plural as to meaning and is more
frequently construed as a feminine noun than as masculine.8

The bird, by virtue of its flight and song, has symbolized the soul in
universal mythic imagery since the dawn of the history of mankind. Birds
have been the symbols of the links between Heaven and Earth. Angels,
higher forms of being and spiritual states, are symbolized by birds. As

6 Afnan, Avicenna, His Life and Works, p. 10.
7 Cf. al-Bustän, vol. II, p. 1485.
8 Cf. Lane, Arabic , Book I.- part 6, p. 1904.
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birds are messengers of God, they are associated with wisdom and
freedom. Such birds have no settled nests and travel from one state to

another. Their song is said to represent songs of praise of God. These two
traits together have made them a perfect symbol by which the human
being illustrates his ultimate desire for perfection and unity with God.
They express a universal yearning for the return to the origin.

This theme has been important in all the cultures of the ancient Near
East from Egypt to India including Mesopotamia, Iran and Palestine. In
the ancient religion of Egypt the bird as a symbol for the soul can be
seen in the hieroglyphic script in which a bird with human head indicates
'soul'. Further in the Book of the Dead the dead body is depicted as a
falcon with open wings.9 In Mesopotamian sources from the Akkadian
period the bird is a symbol of heaven and the serpent stands for earth.
Fables deal with battles between the serpent and the eagle. The war of
birds and snakes is a constant motif of Asian iconography and is
sometimes seen as the battle of life and death.

In Greek the term 'bird' is synonym for heavenly message. In the Old
Testament God is portrayed as a winged being in the description of
creation: "In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. Now
the earth was formless and empty, darkness was over the surface of the
deep, and the Spirit of God was hovering over the waters." (Gen. 1: 1-2).

Farther east, in India, birds symbolize friendship between gods and
man. In the ancient Vedic texts the bird Syena flies to the inaccessible
tops of the mountains to fetch Soma (ambrosia) to feed mankind. In the
Upanishads the soul is sometimes defined as a migrating bird (Sanskrit
hamsa) that migrates from body to body until it flies to the nest where it
is safe from the perils of transmigration. Furthermore, in Vedänta there
are two birds which symbolize the active individual soul (jivätmä), and the
Universal spirit (ätman) which is pure knowledge: "In reality they are not
separated and for this reason they are sometimes depicted as a single bird
with two heads."10

In Iran, the heavenly farrah or xwarrah (an equivalent of saxina in
Heb. and sakina in Arab.) is likened to a bird. In Yast 19: 34 it is told
how Jams id told a lie and how as a result his farrah, which made him
immortal, flew from him in the body of Verethraghna, a falcon. Further
they speak of the karsift 'raven' as the first bird to be created and who
carried the religion of Zoroaster to the unseen fortress of Jamsid (var-i
Jamkard).n Karsift means 'swift flight' and refers to a bird who is the

9 Pritchard, Ancient Near Eastern Texts, p. 3.
10 Cf. Chevalier and Gheerbrant, A Dictionary of Symbols, p. 87.
11 Cf. West, Middle Persian Texts, vol. I, p. 70.; Westergaard, Bundahisn, p.

56.
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leader of other birds and can also speak in human language.12 As attested
by the following extract from the Iranian Bundahisn, this bird is above
all the other birds including Smurg. "First among the birds the three-
fingered Sen came into being; he is not chief, because the karsift is the
chief, the bird who brought the religion to the enclosure made by
Jam".13

There are many specific kinds of birds which serve as symbols in
different contexts such as the nightingale, parrot, duck, peacock or falcon
and eagle, as can be found in the earliest religious literature. Another bird
mentioned in the present study is the hoopoe, famous as the messenger
who delivered letters from Solomon. Since the dove is of greater
importance for the continuation of the present study it will be introduced
here.

Among birds it is said that the dove is loyal to its mate and that it
mourns and grieves at its loss. It is probably this quality which has made
the dove a symbol of pure love, both sacred and profane. The dove
always returns to its home from the most remote of places and therefore
is always associated with the sending of messages. The dove (Heb. yonah)
was first mentioned in the Bible in association with Noah. "When the

dove returned to him in the evening, there in its beak was a freshly
plucked olive leaf." (Gen. 8:8-11). In addition to the above traits, the
grace and beauty of the dove with its spotless white feathers make it a
perfect symbol for the embodiment of the soul.

In the New Testament the dove symbolizes the Holy Spirit: "When all
people were being baptized, Jesus was baptized too. And as he was
praying, heaven was opened and the Holy Spirit descended on him in
bodily form like a dove." (Luke 3: 21-22). Further in the New
Testament the dove is mentioned and admired because of its purity and
innocence: "I am sending you out like sheep among wolves. Therefore
be as shrewd as snakes and as innocent as doves." (Matthew 10: 16).

In the Islamic tradition the dove appears in many treatises including
Ibn Sina's treatise of the birds, and his poem on the descent of the soul
into the world, Qasidat al- 'ayniyä in which the soul is presented as a dove
which descends from heaven:

"It descended upon thee from out of the regions above,
That exalted, ineffable, glorious, heavenly Dove"14

12 Cf. Bahär, Pazühisi dar asätir-i Iran, vol. I, p. 180.
13 Westergaard, Bundahisn, p. 57; West, Middle Persian Texts, vol. I, p. 89; cf.

Christiensen, Du premier komme et du Premier roi, trans. Tafazzull and Ämüzgär, vol. II,
p. 312.

14 Browne, Literary History of Persia, vol. II, p. 110.
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The dove of Ibn Sina's poem stands for the human soul rather than the
soul of the universe or the Active Intellect.

In Christianity the dove represents the Holy Spirit which is identical
with the archangel Gabriel in Islam and Spenta Mainyu in Avestan texts.

In this context it is relevant to mention that the symbolism of Simurg
in the Islamic Iranian tradition is identical with that of the dove in

Christianity. This is explained more fully in the discussion about Simurg
in the next section.

Several birds feature prominently in the religious lore of the region.
These birds are mythical and have no model in nature. Sometimes they
have a composite form and sometimes a non-composite. Some of them
are of importance in the present study because they interact with tair
'bird' which symbolizes the soul. They do this in virtue of the fact that
they have been made to correspond to the Active Intellect or first
theophany of God. Of these the most important are Garuda, Buräq,
'Anqä and Simurg. The first two will be described together as they have
much in common.

Garuda is a sacred and mythical bird which serves as a mount for the
Indian god, Vishnu. It has a human head, three eyes, the beak of an eagle
and two wings. Together with Naga, a serpent upon which Vishnu rests, it
symbolizes the two images of Vishnu as one who destroys and rebuilds,
who kills and restores to life. According to a quotation, cited by Daniélou
the name Garuda is derived from the root gr, "to speak". He concludes
that: "When Visu is awake he rides upon a bird, half vulture, half man,
named "Wings of Speech (Garuda)."15

Buräq, like Garuda, is a composite bird with a human face upon whom
the Prophet Muhammad rides on his night journey from Makka (the
Sacred Mosque) to Jerusalem (the Farthest Mosque) (Qur. 17: 1). From
there he was taken to different levels of heaven. There he beholds the

light of God in which the Lote-Tree (Sidrat al-Muntahä) was bathed
(Qur. 53: 9-17). Buräq is also described as the horse that the archangel
Michael leads to the Prophet and that has a human head, the body of a
horse and wings like a vulture.16

'Anqä, 'long neck' in Arabic, is a fabulous composite bird whose
abode is in the Arabian peninsula. This bird, which is probably of Arab
origin, shares some of the characteristics of the phoenix. This bird was
well-known among the ancient Greeks and is mentioned by Herodotes as

living in the desert of Arabia. In Nuzhat al-Qulüb Hamd'ulläh Mustaufi
describes the 'Anqä as:

15 Daniélou, The Gods of India (Hindu Polytheism), p. 160.
16 Räzl, Tafsir rüh al-janän, vol. 7-8, p. 168 ; Maibudi, Kasf ul-asrär, vol. V,

p. 484 f.
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"A bird of powerful build, such that it can easily carry off an elephant. It is called the
king of birds, because when it kills its prey it eats what suffices it, and the rest it
abandons to (other) animals, and does not come back to its own leaving and this is a

characteristic of kings. It lives 1,700 years, and lays eggs when 300 years old and
they hatch after 25 years"17

Mustaufi quotes from various sources, among which one identifies the
bird 'Anqä as a winged creature born near Jerusalem with a face like that
of a man. Mustaufi believes that the reason 'Anqä disappeared was that
he challenged Solomon.18 In Arabic tradition, however, 'Anqä
symbolizes the farthest point of spiritual development which is beyond
the reach of ordinary human beings and that is why he is called 'Anqä 7-
mugrib which denotes that it dwells in solitude.

Already in early Islamic texts 'Anqä is an Arabic synonym for Simurg
as we can read in the Arabic translation of Ibn al-Muqaffa's Kalila wa
Dimna. Also in the Ajäyib al-maxlüqät 'Anqä and Simurg are identical:
"But among big birds 'Anqä is the king of birds, which is also called
Simurg and is on the top of Qäf."19

Simurg is a Persian word adopted from the Middle Iranian north¬
western dialect and alternates occasionally with the south western form
sénmurw. The first element of this compound word goes back to the Old
Iranian word for a large bird, sometimes 'falcon' and sometimes 'eagle'
attested in Avestan saéna, and the second element denotes 'bird'.20

In Avestan this bird is a non-composite mythical bird which shares the
same characteristics as the eagle. In the Sasanian period it had developed
composite features and received various attributes from different beasts.
Sasanian art of the period provides some good examples of this. After the
spread of Islam this most sacred Iranian bird reappeared in a non-
composite form and was to play the role of a totem of Iranian culture. Its
importance as a symbol can be seen in two contexts.

1)The bird is seen as the savior and guardian of Iran. This is
exemplified in the Middle Persian texts (Xudäy-näma) reflected in the
Säh-näma by Firdausi, in which Simurg intervenes in the life of Säm and
his son, Zäl, to ensure that Iränsahr would always have a hero to defend it.

2) As a theophany of God in Süfi literature. Ahmad Gazzäll in his
Risälat ut-tair was the first Süfi master to employ the Persian name
Simurg for God. Ahmad Gazzäk in Sawänih likened the ultimate love to

17 Mustaufi, Nuzhat al-Qulvb , p. 79 f.
18 Mustaufi, ibid., p. 80.
19 Qazwinl, 'Ajäyib al-maxlüqät, p. 253 f.
20 Cf. Schmidt, "The Senmurw," Persica, no. IX, 1980, p. 2.
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the eternal murg?1 and Suhrawardi in Safir-i simurg, inspired by Gazzäli
and the book of the Bundahisn, describes Simurg as the theophany of
God in a similar way.22 'Attär, the Süfi poet, inspired by his antecedent
Süfis, Gazzäli and Suhrawardi, created in the Mantiq ut-tair a new Süfi
image of Simurg which surpassed all its preceding images. His book was
entitled the Mantiq ut-tair (the Language of the bird) instead of being
called the Risälat ut-tair (the Epistle of the bird).

In the Qur'än tair is mentioned 19 times, occurring in 14 süras and 17
verses. In the story of Abraham tair is the symbol used to depict
resurrection and immortality (Qur. 2: 260). In the story of Joseph the
birds represent the immortal part of life that feed on the mortal aspect. In
the story of Joseph it is mentioned that when Joseph was in prison two
young men were put in prison at the same time. "Said one of them, I
dreamed that I was pressing grapes. Said the other, I dreamed that I was

carrying on my head bread, that birds were eating of' (Qur. 12: 36).
Joseph interpreted their dreams as follows: "Fellow-prisoner, as for

one of you, he shall pour wine for his lord; as for the other, he shall be
crucified, and birds will eat of his head" (Qur. 12: 39). As the contents
of the verses suggest, bread symbolizes the body or physical part of the
human being and the bird stands for soul and immortality. In the same
manner wine also represents immortality, and soul. The one who dreamt
of wine was set free and served the king. Regarding birds and immortality
it is said in the Qur'än that in eternal life in Paradise the immortal will
receive as food the delicious meat of birds (Qur. 56: 21). In the story of
David birds sing and praise God together with David (Qur. 21:79; 34:10;
38:19).

Birds acting in praise of God are mentioned again in the Qur'än, as
can be seen in the following context: "Seest thou not that it is Allah
Whose praises all beings in the heavens and on earth do celebrate, and the
birds (of the air) with wings outspread? Each one knows its own (mode
of) prayer and praise. And Allah knows well all that they do" (Qur. 24:
41; 67: 19; 16: 79).

In the Qur'än the language of the birds is the most important
language by which wisdom and knowledge are transmitted to mankind.
Solomon proudly mentions that he and his father were taught the
language of the birds (Qur. 27: 16). Solomon is the prophet who enjoys
the company of the birds in his service both on his flying carpet and
when he sends letters. The hoopoe is his messenger to the land of Sibä
where he carries out the orders of Solomon expressed as follows: "Go
thou, with this letter of mine, and deliver it to them: then draw back from
them, and (wait to) see what answer they return." (Qur. 27: 17, 28).

2^ Cf. Gazzäli, Sawänih, ed. Retter, p. 13.
22 Cf. Spies and Khatak, Three Treatises on Mysticism, (the Persian Part), p. 13 f.
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Birds seem to introduce the messenger of God in the case of Abäbil.
"Did He not make their guile to go astray? And He loosed upon them
birds in flights, hurling against them stones of baked clay" (Qur. 105: 3-
4). Finally, in the story of Jesus tair stands for the Holy Spirit; "I will
create for you out of clay as the likeness of a bird; then I will breathe into
it, and it will be a bird, by the leave of God" {Qur. 3: 49; 5: 110).

Thus in the Qur'än tair 'birds' stands for soul, angel, immortality and
praise and the language of the bird is wisdom, which is revealed to human
being by the leave of God.

C. The influence of the Qur'än on the Risälat ut-tair
The style which Ibn Sina uses in the Risälat ut-tair to explain the way of
the mission (risäla) is new and it is interesting to see what his source of
inspiration was. It has been suggested that Ibn Sina used as a model the
style of composition of some of the säras of the Qur'än like The Ants
(an-Naml) and The Poets (as-Su'arä). It is significant that he concludes
this particular treatise with a verse from the Qur'än, especially as there is
no other work in which he does this (with the exception of the expression
al-hamd u lil-Alläh ar-rab al—'Älamin which is sometimes quoted).
Ordinarily he does not directly borrow verses from the Qur'än in
developing his thought but usually prefers to integrate the meaning of
them in his own words, sometimes in allegorical language. At this final
point however he quotes the verse directly, because by this means he
relates his treatise to the Süra of the Poets and in an indirect way puts to
shame those who accuse him of insanity whether in his own time or after
him.

Regarding the question of why he has omitted the exordium, it can be
observed that he begins his treatise in the style of the Süra of Acquittance
(,barä 'a). This is the one süra of the Qur'än which begins directly without
the usual preliminary formulaic remarks. And this maintenance of
innocence or acquittance in the face of false friends and disapproving
companions and those who brought accusations against him permeates
the spirit of his treatise. At the end he speaks openly of the topic which
he has been explaining all through the treatise and acquits himself of
their accusations. This becomes clear by comparing the following verse
of the Qur'än which occurs at the beginning of the Süra of Acquittal or
Repentance, "An acquittal (barä 'a), from God and His messenger, unto
the idolaters with whom you made covenant" (Qur. 9: 1). At the end of
the Risälat ut-tair, in the section of barä 'a Ibn Sina writes:"The more

they say the less I would accept and the worst of discourse is that which is
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wasted. Seeking help from God and acquittal (barä'a) (from me) unto
people. Whoever professes otherwise would suffer loss."

On the question of the influence of the Qur'än on Ibn Sina in his style
of writing in the Risälat ut-tair it can be suggested that Ibn Sina also uses
the Süra of Praise (al-Hamd) as a model. In the Süra of Hamd or

Opening, the first süra of the Qur'än, God is described in the four first
verses and in the fifth verse the tone of the süra changes and there is a
change from third person to second person, "Thee only we serve; to
Thee alone we pray for succor" (Qur. 1: 1-4).

Likewise, in the introduction to the Risälat ut-tair Ibn Sina delineates
the difference between the true brothers and the false friends. Up to this
point Ibn Sina is either addressing himself or an unknown person in
describing the brothers of truth. Then he recollects that the brothers have
been assembled by means of the herald of God and then all at once
addresses the brothers of truth in such a way that one would believe that
they were present before his eyes. From "Spread in the world and join
together" until the end of the testament Ibn Sina addresses himself
directly to the brothers of truth, directly just as in the Qur'än the speech
is directed towards God.

D. The influence of the style of composition of the
Rasä'il ixwän as-safä on the Risälat ut-tair
After the Qur'än one of the basic sources of inspiration of Ibn Sina as to
the style of composition is the Rasä 'il of the Ixwän as-safä. Before the
time of Ibn Sina the Ixwän as-safä did much to develop the method of
question and answer in a logical and reasoning form. At the same time
they also developed the use of allegory and tales to clarify topics which
were more difficult to comprehend because this gave them the
opportunity to describe and repeat complicated points in other words. An
example is provided by the sixth treatises of the Ixwän as-safä which
discusses corporeality and natures in natural substances.

Ibn Sina's prose in the Risälat ut-tair is firm, beautiful and strong in a
manner which cannot be observed in most of his other treatises, and his
language is full of original images without any of the exaggerations of
the badi' style. In fact, from the standpoint of esthetics, the language of
this treatise is one of the most beautiful literary works of Ibn Sina. A
finer point of the treatise is that Ibn Sina uses a language mixed with
allegory which can be interpreted as the language of the bird (mantiq ut-
tair), expressing secret contents which are inserted into the structure of
the treatise in such a way that the trusted friend will understand the inner
meaning, while the stranger will remain unknowing.
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In conclusion each section of the treatise explains and perfects
another section and step by step it leads the hearer of the truth to the final
level. The tone of the text is established in the opening statement of a

complaint. Then it takes on the form of an argument and proceeds with
the expression of principle matters and in order to explain those topics
makes use of logical language. Then the language becomes partly
allegorical and partly logical. At the stage of the had.it it becomes
completely allegorical, in the third part it becomes descriptive and in the
last part it gradually returns to logical exposition. This last section binds
together the allegorical section and the other two sections into a complete
work characterized by accord and harmony.

E. A comparison of the Risålat ut-pair's style of
composition and Ibn Sina's other works
From the point of view of style the Risälat ut-pair is one of the most
exceptional writings of Ibn Sina. In contrast to his other writings and the
style of the time as observed in treatises by his contemporaries there is no
trace of the usual exordium and praise of God in the introduction. The
treatise concludes by quoting a verse from the Qur'än, which is also a
deviation from the usual style of the treatises of Ibn Sina

At the time of Ibn Sina the typical way of organizing scientific,
logical, philosophical, theological or mystical material was to follow the
pattern of question and answer; a real or fictive inquirer asks a question
and the writer formulates his answer as the body of the treatise.
Therefore before entering into the subject matter of the treatise, it was
usual for the writer to address by name the person who has asked him to
deal with the subject at hand. For example, Ibn Sina begins his Risäla fi
maxärij al-hurüf with praise and eulogy of God and prayers for the
Prophet and his family and then goes on to point out that Saix Abu
Mansür Muhammad ibn 'All ibn 'Umar requested him to write a brief
treatise on the subject of the causes of the formation of speech (Asbäb
hudüt al-harf). Then Ibn Sina explains that his treatise will consist of six
sections which he names, and only then does he proceeds to develop his
exposition of the subject.23 In this treatise Ibn Sina uses clear and
scientific language and his explanation is well-reasoned, exact and
logical. He definitely does not use allegory or parables to illustrate the
subject.

In Rag-sinäsi, one of Ibn Sina's treatises in Persian, the ordering of
the component parts as described above is fully observed. It begins with

23 Cf. Ibn Sina, Asbäb hudüt al-hurüf ed. Xänlari, p. 3 f.
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praise and eulogy of God and the prophet and continues by giving the
name of the person who has requested him to address the particular
subject of the treatise which is now going to be presented. Only after
these preliminaries does he answer the question by giving a scientific and
logical explanation in which there is no trace of allegory.24

Risälat an-nafs, Dänis-näma-yi A'lä'i, Kitäb an-najät, Risäla fi'l-'isq
and many of the other treatises of Ibn Sina follow the model of writing
described above. In another group of his treatises, such as those which
were written as commentaries (tafsir) on the short süras of the Qur'än he
begins by praising God and the prophet and then proceeds directly to the
exegesis of the sü ra. He does not set forth a question or name anyone as

having inquired about a matter, but the language is characterized by the
same demonstrative and reasoning style as can be seen in the other
treatises. Esoteric expressions are not used, nor are parables and allegory
to be found. His purpose is to try to render the Qur'änic mysteries
understandable by means of philosophical and logical explanations.

Another group of treatises by Ibn Sina were written in the form of
letters to some of the great men of the time like Abu Sa'Id ibn Abi'l-Xair
and Abu Raihän al-Birünl or to some of his students like Ma'sümi. In
these treatises Ibn Sina opens his discourse with a short exordium on the
greatness of God and then proceeds to set forth the question or problem
which he has been requested to treat. Of course, the name of the inquirer
is not in the treatise, but he makes it clear at the beginning of each section
that he has written the letter in response to a question put forward by a
particular person. The name of the inquirer occurs only in the title of the
treatise as for example in Risäla ajwabat as-saix ar-ra'is 'an masä'il Abi
Raih än al-Birüni.25

In another group of treatises by Ibn Sina such as Bayän al-jawhar an-

nafis he registers an objection to a statement by his predecessors in
philosophy in a style which suggests that he is beginning a new work. He
does not, however, open with a distinct exordium nor does he propose a
subject but simply states his objection and then gives his own solution to
the problem. Also in these treatises there is no use of metaphor, allegory
or parable, and his language is clear, logical and reasoning.26

Another treatise is Hayy ibn Yaqzän which, from the point of view of
organization of material, was written according to the rules of the treatise
(risäla). Thus the author begins with a declaration of praise and tmst in
God and then speaks of how the brothers urged him to recount the story
of Hayy ibn Yaqzän. He then proceeds to unfold the story in the manner
that is most fitting for this kind of tale, i.e. it is told entirely in allegorical

24 Cf. Ibn Sina, Rag-sinäsi or Risäla dar nabz, ed. Miskät, p. 2 f.
26 Cf. As-Sabri al-Kurdl, Jämi' al-badäyi', p. 119.
26 Cf. As-Sabri al-Kurdi, ibid., p. 256.
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language. As each mystery (ramz) is explicated, the listeners, who are
familiar with Ibn Sina's philosophy and logic, perceive the inner
meaning of each point and how to apply it to reach their goal. It is
important to note that in this risäla Ibn Sina tells a story in a style that is
completely allegorical.

The Mi'räj-näma, a work attributed to Ibn Sina and which will be
treated in detail in Chapter IX of the present study, can also be classified
as a risäla insofar as it contains all the introductory parts of the classical
risäla composition, even though it differs drastically in content from the
other works by Ibn Sina. This risäla, which consists of an introduction
and three parts, has a relatively long exordium at the beginning of the
introduction in which the author praises the God of the body and soul
and calls down blessings on the Prophet and wishes well to his
descendants. At this point he recalls that he has been requested to set
forth an exposition of the mi'räj in a rational manner. He remarks that,
because of the interest in the subject, the bonds of indolence at the
elevated court of 'Alä ad-daula were loosened. After a warning about the
harmful effects which follow upon disclosing secrets to strangers and
unfamiliar persons, he relates in a concise manner some of the contents
the three sections.27 This is followed by a section on how the condition of
prophethood is manifested in an exposition which is reasoning in tone
and reminiscent of his writing in the Dänis-näma, the Risäla-yi nafs and
the Risäla fi'l-ma'äd.2S

The second part of this treatise introduces the subject of the mi'räj in
the same reasoning style as that of the first section with no hint of
metaphor or allegory. In the third section the story of the mi'räj of the
prophet is recounted. Ibn Sina tells the story in the same style that he
used in explicating the short süras of the Qur'än. Meanwhile he provides
an interlinear commentary explicating the secret meaning of the mi'räj
from his own philosophical point of view. He provides a step by step
description of how to reach the station of prophethood and gives logical
and exact expression to each of the symbols expressed in coded terms
(ramz). In the Mi'räj-näma he is still on the firm ground of explaining
symbols in clear philosophical language and in this respect this treatise
differs from the treatise of Hayy ibn Yaqzän which is an allegory.

In the Risälat ut-tair Ibn Sina employs a style of composition which is
completely different from all the rest of his works. He does not begin the
work with an exordium nor is there any clear indication of the presence
of an inquirer nor is any question propounded which the treatise would
be expected to answer. But there is a question at the very beginning of
the treatise which differs from all the scientific and philosophical

27 Cf. Ibn Sina, Mi'räj-näma, ed. Mäyil-Heravi, p. 79 f.
28 Cf. Ibn Sina, ibid., pp. 81-95.
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questions which occur in the beginning of the other treatises. The author
of the treatise begins his treatise directly with a cry for help in the style of
treatises of complaint and this cry at the beginning of the treatise is
expressed in the form of a question, "Will anyone among my brothers
lend me an ear that I may tell him some part of my burden? Perhaps he
can lift from me some of my sorrow through sharing"

After this the tone of the treatise changes; instead of disclosing the
cause of his complaint or explaining his pain, he proceeds to describe
material friendships and firmly upholds the value of true friendship. He
maintains that true friendship has spiritual roots and that the summons of
the herald of God plays a fundamental role in gathering these friends,
whom he calls the brothers of truth. He defines the friends or brothers of
truth and specifies who the brother of truth is. The introduction is
followed by the first chapter or section which has the character of a
testament (wasiyya), a designation which was used by Suhrawardi when
he translated the Risälat ut-tair into Persian.29 In it Ibn Sina prepares the
brother of truth to set out on the path of spirituality, but still he does not
say anything more about the burden of pain which he will certainly
experience together with Ibn Sina. In this part Ibn Sina mixes allegorical
language with reasoning and in his new style addresses the listener with
an image: "Conceal yourselves like hedgehogs when they retract their
heads." For the hedgehog symbolizes the behavior which the brothers
should adopt. In other words the author advises his listeners that they
must assume the identity of the hedgehog. In this passage he speaks in a
language which is completely allegorical, which the brother will decode
in order to arrive at the intention hidden in the inner core. In this case he
is referring to renunciation, the concealing of secrets and seclusion. The
style of this chapter or section of the treatise is more like the works of
counsel (wasiyya) and advice of the theologians and has a tone which is
seldom heard in the other works of Ibn Sina.

In the first section, which Suhrawardi designated as the testament
(wasiyya), Ibn Sina prepares his listeners, who have gathered together in
response to the summons of the herald for the secret or pain, in words
that are partly allegorical and partly logical in content. Thus in the same

way that Hayy in the story of Hayy ibn Yaqzän awakens Ibn Sina and
discusses with him the stages of the journey that they are about to set out
on, Ibn Sina in the Risälat ut-tair also prepares the brothers who have
been awakened for each stage of the journey. In the testament (wasiyya)
he assumes the same responsibility towards the brothers as Hayy does in
relation to him (Ibn Sina) in the treatise of Hayy ibn Yaqzän. At the end
of the testament he explains for them in clear language that the goal of

29 Cf. Spies and Khatak, eds. Three Treatises, p. 39.
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the journey is to reach the station of the angels. But still the author hasn't
spoken of the pain which he set forth at the beginning of the treatise.

In the second section of the Risälat ut-tair, Ibn Sina tells a story
(hadit). This hadit is completely allegorical and in this aspect it is more
like the tale of Hayy ibn Yaqzän than any of his other works. There are
even expressions used in the hadit which are identical with those of Hayy
ibn Yaqzän. An example of this can be noted in the description of the
king whom Hayy ibn Yaqzän meets in the farthest part of the kingdom of
heaven about whom the following is reported, "for his beauty is a face
and his generosity a hand", and in the Risälat ut-tair we find, "And
every defect even in the sense of a metaphor is completely banished from
him. For his beauty is a face and for his generosity a hand." Further, just
as in Hayy ibn Yaqzän the reader of the Risälat ut-tair is able to replace
each symbol by the concept behind it or a sentence containing a logical
or philosophical explanation. However, the difference between the style
of composition of the Risälat ut-tair and Hayy ibn Yaqzän consists of this
that, in the latter treatise, the subject is treated entirely by means of
allegory, metaphor and symbol while, in the first treatise, it is only in the
second chapter in which the hadit is developed that the contents are
expressed by means of allegory. The language of the introduction and
the other three parts is full of images but the contents are not presented as
an allegory. In comparing for example 'the light of reason' with the
'light of the beauty of the king' which is described in the hadit one can
see the difference between allegorical language and allegory. These two
treatises differ also in the manner in which they convey their message. In
the Risälat ut-tair the writer places the allegory at the heart of the treatise
and uses the other four parts like an outer explanatory skin around the
heart, without openly stating that they illustrate each other. In Hayy ibn
Yaqzän, on the other hand, the author depends entirely on allegory to
convey his message.

In the second chapter Ibn Sina at last lifts the veil concealing his pain.
At this point the reader understands that union with the true friends can
provide alleviation from the pain of separation and that the only solution
for the birds who share the same pain is to fly together. In this section he
proceeds to treat the same topics which were discussed in the introduction
and in the testament but this time in symbolic language. Thus for
example in the introduction he is seeking for a brother who will share his
pain and thereby make it easier to bear; in the testament he stresses that
the true brothers must live in solidarity so they can lift their veil of
secrecy for each other in safety and security together. In the hadit he
shows how the true brothers can lift the veil from their secrets in the

example of the imprisoned bird which teaches them how to leave the
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prison. Here at last he explains that the pain already mentioned in the
first line of the treatise stems from being a prisoner.

In the third section, designated as mission (risäla), he speaks of the
meeting with an angel whose brilliance he describes. The inner meaning
is full of imagery without being allegorical and is very different from the
language with which Ibn Sina describes God in his philosophical treatises.
The language of Ibn Sina in this section can only be compared with that
used by Hayy ibn Yaqzän in describing God.

In the fourth section, which can be called 'acquittance' (barä'a), he
addresses the stories in circulation about him and acquits himself of the
judgment of insanity of which he has been accused by a number of
people. The language of this section of the treatise is direct in most
places, however with some examples of imagery. It resembles the style
which he uses in the Qänün fi't-tibb, the neutral language used by a
physician in prescribing medicine.

At this point it is important to observe that, while there are differences
in style between the different sections of the Risäla, there exists in the
Risälat ut-tair a perfectly logical relation between the five sections, i. e.
the introduction and the four sections. For example, in the last section
Ibn Sina acquits himself of the judgment of insanity which some people
acquainted with medicine have expressed. If one were to read and judge
the last section separately one would grasp very little of the subject, but
when it is read in connection with the preceding chapter (hadit) its
relation becomes perfectly clear. In fact this last section provides the
completing link which joins the chain of the Risälat ut-tair together and
completes its meaning.

It should be observed that in this last section Ibn Sina quotes the
concluding verse of the Süra of the Poets (Qur. 26: 227): "And those
who do wrong shall surely know by what overturning they will be
overturned." The general theme of the Süra of the Poets is guidance on
the question of the prophethood of Muh ammad. It treats of a number of
persons, especially some of the poets who claim to be eloquent and
cultured, who have denied his prophethood and accused him of lying,
sorcery and insanity, just as prophets before him like Moses had been
charged with the same evil-doing. At the end of the süra the Prophet
receives the glad tidings that he need not worry about this matter, because
his oppressors will soon receive the answer to their deeds. This final verse
of the süra is an answer to the verse of the same süra in which the sorrow

of the Prophet is mentioned, "Perchance thou consumest thyself that
they are not believers." The Prophet shows in the Süra of Poets that the
community of believers wishes to accompany him on the way of Unity.
Ibn Sina, in following this same style, first speaks of his pain, sorrow and
isolation in the beginning of the treatise without directly describing it
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and, at the end, erects a wall between himself and those who in
appearance claim to be his friend but do not believe in him and assume
that he is insane. He then adduces the verse of the Qur'än as his perfect
witness. By quoting this verse he stresses the point that his pain is the
same as the sorrow referred to in the sü ra and delivers the good news that
the remedy comes from God. Meanwhile, he also claims to have reached
the station of wisdom and prophethood and that it is for this reason they
reject him. The words at the end of his had.it give testimony of the truth
of the matter, "Now we are on the path accompanied by the messenger."
In his other treatises, like Risäla-yi nafs, the Dänis-näma on the natural
sciences and even Mi'räj-näma, he clearly states that the end of the way
of the traveler is union with the Universal Intellect and the attaining of the
state of prophethood.

Thus the Risälat ut-tair only partially resembles Hayy ihn Yaqzän and
Mi'räj-näma, because while he uses allegory in the treatise, he does not
explicate it openly as he does in Mi'räj-näma. He uses allegory to
illustrate the aim of the way of life which he proposes in the testament
(wasiyya) in the same manner that a person recounts a subject in a

reasoning and exact manner and, in order to explain it further, adduces a
parable. The hadit or allegorical section of the treatise plays an
illustrative role for the explanatory and descriptive sections, while the
other parts provide a paraphrase of the hadit rather than a word for word
commentary.
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CHAPTER VII

The Risälat ut-tair and Kalila wa Dimna

Another important source of inspiration to Ibn Sina in writing the Risälat
ut-tair was the book of Kalila wa Dimna in general and its tale of the
ring-dove and her friends in particular. The correctness of this claim will
be borne out by establishing the central importance and influence of this
work at the time of Ibn Sina and even more so by a detailed comparison
of the form and content of the two texts. First, however, I will give a short
history of Kalila wa Dimna as well as of Ibn al-Muqaffa', the translator
who rendered it into Arabic, and suggest that there are definite similarities
between his philosophy and that of Ibn Sina.

A. A short history of Kalila wa Dimna
Kalila wa Dimna is the name of a famous work which was translated for
the first time from Pahlavi into Arabic in the second century after the
Hijra by an Iranian man of letters named Rüzbih son of Dädüya, known
as 'Abdallah Ibn al-Muqaffa'. According to the tradition of the
physician Burzüya, a summary of whose life appears at the beginning of
Kalila wa Dimna, the book was brought to Iran from India at the
command of the Sasanian ruler, Xusrau I, called Anüsirwän (531-579 C.
E.).

The title of the book was taken from the names of the two jackals
Kalila and Dimna (Kalilag and Damnag in Pahlavi; in Sanskrit
Damanaka means 'introduction' and Karataka, which is the same as

Kalila, means 'impudent'), who are the protagonists of the first story of
the book (The lion and the ox). It is doubtful, if a book with exactly the
same collection of stories as found in Kalila wa Dimna ever existed in the
Sanskrit literature.1 This was already questioned by Ibn an-Nadim who,
even maintains in the Fihrist that the stories of Kalila wa Dimna were

originally Iranian and that they were gradually discovered by the
Indians.2

1 Cf. Latham, "Ibn al-Muqaffa' and early 'Abbasid prose," Abbasid Belles-Lettres,
p. 51.

2 Cf. Ibn an-Nadim, al-Fihrist, p. 304.
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The truth is more complicated than Ibn an-Nadim supposed and the
oldest model which can be found for the five first stories of Kali la wa

Dimna is the Pancatantra of which the earliest tradition is a collection
called Tanträkhyäyika, which was composed around two hundred years
before the Christian era in Kashmir.3 A manuscript containing these
narratives is kept in the Deccan College in Poona.4 Brockelmann accepts
the opinion of Hertel and dates the composition of the above-mentioned
work to around the year 300 of the Christian era. In the same article he
states that, beside the stories which have been taken from the
Pancatantra, there are three more stories in Kali la wa Dimna which come

from the Indian epic poem, the Mahäbhärata. Further, Brockelmann
accepts the opinion of De Sacy that five more of the stories have no

parallel in the Sanskrit literature but that there is no doubt that they also
have Indian roots.5 Indu Shekhar, the translator of Pancatantra into
Persian, and Xänlari believe that these five stories are probably of Iranian
provenance and that they were added to the collection of stories by
Burzüya or the compiler of Kalila wa Dimna and enlarged and recast by
Ibn al-Muqaffa' to provide comments on pressing problems of his day.6

One must keep in mind the fact that in the past there was no idea of a
faithful translation which fully rendered the original text but that the
translator generally added some of his own thoughts and attitudes to the
original text; these were most often to be seen in the context of his own
period. Therefore it can be expected that Burzüya and ibn al-Muffaqa'
(d. 757 C. E.) each contributed in some way to the manner of description
or in the modifications or enlargement of the text they translated.7

The book of Kalila wa Dimna was translated from Pahlavi into Syriac
around the year 570 C. E., about 200 years before the rendering by Ibn
al-Muqaffa', by an Iranian man of letters named Büd.8 Keith-Falconer,
in the introduction to his English translation of the later Syriac version of
Kalila wa Dimna, refers to the point made by Nöldeke when he says:
"The translator, Büd, was a Persian Christian acquainted with Syriac, not
that he was a Syriac familiar with Persian."9 No one knew of the
existence of the old version of Syriac Kalila wa Dimna until the year
1870 when the work was discovered in a monastery in Märdin.10

3 Cf. Brockelmann, "Kalila wa- Dimna," E12, vol. IV, p. 503; cf. De Blois, Voyage
to India, p.l.

4 Cf. Indu Shekhar, Pancatantra, p. 7.
5 Cf. Brockelmann, "Kalila wa-Dimna," EI2, vol. IV, p. 503.
6 Cf. Buxäri, Dästänhä-yi Bidpäy, ed. Xänlari and Rausan, p. 10.
7 Cf. Brockelman, ibid., p. 503; Lathman, ibid., p. 51.
8 Cf. Keith-Falconer, Kalilah and Dimnah, p. XLII.
9 Keith-Falconer, Kalilah, p. XLIII.
10 Cf. Keith-Falconer, ibid., p. XLIV.
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The first translation of Kali la wa Dimna into Arabic was made by Ibn
al-Muqaffa', who was known for his excellence in eloquence and
rhetoric. The first known mention of the Arabic Kali la wa Dimna occurs

in 'Uyün al-axbar. Ibn Qutaiba (d. 276 A. H.) from Dinawar (a province
in Iran) quotes from Ibn al-Muqaffa' and Kalila wa Dimna several times
in his 'Uyun al-axbär.11 Brockelmann, emphasizes: "Ibn al-Mukaffa"s
edition was originally a stylistic work of art intended for literary
connoisseurs; but because of the nature of its contents it soon became
very popular and therefore much corrupted in transmission. Even the
numerous quotations in Ibn Kutayba's 'Uyun al-Akhbär already no
longer reproduce Ibn al-Mukaffa"s text word for word."12 The question
here is how Brockelmann could judge the incorrectness of Ibn Qutaiba's
text when the Arabic translation of Ibn al-Muqaffa' is not extant and the
earliest manuscript of the version of Kali la wa Dimna attributed to Ibn al-
Muqaffa' is from 618 A. H. (1221 A. D.)13

At-Tabari, (d. 321 A. H.), the historian, reports the existence of Kali la
wa Dimna in a much earlier time than his own, when he speaks of the
Afsin of Usrusana:

"In 841, the Afshin of Ushrusana, a Central Asian Turkish prince, was prosecuted for
possessing idols and a gold and silver illuminated non-Moslem sacred book. When
questioned by the judge about this book, the Afshin replied that he had inherited [it]
from 'barbarian ancestors'. The Afshin also pointed out that the judge owned such a

work, a Kalila wa Dimna."14

Besides, in the Rasä 'il ixwän as-safä, which were written about the time of
at-Tabari, several citations from Kalila wa Dimna are found. The relation
between the Rasä'il and Kalila wa Dimna is so strong that Goldziher
believed that even the designation of the Ixwän as-safä was derived from
the story of the ring-dove.

The Dutch scholar, H. A. Schultens, was the first European scholar to
publish a portion of the Arabic version of the Kalila wa dimna (the
chapter of the lion and the ox) in 1786. The Arabic version as a whole
was first published by De Sacy as Calila et Dimna ou Fables de Bidpai
en Arabe in Paris in 1816. Guidi was the third European scholar to
publish an edition of Kalila wa Dimna with the title Studii testo arabo del
libro di Calila e Dimna, which appeared in 1873. Just a few years later, in

11 Cf. for example, 'Uyun al-axbär, vol. I, p. 168; ibid., vol. II, p. 9, 121; ibid.,
vol. II, I, p. 15, 192.

12 Brockelmann, "Kalila wa-Dimna," EI2, vol. IV, p. 503.
13For information about the oldest Arabic Ms., see Buxäri, Dästänhä, , p. 12; cf.

Irving, Kalilah and Dimnah, p. XIII. , p. 12; cf. Irving, Kalilah and Dimnah, p. XIII.
14 Cited by Cowen, Kalila wa Dimna, p. 12.
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1879, Nöldeke published his version of Kaiila wa Dimna, Die Erzählung
vom Mäusekönig und seinen Ministern. In the Arab world Kaiila wa
Dimna was first published in Cairo in 1249 A. H.

The oldest reference to the existence of Kalila wa Dimna in Persian
literature is found in Muqaddama-yi $äh-näma-yi Abu Mansüri
(Introduction to the $äh-näma by Abu Mansür). According to Qazwini,
this text, which was written around the year 346 A. H., is the oldest extant
example of Persian prose after the advent of Islam.15 In this work the
author states that Kalila wa Dimna was brought from India at the time of
Xusrau Anüsirwän and translated into Pahlavi by the physician Burzüya
and subsequently translated from Pahlavi into Arabic by Ibn al-Muqaffa'
during the reign of al-Ma'mün, the son of Härün ar-Rasid. (In fact this
occurred earlier at the beginning of the reign of Abu Ja'far Mansür
Dawäniqi). According to the same source, Nasr ibn Ahmad, the Samanid
king, ordered his vizier, Bal'ami, to translate Kalila wa Dimna back into
Persian from Arabic so that the book could be made available to the

people and all could enjoy it. Then he commissioned Rüdaki to tum the
treatise into verse.

Further Abu Mansür recounts that by making a versified version of
Kalila wa Dimna the book was quoted by great and small and the name
of Rüdaki was made immortal by the poem. He also mentions that the
book was known as far as China where it had been illustrated and thus

provided pleasure both as a text and in pictorial form.16 From the
testimony of contemporary sources it can be established that the
versification of Kalila wa Dimna was considered to be Rüdaki's most

important work. It can be inferred from Firdausi in the Säh-näma that
Rüdaki was blind when he became acquainted with Kalila wa Dimna. He
reports that someone read it to him and he transformed the story into
verse. According to Firdausi Kalila wa Dimna had not been translated
into Persian previously.

It is obvious from the introduction to the Säh-näma that the Persian
Kalila wa Dimna was versified by Rüdaki (died 329 A.H.)17 at least fifty
years before the birth of Ibn Sina in the region of Xurä sån and that it was
popularly quoted by the whole population. In other words, by giving
Kalila wa Dimna a verse form even persons who were illiterate could hear
the tales of the book, commit them to memory and preserve them.
Another point is that it can be inferred from the contents of the
introduction that, at the time of Ibn Sina and earlier in the region of
Xuräsän and other regions inhabited by Iranians, only students and

15 Cf. Qazwini, Bist maqäla, p. 17.
16 Cf. Qazwini, ibid., p. 21 ff.
17 Brockelmann gives another date for Rüdaki's death: 304/916. Cf. Brockelmann,

"Kalila wa-Dimna," EI2, vol. IV, p. 504.
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scholars were familiar with Arabic. Therefore the Samanid king ordered
important books, including Kali la wa Dimna, to be translated into Persian
as a service to the population who did not know Arabic. One need only
evoke the translation into Persian of the history and the Tafsir of at-
Tabari, two of the monumental translations of the epoch.

It is therefore safe to assume that Kali la wa Dimna was known by the
ordinary people of the streets and markets of Iran because of the
translation into Persian and subsequent versification. Unfortunately
nothing is left today of the Persian poem of Kalila wa Dimna by Rüdaki
except for a few verses which have been quoted by Asadi Tu si in his
Lugat-i furs.1*

Ibn al-Muqaffa"s work was translated into Persian again at the time of
Bahräm-säh of Gazna. Nizäm ad-din Abu'l-Ma'äk Nasrulläh ibn
Muhammad ibn 'Abdu'l-Hamid was commissioned by the Gaznavid
ruler, Bahräm-säh, to make a revised editon of Kalila wa Dimna in
Persian. Although Nasrulläh's translation is the closest in flavor to Ibn al-
Muqaffa"s work according to Minuvi, there are a few points which led
me not to choose this translation as a reference in this study. First,
Nasrulläh, following the tradition of his time, added many rhetorical
adornments and produced a mannered prose which reflects the taste of
the court, and while it is a good example of twelfth-century Persian
belles-lettres, it cannot serve as a faithful rendering of Ibn al-Muqaffa"s
work, because Nasrulläh condensed and clarified the meaning of the text,
expanded the discussion with several verses from the Qur'än and
tradition, and adorned Persian prose and Arabic poetry.19

There is, however, another Persian translation of Kalila wa Dimna,
entitled Dästänhä-yi Bidpäy. This Persian translation, which was unknown
until recently, had been made by Muhammad ibn 'Abdullah, known as
Buxäii. According to the colophon of the Ms. it was copied in 544 A. H.
Xänlaii, who has edited and published the Ms., believes that the
translation and the copying of the text took place about the same time.20
He is also certain that this Persian translation is as old as Kalila wa

Dimna-yi Bahräm-sähi. According to Xänlari, Nasrulläh's translation was
made around the years 538-540 A. H. and the oldest Ms. copy of this
work is from 551 A. H.21

I have chosen Dästänhä-yi Bidpäy as my reference, not only because
of its clear language but chiefly for its faithfulness to the work of Ibn al-
Muqaffa', as is mentioned by the author in his introduction. He stresses
that he would have liked to expand or adorn the phrases but that he

18 For a few examples see Asadi Tusi, Lugat-i furs, pp. 6, 25, 38.
19 Cf. Buxäri, Dästänhä, p. 20.
20 Buxäri, Dästänhä, p. 20
21 Cf. Buxäri, Dästänhä, p. 21.
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followed his orders.22 This implies that he did not expand the work of
Ibn al-Muqaffa'.

Thus it has been established that the text of the Dästänhä-yi Bidpäy in
the translation of Buxäii is the authoritative source of this chapter. The
Kahla wa Dimna of Bahram-säh edited by 'Abdul-'Az im Qarib is the
second source. For the Arabic references the text edited by Cheikho will
be used. I chose the Cheikho's edition because its authenticity is
approved by many scholars.23 This edition is based on a Ms. which is the
second oldest copy, dated 739/1338.24 For the English translation of
Kalila wa Dimna I have used Keith-Falconer's translation which is a

translation of the later Syriac text of Kalila wa Dimna.

B. Burzüya, Ibn al-Muqaffa' and Ibn Sina and their
relation to Kalila wa Dimna

All of Ibn Sina's biographers agree to the fact that his father belonged to
the Isma'lli sect. In such a household one can be almost certain that his
sons were acquainted with works containing Isma'it ideas and
philosophy as well as with Kalila wa Dimna, which was an old and
familiar work which was widespread among the common people because
of Rüdaki's versified interpretation. Therefore I maintain that there is no
doubt that Ibn Sina was acquainted with Kalila wa Dimna either in Arabic
or Persian. It has also been firmly established that the Isma'ilis, like the
Manicheans, used parables, allegories and stories abundantly in the
propagation of their religion and philosophy. They used this method to
make their ideology comprehensible to the common people, who had
little training in abstract theological or philosophical reasoning.

In this historical context it is not surprising that Kalila wa Dimna in
the translation by Ibn al-Muqaffa', who was accused of heresy, and the
versified adaptation by RüdakI, who was accused of sympathy for the
Isma'ik faith, was popular in the home of an avowed Isma'ili. Besides,
the Ixwän as-safä, who were considered to be the first masters and
teachers of Ibn Sina, have adopted much from this work in their own

writings both as regards form and content and thus opened the way for
Ibn Sina.

In conclusion Ibn Sina certainly had a very thorough knowledge of
Kalila wa Dimna. Therefore it can be reasoned that he found inspiration

22 Cf. Buxärl, ibid., p. 21.
23 Cf. De Blois, Voyage to India, p. 3.
24The oldest known dated Ms. which was found in Ayasofya, by 'Azzäm, is dated

1221 C. E. Based on this Ms., he published an edition of the text, which seemed to be
an opaque reflection of his manuscript. Cf. De Blois, Voyage, p. 4.
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in Kalila wa Dimna in general, and in the story of the ring-dove and her
friends in particular, for his Risälat ut-tair. The question is which version
of Kalila wa Dimna Ibn Sina had access to in writing the Risälat ut-tair.
This cannot be known for sure, because the earliest extant manuscript of
Arabic translation of Kalila wa Dimna is dated 618 A. H and the earliest
extant manuscript of Persian translation, Kalila wa Dimna-yi Bahräm-
sähi, was made around 538-540 A. H. by Nasrulläh Muns! and copied a
few years later in 551 A. H., which is one hundred and at least twenty
years after the death of Ibn Sina.

There is, however, a possibility that Ibn Sina had access to a version of
the Pancatantra, whether it was a written translation or in the form of
stories which were in circulation and spread orally. The reason for this
suggestion is the striking resemblance between some parts of the Risälat
ut-tair and the chapter on friendship in the Pancatantra. In fact these
passages appear to be closer to the wording of the Pancatantra than to
any extant version of Ibn al-Muqaffa"s Kalila wa Dimna. It is interesting
in this context to consider the two Syriac versions. The older of these
versions resembles the one in Arabic attributed to Ibn al-Muqaffa' and
Kalila wa Dimna-yi Bahräm-sähi rather than the Pancatantra. A
comparison between the Risäla and the later Syriac version, however,
shows that the later Syriac version and the Risälat ut-tair are dependent
on the same tradition. This Syriac version was first edited by Wright in
1884 and translated by Keith-Falconer in 1885. First Wright and then
Keith-Falconer emphasize that the Syriac translation was made around
the tenth or eleventh century C. E. from an Arabic version which is no

longer extant.25 This would imply that the Arabic version existed at the
time of Ibn Sina. Thus Ibn Sina must have had access to a version of
Kalila wa Dimna which was closer to the later Syriac version than the one
attributed to Ibn al-Muqaffa'. This will be illustrated in the coming
comparison of the contents of the Risälat ut-tair and Kalila wa Dimna.

The autobiography of Ibn Sina presents the ideal life of a master as a
means of instructing his students. As was mentioned before, this was a
tradition that can be traced back to a long time before Ibn Sina. In the
Kalila wa Dimna translated by Ibn al-Muqaffa' there is an account of
Burzüya's life which is similar to the account of Ibn Sina's life in many
respects. The question is if it was a tradition known in Iran before the rise
of Islam or if Ibn al-Muqaffa' introduced it into the world of Islam.

According to Ibn al-Muqaffa"s translation of Kalila wa Dimna,
Burzüya, the physician of the court of Anüslrwän, was the compiler and
the translator of the book from Sanskrit into Pahlavi.

The question of whether Burzüya really existed and was responsible
for bringing the work from India to Iran has aroused much discussion

25 Keith-Falconer, Kalilah, p. LIX.
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among scholars, each of them presenting arguments for or against this.
Among those who believe that Burzüya was a fictive person one can
quote Latham's remark about Nöldeke, who believed that the chapter on
the life of Burzüya was the product of Ibn al-Muqaffa"s own pen.26
This fact is also mentioned by Keith-Falconer, who holds that the old
Syriac version of Kali la wa Dimna was translated from Pahlavi rather
than Sanskrit.27 He implies that as there is no chapter on the life of
Burzüya in the old Syriac version, it must not have been found in the
Pahlavi version either. Therefore the chapter must have been added by
Ibn al-Muqaffa' himself.

Christensen in L'Iran sous les sassanides first reports Nöldeke's
opinion that the spirit of the biography of Burzüya is closer to the time
of Ibn al-Muqaffa' than to the era of Anüsirwan, when Burzüya is
purported to have lived, and therefore the introduction about Burzüya
must be from the pen of Ibn al-Muqaffa' himself. Christensen, who does
not agree with Nöldeke, believes that Burzüya is the best representative of
the influence of Indian thought which found its way into Zoroastrian
thought as a consequence of the continual controversies between
Christians, Gnostics, Manicheans and Mazdakites, even though asceticism,
seclusion and denying the world are basically contrary to the teachings of
Zoroaster. He concludes that the chapter about Burzüya is a description
of the evolutional journey of the wisdom of the Zoroastrians in the last
century of Sasanian civilization.28

Against Christensen, and in agreement with Nöldeke, Muh ammad Taql
Bahär is also of the opinion that the chapter on Burzüya is new in relation
to the other sections of Kalila wa Dimna and remarks that at the time of
Anüsirwan faithfulness to religion, and especially to the Zoroastrian
religion, was of such importance that the period was characterized by
extreme fanaticism. He finds it improbable that Burzüya would be
allowed to speak as explicitly and clearly as he does of his lack of respect
for established religion and his rejection of religious fanaticism in these
circumstances.29

Abü Raih än al-Bi rü ni (d. 544 A. H.) writes in the Tahqiq ma li'1-hind
that, while the Pancatantra is the source of Kalila wa Dimna, Ibn al-
Muqaffa' added the chapter about Burzüya himself in order to sow
doubts among those whose faith was weak and make them receptive to
the propaganda of the Manicheans.30 According to Indu Shekhar Ibn al-
Muqqafa"s aim in doing this would have been to emphasize the

26 Cf. Latham, "Ibn al-Muqaffa'," Abbasid Belles-Lettres, p. 51.
27 Cf. Keith-Falconer, Kalilah, p. XLIII.
28 Cf. Christinsen, L'Iran sous les sassanides, Pers. Trans. YäsamI, p. 463, 564.
29 Cf. Bahär, Sabksinäsi, vol. II, p. 254.
30 Cf. al-Birüni, Tahqiq mä li-l-Hind, p. 123.
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importance of Zoroastrian customs and to keep alive the name of the
Iranians of pre-Islamic times who had followed these customs and
thereby preserve the original sources of works in Pahlavi.31 Latham
expresses his opinion in a similar way: "To interpret his intention as a
conscious endeavor to set an entirely new literary trend would be to
misinterpret his primary objective. Motivated by an evident sense of
didactic mission, he was, rather, concerned to promote a cultural
reorientation that would extend the political and social norms of the old
order. In short, his main aim was to graft congruent Sasanian shoots upon
the old Arab stock of secular culture in order to produce and regulate
Arabo-Islamic culture embodying what he saw as a proven, potent strain
of political wisdom."32

Before expressing my opinion on the relation of the chapter on the
physician Burzüya to Ibn al-Muqaffa' I would like to examine the first
chapter of the book, namely, how Kalila wa Dimna was brought to Iran,
and see what light it can shed on this question.

According to the account in Kalila wa Dimna, Burzüya is a physician
who advances from studying the body to studying the soul and step by
step manages to tame his soul and ultimately succeeds in elevating it to
the highest level. In order to reach this goal he cares for his patients
without expectation of reward and, according to his own words, traps his
own avarice in a snare. Secondly, he recognizes his own place and never

experiences jealousy towards others, thirdly, he avoids the company of
men who are below him. He turns his attention to the effort which he
describes as:

"Throw this thick body into activity, because the body has a weak foundation and the
four humors are boiling within it so that is, if the soul did not bring them together
and hold them, would fall apart, like a statue which has fallen apart with the pieces
scattered. When you put it together and put each member in its own place and join
them together with a nail its form will be perfect. When the nail is removed from it, it
will become dismembered"33

and he recounts how he advanced from medicine of the body to
medicine of the soul: "It occurred to me that there must be a medicine
which would yield eternal fruit. I saw that this had no meaning except in
the exercising of religion, because everyone who becomes alive through
religion never experiences death."34 When Burzüya then states that he
does not believe in religion based on command or predestination, which

31 Cf. Indu Shekhar, Pancatantra, p. 19.
32 Latham, "Ibn al-Muqaffa'," Abbasid Bells-Lettres, p. 53.
33 Buxäri, Dästänhä, p. 58 f.
34 Buxäri, ibid., p. 61.
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is hypocritical, or which is exercised in imitation or has been inherited he
is expressing a viewpoint which closely parallels that of the Ixwän as-safä
and Ibn Sina. He describes this in the following words:

"Some have inherited [their religion] from their fathers and have grasped the branch
of imitation [of their forefathers] and some have construed a religion of
predestination and coercion and fear and pleasure and have directed their lives toward
this. Still others have recognized the trap of worldly goods and desire and directed
their lives towards the search for status and rank. Everyone I saw and questioned gave

me the following answer: 'I adhere to the truth and my opponents have remained with
their foot in the trap of ignorance and error.'" 36

The account of Burzüya's life describes how he sought out the leaders of
every religion and joined in discussion with each of them in order to
understand the truth. Ultimately he arrived at the conclusion that all
religious leaders were fanatical and that none of them spoke the truth.
Each one considers that he represents the truth and that the others are in
error. Subsequently he makes the decision to follow his own path toward
the lights without imitating others.36

Thereafter Burzü ya, while avoiding the path of imitation of established
religion, gives himself up to abstinence in order to arrive at knowledge
and comprehend the luminous world of truth. He spends years in
asceticism and mortification. Then he begins to doubt the efficacy of
abstinence and seclusion and wonders whether this method, despite all its
virtues, is truly the ultimate solution to the problem.

He returns to the world which appears to be of even less value than
before. As a result he returns for the second time to his own world of

loneliness and meditation. At the end of this chapter he compares the
world to a well in which four snakes, corresponding to the four humors,
dwell with open mouths ready to destroy mankind. A man in fear of his
life seeks refuge in that well and sees a roaring dragon below his feet. He
grasps two branches which are growing on two sides of the well in hope
of salvation but fails to notice that two mice, one white and one black, are

gnawing away at them. In the meantime he finds a beehive with honey
and eats of the honey. He becomes so engrossed in experiencing the
pleasure and sweetness of the honey that he does not see that the mice
have cut through the branches and he is thrown into the open mouth of
the dragon.

In comment the narrator says that the two branches are the tree of life
of the human being and the two mice represent time. One is night and the
other day who constantly gnaw at the branches; the dragon is death and

35 Buxärl, ibid., p. 61.
36 Buxäri, ibid., p. 61.
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the honey symbolizes passion. The ignorant person drowns himself in his
own ignorance and as a result he is destroyed instead of following the
road to salvation. Burzüya says that when he understood all this and
became conscious of the danger of death he renounced passion and set
his course towards wisdom. On the way he resuscitated his heart with the
water of knowledge and gave it nourishment.37

Thus the life of Burzü ya, who is in reality a model created in the mind
of Ibn al-Muqaffa', illustrates the life of a physician and ascetic sage
famous for his knowledge. Religious fanaticism has no place in his life.
He believes that the individual can find his own way to inner light
through self-discipline, mortification, and retirement from the world and
spiritual exercises and that, in fact, the inner light can be his leader and
guide in these matters. He does not speak of the need for a teacher or a
spiritual guide, because this would be a form of imitation, inheritance,
fate or hypocrisy of religion and of no value. His principle that one must
exercise mortification and not heed the world and its passions in order to
gain wisdom and acquire knowledge was a source of inspiration in the
philosophy of the Ixwän as-safä as also to Ibn Sina, who advocates such
behavior in his Risälat ut-tair and al-Isärät wa't-tanbihät.

In the biography of Burzü ya, the physician who first masters medicine
and then turns to the science of the soul, spiritual worlds and inner light,
it is possible to discern the same pattern as in the life of Ibn Sina and
other philosophers. Like Burzüya, Ibn Sina was born of educated parents,
began to study at an early age and soon distinguished himself. He
quickly mastered the natural sciences and then broached the subject of
metaphysics. Although he is not known to have observed abstinence and
mortification or led a life which was outwardly ascetic, it can be tacitly
understood from his biography that he was prepared to give up worldly
attachments and abandon his possessions at any moment and set out on a
new journey. He never married nor had children and his life consisted of
a series of stages in the understanding of the successive levels of science
and knowledge. This culminated when he reached a new dimension in
mystical depths during the last years of his life. His peripatetic life at the
courts of various amirs exposed him to the danger of death, but at the
same time gave him the opportunity to diffuse his teachings without
obstacle and to influence men of power. Even this aspect of life is not
absent from the biography of Burzüya, the first physician supposed to
have written or dictated his own life story.

The question can be asked whether both descriptions could have been
written under the influence of the biographies of Aristotle which
circulated in the Middle East before and after the advent of Islam. They
were certainly familiar to Ibn al-Muqaffa' as one of the first translators

37 Buxäri, Dästänhä, p. 69 f.
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of this kind of literature into Arabic. My conclusion is, therefore, that Ibn
al-Muqaffa' wrote the biography of Burzüya in the manner of Aristotle
and added his own philosophic beliefs and tenets to it. In other words he
mixed Bidpäy and Aristotle and created a new personality in harmony
with the spirit and instruction of Kali la wa Dimna. Thus Burzüya's life
can be seen as the model of the teaching which is presented in the book.

Burzüya was possibly a fictive character who was invented by Ibn al-
Muqaffa'. Following the tradition of the time, Ibn al-Muqaffa' made an
attempt to exemplify the ideals of the religion of philosophy with this
character. The religion of philosophy was supposed to be a religion in
which no prejudice of any kind was allowed and the love of knowledge
was fostered among its followers. Moreover a follower of this way of life
was taught to purify himself by means of certain ascetic practices. This
scholarly movement within early Islam involved basically the principles
of three schools of thought, namely Hellenistic philosophy, transmitted
through Syriac scholarship, the Sari'a of Islam and certain ideals
borrowed from India. Ibn al-Muqaffa', in creating the chapter on the life
of Burzüya, illustrates the three basic elements of the religion of
philosophy by his condemnation of prejudice, his ascetic life style and
his love of knowledge.

The ideals of the religion of philosophy became widely spread when
al-Kindi (185/796-260/873), the first recognized Muslim philosopher,
inspired by Greek philosophy, pointed it out.38 Isma'ilis, following the
same tradition, presented a religio-philosophical theory which formed the
basis of their movement. Ixwän as-safä openly professed the religion of
philosophy which consisted of the same elements of tolerance, love of
knowledge and asceticism. Like Burzüya they specify that these elements
make up the goal of the religion of philosophy. Ibn Sina, inspired by the
chapter on the life of Burzü ya, followed the same footsteps in writing his
autobiography.

C. A comparison of the Risälat ut-tair and Kalila wa
Dimna

Before presenting a comparison of the story of the ring-dove in Kalila
wa Dimna and the Risälat ut-tair it is important to observe that this story
forms the second section of the book of Kalila wa Dimna just as in the

38 Cf. al-Kindi, Rasail al-Kindi al-fasafiya, ed. M. 'Abdu'l-Hädi Abu Zayda, p. 172.
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original version of the Pancatantra. In the Pancatantra it is called
"Winning friends" and in Kali la wa Dimna, even though the title of the
story is "The ring-dove, crow, mouse, tortoise and gazelle", it is known
as a discourse on solidarity.

The story follows upon one about discord between friends in the
Pancatantra which corresponds to "The ox and the lion" in Kalila wa
Dimna. The story of discord between friends concerns an ox who has
thrown off the yoke of slavery to humans and acquired freedom. His
loud voice inspires fear in a lion in his vicinity who trembles whenever he
hears it. The lion assumes that the unseen animal is huge and deadly. A
jackal seeking fame and prestige discovers the secret fear of the lion and
correctly guesses the cause. By a ruse he leads the fearful ox to see the
fearful lion. Gradually the two animals become such good friends that
the jackal Dimna is excluded from the intimate company of the lion. By
means of another ruse that leads to the death of the ox, Dimna regains his
coveted position near the lion and in the end acquires power and high
rank. Thus he succeeds in turning the cowardice and fear of the two
animals into an advantage for himself.

This story provides a discussion of friendship based on selfish
motives. The lion in his egoism is terrified of losing his position as king,
and as a result of his preoccupation with this feeling of fear and lack of
security he is easily duped by Dimna and kills his friend impetuously by
his own hand. In the first chapter the Brahman (Bidpäy) explains that the
heart of the lion is a place of insecurity and that the lord of strength has
reserved only a small place in it for friendship.

"They made the king resemble a high mountain provided with all kinds of riches and
fruits but it was the place of the lion, the tiger, the boar, the leopard and the wolf. His
fortune was pleasing but there were two difficulties involved: one is surmounting,
which is troublesome, and the other is maintaining one's position, which is fraught
with fear."39

At the same time the ox, who feels dread of loosing its own position and
fears for its life, is also deceived by the ruses of Dimna and believes that
the lion is out to kill him. In summary both friends are afraid of each
other but are basically only occupied with thoughts of their own life and
with deriving material profit from their friendship. Dimna seeks them
both out and lets them destroy each other.

Thus where fear, fortune and the search for status are predominant,
love and friendship cannot have a meaning, because the three concepts
represent egoism and egoism is incompatible with purity and loyalty in

39 Buxäri, Dåstänhä, p. 77.
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friendship. This story resembles the statements by Ibn Sina at the
beginning of the Risälat ut-tair:

"In fact a friend cannot purify his brother from impurity unless he has preserved his
own clarity from resentment in the time of difficulty. Where is such a sincere friend
for you?
When friendship has turned into trafficking in which one returns when a need comes

along and stops visiting as soon as the need is gone, a comrade is no longer visited
unless a misfortune has occurred, and a friend will not be remembered unless a wish is

remembered,"

In the Risälat ut-tair Ibn Sina first speaks of his need for a friend and
then describes worldly friendships such as between the lion and the ox or
between Dimna and the lion. The lion and the ox in the first chapter of
the book of Kalila wa Dimna become friends, because they secretly fear
each other and not because of any intrinsic friendship they feel for each
other. In the case of the jackal he strives to be near the lion, because he is
in reality seeking status and rank. Dimna describes the lion with the
following words: "This lion is weak-minded, his army is without counsel
and order and I wish to advance; it will be that I will accomplish a deed
which will increase my position and rank."40 At the end of the
Pancatantra he reaches his goal and becomes the vizier and counselor of
the lion,41 although in Kalila wa Dimna he receives retribution for his
immoral conduct in an inserted chapter in which an investigation is made
into the circumstances surrounding his conduct. These parallels show that
the story of the ox and the lion describes the same kind of worldly
friendship based on egoistic desires which Ibn Sina characterizes as
commerce at the beginning of the Risälat ut-tair.

After rejecting material friendships Ibn Sina goes on to confirm the
value of true friendship and he calls those gathered in the circle the
brothers of Truth:

"except for the brothers of Truth who have been assembled by divine kinship and
brought together by celestial closeness. They have observed the Truth with inner
sight and cleansed their innermost secret from all stains of doubt. A society such as

theirs will not be united except by the herald of a divine summons."

In Ibn Sina's point of view they are persons who have developed
friendship with each other without egoistic and material motives. The
second chapter of the Pancatantra, known as "Winning friends",
contains the following remark on this subject: "Those who are without

40 Cf. Buxäri, Dästänhä, p. 75.
41 Cf. Indu Shekhar, Pancatantra, p. 92 f.
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money and wealth but enjoy strength of understanding and the feeling of
friendship like the crow, the tortoise, the gazelle and the mouse quickly
reach their goal."42 And in Kali la wa Dimna it is written that the king
asks of Bidpäy: "Now I want you to give us a parable on the subject of
brotherhood which gives fresh life to the union of hearts and does not
accept the cutting off of those bonds, and so that one can trust their word,
both theirs and that of their listeners." 43

Bidpäy says in defining the brothers of purity and the unanimous,
sincere and true brothers: "Wise people do not value anything more than
harmonious brothers even though there may be a larger gem or a more
profitable gain because unanimous brothers are able to do good in all
matters, and everywhere where there is trouble they apply the right of
friendship".44

In his translation of this chapter Buxäri uses the words 'unanimous
and sincere brothers' (barädarän-i yik-dil wa yik-rang) which render the
'brothers of purity' (ixwän as-safä) in Arabic, while in the Risälat ut-tair
Ibn Sina calls them the 'brothers of truth' (ixwän al-haqiqa). The word
'pure' (safä) has the meaning of transparency and absence of opacity
and there is little difference in meaning between it and 'truth' (haqiqa)
Human beings are unable to see the truth, because there is a veil of
darkness and ignorance before the eyes of the soul which leads them
astray. This veil over the soul, egoism, is rendered as Satan and ignorance
and refers to everything which prevents one from seeing the inner truth.
In other words it is a kind of blindness.

Purity is in reality the transparency of light and the ability to see
without a veil. The person who sets himself free from the constraints of
egoistic desires is able to arrive at the inner light of sight. His soul is like
crystal and there is no veil distorting his vision. When a group becomes
freed from the bonds of sensuality and is purified from all colors, they
are able to observe their union in the cup of their hearts and together
they see the theophany of the union in which they are united in
everything. In other words in the rays of transparency and colorlessness
of their hearts, which is the result of liberation from sensuality, they have
succeeded in seeing a level of existence in relation to which the eye of
the sensualist is blind. This level is called the purification of the heart and
the person who attains to this purity is a person of truth (ahl al-haqiqa),
and the persons who work together to reach purity and enter upon the
way of unity to reach transparency and the theophany of the interior
light are called brothers of purity (ixwän as-safä) and brothers of truth
(ixwän al-haqiqa).

42 Cf. Indu Shekhar, ibid., p. 97.
43 Buxäri, Dästänhä, p. 153.
44 Buxäri, ibid., p. 153.
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In other words brothers of purity are persons who are kings in the
world of the spirit and poor men in the material world. They have broken
the materialistic bonds around their feet, hands and neck and they do not
care for worldly or royal power, nor are they interested in the bonds of
riches and do not fear anything. In the story of the ox and the lion the ox
is fearful for his life and because of this he does not trust his friend and

lets himself be deceived by the jackal, Dimna, and the lion is anxious
about his kingship and losing his power with the result that his own hand
is stained with the blood of his friend. The brothers of truth set a goal to
free themselves from all of this and become like a number of bodies who
share one soul with each other in harmony and solidarity, so that in the
wake of their joining together their spiritual strength will be increased by
the number of participating bodies. This meaning, that is the greatness
and authority which is acquired on the way of unity, is well understood in
the second chapter of Kali la wa Dimna to judge from the contents of the
story of the ring-dove and her four friends, and this is the same message
which is found in the Risålat ut-tair of Ibn Sina.

Now what led me to believe that Ibn Sina had access to the Arabic
translation of Kali la wa Dimna which was subsequently translated into
Syriac is the statement made by Zirak, the mouse, in explaining
friendship. As you will see, the passage is reminiscent of Ibn Sina s
statement in the Risäla. The statement made by the mouse is,

"There are two kinds of friendship among the dwellers in this world. One is the
friendship of the soul and the other the friendship of the hands. And those who posses

spiritual love, which is the genuine love, remote from all deceit and iniquity and
change, [they are the sincere ones]. On the other hand, those who are bound by carnal
and material love, (175) or seek (for it), those are they who desire, each one of them,
to effect some robbery, and what is more than this, for sordid and transient gain. Now
those who seek for carnal love resemble the fowler who sprinkled a few safflower
seeds over the net so as to catch the birds with them, and sought his own advantage
and not that of the birds to whom he threw the bait, but he who seeks for spiritual
love, though he be far from his fellow, yet is planted in his soul and fixed in his heart
by the influence of his love."45

In this case the mouse himself is a leader who has many friends and
followers because he can provide them with food and fulfill their carnal
desires, but as soon as he has no strength to provide them with their
desires, they leave him and even turn against him. Thus his previous life
is an example of having false companions. It is at this point that he helps
the birds get rid of their snares. As a result he becomes friends with the
crow, and that friendship leads him towards an association of friends who

45 Keith-Falconer, Kalilah, p. 114.
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gather together on the basis of true love. Thus the life of the mouse
illustrates two different aspects of friendship which is very close to what
Ibn Sina implies in the Risälat ut-tair. There is another statement made
by the mouse which also bring to mind the words of Ibn Sina "You have
no one to honor you or help you, no brother or servant or friend or
neighbor, except when your purse is full, and your good things plentiful.
And I see that no love (184) in this temporal state endures or is acquired
except by abundance of gifts."46 The above statements by the mouse are
not found anywhere else. Now these two statements can be compared to
Ibn Sina's Risälat ut-tair.41

In both books it is shown how the spiritual unity which the brothers of
truth or the brothers of purity experience after subordinating bodily
desires makes it easy for them to search for the way of perfection. At
every level each one helps in the quest for freedom and salvation of the
other and it is as though they share one existence. In order to develop
this subject more I would like to compare the two texts.

D. A comparison of the symbolism of the animals in
the Risälat ut-tair and the story of the ring-dove
As was mentioned in the previous section the Risälat ut-tair is made up of
five parts, an introduction and four sections (wasiyya, hadit, risäla and
barä 'a). The introduction is about the distinction between false friends
and the brothers of truth. The first section is about how this brothers are

joined together (wasiyya), the second section consists of a story which
describes the union of the brothers of truth and their companionship on
the way to the level of the angelic state or to becoming a perfect bird
(hadit). In the third section emphasis is placed on how the companions
become birds and reach the station of prophethood (risäla). The fourth
level is concerned with the refusal of the arguments of those of the
author's listeners who accuse him of insanity (barä 'a).

In the first section, testament (wasiyya), Ibn Sina invokes the names of
several different animals, each one of which symbolizes a certain aspect
of human life. He teaches the brothers of truth that only by
understanding the level represented by each particular animal and
integrating it with the spiritual body can they gradually reach the angelic
state. He names the hedgehog, snake, worm or ant, ostrich, viper,
salamander and bat as representing behavior that can serve to guide the

46 Keith-Falconer, Kalilahd, p. 119.
41 Cf. the statement in the previous page of this study.
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brothers of truth.48 Ibn Sina interprets the hedgehog as a symbol of the
level of withdrawal, fasting and cutting ones bonds with society. It is a

period in which the individual dons a stinking garment and frightens the
enemy, Satan, who confronts him in the form of attention from friends.
The thorns of his clothing announce his intention to seek solitude and, by
putting things into perspective, escape from the station of egoism.

Next is the snake who dwells under the ground. Although he is known
as the guardian of the gems hidden in the heart of the earth, he can shed
his skin anywhere and at any time and leave it behind. He provides an

example to the travelers of truth who must be ready to let go of any
attachment, so that they can gradually learn to fly. The ant or worm is the
symbol of the serenity of the soul and provides a lesson in humility for
the brothers who should consider themselves and their souls to be of such
little value that they pass unseen in the world. The scorpion represents
vigilance against the deceptions of the devil to make the individual proud
of his faculties and even of his humility. Ibn Sina provides the symbol of
the scorpion to teach the brothers of truth that they should always sleep
lightly, like an armed soldier at war, and watch with eyes at the backs of
their heads if they are to advance on the way. Then he tells the brothers
of truth that they must exercise caution and never leave tracks, because
the enemy will recognize their footprints and snare them. For that same
reason he also says that they must become birds and never settle in a nest.

Ibn Sina tells the brothers of truth to swallow hot stones like the

ostrich, meaning that they should swallow the spite and rage with which
they burn and destroy the outer world, so that they can devote themselves
to the work of burning inner defilement. In other words he teaches that
the soldiery and armament which was introduced at the level of the
scorpion should not be made to serve blind personal vengeance but that
they, like the ostrich, should swallow their rage and use that energy in the
elevation and illumination of the self. Then he recommends that the
brothers of truth enter into the state of the viper and eat bones. Eating
bones and turning hard material into soft food is a necrophagous symbol
which refers to the lowering of the faculty of passion. The mystics held
that each time sexual desire was warded off, a leaf of the life of the
individual was removed and the energy, when redirected towards the
interior, would support life and the individual would acquire innumerable
abilities.

Further, at the station of the salamander the individual who is not
afraid of burning takes on the nature of fire, and in the end, like pure
gold, he swallows the touchstone and comes out of the test with head

48 This subject has been discussed in detail with a description of the symbols of
these

animals in the last chapter of the first part in this study.
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high. Here it is necessary to recall that the fire is in fact a means of
weighing the measure of purity of a brother of truth. It recalls the story
of Abraham in the Qur'än, where he steps into the fire with authority and
faith and the fire turns into a rose-garden for him. Finally, there is the
station of the bat which symbolizes the station of celestial beings. The
individual becomes a resident of the night, a symbol of the world of the
unseen (gaib) and learns the secrets of that world. He finds a place in the
cave in the mountains, where he stays safely out of sight without contact
with ordinary individuals.

In this series of images based on the traditional way of characterizing
different animals, Ibn Sina gives a short sketch of the way or stations
which must be reached and transcended by persons who are seeking to
arrive at the station of the perfect truth or the angelic state. After this he
introduces his story of the birds which is obviously inspired by the story
of the ring-dove in Kalila wa Dimna in order to present his subject in
another light. Before we discuss the similarities between the two stories it
is necessary to recall that already in the story of the friends in Kalila wa
Dimna the mouse, tortoise, gazelle, crow and dove are symbols of various
dimensions of the human being. The crow in this story is necrophagous
like the viper in the second section of the Risälat ut-tair. He represents
the person who, instead of spreading his passion outside himself and
letting it bring about his death, applies it to the interior whereby it gives
him life; for this reason he is famous for his longevity. In fact he does
not fall into the trap of the hunter in this story but is always in search of
better ways of keeping out of his reach. He keeps himself hidden from
the hunter and follows after the ring-doves in Kalila wa Dimna in order
to see if the birds who fly off with the snare will enter the house of the
mouse. The crow in Kalila wa Dimna says on this subject: "In any case I
will follow them to see what will happen, because I am not sure that one

day I won't fall into a trap like this", meaning that he is always fleeing
from death and always on the lookout for means of salvation. The crow is
interested in striking up a friendship with the mouse for two reasons. One
is that he sees that the mouse is successful in his ability to cut to pieces
the snare laid out by the hunter of death and the second is that the mouse
is prudent like himself.

An interesting point in the story of Kalila wa Dimna is that the mouse
is named Zirak. He has built a hundred passages through which he can
flee. When the crow sees how the mouse rescues the birds, his desire to
become friends with him increases. He goes to the entry of his hole and
calls him, by the same name that the dove had called him, but the mouse,
like the ant or worm in the Risälat ut-tair, is hidden below the ground and
cannot be seen. He is cautious and wary like the scorpion and he is
familiar with gold and jewels like the snake, but in time of necessity he is
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able to abandon all and run. Thus the mouse in Kali la wa Dimna and the

snake, scorpion, ant or worm of the Risålat ut-tair, resemble each other in
the way they behave. Another point is that it is normal for crows to hunt
and kill mice and the mouse knows this. For this reason he is very
reluctant to put his trust in the crow and he subjects him and his
friendship to the touchstone of intelligent prudence. In other words the
mouse is the symbol of the person who is completely reasonable, cautious
and careful, and who has learned his lesson through time and
accumulated experience.

There is a big difference between the friendship of the ox and the lion
in the first chapter and the crow and the mouse in this chapter. Here the
crow and the mouse are both intelligent and each is aware of his own
weaknesses. They do not try to deceive themselves or each other but try
to choose what is right. The crow is in control of his carnal self as he is
aware that the knowledge that the mouse has is of more value to him than
the food of a few moments. He values the knowledge higher than the lust
of his stomach or, in other words, has advanced to a level above his carnal
self and has come one step nearer the world of truth. The crow knows
that if he wants to become a friend of the mouse in order to gain the
knowledge of salvation from death he must become spiritual in order to
know the truth. The mouse knows that the crow could be a threat to his
life and therefore does not feel at ease in showing him friendship and
trust but still does not completely refuse to trust him. He remains
ensconced in his fortress warily listening to the speech of the crow, who
does his utmost to win the trust of the mouse and become assured of his

friendship. When the mouse finally becomes convinced of the sincerity
of the crow he concludes a pact of brotherhood with him. "The mouse

says, 'You are right, I accept brotherhood with you' but in spite of this
he does not give up his cautious behavior and leave his hole. The crow

says, 'Haven't we concluded an agreement of brotherhood? Why do you
still not trust me?"'

The mouse says that this time it is not out of fear of him but of others
of his kind. Immediately the crow makes another agreement with him,
promising as a dear friend to protect him from his enemies. Thus the
treaty of friendship becomes perfect. The treaty concluded by the mouse
and the crow in this story is like the contract that the Ixwän as-safä
conclude with each other.49 The circumstances of the treaty between the
mouse and the crow, which can symbolize that two people from different
ethnic groups, systems of thought or religions put their trust in one
another, are indirectly recalled by Ibn Sina in the section of the testament
(wasiyya) of the Risälat ut-tair, and reflect the assembly of students he

49 In the following chapter which will treat of the Ixwän as-safä and the influence of
their treatises on the Risälat ut-tair this subject will be discussed more fully.
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kept around him with the same agreement. They formed a circle without
consideration of ethnic, linguistic or religious differences and accepted
solely the search for truth, knowledge and perfection as the condition for
their acquaintanceship and association. At the beginning of the Risälat
ut-tair, Ibn Sina stresses that persons calling themselves brothers of truth
have a divine nearness and kinship. The meaning of their friendship is
not to consume each other. The spiritual interpretation of the story of
Kahla wa Dimna is that the mouse and the crow represent two
dimensions of human existence which, when trained and spiritualized,
join together in flight and help each other to reach a spiritual existence.
In the story of Kalila wa Dimna the crow is continually cautious just as
the bird in the Risälat ut-tair continually changes dwelling place so that
he will not fall into the trap of the hunter. When the crow makes a treaty
of partnership with the mouse he suggests that they change dwelling
place.

"The crow said to the mouse, 'O brother, we are not safe in this place, because your

place is close to the road and I fear that someone will pass by us and hit me with a rock
or will shoot an arrow at me and I know a place that is blossoming, pleasant and
prosperous, with running water and the shade of trees in a corner of the world and i n

that place I have a friend, the tortoise.'"

And regarding the need for caution with the soul on the way to
perfection and flight from the hunter in the Risälat ut-tair, the author
says that when the birds arrive at the summit of the seventh mountain
which is filled with riches and spiritual beauties they rest for a moment
until they recall:

"There is no trap like the feeling of security nor any refuge like caution, nor is any

fortress to protect one against suspicions. Indeed our stay in this place has taken so

long that it may result in ignorance, and behind us our enemies chase us to find our

halting place. Let's get up, move and emigrate from this region. Pleasant as it is to
abide here, it is even more pleasant to reach salvation."

In Kalila wa Dimna the crow, wary and cautious, gets the mouse to fly in
order to bring him to a land where he will be far from the hunter. In
other words the mouse becomes a bird or acquires wings even though
being a bird and having wings is not part of his essence. In the Risälat ut-
tair, it is said in relation to this: "Be ever in flight and never settle in a
nest to return to! For birds are captured in their nests. If lack of wings
hinders you, get them by force and win. Indeed the best of vanguards are
those who are strong in flight."
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The mouse in Kalila wa Dimna is greedy and he lives like an ascetic in
his underground hideout. His only striving is for the gold which is
hidden in the corner of his hole. He even enjoys eminence and lordship
over his friends, which possession of the treasure gives him. He assures
their livelihood by stealing from a monk and they show him obedience
until one day when the monk, with the help of another monk, plunders
his treasury. The mouse loses his strength and power in stealing as well as
his lordship over the other mice as a result and he is left alone without
anyone. He tries to recover his lost leadership by acquiring more gold
but when he realizes that it will involve risking his life he gives up his
plans and retires into the desert, where he becomes a vegetarian. It is here
that he becomes acquainted with the crow. As a result of becoming
acquainted with the crow he learns to fly and raises his existence to a
higher level.

In comment on the symbol of the mouse in the story it can be said
that he represents the avaricious spirit of the human being, which dwells
in the neighborhood of religion. When following the trail of avarice leads
to death, the individual realizes that he must save his soul. In destroying
his own terrestrial life and protecting his soul, the crow, who is in
appearance his death and who feeds on carcasses, becomes the means of
granting him life and brings him to a country where he is safe from the
danger of the hunter of death. Essentially, having learned how to destroy
earthly greed and avarice himself, he is able to break the bonds and grant
freedom from the trap of the hunter of death to the other animals. It is
said in the Risälat ut-tair: "Take poison so that you may live! Love death
in order that you may keep on living!"

The tortoise in the story of Kalila wa Dimna is the symbol of the wise
teacher who has led a long life in the shadow of generosity and wisdom.
He, who is sober, intelligent and cautious by nature, is willing to risk his
life for his friends in time of need. Although he cannot save his friends
from death through corporeal strength, he shares his wise sayings, open
heart, and the hospitality of his dwelling-place, with his friends. When the
gazelle has been frightened off by the hunter and arrives at the pond
where he and his friends live, she feels thirst and fear. He says to her: "If
you are thirsty, drink from this water and do not be anxious because
there is no fear in this place!"

In the story of the ring-dove and her friends the gazelle, who is
young, innocent and very swift, is the opposite of the tortoise, but she
does not yet know how to drink poison to find life and permanence.
Because of her youth and beauty she is continually liable to attract the
hunter to the dwelling place of her friends. In the story she is the first of
the animals to fall into the trap of the hunter. Her friends set about saving
her; the crow locates her in the trap, the mouse chews through the bonds
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and the tortoise succeeds in driving away the hunter so that he will never

again set foot in that place. The gazelle learns the lesson of dying.
In the story, while the mouse and the crow are busy saving the gazelle,

the tortoise sticks his head out of his shell. The gazelle tells him not to
risk his life for her, especially since it is easy for the mouse, the crow and
the gazelle to flee but not for the tortoise. The tortoise replies: "At a time
of trouble abandoning ones friends is not an option, because at the time
of trouble there is no gift greater than the sight of one's friends."

Just as the gazelle foretold, the tortoise falls into the trap. The mouse

suggests as a solution that the gazelle should pretend to be dead and the
crow will sit on her body and appear to be eating the carcass, so that the
hunter will be tricked into going over to what he believes is the carcass of
the gazelle. At that moment the mouse will remove the bonds from his
feet. When the hunter sees the situation, he believes that he is in a land of
sorcery and that they will take away his life and he flees from there.

In summary, the introduction and first part of the Risälat ut-tair
present a comparison between worldly friends and the true brothers and
then show how the true brothers, united in spirit, help each other traverse
various levels of existence. Each of the levels is represented by the
symbol of an animal, and in this way they advance from the level of the
beast and reach the level of the bird or the angelic state. In the story the
crow, mouse, tortoise and gazelle are also seen to illustrate how the
friends, who are symbols of different dimensions of human existence,
transform their lives, destroy the hunter of death and find the spirit by
joining together in solidarity and learning.

In the Risälat ut-tair, after discussing on the subject of hypocritical
and true friends and describing how to accede to the different dimensions
of existence, Ibn Sina speaks of the transition from the bestial state of the
self to the level of union with the state of the spirit. He illustrates this in
the second part of the Risälat ut-tair (had.it) by telling the story of the
birds, how they are living in the skies without fear or threat of death,
when suddenly they fall into the trap of the hunter. He goes on to tell
how one of these birds succeeds, in rescuing itself and, with the help and
assistance of other birds who had been rescued from their cage before
him, he flees from the hunter and flies to the city of the great king.

I suggest that Ibn Sina, in composing this story in his Risälat ut-tair,
was inspired by the story of the ring-dove. In the following section a
comparison will be made between the two texts.
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E. The influence of the story of ring-dove on the
Risälat ut-tair

In the story of the ring-dove, when the crow sees the hunter for the first
time, he keeps himself concealed and spies on him to see what he is up to.
He flies after him out of curiosity and sees how he spreads out a snare
and sprinkles grain on it and then conceals himself in the bushes. Then a
flock of doves appears in the sky, led and guided by their leader the ring¬
dove.

In the section of the story in the Risälat ut-tair of Ibn Sina the author
speaks through his mouthpiece, the bird: "A party appeared in order to
hunt, they spread their snares, set up their net and scattered bait and hid
themselves in the bushes. I was one of the flock of birds."
The story continues as follows in Kalila wa Dimna:

"They did not see the snare and they found the scattered grain. In coveting the grain
the leader made heavy attacks and fell into the snare and the others all became caught
in the trap with her. Happily the hunter hurried to take them. The doves tried to escape

by flapping and flying and trying."50

The corresponding passage in the same section of the Risälat ut-tair has:

"When the hunters saw us, they whistled to draw our attention. We saw an agreeable
amount of food and companions. No doubt entered our hearts nor suspicion kept us

back from our goal. We hastened towards them (the nets) and fell down into the
snares. Suddenly the rings closed around our necks, and the fetters entangled our

wings, and the cords tightened around our feet. We hurried to move but what we gained
was more distress."

The later Syriac version of Kalila wa Dimna states "Whereupon each
one of these doves studied how she might free herself."51 This is found
in all Arabic translations of Kalia wa Dimna but does not occur in any
Persian translation of the Kalia wa Dimna including Buxäri's version.
Now compare this to the text of the Risäla which says, "Each of us was

preoccupied with his own pain and no longer cared for that of his
brother." In the story of Kalila wa Dimna the birds, guided by the ring¬
dove, understand that they must all fly together before the hunter
suddenly returns and that they will have to carry the snare with them into
the sky.52 In the section of the story in the Risälat ut-tair, the birds
remain in the trap and despair of their struggle. Each one becomes

50 Buxäri, Dästänhä, p. 154.
51 Keith-Falconer, Kalilah, p. 110.
52 Buxäri, Dästänhä, p. 155.
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occupied with his ordinary tasks and even becomes attached to his cage.
One day one of them looks out from behind the bars of his cage and
catches sight of some free birds flying with their cages and traps as it
follows:

"Then one day I looked through the meshes of the nets and I saw a group of birds that
had removed their heads and wings from the fetters and had come out of the cages,

ready to fly. The remainders of the old straps were still tied to their feet but it did not
hinder them, for they were bound together through freedom, nor did it bother them as

their lives were purified. They reminded me of what I had forgotten, and it spoiled all
that to which I had become accustomed. It troubled me so that I was dissolved with

grief or my soul departed from me with regret. I called and cried out to them from
behind my bars to come close and teach me how to find a solution which results in the
deliverance."

In comparing the two texts it can be observed that, when Ibn Sina or the
bird in the cage sees the birds in flight, he sees the same birds who have
fled from the hunter in Kalila wa Dimna and who try to fly in order to
save their lives:

"Hamä'ili looks back and sees the hunter who has not turned from behind them and

goes on. She said as long as we are in the plain we go with hidden faces and he will
not covet us. The solution of our problem is for us to leave the road and remain hidden
in the valleys and the thickets as long as he covets us and keeps returning. When they
had done this and become invisible, the hunter returned."53

Another observation is that in the story on securing friends in the
Pancatantra the gazelle tells the story of his life which is similar to that
of Ibn Sina's bird caught in the bonds, because it is dominated by a
strong element of complaint. The gazelle recounts that he had fallen into
the trap of the hunter when he was three months old, because he had not
yet learned to run fast enough. The hunter carries the ensnared animal
with him and gives it to the king as a gift, so that he can amuse himself
with it. In the harem of the king the gazelle enjoys all the pleasures of
life until one day: "During the rainy season I was asleep under the roof
of the king. I heard the clamor of thunder accompanying the lightning.
Suddenly my desiring heart recalled the herd of gazelles and I recited the
following verse: "May that hour come when I will fall in with the herd of
gazelles for like the swift wind and the heavy falling of the rain they leap
and jump."54

53 Buxäri, ibid., p. 155.
54 Indu Shekhar, Pancatantra, p. 123.
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At first the king falls ill through a misunderstanding and the gazelle is
blamed. The animal is condemned to be killed but is saved at the last
moment by the king on the advice of a holy man who is able to
understand the language of the animals. Finally the gazelle is set free in
the forest. The interesting point is that in this version of the story the
thunder and lightning are the means by which the gazelle is made aware
of the past. Likewise, in the Mi'räj-näma by Ibn Sina thunder and
lightning are the signs of the summons of the herald of the unseen which
awakens the soul, makes it aware of its state and thereby causes pain. A
further similarity between the Risälat ut-tair and the Pancatantra is that at
the beginning both the bird and the gazelle are happy in their bonds and
enjoy the pleasures of the royal palace/cage, but when they are made
aware and remember their origin the pleasure is transformed into trouble
and pain. In the story of the securing of friends (ä'in-i dvsti) in the
Pancatantra the gazelle complains so intensively of the pain that the king
thinks the pain is his own and the gazelle comes close to losing its life. He
only sets the gazelle free when he has regained his health.

In the section of the story in the Risälat ut-tair, when the imprisoned
bird complains to the birds flying with their cages and asks them for help,
they turn away from him:

"They recalled the deceptions of the hunters and ran even farther away. I beseeched
them in the name of old friendship, sustained companionship and preserved
covenant. It touched their hearts and filled them with confidence and banished doubt

from their breasts. They came to me." Then they flocked around me."

In the story of the ring-dove in Kahla wa Dimna death, in the guise of
the hunter, is constantly searching for the animals in order to trap them
and kill them. The animals are constantly aware of him and always on the
run to get away from him and prevent him from reaching his goal.
Symbolically the period when the hunter spreads his snares for capturing
the birds represents the period of asceticism. It corresponds to the period
of trials in the life of the mouse when there is an attempt on his life, his
fortune is taken from him and his supporters leave him. It is also the time
when the gazelle and the tortoise are bound and represents the period in
the spiritual development of the individual which is characterized by an
absence of spiritual nourishment. In these circumstances it is good to find
and join a circle of friends just as the crow does.

The hunter, the representative of death is the motor which sets the
animals in motion with his threatening and fear-inspiring role. By fleeing
from the danger represented by the hunter the animals and the birds
cautiously seek out a means to escape from the danger, change their
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places of dwelling and through friendship and solidarity become united
and harmonious, so that in the end they can escape from him.

In relation to the role of the hunter and the dread he inspires, it is
stated in the tale of the ring-dove that when the mouse chews through the
bonds on the feet of the birds the crow decides to become his friend. As

was described above, the crow tries very hard to gain the trust of the
mouse, just as the imprisoned bird in the Risälat ut-tair tries to win the
confidence of the other birds. The bird of Ibn Sina asks the free birds to

tmst him and teach him how to break the bonds and allow him to join
them in their flight.

The crow knows that the mouse is clever and has the ability to be a
friend of the birds and the strength to break bonds and free prisoners.
The crow is afraid of the hunter of death and hopes that by becoming a
friend of the mouse he will become united with the ability to break bonds
and construct his own salvation.

In the section of the story in the Risälat ut-tair, Ibn Sina or the
imprisoned bird swears an oath to the birds of the air in honor of the
ancient friendship. In Kalila wa Dimna the crow says: "Everything you
said is known to me, and I am worthy of the union of the heart, and I am
the kind of person whose good nature you can count on, and my habits
are suitable and tell me the truth and you will not find me a burden."

An interesting point is that the crow calls the mouse by his secret
name, lirak, that the dove used, that is, he recalled the treaty of ancient
friendship between the dove and the mouse: He called the mouse by his
name and said, "As I saw how you kept faith with your friends and
benefited them, I experienced a desire for your brotherhood and I came
to this place."55 But just as the birds of the Risälat ut-tair could not
dispel the doubt in their hearts despite the oath of the imprisoned bird,
the mouse in Kalila wa Dimna does not trust the crow. In the Risälat ut-

tair the bird verifies his claim of honesty and in the tale in Kalila wa
Dimna also the crow finally succeeds in dispelling the mouse's doubts
about his honesty and truthfulness. The main theme of the story is that
the presence of the mouse in the assembly of friends is essential, if they
are to be saved from the hunter of death.

In the section of the story in the Risälat ut-tair, the birds who fly off
with the remainders of the bonds tied to their feet wish to fly to a place
where they will be far from the hunter. They say:

"There are regions ahead of us which you must cross before you will be safe. The
flight took us between two flanks of a mountain of God, through a green and fertile,
not a rather barren and devastated valley. We flew until we put its borders behind us.

We crossed that region and reached the summit of the mountain. There in front of us

55 Buxäri, ibid., p. 156.
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were eight mountains. We said to one another to hasten and not to rest until we had
passed these regions."

In Kalila wa Dimna there is a passage which seems to be the source of
inspiration to the above-mention quotation.56

In the Risälat ut-tair, the birds say to the melodious and spiritual birds,
who inhabit the eighth mountain, that they suffer pain from the snare
attached to their feet and that as long as they have the snares they will not
be safe from the hunter. Then the birds who dwell on the mountain lead
them to the city of the great king who they hope will remove the bonds
from their feet.

In the Pancatantra the city in which the mouse lives is called Sarwar-
zamin and the name of the mouse is Zarrin-tan. Zarrin-tan is the only
animal whose physical strength disappears with the disappearance of his
gold. The city in which the mouse dwells in Kalila wa Dimna does not
have a name.

In the Pancatantra and Kalila wa Dimna the task of the mouse is to

remove the bonds from the feet of the birds. In the story of Kalila wa
Dimna the mouse represents the generous and magnanimous person with
liberal hospitality. He takes the purse of the dishonest monk to distribute
to his needy friends. Then at the moment when he steals from his
hypocritical exterior friends, who have gathered around him with the
thought of their own stomachs, he is reminded of the corresponding
internal friends, such as selfishness, avarice and gluttony, and he stops. It
is when he experiences the death of these desires that he reaches the state
of flying. They correspond to the first state in the experience of setting
the ring-dove and her friends free after which they truly begin to fly with
the help of the crow.

In the Risälat ut-tair, the great king does not remove the bonds from
the feet of the birds, but he brings them to the state of celestial being or
flight. He gives them this power so they can make the hunter submissive
to them: "None is able to unbind the snares from your legs except those
who tied them. I will send them a messenger so as to oblige them to
satisfy you and remove the snares from your legs. Now depart and be
satisfied! Now we are on the path accompanied by the Messenger."

In conclusion it can be said that the Risälat ut-tair consists of an

introduction and four parts in which the author first defines worldly,
hypocritical love or friendship and the friendship of the brothers of truth

56 "Hamä'ili looks back and sees the hunter who has not turned from behind them and

goes on. She said as long as we are in the plain we go with hidden faces and he will not
covet us. The solution of our problem is for us to leave the road and remain hidden in the
valleys and the thickets as long as he covets us and keeps returning. When they had done
this and become invisible, the hunter returned." Cf. Buxäri, ibid., p. 154.
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on two different levels. Then he gives a definition of each of the levels
to be attained and transcended. He shows that in order to attain to the
state of flying or the quality of an angel, which he equates with the state
of prophecy or wisdom and the perfect man, the individual must break
with his false friends who symbolize the world. These friends are partners
with one's own inner hypocritical friends, because they seek worldly
fame and give free rein to greed, passion and covetousness. They
encourage concupiscence (nafs al-ammära) in a person. For salvation
from the carnal levels whose outward symbols are materialistic friends,
one must join the brothers of truth. In their company one will attain
levels, of understanding and true inner friendship which include clear¬
sightedness, freedom and salvation from desires, etc. In other words the
Risälat ut-tair is a description of solidarity, union and concord with these
friends and the levels of existence one can reach in union and joint flight
with them, which results in attaining the spirit.

This is the same message which is found in the tale of Kali la wa
Dimna. The subject of that story is the nature of friendship and how an

assembly of friends comes into existence. It describes how they
ultimately reach salvation from the hunter, or death, through solidarity
and experience the state of freedom or becoming a spirit in flight, which
is precisely the spiritual state.
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CHAPTER VIII

The Risålat ut-tairand the Rasä'il ixwän
safä.

Baihaqi states in his Tatimma siwän al-hikma that Ibn Sina's father
studied and deliberated on the Rasä'il ixwän as-safä. This is not
mentioned by other biographers such as al-Qifti, Sahrazüii, or Ibn Abi
Usaibi'a, who only refer to the fact that Ibn Sina's father claimed to be
an Isma'ili. Despite the scanty references on the subject it is certain that
Ibn Sina was not only acquainted with the Rasä 'il ixwän as-safä but that
he had studied them thoroughly and had been influenced by them. His
Risälat ut-tair amply demonstrates this. A comparison of the two works
shows that there can be no doubt that five treatises of the Rasä 'il ixwän

as-safä were among his sources of inspiration in writing the Risälat ut-
tair. These are the second treatise of the section on mathematics on the

subject of geometry, the twenty-second treatise on the manner of the
creation of the animals and their kinds, the forty-fourth treatise on the
explanation of the beliefs of the Ixwän as-safä, the forty-fifth treatise
on the manner of association, solidarity and truthfulness of the Ixwän
as-safä and the forty-eighth treatise on the manner of the summons to
God. The influence of these treatises is most obvious in the section of
the testament in the Risalät ut-tair. Therefore in the present comparison
of the contents of the Risalät ut-tair and the Rasä'il ixwän as-safä
treatises number forty-four and forty-five will be discussed in detail,
while instances of influence from the other four treatises will be
referred to in a more summary manner.

A. A Short history
Before proceeding to a comparison between the treatises it is necessary
to give a short history of the Rasä 'il ixwän as-safä and their precedence
in time in relation to Ibn Sina.

The Rasä'il ixwän as-safä is a collection of fifty-three treatises of
which fifty-two appear to be original.1 These treatises have been
gathered in four books each devoted to a particular field of study.

1 Al-Qifti believes that the original treatises are fifty-one. Cf. Al-Qifti, Axbär al-
bukamä, p. 58.
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1. Treatises on the mathematical sciences of which there are

fourteen
2. Treatises on the natural sciences of which there are seventeen

3. Treatises on the psychological and rational sciences of which
there are ten.

4. Treatises on the theological sciences of which there are eleven
At the beginning of the collection a treatise has been embedded

which is a kind of introduction to the four books and gives a summary
of all the treatises.2

The identity of the authors of the treatises remains a mystery even

today. Al-Qifti, in the Axbär al-hukamä, recounts that some people
attribute them to the descendants of 'Ali but disagree as to which imam
could have been the author. There are also some who relate them to the

Mu'tazilites, but al-Qifti himself, based on information given to him by
Abu Hayyän at-Tauhldi (died after 400 A. H.), attributes them to five
scholars who are purported to have lived together with the aim of
realizing peace, purity and righteousness in their lives. Their aim was
to integrate Greek philosophy with the Arab sari'a and thus in their
own minds purify the sari 'a from elements they held to be ignorance
and error. The names given by al-Qifti as the authors of the Rasä'il
ixwän as-safä are as follows: Abu Sulaimän Muhammad ibn Ma'sar al-
BusG known as al-Muqaddasi, Abu'l-Hasan 'Ali ibn Härün az-Zanjäni,
Abu Ahmad an-Nahrajüri, Abu'l-Hasan 'Ali ibn Räminäs al-'Aufi and
Zaid ibn Rifä'a.3 It is interesting to note that the majority of scholars
follow the tradition of al-Qifti rather than that of Sahrazüii, who also
gives the names of the Ixwän as-safä in his Nuzhat al-arwäh but who
differs from al-Qifti on some points.4

Marquet also reports that some scholars attribute the Rasä'il to 'Ali,
the first imam of the si'ites, or to Imam Ja'far Sädiq, and points out
that the Isma'ills themselves believed that their own propagandists
(du'ät) had written the Rasä 'il and identified 'Abdullah ibn Maimün al-
Qaddäh as the original author.5 Marquet also reports the five names
given by at-Tauhidi. Concerning the authors of the Rasä'il, 'Umar
Farrüx believes that the vizier Ibn Sa'dän recalled a few names by
chance and wrote them down but that in reality numerous persons,

many of whom were probably not members of the Ixwän as-safä,
contributed to this great encyclopedia and that in all probability the

2 This risäla is called "Fihrist ar-rasä'il." Cf. Rasä'il ixwän as-safä, vol. I, p.
21.

3 Cf. Farrüx, Ikhwän us-safä, p. 13.
4 Cf. Sahrazüri, Nuzhat al-arwäh, p. 508.
5 Cf. Marquet, "Ikhwän Al-Safä," EI2, vol. III, p. 1071.
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Rasä'il ixwän as-safä were assembled over a relatively long period of
time.6

To judge from the style of composition and the contents of the
Rasä 'il, it appears that one person with knowledge of all the subjects
contained in the four volumes collected them and organized them into
a single work, because there are cross-references between the treatises.
Thus, for example, in the forty-fifth treatise it is stated that one can read
in the second treatise that the Ixwän as-safä took their sciences from
four books. In the second treatise, on geometry the authors refer to
subjects discussed in other treatises, thus demonstrating that the final
editor of the second treatise is fully aware of the contents of the first
treatise just as the author of a book knows what has been treated earlier
in the same book. Or in the sixth treatise on the quiddity of nature the
compiler repeatedly refers to subjects which occur in the treatise on the
heavens and the one on the composition of the body. The author of the
treatises is always aware of the subjects which precede and follow. For
this reason as well as the homogenous and uniform style of
composition of the prose of the Rasä'il it is possible to accept the
report by Sahrazüri in Nuzhat al-arwäh, corroborated by al-Qifti and
al-Baihaql, that the Rasä 'il were edited by a single person, possibly al-
Muqaddasi.

The date when the treatises were composed is also a subject
characterized by more doubt than certainty. Indirect evidence such as
the fact that al-Majriti, who died sometime between 350 and 375 A. H.,
was the first person to introduce the Rasä 'il ixwän as-safä into Spain or
the quotation of a verse by al-Mutanabbi (d. 354 A. H.) tradited by
Häjji Xalifa or the mention of Abu Ma'sar al-Falaki (died 272 A. H. at
the age of a hundred years) and much other historical evidence of the
existence of the Rasä'il before Ibn Sina is reported by Marquet. He
comes to the conclusion that the composition and assembling of the
treatises took place between the years 297 and 354 A. H. and that the
work was probably completed between 35 and 37 years before the
conquest of Egypt by the Fatimids (358 A. H.) when it received its
present form.7

'Umar Farrüx refers to the words of al-Qifti in the Axbär al-hukamä
regarding the time of composition of the treatises and stresses the fact
that the Ixwän as-safä were already widely acclaimed and that their
Rasä'il were widely spread before the year 373/983.8 The date refers
to the reported occasion when Ibn Sa'dän, vizier to Samsäm ad-daula,

6 Cf. Farrüx, Ikhwän, p. 29.
7 Cf. Marquet, ibid., p. 1072 f.
8 Cf. Farrüx, ibid. p. 29; Farrüx, "Ikhwän al-Safå," A History of Muslim

Philosophy, p. 289.
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asked Abu Hayyän at-Tauhidl about the identity of the Ixwän as-safä in
the belief that some of them were his friends.9 The historical context in
which their work was developed coincides with a period in which the
'Abbäsid caliphate was going through a crisis that would result in the
restructuring of power in the Islamic world, while at the same time
Islam had become firmly established as a political, religious and
philosophical movement in all parts of the area under 'Abbäsid rule. At
this period the As'arites were growing stronger, and their leader,
Abu'l-Hasan 'Ali ibn Ismä'il As'arl, who first belonged to the
Mu'tazilites, enjoyed importance and the attention of the public (he
died in 356 A.H. at the age of 96.). During the reign of the 'Abbasid
al-Mustakfi (333-334) Bagdad was captured by Mu'izz ud-daula
Ahmad Büya, the Dailamite (332-356), and serious damage was
inflicted on the profile of 'Abbasid government. It was at some point in
the midst of all these events that Abu Hayyän at-Tauhidi recalls
answering the questions of the vizier Ibn Sa'dän in his book al-Imtä'
wa'l-mu'änisa.

It is also about this time that Fatimid rule was established in Egypt
(354 A. H.), and in the East the Samanids were at the height of their
power. The Ismä'Iks were close to the Samanid court and exerted so
much influence over Amir Nasr ibn Ahmad and his vizier Bal'ami that

they converted them to their rule of life. At the same time the
movement of writing Persian and translating Middle Persian and Arabic
works into Persian Dari received special attention from the Samanid
amirs and works like the Säh-näma were being composed.

It is during this period that philosophers came to be accused of
contradicting religion and aroused mobs set fire to many of their
homes. In this period of political unrest a group of Muslim
philosophers, the Ixwän as-safä, proceeded to reinvigorate philosophy
with an ideology proclaiming love of all the sciences. The anarchy of
the period made it possible for publicly expressed ideas to be used as
instruments in the hands of religious fanatics or politically powerful
men, and therefore this group of philosophers condemned all kinds of
religious fanaticism and considered the spilling of blood of an innocent
person because of differences of religion meaningless. They say:

"Among the people there are individuals who have love and compassion for all
people in their faith and religion. They seek forgiveness for sinners, they show
kindness for all living beings among animals and they desire betterment in

9 Cf. Corbin, Histoire de la philosophic islamique, Pers. trans. Mubassiri, vol. I,
p. 289.
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everything. This is the religion of the doers of good and those who are virtuous and
righteous among the believers. This is the religion of our respected brothers."10

Regarding the original home of the society of the Ixwän as-safä we
have no exact information. However it is the near-unanimous belief
held by a majority of scholars, including Corbin, Dänispazüh, 'Umar
Farrüx, that they lived in Basra. Although until now no city has been
connected with them even indirectly as the scene of their gatherings.
This is the city in which Ibn al-Muqaffa' studied and worked at his
translations.

With regard to the naming of the Ixwän as-safä there are various
traditions. I. R. Netton in his book Muslim Neoplatonists first gives an
account of Goldziher's theory that the Ixwän as-safa chose their name
from the story of the ring-dove in Kalila wa Dimna and then reports
the opinion of Tibäwi who derives the name of the Ixwän as-safä from
the root safä (purity) and safwat (choicest) and believes that in
choosing this name they were trying to imitate the Süfis in some way.
In the end Netton considers that Tibävü comes closer to the truth than
Goldziher. He explains that he would be able to accept Goldziher's
theory if they themselves had not sometimes added other epithets to
their name. However, because they referred to themselves as the Ixwän
as-safä wa xullän al-wafä 'the brothers of purity and friends of
loyalty' and other such epithets which defined their brotherhood, he
finds reason to doubt a relationship between their name and the Ixwän
as-safä of Kalila wa Dimna.11 On the other hand 'Umar Farrüx has no
doubt that the name was inspired by the story of the ring-dove, mouse,
tortoise, crow and gazelle because, in the translation of Ibn al-
Muqaffa', the animals agree to lead a life of solidarity, band together
and serve each other.12 It should be observed that the animals in

question in the story of Kalila wa Dimna call themselves brothers
{ixwän) regardless of gender. Thus the dove is female and the mouse is
even called her sister in some of the Persian translations.13 This point
could also have been noticed by the Ixwän as-safä, because they had a

spiritual brotherhood which was a kind of divine solidarity, in which
'brotherhood' was interpreted apart from the question of gender,
because in the world of spiritual beings gender has no meaning.

The question should be asked whether the designation 'Ixwän as-
safä ' was created by Ibn al-Muqaffa' or if it existed in Arabic literature
before him. In answer it should be emphasized that the name 'Ixwän

10 Cf. Rasä'il ixwän as-safä, vol. IV, p. 44.
11 Cf. Netton, Muslim Neoplatonists, p. 4 ff.
12 Cf. Farrüx, Ikhwän, p. 15.
13 Cf. Buxäri, Dästänhäy-i Bidpäy, p. 155.
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as-safä belonged to the repertory of expressions which existed before
Islam and that it occurs for the first time in Arabic in the poetry Aws
ibn Hazar Isma'il ibn Yasär and Abi'l-Hanak al-Bira ibn Rab'I Fuq'i as
tradited by Abü Tamäm the ä'i (died 231 A. H.).14 Concerning its
presence in the Qur'än, these words occur once in relation with the
trajectory between Safä and Marwa, the two hills between which the
pilgrims must run seven times as part of the ritual of the pilgrimage
(Qur. 2: 158).

So far no one has been able has been able to give a conclusive and
clear description of the religion of the Ixwän as-safä. In the opinion of
D. Safä the Ixwän as-safä were a group who adhered to the ideas of
Plato and Pythagoras. He holds that they were only acquainted with
Aristotle through the Kitäb-al-tufäha (The Book of Apple) and
Theology which were incorrectly attributed to him. He rejects the
suggestion of any kind of relations between this group and a religious
sect. He believes that they spread their treatises anonymously in order
to avoid opposition from the representatives of religion and
philosophy.15 'Umar Farrux shares this idea and considers that they
belonged to the religion of philosophy and that they were completely
without any kind of religious affiliation. He specifically denies any
relation between them and imärm Si'ism.16

Henri Corbin is of the opinion that the treatises were written by
individuals with clearly Ismä'ili ideas.17 This opinion is shared by
Marquet as well as Ivanov18 in his complete assurance that the writers of
the Rasä'il were Isma'ilis.19 S. M. Stern is among the few who have
some reservations in relating the Ixwän as-safä directly to Ismä'ilism,
he writes:

"It is obvious that the authors of the Epistles, though they were connected with
Ismailism, elaborated a peculiar doctrine which was not at all acceptable to the
main body of the movement. Thus, while in the fifth/eleventh century the teaching
of the Epistles exercised a considerable influence on philosophic and scientific
circles unconnected with Ismailism, there is no trace of the influence of the Epistles
among the Ismaili authors of the period."20

14 Cf. Mujmal ul-bikma, ed. Dänispazüh and Afsär, p. II f.
15 Cf. Safä,Tårix-i adabiyyät dar Iran, vol. I, p. 320.
16 Cf. Farrux, Ikhwän, p. 17.
17 Cf. Corbin, Histoire, p. 183.
18 Cf. Ivanov, A Guide to Ismaili Literature, (London), p. 31.
19 Marquet, "Ikhwän Al-Safk,"EI2, vol. Ill, p. 1073
20 Stern, 'New Information about the Authors of the "Epistles of the Sincere

Brethren"', Islamic Studies, vol. Ill, no. 4 (1964), p. 417.
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Netton in his book Muslim Neoplatonists writes:

"In view of the essential nature of the Imamate to the Ismailis, and the inferior role
allocated to the imamate by the Ikhwän, it may be concluded that the Ikhwän were

not Ismailis. The Rasä'il should not therefore be described, in the words of one

scholar, as the oldest account of Ismaili doctrine. The Ismaili elements found in the
Rasä'il are reducible to the level of influences and should not be regarded as

indigenous factors in the doctrine of the Ikhwän." 21

Sayyed Hossein Nasr also rejects any direct relations of the Ixwän as-
safä with the IsmäTlls and with political propaganda and considers their
aim in writing the Rasä 'il educational.22

In fact there is only one source upon which researchers on this
subject can rely and that is the treatises of the Ixwän as-safä themselves.
Despite previous investigation of these works it has still been impossible
to determine in a satisfactory manner the exact nature of the beliefs and
religion of the Ixwän as-safä. As a result not only have the Ixwän as-

safä succeeded in keeping their identity completely hidden but also
their faith. In their works they have left so little trace of themselves that
their supporters and opponents are unable to classify them in any
category. They, however, consider themselves to be Muslims and
address their followers as Si'a, a conclusion which can be drawn from
treatise forty-eight in which the sayings of one of the Si'i imams
appear to have been tradited. In them he refers to individuals who
outwardly claim to be their followers but in reality feel fanaticism,
hostility and spite towards them. Then the author refers to another
group who are said to be clothed in Si'ism but act in opposition, and
he says that such people do not belong to the Ixwän, because they have
used Si'ism as an opportunity to do business. Then the author of the
treaty maintains that he himself does not belong to those opportunists
and even taunts persons who lament the absence of the body of the
imams 23

On the other hand, however, least the author of treatise forty-eight
speaks in the language of the Si 'i imams and in this language confesses
to be a Si'i Muslim in search of the science and knowledge of the
Qur'än and expresses a desire to study fiqh in depth. He maintains that
the saints (anbiyä') are the treasuries of divine knowledge and the
imams are the inheritors of the knowledge of prophethood.

21 Netton, Muslim, p. 103 f.
22 Cf. Nasr, An Introduction to Islamic Cosmological Doctrines, p. 30.
23 Cf. Rasä'il, vol. IV, p. 147.
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B. Ibn Sina's circle of students and the Ixwän as-safä
In the forty-eighth treatise of the Rasä 'il the society of the Ixwän as-

safä is clearly referred to and from the treatise it appears that this
society had a secret organization in all the main cities of the Islamic
world, that it arranged regular well-organized meetings at
predetermined times which were not open to strangers. According to
the treatise they held lectures on all the branches of knowledge and
discussed intellectual, scientific and metaphysical subjects at these
meetings.

The Risäla-yi sargudast of Ibn Sina, which was written down by
Jüzjäm, describes how he first organized an assembly of students in
Gurgän. It is there that Jüzjäm joined him as a student and remained
with him until the end of his life. On this subject Jüzjäm writes: "I used
to attend him (Ibn Sina) every day and study the Almagest and ask for
dictation in logic, so he dictated The Middle Summary on Logic to
me.".24

In regard to Ibn Sina's circle of students in Hamadän, Jüzjäm writes
that during the days the Saix, as Ibn Sina was popularly called, fulfilled
his duties as vizier of Sams ad-daula and at night he gathered his
students around him: "And every night pupils would gather at his
house, while by turns I would read from the Sifä and someone else
would read from the Qänün. "25

A third stage in creating an assembly of students is associated with
Isfahän, where Ibn Sina lived at the court of 'Alä' ud-daula. Jüzjäm
recalls the regular meetings and from his description it is obvious that
Ibn Sina held two kinds of meetings. One kind was organized by 'Alä
ud-daula for the purpose of debate with the students which Jüzjäm
describes as follows: "One day the Master was sitting in presence of the
Amir, while Abü Mansür al-Jabbän was present."26 Then he recounts
that sometimes the discussion would lead to argument about the
meaning of words, and on one occasion Abü Mansür said to the Saix
that he was a philosopher and a sage but that he didn't know anything
about philology. Jaläl Humä'i also notes that Ibn Sina was always
present at 'Alä ud-daula's meetings for debates and reports:

"One of the works of 'Alä' ud-daula after the Saix had settled in Isfahän was that he

organized scientific and cultural (adabi) meetings for debate and disputation. These
meetings took place every week on Friday evening in the presence of 'Alä' ud-daula

24 Gohlman, The Life of Ibn Sina, p. 45.
26 Gohlman, ibid., p. 55.
26 Gohlman, ibid., p. 69.
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himself and a group of the great learned men. Scientific and cultural subjects were

discussed in the manner that was customary in older times."27

In relation to the meetings of the Saix it is recounted that he had
written a small book on the subject of logic which was later added to
the Kitäb an-najät. This book had come into the hands of the learned
legal specialists of Siräz, who questioned one of the points in it and
desired an explanation from the author. Through the judge (qäzi) of
Siräz they sent a representative with their question to Ibn Sina and
requested an answer. Jüzjäni describes the circumstances in which Ibn
Sina answered the letter by explaining that a group of students were
having a discussion in his presence and they went on debating after Ibn
Sina received the message from Siräz. In the meantime Ibn Sina asked
for some paper and sat until dawn writing the answer.28 This point is
corroborated by Jaläl Humä'I in his article. In other words, in Isfahan
he always had his circle of students around him and they were engaged
in the discussion of scientific subjects day and night.

There is much discussion about the ideals and religion of the
students of Ibn Sina. During his lifetime he had many famous students
in philosophy, mathematics and other sciences, who reached high
positions and wrote many works. Among them one finds Jüzjäni, whose
specialty was mathematics, Abu'l-Hasan Bahmanyär, who was a
Zoroastrian from Ädarbäijän and who wrote the Kitäb al-mabähit dar
jawäb-i su'älät, and Abu 'Abdullah Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-
Ma'sümi, to whom Ibn Sina dedicated his Risälatfi'l-'isq. Ma'süml was
killed while still a youth in the massacre of the Mu'tazilites in Ray
organized by MaJhmüd of Gazna.

This group surrounding Ibn Sina provides an illustration of Ibn
Sina's ideal of who should belong to the circle of friends. He held that
the brothers of truth formed a group whose motives surmounted social,
material, religious or other considerations. To him the world of
spirituality transcended religions and religious fanaticism, and access to
his group was based on the idea that as long as a person was seeking to
understand that world he was welcome into the circle.

In Ibn al-Muqaffa"s description of the life of Burzüya the
physician, he gives a definition of this spiritual truth which is beyond
religious fanaticism in these words:

"Some have inherited [their religion] from their fathers and have grasped the
branch of imitation [of their forefathers] and some have construed a religion of

27 Humä'i, uRäbita-yi Ibn Sinä bä Isfahan," Jasn-nämay-i Ibn Sinä, vol. II, p.
246.

28 Cf. Gohlam, The Life, p. 79 ff.
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predestination and coercion and fear and pleasure and have directed their lives
toward this. Still others have recognized the trap of worldly goods and desire
and directed their lives towards the search for status and rank. Everyone I saw

and questioned gave me the following answer: 'I adhere to the truth and my

opponents have remained with their foot in the trap of ignorance and error.'"29

Also the Ixwän as-safä, in their instructions to their adherents and
beginners on the way, explain their policy in regard to religions and
religious fanaticism in a manner which is reminiscent of the words of
Burzüya.30

Another point which the meetings of Ibn Sina and the Ixwän as-safä
have in common is the traditional ritual aspect of the sessions. Our
information about the customary rituals of the Ixwän as-safä is based
entirely on their own writings while knowledge of the meetings of Ibn
Sina is based on the Risäla-yi sargudast of Jüzjäni. Jüzjäni writes that
when Ibn Sina had established his circle of students in Hamadän, they
would discuss and read the Qänün and the Sifä and, when the night
became heavy, minstrels and musicians would come along and remove
the weariness from the face of the night. It is also reported that they
drank wine.31

Within the context of discussions by legal specialists music and
wine-drinking were seen as an aspect of unreflected behavior and a
source of debauchery and frivolity, but it seems that in the
philosophical way of life advocated by Ibn Sina music played the same
role in the mysticism of the philosophers as the Süfi samä'. Both music
and wine were considered to drive tiredness from the brain and make it
more susceptible to receive insight into intellectual and spiritual
matters. In this respect Ibn Sina followed the teachings of the
Pythagorians. Wine is mentioned three times in the Sargudast of Ibn
Sina. The first is in the time of his early youth; there Ibn Sina tells in
his own words how he did not waste one minute of the day or night
when he was engaged in studies of the branches of philosophy. He
would spend the nights beside the lamp contemplating his books and
when sleep overcame him he would drink a cup of wine and then return
to his studies.32

The second mention of wine-drinking refers to the meetings of Ibn
Sina's students in Hamadän, who would drink wine after the singing
and playing of the minstrels.33 The third instance was the time in

29 Buxäri, Dästånhä, p. 61.
30 Cf. Rasail, vol. IV, p. 41 f.
31 Cf. Gohlman,77*e Life, p. 55.
32 Cf. Gohlman, ibid., p. 31
33 Cf. Gohlman, The Life, p. 55
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Isfahan when the students had gathered in his presence and he was

answering their questions, at the same time as he was writing the answer
to the question of the qäzi of äraz.34 On this occasion it is reported
that the Saix then dismissed his students and sat writing until morning.
At sunrise when morning prayer was called, he put the papers with the
answer on Jüzjäni's prayer carpet and asked him to deliver it to
Kirmäni, the representative of the qäzi?5 On the subject of the
importance of music the Ixwän as-safä have this to say:

"Rightly the sages constructed many different musical instruments like the drum
and the tambourine for musical tunes and songs, but the most perfect musical
instrument which they built was the lute and that was in order to keep the spirits of
the seekers of philosophical knowledge and the observers of mortification alert and
awake."36

In the Persian translation of the Mujmal ul-hikma it is said, "The
principle of the science of music is counting, and just as there is no
limit to numbers in the same way there is no limit to the song or to the
melody."37 "And regarding music it is a principle that if it is played at
dawn it will influence (the morning worship), so that every prayer

accompanied by a musical instrument will be granted more quickly. In
the same way great men in society ordered the playing of the flute and
the harp at dawn."38 Finally the Ixwän attribute the power of curing
body and soul to music and maintain that if music is played in the
mihräb the prayer will be answered or in the hospital the sick will be
cured. But the most interesting aspect of playing music is that it
increases the receptivity of the spirit. In the treatise on music they
clearly refer to the songs that cause ecstasy and union with the spiritual
world and not the music which is forbidden by law as being conducive
to debauchery * and frivolity and which heightens states of passion.39

As was stated above the students of Ibn Sina were knowledgeable
about music, but it is not reported that Ibn Sina himself knew music in
the same way as Färäbi, although he wrote a treatise on Music. In the
Risälat ut-tair, however, Ibn Sina considers music to be the language of
the angels:

34 Cf. Gohlman, ibid., p. 79.
33 Cf. Gohlman, ibid., p. 79.
36 Rasä'il, vol. I, p. 202.
37 Mujmal ul-hikma, ed. Dänispazüh and Afsär, p. 83.
38 /bid., p. 88.
39 Cf. Rasä'il, vol. I, p. 234.
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"We landed on the eighth mountain whose summit was so high that it reached the
highest heaven. Around its flanks lived such birds, that I had never experienced
sweeter melodies, more splendid colors, more graceful figures or more delightful
companions than theirs. When we took residence in their vicinity we enjoyed so

much of their beneficence, affection, intimacy and assistance that we could not pay

back the least of it"

Thus the Ixwän used music as a means of elevating the spirit as well as
wine drunk in moderate quantities as is maintained by 'Umar Farrüx.40
Music and wine were thought to induce peace and tranquility, which led
to the refining of the susceptibilities of the soul. The Ixwän induce that
their followers to take part in listening to songs and moderate drinking
of wine at their private assemblies.

At the end of this section it can be concluded that Ibn Sina was

always surrounded by a circle of students during his long years of
teaching and that they met at regular times. It is natural therefore that
he felt obliged to establish a set of rules for such a circle, especially as
this is reported to have been at the request of the students themselves.
This would give them a clear plan of procedure for their life together.
The Ixwän as-safä had unfolded just such a plan for their adepts in the
forty-fifth treatise.

C. The Risälat ut-tair and the forty-fifth treatise of the
Ixwän as-safä
In the assembly of friends who are joined together in a spiritual
fellowship the principle of solidarity and unanimity should be
observed, so that the members can reveal the secrets of their hearts to
one another within the safety of the circle. In the Risälat ut-tair Ibn
Sina speaks of how the members of the circle of friends should find
one another and help one another to reach the station of the angels.
The Ixwän, who provided an older model for the treatise of Ibn Sina,
speak of the clear and accepted rules of the spiritual brotherhood and
describe how they should help one another in union on the way of
perfection. They explain that each one should strive as much for the
benefit of the others as for himself and that ultimately the whole group
should come to act as one body. Below we will compare the two

40 Cf. Farrüx, Ikhwän, p. 25.
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treatises and show how the treatise on the manner of association and

solidarity of the Ixwän as-safä influenced the Risalat ut-tair of Ibn
Sina, which treats of the manner of association, unanimity and
solidarity of the brothers of truth. Before we begin we would like to
make two preliminary remarks concerning differences between them.

First, Ibn Sina in the Risälat ut-tair differs from the forty-fifth
treatise in that he has developed the concept of solidarity to represent
two levels, first the solidarity of the inner faculties of the individual and
secondly the solidarity of the brothers who exist in the world outside.
When Ibn Sina envisages a friend, his first thought is of the true interior
friends, such as the faculties of the intelligence, and secondly he refers
to individuals who, like himself, have reached a certain station and who
guide an assembly of spirits on the way to attaining the perfection of
the higher states.

Secondly, the forty-fifth treatise presents in direct style the set of
rules adopted by the Ixwän as-safä to guide the spiritual life of their
assembly and does not appear to use symbolic language or allegory to
illustrate these principles. Each treatise expresses in its own way a set of
rules for the association of a group of philosophers, whose religion is a
love of all the branches of knowledge. Let us now make a comparison
of the two treatises to establish the common points between them.

In the forty-fifth treatise it is stated that the brothers who are from
different cities organize sessions which meet at specified times. They
are not allowed to bring strangers to attend these meetings. The author
reports that the meetings are devoted to discussions of the sciences and
sharing and discussing the secrets of the heart.41

The introduction of the Risälat ut-tair begins with a description of
what characterizes the brothers of truth and their assembly. Then a set
of rules in the manner of a testament (wasiyya) which is modeled on
the spiritual life of Ibn Sina himself is presented: "O brothers of truth!
Spread in the world and join together! Open your heart to one another,
and let each unveil his heart before his brother, so that you may instruct
and perfect each other!"

Thus both treatises state that the first reason for the brothers to

assemble is to fulfill their pledge to help each other to reach perfection
and to allow them to lift the veil concealing their secrets from one
another.

In other words, becoming united in heart and color, becoming pure
together, becoming transparent together, being without veil with one
another, which means that opacity has been dispelled, are the
characteristics of their union with purity. With this picture of the ideal
brothers of truth Ibn Sina reveals his understanding of purity and

41 Cf. Rasail, vol. IV, p. 41.
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stresses that the only thing which prevents one from seeing the truth
and troubles the imagination is opacity, color and the veil and that
removing the veil leads to the truth and light. Becoming like a mirror
means that the individual is able to see without hinder or veil. In his
translation of the Risälat ut-tair, Suhrawardi says about this matter:
"no one's friend becomes pure as long as the friend keeps the mixture
of opacity."42

Thus purity and opacity have been established as opposites, and the
pure friend is a person who is as transparent as glass, is without color
and does not conceal anything in his heart.

At this point the treatise of the Ixwän as-safä presents the branches
of knowledge, that the students must study. Likewise we are informed
in the Sargudast of Ibn Sina that his students are engaged in the study
of the same subjects. Among the subjects advocated in both circles we
find mathematics, geometry, astronomy and metaphysics and music
and even commentary (tafsir).

The treatise of the Ixwän then states that the brothers should not feel

hostility towards any branch of knowledge, nor should they hold any
book to be obsolete, nor should they be fanatical towards any system of
thought (madhab).43 The Risälat ut-tair does not mention this matter,
but we see that the life and circle of students of Ibn Sina actually
illustrate these principles, because his students belonged to different
religions and they were all accepted into the circle as long as they were

engaged in seeking the truth and professed love of the sciences.
The continuation of the treatise of the Ixwän as-safä is interesting in

that it could be taken as a commentary on the Risälat ut-tair. The
treatise of the Ixwän states that in choosing a friend the individual must
be cautious because, "it is correct that among people there are groups
who have different natures which are outside of moderation and they
have habits which are corrupt and their religions are contrary to the
current religions of society."44 And then they reflect on good and bad
natures in a general way. Sahlän Sävi, in his commentary on the Risälat
ut-tair, says about different natures and peoples, "First one must
recognize that the human population consists of peoples and each
people is distinct from the other in character and ways of words and
expressions."45

In the treatise of the Ixwän as-safä the Ixwän explain why characters
differ in people:

42 Spies and Khatak, Three Treatises on Mysticism, p. 39.
43 Cf. Rasä'il, vol. IV, p. 48.
44 Rasä'il, ibid., p, 43.
45 Spies and Khatak, Three Treatises, p. 48.
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"People are distinguished from each other by their characters and this (the difference
in character) is connected with the manner of composition of the temperaments of
their bodies (in the opinion of Hippocrates the mixture of different temperaments i n

the composition of the bodies produces different characters) and differences in the
heavenly constellations in the principle of their birth. (That is, the manner of
composition of the temperament and differences in the heavenly constellations at
the time of birth are what determine the nature and character of an individual.)"4^

Sahlän Säwi treats this subject even more extensively and describes how
different factors, such as the spheres and heavens which exercise their
influence and water, air, plant and the soil of the earth which leave their
impressions, all contribute to the formation of the nature of individuals.
He goes on to discuss how these impressions are different in every place
on earth and concludes that therefore the nature and temperament of
men are also different.47

In discussing natures and habits, the Ixwän as-safä point out that bad
habits are the cause of bad character and good habits result in a good
character. In the commentary (tafsir) on the Risä la ut-tair Sahlän Säwi
writes:

"When the sages refer to the refinement of the character and it's transformation from
bad to good, they do so in this way that at the moment of creation a person has no

temperament or natural disposition and that he acquires a good temperament and
excellent habits. The natural disposition of the good temperament can be acquired
with mortification and the doing of good deeds." 48

In continuation he says: "When there comes a transformation in the
temperament, it follows that there will be a change in the character."49

In the forty-fifth treatise the Ixwän as-safä describe how the
individual should choose a friend or a brother who can make the

process of gaining insight into the levels of spiritual development easier
for him. The friend should have characteristics which make him worthy
of one's friendship:

"The sincere brother must help at the time of removing enemies and provide the
means of honoring his brother in the presence of his friends. The brothers must be
like pillars who at times of calamity and difficulty are able to support each other.
The sincere brother is he who commands you to do good deeds and pushes you in

4^ Cf. Rasä'il, vol. IV, p. 44.
47 Cf. Spies and Khatak, Three Treatises, p. 50.
48 Spies and Khatak, ibid., p. 50.
49 Spies and Khatak, ibid. p. 50.
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that direction and encourages you in good works and incites you, saying 'Go and do
that' and guides you in that work."50

In his commentary on the Risålat ut-tair, Sahlän Sä vä says in the section
on choosing a friend that God has created the human being in such a
way that living alone is very difficult for him and that as a result he is
obliged to find company: "Know that association with true friends is
beautiful and useful and not every person has the perception of this
pleasure nor the acquisition of this honor and level."51

At this point in the treatise of the Ixwän as-safä the authors address
themselves directly to the reader, saying that he should be careful about
his associates and those whom he frequents and in doing so should not
attach importance to outward factors but that he should devote all his
attention to interior matters:

"Know that there are individuals among men who present themselves as friends and
trick you into thinking they are companions and manifest their love for you, but in
their bosoms and interiors they are against it. Do not be proud of your friendship
with them and do not put faith in them!"52

Then they give examples of worthless individuals who are not worthy
of friendship. Among that group they enumerate persons who love to
receive praise in matters in which they are not worthy. Others belittle
people, are miserly in distributing wealth or can be jealous, cruel or

quick to anger. This is expressed by the Ixwän as follows: "Or if he is
fond of praise and eulogy of which he is not worthy or he believes in
his own ability and strength or is satisfied with his own cruelty or he
belittles people and his own companions. All of these are examples of a
corrupt character."53

Further in the Rasä'il they say: "If an individual desires something
which was not determined for him and does not grant generously that
which has been provided for him he is jealous, obstinate and full of
anger, and such a character keeps him back from acknowledging the
truth."54

In his commentary on the Risälat ut-tair, Sahlän Sä vä divides human
society into several groups and discusses which persons are worthy of
friendship and which persons should be avoided. As an example he
says:

50 Rasä'il, ibid., p. 44
51 Spies and Khatak, Three Treatises, p. 51.
52 Rasä'il, vol. IV, p. 45 f.
53 Rasä'il, ibid., p. 47
54 Rasä'il, ibid., p. 47.
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"But regarding these two categories avoid associating or meeting with them as much
as you can, because it is they who love praise and eulogy more than they merit, and
they are haughty with their peers and they have confidence in their own strength and
wealth, and it is ruin and corruption to put your faith in persons who have this
character."55

He says in continuation:

"Each one who approves the search for a thing which is not worthy of him, his soul
will not object to being submitted to a thing which is necessary for him and he will
not be empty of jealousy and obstinacy and all of these characters are hindrances in
the submission to God (haqq)."56

In their treatise the Ixwän as-safä say: "Know that friendship between
two persons who have different natures does not become perfect
because two opposites cannot become united ... for that reason the
achievement of true friendship never comes."57 And in his
commentary on Ibn Sina's Risälat ut-tair Sahlän Sävd says that true
friends must be victorious over the two natures because if: "the masters

of two natures58 associate with each other as opponents between them
quarrels and hostility will arise and friendship will not ensue."59 He
continues his commentary by giving a Persian translation of the
examples which occur in the treatise of the Ixwän as-safä.
In the treatise of the Ixwän as-safä this passage continues:

"Know that the example of finding a friend and choosing a brother is like
acquiring wealth and fortune. Some people spend their whole lives in the
process of acquiring prosperous and congenial friends and they do not make
public this friend. After finding a friend keeping and observing one's side of the
friendship and applying the faith and rights which exist in friendship (is
important), because if it becomes otherwise the friendship will turn into enmity
after a while.

And Sahlän Sävd says on this subject: "Then it is necessary that when
you acquire a friend who has succeeded in forming his own good
character keep him, because acquiring such a treasure is not as great as

55 Spies and Khatak, Three Treatises, p. 53.
56 Spies and Khatak, ibid., p. 53.
57 Rasä'il, vol. IV, p. 46.
58 The animal soul and the vegetative soul.
59 Spies and Khatak, Three Treatises, p. 53.
60 Rasä'il, vol. IV, p. 47.
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keeping him, the acquiring of his friendship is not as useful as keeping
him in a state of friendship."61

It can be noted here that in the forty-fifth treatise the Ixwän as-safä
define the characteristics and ideology of their own group with the
purpose of preparing members for participation in their own assembly.
Thus when they have been brought together in the association, they
follow the path of perfection and spirituality and ultimately reach the
level of brotherhood, in which their own souls become a divine book
and a model of living for other brothers wishing to follow the same

path. For the brothers who persevere it is thought that when they have
reached the age of fifty years they will be able to ascend and attain the
highest level of insight into the world of spirituality.62

Sahlän, Sävü in his commentary on the Risälat ut-tair of Ibn Sina,
considers the ideal of the brothers of truth of Ibn Sina and the Ixwän

as-safä as identical. For this reason when he defines the brothers of
truth of Ibn Sina, he quotes exactly the same words with which the
Ixwän as-safä describe a friend and companion with no further
commentary. The Ixwän say: "The friendship of the Ixwän as-safä is a
kinship based on friendship and love, and they exercise love for one
another during their lives and they become heirs to one another. They
adhere to one another in a manner that they believe and see that they
have one soul in different bodies. Then their bodies are transformed on

the basis of their nature, but the soul does not change and does not
accept change."63 In fact this description by the Ixwän of how they
envisaged their ideal of the relationship of the brothers remained valid
for many generations to come despite changes in time, place and
opinion.

One can conclude therefore that when Ibn Sina defines the brothers
of truth, he has in mind the Ixwän as-safä's definition of truth and
purity. It is certain that he had seen their treatise and compared their
discussion on truth with his own ideas. It is for this reason that Sahlän
Säwi in his explanation of what Ibn Sina meant by the brothers of truth
quoted the long definition by the Ixwän as-safä. 64 Therefore, when
Sahlän Säv\i comments on the introduction of the Risälat ut-tair, which
is about the separation of false friends from true friends, by giving the
Ixwän as-safä's definition of false friends and true friends he is in fact
saying that Ibn Sina held exactly the same opinion as they did on this
question.

61 Spies and Khatak, Three Treatises, p. 53
62 Rasa'il, vol. IV, p. 57 f.
63 Rasä'il, ibid., p. 48.
64 Spies and Khatak, Three treatises, p. 54.
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In the Risålat ut-tair Ibn Sina gives the following description of the
brothers of truth:

"except for the brothers of Truth, who are assembled by divine kinship and brought
together by celestial closeness. They have observed the Truth with inner sight and
cleansed their innermost secret from all stain of doubt. A society such as theirs will
not be united except by the herald of a divine summons,"

The Ixwän as-safä describe their own brothers of truth as follows:

"Know that the hearts of the charitable brothers are pure and clean, because their
spirits are pure and unsullied. The secrets of their works are not hidden. They regard
the exterior of all things with the inner eye. Then do not hide from your chosen
brothers the opposite of that which you have revealed to them. This means do not
hide a thing from them. Try demonstrating for them, so that they see everything
with the inner eye! Then nothing will be hidden from them and you will not be
anxious in regard to them."65

In the introduction of the Risälat ut-tair the characteristics of the
brothers of truth are enumerated, because the author of the treatise, who
describes himself as a stranger in pain, is seeking exactly this kind of
brother with which to share his pain. The pain of the author of the
Risälat ut-tair is caused by longing for acquisition of the station of the
spirit and ascension to the final level of perfection and union with the
sole Truth. It is not possible to travel this way alone, and therefore it is
necessary to have companions and friends. In the second part of the
Risälat ut-tair, the testament (waslyya), Ibn Sina gives advice to the
companion who has pledged to join him about how he can prepare for
the journey, a journey from the animal world to the world of the
angels.

In the forty-fifth treatise also, after the description of brotherhood
and the explanation of how to find a true brother, the reason for
finding a brother is explained as being the perception of the spiritual
worlds. Then the treatise goes on to talk about the testament (waslyya)
and how to prepare the brother to choose a master for himself. He is
told how not to be deceived by a pious appearance and a show of
learning, and ultimately the individual will find that: "the intelligent
teacher who has a perfect nature enjoys a good character. He has a
transparent mind, he cherishes science, he is a searcher of the truth and
he is not fanatic in religious matters."66 It is even suggested that a

young and knowledgeable teacher is of more help than an old but

65 Rasä'il, vol. IV, p. 49.
66 Rasä'il, ibid., p. 51.
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fanatical and stupid teacher. After that the experienced brothers instruct
the new brother about the levels to be attained and explain that at the
fourth level, which can be attained only after the age of fifty, spiritual
worlds will be opened to him on a broader scale:

"This is a testimony of the circumstances of the truth, and it is of the faculties of
the level of the angels which, after the age of fifty years, (a brother) enters into,
and that is the time when the soul is prepared for the return and separation from
the material world. Then the power of the ascension (mi'räj) comes down to
them and by means of it they ascend to the kingdom of heaven."^

In the Risålat ut-tair, after distinguishing between the different kinds of
friendship, the author gives advice and counsel (wasiyya) to the
brothers of truth. The next phase of the treatise is expressed in the form
of a story, hadit, based on the tale of the ring-dove, in which Ibn Sina
illustrates the definition of solidarity and brotherhood and the way of
spirituality and its goal, the ascension 0mi'räj) of the soul.

In conclusion the Ixwän as-safä explain in the forty-fifth treatise
that the end of the way is the level attained by the brothers after the age
of fifty years and that this is the equivalent of the mi'räj.

D. The similarity of the discourse of Ibn Sina and the
second treatise of the Ixwän as-safä, the treatise on
geometry
In the second treatise the Ixwän emphasize the fact that one human
being is not able to cope with all aspects of life alone and that a human
life is a very short time to learn all the sciences and crafts. Therefore the
individual is compelled to live within a society to which he contributes
his share and depends on others to guarantee certain of his needs in a
way in which everyone enjoys the fruits of solidarity. The authors apply
this to the spiritual world and to the spiritual advancement of the human
being in a circle of morally responsible individuals. They maintain that
when an individual has fallen into this world of perversion through the
sin of his father, Adam, he needs brotherly help to be delivered from it
and elevated to the world of the spheres or seven heavens and the
highest dwelling in proximity with the angels. The brothers are his
counselors and friends who are acquainted with religious matters and
learned men who are familiar with the realities of the next world. They
know how to help an individual by guiding him away from the abyss of

Rasä'il, ibid., p. 57.
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calamity in the material world and leading him to the higher world. In
order to illustrate these matters they refer to the story of the ring-dove:
"Pay attention to the story of the ring-dove which is found in the book
of Kali la and Dimna and how the birds escaped from the snare, because
it is by means of it that we confirm the truth of our words."68

In order to explain this likeness they say that when the sages tell an
allegory about worldly matters (as is the case with the story of the ring¬
dove) their aim is always to discuss matters of the next world. By
making allegories and telling stories they are adapting the level of their
message to the intellectual level of people at a particular time and place.
Thus they hold discussions in a form suited to the understanding of
their audience.

In the discussion above some important points have been raised.
One is that following the way of perfection and the way of spiritual
beings on one's own does not lead to an ability to see the light. The
traveler on this way needs solidarity and partnership as well as the
brotherhood of like-minded and pure friends, because one person
cannot know all things and life is too short to make it possible to
acquire an understanding of everything. It is precisely to illustrate this
thesis that the Ixwän evoke the example of human society in which a
man alone cannot succeed in fulfilling all his needs but is compelled to
participate in a circle of giving and taking, in which the members
support one another in proportion to their abilities. It is therefore that
the Ixwän maintain that in order to attain the level of perfection there
must be a group in which the members assist one another in perfecting
one another, as they advance to a succession of different spiritual
stations.

In the Risälat ut-tair Ibn Sina first refers to the assembly of the
brothers and develops the theme that they must become united at heart
and help each other in self-perfection. He says that individuals must use
their inner strength to become one themselves and one by one must
bring their faculties from potentiality to realization. Then he explains
that the expression 'becoming a bird' means that one must leave the
bestial world and go in the direction of the world of the angels. This
involves abandoning the snares of the world of perversion. He shows by
means of the story which he has included in the treatise that without the
help of the brothers of truth the imprisoned bird would never have
found the way to liberation from the cage and the world of perversion.
It is in catching sight of them that he discovers his own imprisonment.
He learns the way of liberation from them and with them he keeps
himself safe from the danger of the hunter. The birds guide one
another on the way and thus avoid danger. Ultimately they reach each

68 Rasä'il, vol. I, p. 100.
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of the levels they are seeking for, that is, they leave the proximity of
Satan or they release themselves from the snare. The bird flies to the
world of heaven, traverses its expanse and reaches the highest heaven.
He even comes near the angels and at the last stage succeeds in meeting
the great king. The Ixwän as-safä say that the ring-dove is the material
symbol of the story and emphasize that the allegory corresponds to the
measure of understanding of the listeners. Their aim in recounting the
story of the dove is to illustrate a spiritual theme, but they never openly
state it. Ibn Sina uses the story for the same reason. However, he
specifically informs his listeners of his spiritual interpretation as a flight
of the spirit to the world of the angels, while the Ixwän only refer to it
in the form of the story of the ring-dove. Ibn Sina formulates their
spiritual intention and illustrates it with the story of the journey of the
birds and calls the bird (which is the symbol of the particular soul
which has been made aware) "I". By this means he explicitly states
and openly demonstrates the underlying spiritual meaning of the
Ixwän.

Thus it has been shown that Ibn Sina has developed ideas implied in
the treatise of the Ixwän as-safä and demonstrated that the way of the
spiritual journey of the individual cannot be undertaken alone. It must
be carried out within a united group of individuals, who have banded
together in a mutual spiritual agreement in which they claim one
lineage and origin and exercise a single will. Within the framework of
the mutual spiritual agreement formed without the intervention of the
bestial soul it is possible for a single person or a lone bird to uproot the
world of perversity through solidarity and cooperation. Thus in his
treatise he proceeds to an intelligible formulation and elucidation of the
matters discussed by the Ixwän in their second and forty-fifth treatises.

E. The influence of the style of composition of the
twenty-second treatise on the Risälat ut-tair
Previously it was recalled that the Risälat ut-tair is unique among the
works of Ibn Sina as regards the style of composition, even though
some scholars include it in the collection of his allegorical works, like
Hayy ibn Yaqzän and Salämän wa Absäl. However the truth of the
matter is that Salämän wa Absäl, which we only know through the
commentary by Xuäja Nasir ud-dinTüä, and Hayy ibn Yaqzän are both
stories in which the author tries to describe the spiritual world by means
of allegory and therefore is clearly fall into the category. This
definition does not suit the Risälat ut-tair, because allegory forms only
one part of the treatise, the other consisting of logic.
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It is interesting to note that Ibn Sina's combination of logic and
allegory finds a precedent in the twenty-second treatise of the Ixwän
as-safä, which treats of the creation of the animals and their division
into species. From the point of view of style of composition this treatise
of the Ixwän as-safä is also unique among treatises of this collection. It
begins with a logical exposition followed by an allegorical section, the
purpose of which is to provide an illustration of the argument stated in
the logical section. The first section presents a detailed account of how
the animals were created with a relatively long passage devoted to the
bird. The authors then broach the subject of the creation of Adam in a
discussion based mainly on the holy books of religion. The subject is
then treated in a completely allegorical manner with the aim of
illustrating the question of whether man is truly the noblest of creatures
or whether in many contexts other animals are nobler, in which case
man ought not to have rights or dominion over them. In conclusion
there is a discussion on how the man who is the vice-regent of God on
earth should be and how it is possible to reach this station. In the
explanation and portrayal of this subject each of the animals and birds
gives an account of the special qualities and abilities of each species in
allegorical language and describes the forms of cruelty inflicted on
them by man who is said to be higher than all others. They do this
before king Birasp Hakim Säh-i Mardän to whom they complain.

Thus this treatise is organized so that the subjects presented in the
chapter consisting of propositions expressed in logical manner are
accompanied by all the proofs and testimony of scientific and logical
nature. In the second section the same subjects are presented with
images in which each animal and bird gives an account of the faculties
of his species. In the end the spiritual point of the treatise, which is how
to elevate the human spirit, has been stated as a logical proposition and
then illustrated by an allegorical story.

F. The Risälat ut-taix and the forty-eighth treatise
The Ixwän as-safä believe that the salvation of the subtle spirit (ruh al-
latif) or soul from the world of perversion and darkness is only
possible, if the individual learns how to bring the mount which is the
body into the service of the rider which is the spirit in order to ride
away. This becomes possible when the individual succeeds in obtaining
help and companionship. In defining solidarity, the Ixwän stress that
mutual assistance between two individuals leads them both to greater
fulfillment, and in the process dispersed and scattered bodies gather
strength which is transformed into a united energy. With their intellects
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they succeed in achieving a united counsel and plan until all of them
become like a single body and spirit.69 Concerning the motive for
uniting with the aim of companionship they say: "Then each one of
them sees and learns rightly that regarding himself he will not attain
perfect fulfillment, that which he wants of righteous life in the world
and achieving victory and salvation in the other world except by the
joining together of each one of them with his friend."70

The Ixwän emphasize that the brothers are like members of one

body which reaches perfection when all the members have reached
perfection. In other words the perfection of the assembly as one body
and one single identity implies the perfection of each of the members.
In order to be able to maintain this state of companionship the brothers
adopt a testament binding them to treat one another with love and to
desire the same thing for each other. The friend of one is the friend of
all and they all join in the capturing of one another's enemy. They
avoid those who seek things for themselves.

In the pledge of union between the Ixwän as-safä it is said that the
Ixwän hold one opinion and one faith and religion and that they have
made a contract and a covenant which binds them to help each other
and act as one man in every matter. In fact the Ixwän as-safä show by
their definition of brotherhood that they are trying to re-establish the
state of joining and union in which they lived before the fall of the soul
into the material world.

In the forty-eighth treatise it is said that the soul has fallen from its
elevated level in the spiritual world and become a particular drowned in
the sea of matter and captured in the darkness of the water. After
leaving the state of union in the spiritual world souls have become
dispersed in this world with each one advancing on the way in the
company of the body in which it has been imprisoned. Ibn Sina
presents a similar reasoning in the Risä lat ut-tair. According to him the
birds were together in union before they met the hunter and fell into
the snare. By falling into the hunter's snare they become separated
from each other.

According to the treatise of the Ixwän as-safä, each individual only
thinks of himself in the circumstances of life in the world and works for
his own material advancement. They compare them to passengers on
board a ship which suddenly breaks up in the middle of the ocean. The
passengers are thrown into the waves. One searches for a rope while
another climbs onto the shoulder of a fellow passenger and, because of
the strength of their fear and dread, each one thinks only of himself.
They do not remember the circumstances in which they lived

69 Cf. Rasail, vol. IV, p. 169.
70 Rasä'il, ibid., p. 170.
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previously. This is the state of souls in this world.71 In the Risälat at-
tair, in the section of the story, it is said:

"We hastened towards them and fell down into snares. Suddenly the rings closed
around our necks, and the fetters entangled our wings, and the cords tightened
around our feet. We hurried to move, but what we gained was more distress: we

consigned our bodies to non-being and each of us busied himself with his own work
and we held our hearts empty of the sorrow over agreement. We were like this for a

time, until we became used to the trap and became quiet in our cages."

In the forty-eighth treatise the exile of the spirit and the pain caused by
loneliness in this world is said to result from the fact that the soul is an

alien which has become entangled in the corporeal world with its
misfortunes of the body and perversion of matter. The author likens
the situation of the soul to that of the alien sage in a foreign city who
has fallen in love with a corrupt woman. She is preoccupied with eating
and drinking day and night, and she wears fine clothing and lives in an
expensive mansion. The sage gives her everything for her
improvement, because of the excessive love which he has for her. He
works for this goal day and night, until he totally forgets that he must
take care of his own soul and that he must work for the city which he
has left. He even forgets his own family as well as the joy he had
experienced and the riches he had acquired in his own city.

The Risälat ut-tair describes the relationship between the exile of the
spirit and its imprisonment in the prison of matter in the same manner.

At this point we can quote the comments of the Ixwän as-safä on the
subject of the imprisonment and enslavement of the soul: The soul is a

spiritual substance which is without need of water, food and clothing. It
lives by means of its own essence, but when it enters into composition
as support for the body it must work with it and compromise because
of its needs and at that time must endure every disgrace and contempt,
so that the body can be assured of its livelihood. The spirit does not
experience peace except when it devotes itself to educating and training
the body, because the needs of the body do not cease until the last day
of its life. As a result a time for caring for the affairs of the spirit never
comes. Therefore the individual needs a sage (hakim) to teach him how
to save the spirit from the tyranny of the desires of the body.72

The forty-eighth treatise of the Ixwän as-safä explains how the spirit,
after having been dormant in the snare for a time, is awakened from its
sleep of neglect. In perceiving its own essence and becoming aware of

71 Cf. Rasä'il, ibid., p. 185.
72 Cf. Rasä'il, ibid., p. 183 f.
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its substance, it discovers that it is in exile in this world of matter and
darkness, and as a result:

"They with their souls breathed the air of that world. It was a total pleasure, so

that they wished to be united with it and they were disgusted with being inside
the body. They withdrew from the pleasures of the world and wished to die, so

that they could leave their bodies and escape from the darkness of the corporeal
state."7-'

And Ibn Sina in the Risälat ut-tair expresses exactly the same feelings
in the language of the imprisoned bird at the moment when it sees the
birds flying in the air and recalls its past days: . . their lives were
purified. They reminded me of what I had forgotten and it spoiled all
that to which I had become accustomed. It troubled me so that I was

dissolved with grief or my soul departed from me with regret."
In both texts memory of the past and of freedom causes the

spirit/bird to experience such longing that it wishes to die immediately
and break all the bonds attached to its feet.

The Ixwän as-safä compare this state with the state of prisoners who,
after spending years in the dungeon of a prison, suddenly witness the
sunrise at dawn.

G. The Madinat al-fäzila and the city of the Great
King
The forty-eighth treatise reports that the foundation of the spiritual
Madinat al-fäzila, the city in which the Ixwän as-safä live together in
solidarity and union, is located in the country of the lord of the nämüs
al-akbar, who is described as he "who is the king of souls and
bodies" 74 The inhabitants of the city are described as a group of
philosophers who do good works and who are knowledgeable about
matters of the soul and its states, and all of them are said to have a good
and beautiful character. The city is not situated on the coast, so that it
will not be threatened by the waves nor easily reached by the
inhabitants of those regions. Smoke from the surrounding cities does
not cover it nor pollute its air, because it is located on the heights and is
the most honored of all cities. Everything that happens in the
neighboring cities reaches the eyes and ears of the people of the
spiritual city. The city is founded on the virtue of the lord, and it stands

7' Rasä'il, ibid., p. 185.
74 Rasä'il, ibid., p. 171.
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on truthfulness in speech and faith, and its pillars have been fortified by
faithfulness and trustworthiness.75

However, when the building of the city has been completed it
becomes necessary to construct the ship of salvation, the means by
which the body (jasad) will be transferred to the Madinat al-fäzila,
which is the dwelling place of spirits. The way to the city is open to the
person whose knowledge is of the same measure as that of the Ixwän
as-safä, and the person who wishes to enter the city must pass the
fortification moat by entering into the science of the soul and
knowledge of the essence of the soul.

It is obvious that the city is a completely spiritual construction with
no earthly reality in the material world. Its great height is a symbol of
its being honored and unattainable. Sometimes it is said to be ruled
over by a king designated as king of the nämüs al-akbar and sometimes
by a great leader (sar' al-a' iam) who is the king of the city. It
corresponds to the way in which the philosophers identify the Universal
Intellect, which is referred to as the Great King (malik al-a'zam) by Ibn
Sina. In this context the ship of salvation is the means by which spirits
are transferred to the world of spiritual beings. This ship is not really a

ship but represents the body {jasad) itself. In fact, in this analogy the
body has been endowed with spiritual characteristics, so that it can

provide transportation for the spirit to its place of origin. This
corresponds exactly to the account which in the section of the story in
the Risälat ut-tair, Ibn Sina gives of the spiritual journey of the bird:

"Until the day when I looked through the meshes of the nets and I saw a group of
birds that had removed their heads and wings from the fetters and had come out of
their cages, ready to fly. The reminders of the old straps were still tied to their feet,
but this did not hinder them, for they were bound together through freedom, nor did
it bother them as their lives were purified. They reminded me of what I had forgotten
and it spoiled all that to which I had become accustomed. It troubled me so that I
was dissolved with grief or my soul departed from me with regret."

In fact the bird of Ibn Sina considers the assembly of birds to be a ship
of salvation and he learns from them how he can also be united with the

ship.

H. The Risälat ut-tair and the forty-fourth treatise
In the forty-fourth treatise a parable is told in order to give an account
of the place of origin of the spirit and its relation to spiritual

75 Cf. Rasä'il, ibid., p. 172.
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individuals. In the parable a reference is made to a city which is
situated on the peak of a mountain on an island. In that city there is no
amassing of great fortunes, and the inhabitants act as brothers and
family towards each other and are, in fact, all descendants of one single
man. These people treat each other with love, friendship and fellowship,
and there is no harshness, jealousy nor enmity between them.76

Now compare this description with the description which in the
introduction of the Risälat ut-tair, Ibn Sina gives of the brothers of
truth: "except for the brothers of Truth who are assembled by divine
kinship and brought together by celestial closeness. They have
observed the truth with the inner sight and cleansed their innermost
secret from all stain of doubt."

The treatise of the Ixwän as-safä says that one day some of the
brothers were travelling by ship. Their ship was wrecked and they were
thrown up on an island in which one could find all forms of natural
beauty and food. However, the inhabitants of the island were monkeys
who were the opposite of the first group. Their behavior was bad, they
lied and only desired material gains. The materialistic monkeys forged
ties with the brothers and they had children together and the monkeys
bound their feet so that they were obliged to remain where they were.77
The situation of the brothers on the island of the monkeys is described
by the Ixwän in exactly the same way as the birds in the snare of the
hunter by Ibn Sina.

In the Rasä'il the brothers remain on the island of the monkeys,
until one day one of them has a dream, and in the dream he sees how
he returns to the city from which he came and how his family comes to
welcome him. When they see him, they think he is ill and understand
that they cannot bring him into the city in his present condition. They
remove his clothing and wash him in a well at the gate of the city. They
clothe him in new clothing, seat him on a mount and bring him into the
city.78

Compare this subject with the words of Ibn Sina, when he witnesses
the brothers in a state of flight in the sky and how they help him, so
that he succeeds in escaping from prison and fleeing as far as possible
from the snare of the hunter, and how they set out on a trip to the city
of the angels.

There are two points which should be noted here. One is that in the
Rasä'il of the Ixwän the individual is made aware of his condition by
means of a dream and in the Risälat ut-tair the imprisoned brother
becomes aware of his past situation by the testimony of the freed

76 Rasä'il, ibid., p. 37.
77 Rasä'il, ibid., p. 38.
78 Cf. Rasä'il, ibid., p. 38.
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brothers and receives help. Thus both stories emphasize the principle
of being awakened and becoming aware in prison. The second point is
that in the treatise of the Ixwän as-safä the individual is helped by his
brothers, so that he can enter the city on the mountain, and in the
Risälat ut-tair the brothers of truth (who descend from one father and a

single spiritual principle) help the imprisoned bird, so that he can flee
to the city of the great king.

In the treatise of the Ixwän as-safä, when the individual becomes
awakened and sees himself in the midst of the monkeys, he becomes
very sorrowful; in the Risalat ut-tair the individual becomes so
sorrowful that he wishes to remove his body which fits like a shirt.

In the treatise of the Ixwän as-safä the process of becoming aware is
described as occurring in such a way, that when the particular soul is
made whole and aware of itself and wakes up from its sleep of neglect,
it comes to understand its state of exile in the corporeal world. Then it
regards the world of spiritual beings and witnesses its own spiritual
form as it was before the bonds of the material prison were tied and
sees intellectual colors and shades. All this makes him eager to fly.

The treatise of the Ixwän as-safä speaks of the states which the
individual meets on the way, after he has been made aware and has
become an ascetic who meditates. It discusses how he desires with all
his heart to return to the city but is unable to set out on the journey. He
must find a kindred soul who will unite with him as a brother. Then
when he finds a brother and recounts his dream, this helps the brother
to remember what he had forgotten. They discuss between themselves
how to escape from the island and set out on the road of return. They
make a pact between themselves in which they pledge never to follow
the road of weakness and decrepitude and to strive to the end of the
road. They invite others to join them as brothers and build a ship so
that they can escape from the island. First they awaken the memory of
the brothers and convince them of the necessity of the task. When there
are enough of them, they cut down some trees, which symbolize
parents, family, connections and attachments, in order to build a ship,
so they can return to their own country.

I. The bird in the forty-fourth treatise
An interesting aspect of the forty-fourth treatise in relation to the
Risälat ut-tair is the account of the bird on the island of the monkeys.
In the story it is reported that the population of monkeys is ruled by a
large bird. Whenever it wants to eat it hunts down a monkey and this
could happen at any time of the night or day. On one occasion when
the brothers, aware of their state of exile and preparing to return to
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their city of origin, are cutting down trees and building a ship out of
logs, the bird makes an attack with the intention of capturing a
monkey. Instead it seizes one of the men and flies off with him in
order to eat him. During the flight he becomes aware that his prey is
not a monkey but a man. He flies with him until they reach the city
from which the man originated. There the bird sets him down on the
ground near his relatives and friends and returns to the island.79

In the treatise the Ixwän as-safä explicate this allegory by
interpreting the island as a metaphor of the world and the people living
in the world as the monkeys and the friends of God (awliyä alläh) as
the shipwrecked men who have been washed ashore on the island. The
city on the summit of the mountain, which is the city of origin of the
friends of God, is the dwelling of future life and the bird represents
death.

In conclusion it can be observed that, despite the relative silence of
the biographers, not only was Ibn Sina acquainted with the Rasä'il
ixwän as-safä but he had studied them so carefully that they formed
part of his intellectual stock. In writing the Risälat ut-tair he does not
refer to the different chapters of the Rasä 'il of the Ixwän point by point
in a specific manner, but he obviously had the contents of the Rasä'il
present in his mind. It should be noted that in the end Ibn Sina draws a
different conclusion in the Risälat ut-tair from that of the Ixwän. The
Ixwän use the bird as a symbol of death by which the purified
individual is transferred to the city of origin at the end of the path of
his life. For Ibn Sina the spiritual phenomenon of becoming a bird can
occur even in the material world. In other words, despite the bonds on
his feet which are an expression for the ties of breathing and life, the
individual can reach the city of the great king and there experience
prophethood. At this level he is relieved of many of the sensual
temptations, and he is able to attain to a life suffused by light, the
source of which is the Universal Intellect.

For the Ixwän as-safä the risälat ut-tair is the mission (risäla) of
return (ma'äd) with the help of the angel of death, who is identified as a
bird, and for Ibn Sina the risälat ut-tair is the mission (risäla) of
reaching the state of prophethood and the perfect man. The Ixwän as-

safä believe that one must die in order to return to the city of origin,
while Ibn Sina believes that even during one's lifetime it is possible to
journey to that city and meet the great king but that it is not possible to
dwell there continuously.

The point on which Ibn Sina is in complete agreement with the
Rasä'il ixwän as-safä is that the way can be traveled only within the
context of brotherhood, that is, with the assistance of pure or true

79 Cf. Rasä'il, ibid., p. 39.
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brothers. They maintain that by experiencing the world of union and
brotherhood in the material world it is possible to experience union in
the world of lights and reach the city of the great king. Thus ultimately
the Risälat ut-tair is a treatise about brotherhood and the uniting of
spiritual faculties with the purpose of finding release from the prison of
matter and joining the bird of the spirit. Definite proof of the
relationship between the two texts is provided by the commentary in
Persian of this treatise by Sahlän Saw, judge, philosopher and devotee
of Ibn Sina. In explicating the introduction of the treatise about true
and hypocritical friends he repeats word for word the discussion of the
Ixwän on the subject of the solidarity of the pure brothers, the only
difference being that one is in Arabic and the other in Persian. Thus
the use of the words of the Ixwän to explain Ibn Sina's text is a

testimony that in the opinion of Sahlän Saw the Ixwän and Ibn Sina
were in complete agreement on many points.
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CHAPTER IX

The Risälat ut-tair and the Mi'räj-näma

Ibn Sina's second source of inspiration for his Risälat ut-tair after the
Qur'än is the story of the Night-Journey of Muhammad as tradited by
traditionalists (muhadditün) like al-Buxäri and Qur'än commentators like
at-Tabari. This story has been interpreted and explicated in different
ways by scholars representing every school of thought in Islam from the
philosophers to the theologians. In the Mi'räj-näma attributed to Ibn Sina
this spiritual journey has been described and explicated from the
viewpoint of philosophy and expressed in the same spirit and with the
same vocabulary that is found in Ibn Sina's philosophical writings.

There are different opinions among scholars as to whether or not Ibn
Sina really is the author of the Mi'räj-näma. One of the reasons for these
differences is that Jüzjäni in the Risäla-yi sargudast does not list this
particular treatise among the works of Ibn Sina nor is it mentioned by
Ibn Abi Usaibi'a, whose main source of information is Jüzjäni. Another
reason for hesitation in attributing it to Ibn Sina is that a number of
scholars believe that there are inconsistencies in the style of composition
and the vocabulary between it and works known to have been written by
Ibn Sina.1 Some of these scholars attribute the Mi'räj-näma to Abu'l-
Muzaffar Mansür ibn Ardaslr Tbädi, who died in 547 A. H. and who is
famous as the author of the book Süfi-näma. 2 As evidence for this they
adduce the testimony of a manuscript of this text which was found in the
library of Muräd Muhammad Buxäri in which this work is attributed to
'Ibädl.3 Other scholars attribute the Mi'räj-näma to Suhrawardi. Häjji
Xallfa in his Kasfuz-zunün counts it among the works of Ibn Sina.4

Mäyil-Heravi, who published a critical text edition of the Mi'räj-näma,
is among those scholars who are certain that it should be attributed to Ibn
Sina. In justification of his position he refers to an old manuscript,
Majma' ul-bahrain, which is attributed to Abarkühi. There Abarkühi
mentions that one of his students gave him Mi'räj-näma by Ibn Sina and

1 Cf. Mahdawl, Fihrist, p. 297.
2 Cf. Ibn Sina, Mi'räj-näma, ed. Mäyil-Heravi, p. 69.
3 Minuvi, consequently believed that the author of the text is 'Ibädl. He has provided

a microfilm of a manuscript of the Mi'räj-näma which is attributed to 'Ibädl. Cf.
Dänispazüh, Fihrist-i nusxahä-yi kitäbxäna-yi däniskada-yi huqüq wa 'ulüm-i siyäsi wa

iqtisädi, p. 199-200; cf. Tbädi, Süfi-näma, p. 23.
4 Cf. Häjji Xalifa, Kasf az-znun, vol. III, col. 898.
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asked him to rewrite it in a more comprehensible style so that he could
understand it. Mäyil-Heravi compares the text of Abarkühi with the one
which is attributed to Ibn Sina and concludes that the same individual is
the author of both epistles. He notes, however, that the language of the
version attributed to Ibn Sina is clearer and more eloquent than the one
rewritten by Abarkühi.5

In order to show whether or not the Mi'räj-näma is one of Ibn Sina's
works or whether it was written by one of the other above-mentioned
scholars, we shall examine the arguments for and against the authorship
of each one.

'Ibädi was one of the learned men of the sixth century and was
famous for his sermons in the whole realm of the Islamic empire.6 His
book Süfi-näma, written in Persian, reflects the influence of Ibn Sina's
philosophical thoughts in a way which shows that he was an adherent of
Ibn Sina, although he died one hundred and nineteen years after Ibn
Sina. As an example of similarities he mentions ten phases in the practice
of following the way and restricts the first phase to will (iräda) exactly as
Ibn Sina did done.7 The objection could be raised that al-Qusairi who
was a also Süfi master held the same opinion about the power of will
(iräda) in regard to the path of Süfism and could equally have exercised
influence on 'Ibädi. Al-Qusairi could not have influenced Ibn Sina
because his Risälat al-Qusairiya was written in 437 A. H. which is about
a decade after the death of Ibn Sina. However, it should not be forgotten
that Ibn Sina himself was influenced by some of the Süfi masters of his
time or by a Süfi doctrine in general, and it could be suggested that
'Ibädi followed the same school. This would make sense if there were no

further resemblance between the doctrine of Ibn Sina and that of the

Süfi-näma. However 'Ibädi follows Ibn Sina's advice on spiritual
development as presented in the last three chapters of the first book of
al-Isärät wa't-tanbihät where he demonstrates the ten practical phases
which a follower (murid) should master. Moreover 'Ibädi is among those
Süfis who emphasize the importance of purity of intellect and believe
that the path (tariqa) is a way which should be followed in cooperation
with the pure intellect and sari'a. A typical statement illustrating the
similarity of thought between the two works is found in the chapter on
the intellect at the beginning of the Süfi-näma: "Know that the
foundation of the way which they have smoothed is purity of intellect
and the aid of the law (sari'a) for this path (tariqa) is a narrow way in
the middle of the highway of mankind."8

5 Cf. Ibn Sina, Mi'räj-näma, ed. Mäyil-Heravi, p. 72.
6 Cf. 'Ibädi, Süfi-näma, ed. Yüsufi, p. 17.
7 Cf. Ibn Sina, Kitäb al-isärät wa' t-tanbihät, p. 202.
8 Cf. 'Ibädi, Süfi-näma, p. 4.
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Likewise, 'Ibä di's opinion about apostleship is very much
reminiscent of Ibn Sina's doctrine on the same matter. In the chapter on

prophethood and mission (risäla) 'Ibach says: "For man the ultimate
goal is prophethood and mission which they liken to the First Intellect
and Universal Matter and when one reaches it all at once one turns away
from the government of the bodies and in everything follows the
command of spiritual essences."9

Beside the fact that 'Ibach has been influenced by Ibn Sina's ideas in
the Süfi-näma, he also uses a likeness which is identical with one found
in the introduction of the Mi'räj-näma. In the Mi'räj-näma it is
emphasized that if a person wishes to follow a road to a goal he must
enter onto the right road so that he will reach the desired result.10 The
author points out that the person who wishes to go to Bagdad cannot set
out on the road to Samarqand. In this way he wants to demonstrate that
one cannot expect to experience the mi'raj which is an intellectual matter
in a flight of corporeal nature because the body lacks the intellectual
faculty. Therefore one must carry out an intellectual command by means
of the intellect. As it is stated in the Mi'räj-näma: "if a person wishes to
go to Bagdad and sets out on the Samarqand road, he or she will not
reach Bagdad. But when a person sets out on the Bagdad road, he or she
reaches the destination."11

'Ibädi uses this same likeness to show that one cannot reach tariqa
except by first observing sari'a. Then, in the same passage, in order to
explain more, he uses again a likeness which is not found directly in the
Mi'räj-näma but may have the same implication. He says if a person
wishes to climb up on a roof and destroys the ladder and, instead of
using a ladder, he tries to pull himself up the wall by clutching at it with
his hands and teeth, he will not succeed. Here we quote the text of the
Süfi-näma: "It is like the person who wishes to go up onto a roof and
destroys the ladder to the roof and pulls himself up the face of the wall.
Although he struggles for a long time and pulls himself up, he falls down
in one moment."12

'Ibädi uses the expression 'ladder' (nardabän) which is the equivalent
of mi'räj. Aside from these similarities the language of the Süfi-näma and
even much of the vocabulary is like that of the Mi'räj-näma.

However by comparing the language and the style of composition of
the Mi'räj-näma and the Süfi-näma it is easy to see that these two treatises
were written by two different authors. Examples of language differences
include the usage of andar in the Mi'räj-näma and dar in the Süfi-näma

9'Ibädi, ibid., p. 209.
10 Cf. Ibn Sina, Mi'räj-näma, p. 97
11 Ibn Sina, Mi'räj-näma, p. 97.
12 'Ibädi, Süfi-näma, p. 21.
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while the former prefers the verb form buwad in the same contexts in
which the latter uses basad. Further, the style of the Mi'räj-näma reveals
an older style of writing in which the sentences are short, simple and non¬
technical with the frequent usage of hami while the indirect object is
placed after the verb. Often a few short phrases are joined together by
one verb in clause-final position. The Süfi-näma shows a later style of
writing with longer and more elaborated sentences, usage of Arabic
terms, the presence of saj' and with a more fixed word order of subject,
object, verb. A comparison of the two texts shows that the former has the
typical characteristics of the fourth and beginning of the fifth century
while the latter shows a later development in technical style of writing
which began by the beginning of the sixth century. Moreover the two
treatises differ completely in style as the author of the Mi'räj-näma
seldom directly quotes a tradition (hadlt) or a verse of the Qur'än but in
the Süfi-näma quotations from these sources can be found on nearly
every page.

Aside from all these similarities and differences it is hard to believe
that the author of the two books could be the same person as they present
two different doctrines in terms of the Ascension of the Prophet
Muhammad. Ibn Sina, emphasizes that it was a spiritual journey which
occurred by means of the intellect13 while in 'Ibädi's point of view, it
was physical and took less than an hour.14 Therefore these two writings
are completely and fundamentally different as regards both form and
content and it is impossible to assume that the author of these two works
could be one and the same person. The Süfi-näma is a work on Süfism
which presents the world view of a Süfi and the Mi'räj-näma is a
philosophical and mystical work expressing the viewpoint of the
philosopher/mystic.

Some scholars attribute the Mi'räj-näma to Suhrawardi. Mahdawi says
in refuting the attribution to Suhrawardi that in an old manuscript of the
National Library with number 992 which has recently come to light it is
recounted that the author of the Mi'räj-näma died before the year 584 A.
H. Now Suhrawardi passed away in 587. Mahdawi considers this
manuscript to belong to the works attributed to Ibn Sina and he includes
it among some writings which are associated with the work of Ibn Sina
but for which there is no certainty. Here he gives two other names for the
Mi'räj-näma which are the Itbät an-nubuwwa and the Mursid al-kifäya.15
Aside from the testimony of this manuscript there is a clear difference
between the language of Ibn Sina in the Mi'räj-näma and Suhrawardi's
works in Persian. First Suhrawardi makes much use of Arabic words in

13 Cf. Ibn Sina, Mi'räj-näma, p. 119.
14 Cf. 'Ibädl, Süfi-näma, p. 122 f.
13 Cf. Mahdawi, Fihrist, p. 297.
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his treatises. For example when Ibn Sina uses words like words xuäb and
bidäri as in the Mi'räj-näma Suhrawardi employs the expressions yaqza
and nawm. Further, in the Mi'räj-näma words like zafän (tongue),
nibistan (to write), andar (in), andar yäft, andar yäwad (to understand),
räh yäwad (may find), üftäd (happened), buwad, äyad (the last three in
the meaning of 'become') are found and they are absent from the works
of Suhrawari. Furthermore, Suhrawardi often quotes the traditions and
the verses of the Qur'än. Over and above these traits the manner of
phraseology in the works of Suhrawardi differs radically from that of the
Mi'räj-näma and, in fact, the language of the Mi'räj-näma has all the
earmarks of the prose of an earlier period.

A. The linguistic evidence for the authorship of Ibn
Sina

Aside from the fact that Jüzjäni omits Mi'räj-näma from his list of Ibn
Sina's works, the principle evidence against attributing the authorship of
the treatise to Ibn Sina has been the feeling that the language differs
from his other works in Persian such as the Dänis-näma. After closely
examining the contents as well as the linguistic evidence it seems to me
hard to deny that it is the work of Ibn Sina. In fact the similarities of
content and form of composition between the Mi'räj-näma and the other
Persian works of Ibn Sina far outnumber the differences. In order to

justify this statement it is necessary to compare the contents and language
of the, Mi'räj-näma with the other Persian books of Ibn Sina to establish
the similarities.

The works which can be attributed to Ibn Sina with certainty are the
Rag-sinäsi, which was written in Fardajän according to Jüzjäni, and, the
Dänis-näma-yi 'Alä'i begun in Isfahan by Ibn Sina and completed by
Jüzjäni. And the Risäla-yi nafs, a kind of paraphrase of the Kitäb Ma'äd,
also written in Isfahän. Thus we have a sufficient amount of material at

hand to compare the language of Ibn Sina in his Persian writings with
that of the Mi'räj-näma.

The treatise of Rag-sinäsi begins with an introduction which resembles
that of the treatise of Mi'räj-näma in several respects sipäs mar äjridgär rä
wa sitäyis mar ü-rä wa durüd bar paigämbar-i guzida wa ahl-i bait wa

yäran-i ü ("Thanks to the Creator and praise to him and greetings to the
selected Prophet and his family and his friends.")16

The introduction of the treatise of the Mi'räj-näma is as follows: sipäs
xudäwand-i äsmän wa zamin rä wa sitäyis dahanda-yi jän wa tan wa
durüd bar paigämbar-i guzida-yi ü Muhammad-i mustafä wa ahl-i bait

16 Ibn Sina, Risäla-yi rag-sinäsi, ed. Miskät, p. 4.
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wa yärän-i päk-i ü ("Thanks to the Lord of heaven and earth, praise to
the Bestower of spirit and body. And greetings to His selected prophet,
Muhammad the Chosen, may God bless him and his family, and to the
members of his house, and his pure companions.")17

In the Rag-sinäsi Ibn Sina says in the first chapter that God created
mankind by assembling three things: "One is the body (tan) which they
call the horse of the body (täzi-yi tan) and the trunk (jasad), then the
soul (jän) which they call the spirit (rüh) and thirdly the spirit (ruwän)
which they call nafs." Then he proceeds to speak of the coarseness of
the body and the subtlety of the soul and how the body is made up of
limbs and the limbs of humors.18

In the first chapter of the Mi'räj-näma the composition of the human
being is described:

"Know that Absolute Truth, may He be exalted, created human beings from two
different things. One is called body (tan), the other spirit (jän). He brought each from
a different world. He brought together the body by gathering the humors and
combining the elements, and He united with it the spirit, through the influence of the
Active Intelligence. He adorned the body with parts,"19

The expressions used to indicate the body, soul and spirit are identical in
the two books.

Before comparing the language of the Dänis-näma with that of the
Mi'räj-näma, it is important to mention that in writing the Dänis-näma
Ibn Sina was one of the first learned men to compose a scientific book in
Persian after the rise of Islam.20 In order to accomplish the task he
invented many Persian expressions to replace the current Arabic
equivalents that he himself had employed in his other books. A few of
these terms and expressions like busasp (dream) never came to be used
within the realm of Persian literature, but many others like ruwän, kunis
and nihäd were accepted. By comparing the language of the Dänis-näma
with that of the Mi'räj-näma, one finds many similarities in usage of
words and phraseology. Thus, for example, in both works Ibn Sina
employs the terms used in the Dänis-näma in the Mi'räj-näma, Ibn Sina
employs the terms andar yäft for 'aql (intellect) or andar yäwidan for
fahmidan (to understand).21 Usage of the term jän (soul) instead of nafs,
tan (body) for jism are some other examples of the same kind.

17 Ibn Sina, Mi'räj-näma, p. 79.
18 Ibn Sina, Risäla-yi rag-sinäsi, p. 4 f.
19 Heath, Allegory and Philosophy in Avicenna, p. 112.
20 Cf. Xatibi, "Natr-i färsi dar nima-yi duwwum-i qarn-i cahärum wa nima-yi qarn-I

panjum wa sabk-i natr-i färsi," Jasn-näma-yi Ibn Sinä, p. 317.
21.Cf. Ibn Sina, Mi'räj-näma, p. 86.
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Expressions like dänista ämad and paidä sud which emphasize that the
previous subject was made clear occur frequently in both texts. In the
Mi'räj-näma there are remarkable expressions like mahin-i hastum (the
eighth highest) for the state of fixed stars which cannot be found
anywhere else but in the terminology of Ibn Sina. Aside from these
similarities there are some points of difference such as the absence of
mar (an indication of the indirect object and one of the characteristics of
fourth-century prose) in the Mi'räj-näma. There are also differences of
style; in the Dänis-näma, Ibn Sina's main concern is to explain scientific
points in a clear and concise Persian while in the Mi'räj-näma, the
language is more elaborated with much imagery. However the two works
were written for different purposes and the differing contents required
different treatment.

In conclusion one can easily see that even with regard to language all
three works must have been composed by the same individual.

The language of the Mi'räj-näma, and the Risäla-yi nafs can also be
compared. On, the phraseology and vocabulary of the one echo that of
the other. One such example is the word ädami, which occurs in the
Mi'räj-näma and is also found in the Risäla-yi nafs while it is never used
in the other Persian works of Ibn Sina. Ibn Sina's contemporaries
referred to this word only rarely and all without exception used the words
mardum, mardumän and mardumi.22 Furthermore the two treatises are in
many ways similar from the point of view of phraseology.

B. The Qur'änic and traditional background of Mi'räj
The Mi'räj-näma, consists of an introduction and three chapters. The
third chapter can be divided into two parts, one of which consists of the
story of the Mi'räj in the manner found in earlier accounts and the other
a sentence by sentence commentary which is inserted into the story of the
Mi'räj. This work is important on the one hand because by its content
and purport it is more like the Risälat ut-tair than any of the other
treatises attributed to Ibn Sina and on the other hand the story of the
Mi'räj is an important source of inspiration to Ibn Sina in writing the
Risälat ut-tair. Therefore we will give a short presentation of the Mi'räj
which is the subject of the two treatises and then compare the contents of
the Risälat ut-tair and the Mi 'räj-näma with each other.

The story of the Mi'räj begins with the heavenly journey of
Muhammad from the Holy Mosque to the Further Mosque. In the

22 Ädami is employed by Abu Mansür Muwaffaq ibn al-Haravi in al-Abniyä 'an al-
haqäyiq al-adwiya. Cf. Hazär säl -i natr-i pärsi, vol. I, p. 60; also Sahlän Saw! employed
ädami in his Persian commentary of the Risälat ut-tair.
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opinion of a number of scholars of theology like Gazzäfi or of tradition
like at-Tabari as well as Qur'än commentators like Xuäja 'Abdullah
Ansäri, in the Tofsir kasf ul-asrär as related by Maibudi, the heavenly
journey was made by Muhammad physically in a state of wakefulness. It
is for this reason that it is regarded as one of the miracles of Muh ammad
and, in the opinion of these Islamic scholars, was an experience which
none of the Prophets before him had. Another group of scholars,
including Anis ibn Mälik, consider that it occurred when Muhammad was
neither asleep or awake.23 Earlier traditionists relate that according to the
Prophet himself he was in the Ka'ba in a state between sleep and
wakefulness when he heard Gabriel call him. In fact this is the same

tradition which Ibn Sina evokes as the basis of his story in the beginning
of the treatise of the Mi'räj-näma. Many other scholars consider that the
Mi'räj occurred while the Prophet was asleep and thereby accept the
statement by 'Äisa and Mu'äwiya that they knew that the Mi'räj occurred
in a dream. Maibudi rejects this theory in his exegetical work, the Tafsir-i
kasf ul-asrär, and adds that if the Mi'räj had taken place in a dream it
could no longer be considered as proof of a miracle because this is an

experience which could be had by anyone experience.24
Because there are two references to a dream of the Prophet in the Sära

of the Star ("Indeed he saw him another time") a number of
commentators believe that the Mi'räj occurred twice, an interpretation
which was supported by Imäm Ja'far Sädiq and other imams.25

As regards the time of the Mi'räj various different traditions have been
passed down to us. For example at-Tabari maintains that it occurred
before the Hijra prior to the birth of Fätima; he recounts that the Prophet
brought back an apple from Paradise and after he had eaten it Fätima was
conceived. When the Prophet later kissed a strand of Fätima's hair, he
said that it gave off the odor of Paradise.26 Maibudi in the Tafsir-i kasf
ul-asrär states that the Mi'räj occurred on Monday night, the 16th of
Rabi' al-awwal, one year before the Hijra. According to a tradition
(hadit) it took place on the 19th day of the month of Ramazän and one
and a half years before the Hijra.27

There is also disagreement about the starting point of the Mi'räj.
Thus some Qur'än scholars, like Maibudi in his Kasf al-asrär, have
adopted the house of Umm Häni, the daughter of the uncle of the
Prophet, and some, like at-Tabari, prefer the Ka'ba. There is no

23 Cf. Maibudi, Tafsir-i kasf ul-asrär wa 'uddat ul-abrär mansvb bi Xuäja 'Abdulläh
Ansäri, vol. V, p. 480.

24 Cf. Maibudi, ibid., p. 483.
25 Cf. Ibn Sina, Mi'räj-näma, p. 14.
26 Cf. Tarjuma-yi tafsir at-Tabari, ed. Yagmä'i, vol. II, III, p. 915-917.
27 Cf. Maibudi, Tafsir, vol. V, p. 484.
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indication in the Süra of the Night Journey of where the Further Mosque
is located but all the commentators and biographers including Ibn Hisäm
and at-Tabari and later scholars accept that it was in Jerusalem.28

The lexical meaning of mi'räj is 'ladder' and traditionally it always
refers to the heavenly journey of the Prophet which consists of two
stages. One is called al-lsrä' which refers to the night journey of the
Prophet who, mounted on the back of Buräq29 and guided by Gabriel,
journeyed to the Further Mosque. The second stage is called the Mi'räj
and begins on the roof of the Further Mosque and continues until the
Lote-tree of the Far Boundary can be seen. As documented by the
commentaries and the traditions relating to the Süra of the Night Journey
the Prophet ascended from the roof of the mosque by means of a ladder
with one rung of silver and one rung of gold. The exegetical
commentary Kasful-asrär provides the following description:

'Then Gabriel took my hand and led me to a rock. Gabriel raised his voice and called
out to Michael. Michael raised his voice and called each member of the assembly of
angels by name and they brought the ladder (mi'räj) from paradise to the heaven of
the world and from the heaven of the world they brought it to Jerusalem. The Mi 'räj
was like a ladder (nardabän) with one end resting on the rock and the other end in the
heaven of the world. One side of it was of red ruby, the other side was of green

chrysolite and one of the rungs was of gold and one of silver, one of ruby, one of
emerald and one of pearl."3°

While the word mi'räj does not occur in the Süra of the Night Journey
(ial-lsrä'), the root '-r-j does occur in various forms in other süras in the
Qur'än. It occurs once as a plural (ma'ärij) in the meaning of 'stairs'
and also as the name of a süra which refers to God as 'Lord of the

ma'ärij. The root '-r-j occurs in five other passages as finite verbs to
express the ascension of the command of God on the day whose measure
is five thousand years (Qur. 32: 5), as the antonym of nuzül 'descent'
(Qur. 34: 2; 57: 4), to express the ascension of the spirit and the angels
on the day whose measure is five thousand years (Qur. 70: 5) and to
climb up the cords to heaven (Qur. 15: 14). In summary the root '-r-j
occurs a total of seven times in the Qur'än in different forms whereas the
term mi'räj does not appear in the Qur'än.

Despite the fact that there are only a few verses dedicated to the story
of the Mi'räj of the Prophet in the Qur'än there is such an abundance of
tradited material and interpretations in the traditions (hadit) and

28 To find more examples, cf. Tafsir-i kasf ul-asrär, vol. 5, p. 487
29 Buräq is a winged animal smaller than a horse and bigger than a donkey according

to the traditionalists and the exegetes.
MaibudI, Tafsir, ibid., p. 487.
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commentaries (tafsir) that a large body of specialized literature has
grown up around this subject. The Mi'räj-näma of Ibn Sina is a

philosophical interpretation of one of these traditions with a few
additions from other sources and borrowings from the commentaries and
biographies which appeared before him. In consequence the story was
definitely not created by Ibn Sina; he simply took over the traditional
material and provided it with a philosophical commentary.

C. A comparison of the Risälat ut-tair and the story of
the Ascension in the Mi 'räj-näma
The Mi'räj-näma attributed to Ibn Sina consists of an introduction and
three chapters. The third chapter in which the story of the ascension is
presented falls into two parts, the recounting of the traditional story
accompanied by the commentary made from the viewpoint of
philosophy. It is important to note at this point that the contents of the
Mi'räj-näma are so similar to those of the Risälat ut-tair that it is possible
to use the commentary of Ibn Sina in the Mi'räj-näma as a commentary
and explanation of the Risälat ut-tair. Before exploiting the contents of
the Mi'raj-nama in the commentary of the Risälat ut-tair it is necessary
first to show the similarities of the two treatises which are the production
of the thought of one individual. Fundamentally Ibn Sina is treating
different aspects of one phenomenon. In the Mi'raj-nama he
demonstrates the ascension of a prophet who has reached the state of
perfect prophethood and in the Risälat ut-tair he explains his own
ascension and shows how he thereby has acquired the same honor and
validity of the ultimate station of prophethood or wisdom as is set forth
in the Dänis-näma and the Risäla-yi nafs.

In the Mi'räj-näma the Prophet reaches a point where he sees the
angel in person and this is the state which precedes he reaches the last
stage of perfection in his prophethood. Similarly, in the Risälat ut-tair the
traveler (the bird) journeys towards a station until he perceives the angels
in the form of birds. This is the state which precedes the arrival at the
court of the Greatest King (Malik al-A'zam). In this manner one can
conclude that the Mi'räj-näma is the description of the spiritual journey
of a Prophet who becomes more perfect in his prophethood and the
Risälat ut-tair is the philosophical journey in which the wise man
becomes enlightened; both of them must pass through several stages in
order to complete their spiritual journeys which are similar to each other
in many respects. The Mi'räj-näma opens the story of the Mi'räj with the
words of the Prophet: "I was sleeping one night in the house. It was
night with thunder and lightning. No animal made a sound, no bird
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chirped, no person was awake. I was not asleep, but lying between sleep
and wakefulness."31 Ibn Sina who interprets this as symbolizing the state
of the Prophet before the Ascension says: "That is, I had been desirous
of perceiving truths by means of insight for a long time."32

In the Risälat ut-tair the narrator says: "Will anyone among my
brothers lend an ear that I may tell him some part of my burden?"

The words of Ibn Sina which open the Risåla are those of one who
suffers from being trapped in a certain situation and who seeks the way
to salvation and freedom. His voice is that of a prisoner who seeks help.
This desire for the perception of spiritual worlds and union with the
world of light emerges with intensity in the continuation of the Risålat ut-
tair. It can easily be seen that the cry for help which the author brings
forth in pain at the beginning of the Risåla is in fact a cry for a

companion or companions with whom to share the burden of pain in the
dark prison shaped by the distance from the world of wisdom and light.
The pain is caused by separation from the source of wisdom; it involves
the feelings and understanding of the pain of awareness and awakedness
in relation to the situation in which he lives and the station towards which
he wishes to go. He is in a state of sleep and awakening. This is a

paraphrase of the same desire which Ibn Sina explains at the beginning
of the Mi'råj-nåma in the description of the state of the Prophet who had
for a long time experienced intense longing for a deeper insight into
spiritual matters.

Both the Prophet and the narrator of the Risåla are in a state of mind
in which they wish to comprehend higher levels of existence and expect
to travel this way and are searching for a companion on the way.

In the Mi'raj-nama Ibn Sina says that the night is more suitable for
understanding spiritual worlds, because at night emotional
preoccupations and physical obstacles are less obtrusive. In the
introduction of the Risålat ut-tair he states that he is seeking for a brother
with whom to share his pain but imposes the condition that he must be
pure and of the same mind so that he will be able to support him. He
then proceeds to describe what he calls false friends. In fact it is possible
to interpret the false friends of Ibn Sina as referring to the inner faculties
which are faulty, insufficient and focused on material things. At the
precise moment when they are needed they fail him. Thus the false
friends are metaphors for the vegetative soul and the animal soul which
disregard the needs of the human soul and drag the entire existence
down to degradation and meanness. This interpretation is corroborated
by the MVråj-nåma which states: '"It was a night with thunder and
lighting' means that the succor of the celestial caller prevailed, so that the

31 Heath, Allegory, p. 125.
32 Heath, ibid., p. 125.
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irascible faculty died and the faculty of imagination ceased its
operation."33

The story of Hayy ibn Yaqzän supports the interpretation that 'false
friends' are those self-same faculties of the vegetative and animal souls.
In the preface Hayy says to the author of the treatise: "These friends
who surround you and never leave you are bad companions and I am
afraid they will seduce you and you will remain in bondage to them"34
and then he specifies who the companions are that he is referring to.
("but the friend at your left is nasty, very degrading, gluttonous and
promiscuous" and that the only way to liberate oneself from them is that
"you become a traveler to the cities where they cannot go").35 Finally
he draws the conclusion that only when Ibn Sina has joined Hayy ibn
Yaqzän on the spiritual journey in which there is no place for the
vegetative or the animal soul will he be rid of these friends and travel with
true friends. Thus in Hayy ibn Yaqzän the author is once again made
aware of the existence of the false friends by Hayy, the herald of the
unseen. In the Risälat ut-tair Ibn Sina defines them and identifies their
exterior symbols. He explains that as long as the individual is a prisoner
in the bonds of desire of the vegetative and animal souls, he will naturally
associate with persons who possess these same characteristics, thus
implying that a man's exterior associates can be taken as a likeness of his
interior associates. The means of liberation from these bonds can be
found in breaking off relations with false friends and joining the true
brothers. The latter have abandoned their attachments to the world and
therefore it is easy for them to break up from their lodgings and travel
the way. They will not abandon him in time of need and will help him in
his flight toward the light.

In the introduction of the Risälat ut-tair, Ibn Sina refers to the
importance of the presence of the herald of the unseen. It is he who
summons the faculties of the human soul or the brothers of truth which
have heavenly roots and assembles both the interior faculties as well as
their exterior likenesses. In the section of the narration (.hadit) he
demonstrates the importance of the herald of the unseen who appears
here in the form of a flock of birds who have liberated themselves from
the material prison. One sees the effect of the summons on the blissfully
ignorant author of the Risälat ut-tair who believes that life in a cage and
death are the essence of life and prison the essence of freedom. From
the moment his eye catches sight of the free birds and he recalls his
previous condition the whole of his existence aches and longs for

33 Heath, Allegory, p. 125.
34 Cf. Ibn Tufail, Zinda-yi bidär, Früzänfarr, Pers. trans. "Qissa-yi Hayy ibn

Yaqzänp. 165.
35 Ibn Tufail, ibid., p. 165.
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liberation and reunion with the world of light. Here the remembrance,
which follows upon the appearance of the flock of free birds or the
brothers of truth whose project is the journey to the world of spirituality,
plays the role of the figure of the herald of the unseen as it awakens him
from his deep sleep and prepares himself for the journey.

In the Mi'raj-nama Gabriel awakens the Prophet from his sleep:
"When he reached me, he embraced me and kissed me between my two
eyes and said, 'O Sleeper, arise! How long you slumber'"36

After that Gabriel takes the Prophet on a journey towards the
appearance of God. It is worthwhile noting that the prophet rides Bura q
to Jerusalem accompanied by Gabriel who calls Muhammad his brother.
In other words both Bura q and Gabriel may symbolize the two wings of
the Prophet, one representing the faculty of 'aql-i 'ämila and 'aql-i
'älima which join him as his true brothers in order to take him to the
perfection of his prophethood. Since Ibn Sina has emphasized in his
treatises including the Mi'räj-näma that the body is the horse of the soul,
it can be concluded that Buräq may stand for the absolute perfection of
the faculties related to the physical aspects of the Prophet while Gabriel
may represent the state of the absolute completion of the soul.

In the Risälat ut-tair the imprisoned bird, upon catching sight of the
free birds, calls to them to approach him and to help him fly but they
flee from him out of fear of the hunter and his trap.

In the Mi'raj-näma Ibn Sina says in commenting on the obstinacy of
Buräq,

"That is, because I was in the physical world, I wanted to sit on it, that is, to unite
with it. But it would not accept, until the Holy Faculty cleansed me of the
preoccupations of ignorance and impediments of the body, so that I became pure and,
through it, attained the emanation and beneficence of the Active Intelligence."37

In the Risälat ut-tair the imprisoned bird wins the acceptance of the birds
whom he needs to serve as his wings in flight by recalling and declaring
that also he is aware of the ancient covenant which God made with the
sons of Adam on the first day, the recollection of the covenant of "am I
not your Lord? They said, Yes" (Qur. 7: 172)In this context the
recollection of these words means breaking the chains of bondage of the
animal and bestial souls (Satan) and joining in the service of God
because it is stipulated in the covenant that the sons of Adam will accept
only God as their Provider. It is a declaration that the imprisoned bird
wishes to be united with the active intellect and light.

36 Ibn Tufail, Zinda, p. 126.
37 Heath, Allegory, p. 127.
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The Mi'räj-näma illustrates how the Prophet is afraid of being
imprisoned once more by his enemy (Satan) and Gabriel assures him that
he will not be delivered into the hands of his enemy and requests him to
be observant and courageous. Ibn Sina interprets this as follows: "That
is, illuminate the faculty of memory and obey me so that I may remove
difficulties from you"38

In the Risälat ut-tair the enemy is given a visible form in the hunter
and the birds in the snare symbolize how he strives to keep them in the
bondage of animal desires.

In the Mi'raj-näma the Prophet tells Gabriel: "O Brother, an enemy
has taken control of me" From the point of view of philosophy and
religion the enemy is Satan who has been aiming at the destruction of the
souls of man. Ibn Sina and the Ixwän as-safä identify the enemy Satan as
the faculties of the vegetative and animal souls which cast ties around the
neck of the human being and ride him as their mount.

In the Risälat ut-tair the journeying birds address the following words
to the newly freed bird, '"There are regions ahead of us which you must
cross before you will be safe. Follow our tracks so that we may save you
and guide you on the right way'". Thus there are stations ahead of them
which they must cross without halting so as to avoid the danger of falling
into a trap. In other words the birds must fly onward without stopping
until they have reached a place of comparative safety. If they were to
heed the voice of the hunter on the way they would be ensnared in the
same conditions as those they escaped from at the beginning of the
journey.

In the Mi'räj-näma the narrator of the story says: "When I had started
on the road and passed the mountains of Makka, a traveler came after me
and called out, "Stop!" Gabriel said, "Do not speak, go on!" So I went
on." In commenting on this stage Ibn Sina says that it is in reality the
traveler's own faculty of imagination which follows his tracks on the way
of spirituality and calls to him and by means of tricks tries to hold him
back. The faculty of imagination is common to all animals and serves
them in place of the faculty of wisdom. The person who still avails
himself of the faculty of imagination while enjoying the fruits of the
faculty of wisdom remains at the level of the animals and a prisoner of
the bestial soul.39

According to the Mi'räj-näma when the Prophet had crossed the
mountains he reached Jerusalem. It should be remembered that
Jerusalem is a city built on top of a mountain and that the Further
Mosque generally thought to be located in that city. The following
statement in the Hudüd ul-'älam min al-masiriq ila'l-magrib

38 Heath, ibid., p. 126.
39 Cf. Ibn Sina, Dänis-näma, ibid., p. 96.
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corroborates this: "Jerusalem is a city on a mountain and in it there is no

flowing water and in it there is a temple which the Muslims come from
everywhere to visit on pilgrimage."40 Näsir-i Xusrau in the Safar-näma
states: "Jerusalem was built on top of a mountain."41

In the Risälat ut-tair Jerusalem is not mentioned by name but only
intimated in the following passages, "The flight took us between the two
flanks of the mountain of God, through a green and fertile, no a rather
barren and devastated valley. We flew until we put its borders behind us.
We crossed that region and reached the summit of the mountain." This
means that after the birds continued onward in the valley between the two
flanks of the mountain of God they reached the summit of the mountain.
One should remember that Makka is located in a valley surrounded by
mountains and the flanks of these mountains dominate the valley which
is dry and denuded. Jerusalem, on the other hand, is a mountainous city
in which fruit-trees, citrus fruits and olives grow in abundance. In the
aforementioned story of Hayy ibn Yaqzän when Hayy is introduced he
recollects that Jerusalem is his birthplace. In short Jerusalem represents
the ultimate station on earth in which the human being reaches the final
stage of purification from the animal and vegetative souls; it is the place
where he grows wings for the flight to the heavens. This point is referred
to in both the Mi'raj-näma and the Risälat ut-tair and in my opinion it is
the summit upon which the birds of the Risälat ut-tair alight after
crossing the valley without water or grass to reach the station where the
ascetic learns how to bring the dual power of the world of matter, the
vegetative soul and the animal soul, under his control. As a result he
stands on a platform from which he can fly toward the ultimate stations
and reach the state of the active intellect. In the Mi'räj-näma, Ibn Sina
makes the following statement which supports the statement above. He
says that in Jerusalem three cups were set before the Prophet, one
containing wine, one water and one milk and he drank the milk which is
the symbol of the victory of the angelic faculty of speech. Then he
describes the human level as follows: "Humankind is (such) by virtue of
being closer to the angelic and further from the devilish and bestial."42
He takes the wine to be the symbol of the animal soul, water the symbol
of the vegetative soul and milk the symbol of the human soul and the
person who chooses the latter over the other two dominates them43
However, at this level the faculties of the human spirit have not yet
become perfect. Only when they have entered the valley of the heavens
and seen the light of the eighth heaven will they reach perfection.

40 Cf. Hudüd ul-'älam min al-masriq ila'l-magrib, ed. Ahmadi, p. 447.
41 Näsir-i Xusrau, Safar-näma, p. 26.
42 Ibn Sina, Mi'räj-näma, p. 107.
43 Cf. Ibn Sina, ibid., p. 107.
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According to the Risälat ut-tair when the birds reach the summit of
the mountain which has been identified as Jerusalem in the present study
there are still eight more summits in front of them. This means that they
have left behind them the level of the Night Journey in which the Prophet
was transported from Makka to Jerusalem on the wings of Buräq. It is a
sign of the journey from the vegetative and the animal souls to the level
of the human being and the arrival at the utmost limit below the heaven
of the moon.

The Mi'räj-näma recounts that after reciting the prayer with the
prophets in Jerusalem the Prophet ascends to heaven on a ladder with one

rung of gold and another of silver. Ibn Sina interprets gold as a
metaphor for inner feelings with silver representing exterior feelings. In
the subsequent description of the journey of the Prophet to the different
levels of heaven he takes the first heaven as the sphere of the moon, the
second as Mercury, the third as Venus, the fourth as the sun, the fifth
heaven as Mars, the sixth as Jupiter and the seventh as Saturn. After that
he speaks as follows of the sphere of the fixed stars in which the Lote-
tree of the Far Boundary and paradise are located: "By this he means the
eighth sphere, the sphere of the fixed stars. The constellations are
there."44

The Mi'räj is the heavenly journey which is undertaken by means of
the ladder and after ascending the Prophet is confronted by eight levels
or heavens. The mountain and heaven are referred to in exactly the same

way in the two treatises.
In the Risälat ut-tair the summit of the eighth mountain is in the

highest heaven and it is invisible because of its extreme height while in
the- Mi'räj-näma the Lote-tree of the Far Boundary is in the heaven of the
fixed stars.

In the Risälat ut-tair the traveler finds birds with the sweetest of voices
and the multi-colored beautiful wings who treat him in the most pleasant
manner on the eighth mountain.

In the Mi'raj-nama the spiritual angels, whose function is to praise
and worship, live in the fixed heaven which is paradise itself. It should be
recalled that in religious works it is usual for the song of the bird to be
considered as praise of God. Therefore the angels speaking their praise
and singing birds are two ways of expressing the same phenomenon.

Ibn Sina says in his commentary of this part of the Mi'räj-näma:

'"I saw many angels busy praising God and affirming His unity, all immersed in
grace.' That is, abstract souls, free of concupiscent and irascible desire. They are

pure. For each human being whose soul becomes pure and abstract in learning and
knowledge, after becoming separated from the body, is held by Absolute Truth, may

44 Cf. Ibn Sina, ibid., p. 112.
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He be exalted, in neither place nor locality. He makes them like angels, adorned with
eternal bliss."45

There in the eight heaven, according to the Mi'räj-näma, the Prophet
meets a great, glorious and most beautiful angel who introduces himself
as Michael and who urges him to ask questions about everything he finds
difficult and to request whatever he desires.

In the Arabic text of the Risälat ut-tair there is no reference to

Michael but in the Persian translation of this text by Suhrawardi he is
indirectly mentioned as the ruler of the eighth mountain. It is he who
feels sympathy for the birds when informed of their affliction and leads
them to the city of the Great King.46 In the Mi'räj-näma when the
Prophet has been received by the angel Michael he says:

"When I was finished with greeting and questioning him, I said, 'I have suffered much
pain and trouble to reach the place where I am. My goal in coming here was that I
attain knowledge and direct vision of Absolute Truth, may He be exalted. Guide me to
Him so that I attain my desire"47

In the Risälat ut-tair when the birds dwelling on the eighth mountain
become informed of the tribulations of the migrating birds they guide
them to the city of the Great King and tell them that his abode is located
behind the mountain. Likewise the travelling birds become aware that the
great king will be able to solve their problems and smooth the way for
them.

In the Mi'räj-näma the author says: "That angel took my hand,
transported me through several thousand veils, and bore (me) to a world
in which I saw nothing like what I had seen in this world. When he
brought me to the Presence of Glory, the command came to me: 'Draw
nearer!"48

In the Risälat ut-tair when the birds reach the city of the king they
receive permission to enter and when they enter through the gateway of
the king they see a sight the likes of which they have never seen before
Then they pass on and the veil is lifted from before their faces and they
enter into a courtyard of utter brilliance from whence they enter into the
presence of the King.

There the birds become so enraptured and stupefied at the sight of the
beauty and light of the king that they forget their complaint.

45 Ibn Sina, ibid., p. 113.
46 Cf. Spies and Khatak, Three Treatises on Mysticism, p. 44.
47 Ibn Sina, Mi'raj-nama, p. 115.
48 Ibn Sina, ibid., p. 117.
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In the Mi'räj-näma the author continues: "From being in awe of God,
I forgot everything that I had seen and known. Such unveiling, grandeur,
and pleasure from proximity was produced that you would say that I was
intoxicated."49

In the Risälat ut-tair the king restores them with his firm kindness and
wisdom and gives them the courage to address him.

In the Mi'räj-näma the narrator describes his reaction, "So affected
was I by (divine) proximity that I began to tremble. The command was
coming, 'Draw nearer!' When I drew nearer, He said, 'Fear not, be
calm!'" Ibn Sina considers this fear and swooning to be a metaphor for
the complete extinguishing of the animal and natural faculties and he
comments on conversing with God in even more beautiful words:

"That is, the reality of the discourse of the Necessary Existent, may it be exalted and
sanctified, was unveiled to me. For its speech is not like the speech of creatures, with
pronunciation and sound. Its speech is the affirmation of knowledge through pure
abstraction of the soul. (It conveys) what it wishes by way of universality, not

particularity."^0

According to the author in the Mi'räj-näma: "The command came,
'Desire something!' I said, 'Give permission that whatever I encounter, I
(can) ask until its difficulties are solved."

In the Risäla the birds request God to remove the bonds from their
feet so that they may remain forever in His presence. In other words by
removing the bonds which tie them to the material world they will remain
forever in the spiritual world and be united with the Universal
Intelligence. The answer of the King is, however, that their time has not
yet come and that they must return and turn the matter over to the
hunter.

In the Mi'räj-näma Ibn Sina specifies that the journey was intellectual
and that by terrestrial measure no time passed.

In the Risälat ut-tair he says that some think he has lost his mind and
they recommend a cure for him. They say, "Birds do not speak and how
can you fly?" Obviously they interpret his words literally as referring to
a physical journey and for this reason find his discourse contrary to
reason whereas in the Mi'räj-näma he specifically states that the voyage is
spiritual and that the discourse of the birds is without speech, word or
sound.

At the end of the Mi'räj-näma he maintains that this subject is not easy
to understand for the multitude and that it is natural that many will never
reach an understanding of it. He excuses those who do not understand

49 Ibn Sina, ibid., p. 117.
Ibn Sina, ibid., p. 118.
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these secrets because of insufficient wisdom and concludes with this

prayer: "May God, may he be exalted, grant the favor of true speech and
true knowledge."

Likewise at the end of the Risälat ut-tair he seeks help from God and
says that the person who does not believe in what he has said will
experience loss. He then concludes his speech with a verse from the
Qur'än: "And those who do wrong shall surely know by what
overturning they will be overturned." (Qur. 26: 227)
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CHAPTER X

The Risälat ut-tair and the eighth, ninth and
tenth classes ( Maqämätal-'ärifin) of the book
of al Isärät wa't-tanbihät

Baihaqi is the only biographer of Ibn Sina who explicitly states that he
believes that the Risälat ut-tair was written while the author was in the

prison of Fardajän.1 Among modern scholars the question was raised
indirectly by Corbin who considers this to be possible and even probable but
does not openly declare his support for this opinion.2 The continuation of
his discussions shows, however, that he does, in fact, support the hypothesis
that the treatise was written in the prison of Fardajän. This is because
Corbin, like the majority of the biographers of Ibn Sina including Jüzjänl, is
certain that the treatise of Hayy ibn Yaqzän was written in the prison of
Fardajän, and he believes that the contents of Hayy ibn Yaqzän and the
Risälat ut-fair are intimately related to and complement each other. Thus in
Corbin's view of the relation between the allegorical treatises of Ibn Sina
(Hayy ibn Yaqzän, Risälat ut-tair and Salämän waAbsäl) Hayy ibn Yaqzän
constitutes the first part or introduction in which the devotee receives from
his spiritual guide a treatise inviting him to embark on a spiritual journey
and the Risälat ut-tair represents a later stage in which the devotee accepts
the treatise of invitation and sets out on a spiritual journey. Thus Corbin
considers the two treatises to have been composed at the same stage in the
intellectual development of the author.3

Based on points of comparison with other texts such as the Mi'räj-näma
and especially the book of al-Isärät wa't-tanbihät it is my opinion that Ibn
Sina wrote the Risälat ut-tair during the last years of his life when he was
living in Isfahän. The basic concept of the Mi'räj-näma appears to be similar
to it and therefore they appear to be contemporary. The Mi'räj-näma
describes the spiritual journey which leads the Prophet to the degree of
perfection in prophethood, while the Risälat ut-tair describes Ibn Sina's own
mi 'räj in which he succeeds to the degree of perfection in wisdom. Thus it is
possible to see clearly the influence of the Mi'räj-näma on the Risälat ut-
tair, as was demonstrated in Chapter IX of the present study in which the
two texts were compared in detail. Furthermore, a point of interest in this

1 Baihaqi, Tärix al-hukamä al-Islam, ed. Kurd 'Ali, p. 50
2 Corbin, Avicenna and the Visionary Recital, English trans. Trask, p. 184.
3 Cf. Corbin, ibid., pp. 43, 184.
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context is to be found in the Rasä'il oflxwän as-safä which suggests that the
Risälat ut-tair was written in Isfahan; according to the Ixwän the mi'räj can

only take place after the age of fifty years and is the highest level that the
brothers can reach in this life.4 Andlbn Sina was more than fifty years old
in Isfahan and it is at this same time that he wrote the treatise of the Mi 'räj-
näma.

The main support of my hypothesis, however, comes from the book of
al-Isärät wa't-tanblhät which is considered to be the last book written by Ibn
Sina in which the discussion of many points, especially in the section on the
stations of the mystics, is so similar to the Risälat ut-tair that one can

explicate the treatise with the help of passages from this section. It is
noteworthy that in this book Ibn Sina gives a description of the stations of
the mystics and in no other work does he speak of these matters with such
clarity. It is possible to conclude that in the last years of his life Ibn Sina
reached the ninth level of his Hikmat al-masriqiya and that he

crystallized his theory and formulated it clearly in the Isärät. At the same
time he illustrated the theory in the Risälat ut-tair.

It should be noted at this point that in the treatise of Hayy ibn Yaqzän
Ibn Sina does not speak of the way of the mystics but only of the process of
becoming aware of the spiritual worlds, while in the Risälat ut-tair and the
ninth and tenth classes of the book of al-Isärät wa't-tanblhät the principle
subject is a description of the way of the mystic. This will become clear in
the comparison of the contents of the Risälat ut-tair and the stations of the
mystics in the book of the Isärät.

The Risälat ut-tair contains a description of the stations to which the
brothers of truth travel. It also explains who they are and where they come
from as well as how they have been made aware. It describes how they
gradually acquire wings and unite with each other and fly from the prison of
the material to the world of the angels. As a result of the flight they become
possessors of knowledge of the spiritual worlds.

As it was discussed before when Ibn Sina speaks of the brothers of truth
he is speaking of the union of the positive inner faculties of the individual on
the one hand and the true external friends of the individual on the other. The

positive inner faculties" consist of the intellectual faculties, which must be
made shining and visible; they prepare the individual for understanding the
spiritual worlds, and "the positive external faculties" consist of a number of
individuals who have a common goal and provide each other with help on
the way to spiritual perfection. The ninth class of the book of the Isärät has
the following comment on the union of the positive inner forces,

"Mysticism begins with withdrawal, shaking off the self, abandoning and passing away

from everything; and in reunion wholeness appears, and that reunion of the gathering of

4 Cf. Rasä'il ixwän as-safä, vol. IV, p. 57.
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all the true qualities in the disciple stems from sincerity which leads to one true attribute
after which one abides and remains in it."5

In the Risälat ut-tair Ibn Sina does not explicitly state that the individual
must partake in a circle of brothers of truth but rather illustrates this
necessity indirectly and leaves it to the reader to interpret his meaning, " O
Brothers of Truth! Spread in the world and join together! Open your heart to
one another, and let each unveil his heart before his brother, so that you may
instruct and perfect each other!" In the ninth class he discusses the question
of solidarity and how necessary it is in human society in a manner which is
nearly identical with the way in which the Ixwän as-safä treat the subject in
their treatise on geometry. He says in this regard that the human being
cannot succeed when he works alone but must receive help from people like
himself. He maintains that each individual should work to remove the
burden from the shoulders of the other. Then he refers to justice and to fair
laws governing the relations between men observing that obedience to laws
and heeding the call to justice brings a large reward in nearness to God,
work alone and independently but can only live in cooperation with other
persons of his own kind with the barter and exchange which is current
among them, in which each one comp "Because the human being is not
constituted in such a way that he can carry out his work alone and
independently but can only live in cooperation with other persons of his own
kind with the barter and exchange which is current among them in which
each one completes the work of the other."6

Thus Ibn Sina expresses the same opinion as the Ixwän as-safä, when he
maintains that without the union of all the faculties it is not possible for
one's work to progress and that this union is comprised of two parallel
aspects, the exterior individuals who are of the same disposition and all the
faculties of the human soul of which I spoke earlier. Also in describing the
stations of the mystics in the ninth class of the Isärät, Ibn Sina emphasizes
the parallel inner and outward cooperation in the same manner as in the
Risälat ut-tair. Ultimately, he considers the mystic to be a person who has
gathered all the spiritual levels within himself, which is the same way in
which he defines the brothers of truth. In other words the manner in which
Ibn Sina defines the brothers of truth in the Risälat ut-tair is the same as his
definition of the mystic in the Stations of the mystics (Maqämät al-'ärifin) in
the ninth and tenth classes: " The mystic does not desire anything other than
the First Reality (al-haqq al-awwal) and he does not recognize anything
higher. He worships only it and he holds only it, as worthy of worship."7

5 Ibn Sina, Kitäb al-isärät, ed. Forget, p. 204.
6I bn Sina, Kitäb al-isärät, p. 200.
7 Ibn Sina, ibid., p. 200.
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Here Ibn Sina considers the mystic to be the one who testifies about the
Süra of Sincere Religion (al-Ixläs): " Say: He is God, One, God, the
Everlasting Refuge, who has not begotten, and has not been begotten, and
equal to Him is not any one" (Qur. 112: 1-4). And when the individual
speaks these words in his spiritual language, he purifies and cleanses himself
of every thing which is other than God and becomes united with the Truth.
In the Risälat ut-tair the identity of the brothers of truth is discussed in the
following manner:" the Brothers of Truth who are assembled by divine
kinship and brought together by celestial closeness. They have observed the
Truth with inner sight and cleansed their innermost secret from all stains of
doubt. A society such as theirs will not be united except by the herald of a
divine summons."

Thus Ibn Sina holds that the brothers of truth or mystics are persons who
live together in spiritual union with united spiritual faculties, who have
either diminished or completely extinguished the grasp of the bestial soul on
their bodies and no longer busy the spiritual faculties with hardship and
violence.

A. Mortification

In the testament (wäsiyya) of the Risälat ut-tair Ibn Sina speaks of
mortification in a general way and informs that the brothers of truth that they
must practice it, before they can understand the different stations. He
emphasizes the need for solidarity with friends and seclusion from strangers.
The mystic should close his door to the world and draw his head into the
interior of his thoughts and engage in an examination of his inner self. The
mystic should learn to keep secrets, wear the veil and practice dissimulation
and thus act in such a way that persons around him cannot read his interior
and cause him harm. It is for this reason that they Ibn Sina recommends that
behave like the hedgehog saying, " O Brothers of Truth! Conceal yourselves
like hedgehogs when they retract their heads and display your inner being
and cover your appearance! For, I swear by God, that, indeed, the
manifestation is for your innermost being and concealment is for your
outside." In the tenth class he says the following on the same subject, "Each
time the soul is able to keep its inner feeling under control, the outer feelings
become weakened and the (troublesome) matter about which one should be
wary does not return to the soul."8 This means that the soul becomes free to
engage in developing the human faculties of reason.

In the Maqämät al-'ärifin all of Ibn Sina's efforts are directed toward
showing the individual how he can transcend the desires and wishes of the
animal soul thereby rendering them negligible and unimportant, so that he

8 Ibn Sina, Kitåb al-isärät, p. 211.
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can devote himself entirely to the soul and its needs. This involves setting
out on the way of reasoning intelligence. It means recognizing the hidden
and inner aspect of oneself and making it visible and manifest. He shows
how it is possible to free the heart from material desires and proceed in the
direction of the world of Truth which will fulfill the needs of the soul.

Gradually, the inner being becomes manifest and finds luminosity, which
dominates bodily desires so that they can no longer be seen. He emphasizes
that worship is one of the means by which one can reach fulfillment in this
sphere, as when he says in the Isärat:

"Worship by the mystic exercising mortification and aspiring to the development of the
faculties of his soul, like the power of imagination, (will help him) draw his faculty away
from the side of pride and error and attract it in the direction of the court of God, so that
when the outer and inner being come face to face with the manifestations of God, the
aforementioned faculty will be in harmony and unanimity."^

It is interesting to note at this point that in the Risälat ut-tair Ibn Sina speaks
in an allegorical manner of the stations that the mystics or brothers of truth
must reach. As an example he says that becoming a hedgehog is the symbol
of pulling the head down into the body and seclusion from crowds and
donning the garment of mortification. In the book of the Isärät he illustrates
stage by stage the way of attaining the stations. He defines asceticism and
mortification on the way to union with God:

" Then (the mystic) needs mortification; in mortification there are three goals: first is
creating a distance between everything which is not God and the way to God, second is
impelling the carnal soul (nafs al-ammära) to do the bidding of the tranquil soul (nafs al-
mutma'inna) with the aim of attracting the faculty of imagination and dream to the side
of imagination, which is in agreement with the holy command, and keeping it away from
imaginings, which are suitable to the material world. Third is developing the sensibility
of the inner self so that it can receive awareness."'0

In the Risälat ut-tair Ibn Sina exhorts the brothers of truth to: " Shed your
skins like the snakes do in the molting season." This can be compared with
statements on the same subject in the Isärät when Ibn Sina defines the
stations of the mystics: "There are stations for the mystics which separate
them from others in this world. They are concealed in their bodies, and when
they shed their bodies and become free from them, they come together in the
world of holiness."11

9 Ibn Sina, ibid., p. 199.
10 Ibn Sina, Kitäb al-isärät, p. 202.
11 Ibn Sina, ibid., p. 198.
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In the Risälat ut-tair Ibn Sina uses the form of allegory to discuss the
need to take poison in order to remain alive, to love death as well as courage
to acquire the tranquility of the salamander in the face of the fire. In the
Maqämät al-'ärifin he states, "The mystic is brave. How could he not be,
now that he is no longer afraid of death?" 12

In the section of the story (hadit) of the Risälat ut-tair, when the
imprisoned bird, catches sight of the free birds he remembers that also he
used to fly at one time, and from that moment on all his being is involved in
reconstructing that memory, which shows itself to him in the intensity of his
longing. He wishes to be free from his prison. As a result he makes known
this heartfelt desire to the freed birds or mystics or brothers of truth. This
desire is so strong in the imprisoned bird that every other thing in the world
has become nothing in comparison with this, " They reminded me of what I
had forgotten and it spoiled all that to which I had become accustomed. It
troubled me so that I was dissolved with grief or my soul departed from me
with regret. I called and cried out to them from behind my bars to come
close and teach me how to find a solution which results in the deliverance
from what distressed me."

In the Maqämät al-'ärifin Ibn Sina calls this level 'will' (iräda), which he
sees as the introduction to the stations. It is the state which follows upon the
initial awakening. In the opinion of the author 'will' is followed by the stage
of mortification, which is identical with setting out to reach the stations. In
the Isärät he describes 'will' in these words, "The first level in the
movement of the mystics is that thing which they themselves call 'will'.
This consists of the desire which is manifested in the whole body with the
logical certitude of insight or which arrives through sincerity and heartfelt
peace and which is the claw by means of which one can grasp the strong
rope ('urwat al-wutqä)."13 Badi' uz-zamän Furüzänfarr explains this as
follows: "The search is a movement of the heart towards perfection without
fixing it upon a specific point and when the movement becomes directed
toward a specified point, and the object of search becomes specific, the
search changes to will."14

In the Risälat ut-tair the imprisoned bird recalls how the birds first help
in liberating him from the prison and then instruct him about the series of
levels which lie ahead of him. For the reader who is not familiar with the

philosophical reasoning of Ibn Sina it is not clear from this text how the free
birds help the imprisoned bird to leave the prison with wings and to fly with
the bonds still tied to his feet. This point is, however, explained in the ninth
class of the Maqämät al- 'ärifin in the continuation of the statement that once

12 Ibn Sina, ibid., p. 206.
13 Ibn Sina, ibid., p. 202.
14 Furüzänfarr, "Abu Ali wa tasawwuf," Jasn-mma-yi Ibn Sinä, vol. II, p. 192.
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the 'will' is present, it becomes time for the disciple to engage in
mortification.

In this class Ibn Sina maintains that there are three levels of
mortification. The first is that the disciple removes everything which is not
divine from the way to Truth. The second is that he makes the carnal soul
submissive to the tranquil soul, and the third is that he makes his inner self
so sensitive that the spirit becomes able to receive inspirations. He then goes
on to discuss ways of reaching these three levels. Thus he considers true
asceticism, or the purifying of the inner being from all worldly attachments,
to be a help in attaining the first level. He also emphasizes the need for
worship linked with meditation. He holds that hearing voices which impel
the spiritual faculties to do good help the mystic to reach the second level
and that pure and sensitive love, which is devoid of passion, can be put in
the service of mystics who are progressing to the third level of mortification.

B. Flight in the direction of the angels
In the Risälat ut-tair, after the imprisoned bird has demonstrated his intense
desire for travelling the way by affirming his friendship and sincerity and
has convinced the others that he is truly one of the brothers of Truth, he
learns from them how some of the pain caused by his imprisonment can be
cured by growing wings. This will enable him to leave the prison and fly
with the other birds to the nine mountains. In the ninth class Ibn Sina says,
"Then his inner being moves in the direction of holiness and becomes joined
with the spirit."15

In the Risälat ut-tair, when the birds pass the ninth heaven, they arrive at
the city of the Great King, where they see the light of the divine beauty. The
question is on which level of the way of the mystics or birds does God take
form and reveal His divine beauty and do they actually fly to heaven and see
God in a certain place in the heavens or does this viewing take place in the
heart of the mystic?

In the ninth class it is stated that when the mystic has completed all the
levels of the way of mortification, his interior becomes transformed into a
mirror which turns its face toward God, who showers magnanimous
pleasures upon him.16 At this point the mystic becomes negligent of himself
and sees only the threshold of God. If he does notice himself at all, it is from
the angle of a dispassionate observer and not with the aim of embellishing
himself. It is at this point that union achieves completion.

In the Risälat ut-tair there is a discussion about how the bird returns

accompanied by the messenger of God who is an angel. This means that the

15 Ibn Sina, Kitår al-isärät, p. 202.
16 Ibn Sina, Kitäb al-isärät, p. 204.
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messenger of God becomes the master of the law and divine command in the
inner self of the bird. By means of the angel the bird is able to oblige the
hunter, who guarantees the dispensation of the natural law to obey him or, in
other words, he is able to bring about supernatural changes in the order
which exists in the material world, "He said, 'None is able to unbind the
snares from your legs except those who tied them. I will send them a

messenger, so as to oblige them to satisfy you and remove the snares from
your legs'. Now we are on the path accompanied by the Messenger."

In the Maqämat al-'ärifin Ibn Sina shows that after the mystic has
transcended the levels of mortification and reached the stations, he becomes
able to perform miracles and do supernatural things, "Perhaps you will hear
news about the mystics which are about things contrary to nature and you
will want to contradict them. For example if they say that the mystic asks for
rain for the people and it rains or he searches for a cure for someone and he
is cured."17

This point is corroborated by the following passage found in the Risäla-yi
nafs in which the author points out, "When the soul of a person reaches the
highest degree of perfection in honor, that soul exercises influence on the
world of principles, and the results of his prayers become visible like rain
and snow and clouds and even the destruction of a people which he has
requested."18

In the Risäla-yi nafs Ibn Sina relates these supernatural faculties to the
soul of the prophet but does not deny that the souls of others are able to
reach the same level. This is a level in which the angels of the world of the
unseen appear to him in human form and speak to him. He concludes that
the souls of prophets and sages are at this level. In the Dänis-näma Ibn Sina
maintains that the person who reaches this level is the vice-regent of God on
earth and he is able to perform miracles. This is the highest level of
ascension of the human soul known to him and is the equivalent of
angelhood.19

In conclusion, Ibn Sina defines the soul of the mystic or prophet or sage
in an identical manner and he considers the ultimate goal of the true way of
the mystic to be union with the station of prophethood, which is the same as
the station of the wisdom of the philosophers.

In the acquittance (barä'a) of the Risålat ut-tair Ibn Sina recounts how he
once described his own spiritual journey, in which he depicts himself as a
bird among a flock of birds. Some of the listeners imagined that he is crazy
and claim that it is impossible for a human being to fly in the direction of the
angels, "Which brother, when my story struck his ear, said, 'I see that your
intellect is touched and insanity has fallen upon you. No, by God, you did

17 Ibn Sina, ibid., p. 209.
18 Ibn Sina, Risåa-yi nafs, ed. 'Amid, p. 74.
19 Ibn Sina, Dmis-näna (tabi'iyät), ed. Miskät, p. 145 f.
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not fly, it is your reason that has flown away and you were not hunted, rather
your mind was hunted. How does Man fly or a bird speak?'" The following
quotation from the Isärät discusses the same problem, "There are agents
concealed in the interior of the mystics and matters which cause them to
manifest themselves. These matters lead some people to deny them while for
other people they represent great works."20 Regarding the same subject he
states that "The Truth Itself is loftier than to be a drinking place for every
comer, or a thing to be viewed except by one after another. That is why what
is included in this part of the work is an object of ridicule for the ignorant,
and an idea for the scholar. Thus, one who listens to it and is then revolted
by it must accuse his soul of not being appropriate for it. Every being is
directed toward that for which it is created.21 Surely thy Lord, He is the All-
mighty, the All-compassionate. (Qur. 26: 191)

20Ibn Sina, Kitäb al-isärät, p. 198.
21 This is an extract from the book of Ibn Sina and Mysticism, by Inati, p. 91, the Arabic

text is found in Ibn Sina, Kitab al-isärät, ed. Forget, p. 207.
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Conclusions

In the first chapter of the present study, I have discussed the life of Ibn
Sina from the point of view of the Risälat ut-tair, and attempted to show
that the Risäla-yi sargudas t and the Risälat ut-tair can be regarded as one
book of instruction. Moreover, I have analyzed a few important historical
moments of Ibn Sina's life, such as the date of his birth and the dates of
his journeys, examined their exactitude and suggested new solutions.

Afterwards, I have tried to draw a distinction between the historical
Ibn Sina and the mythical personage. Finally, I have attempted to prove
that the life he reportedly led was (or was constructed to be) congruent
with his philosophical doctrine. It is with this in mind that I have
discussed the life of Ibn Sina within the context of his studies, his
journeys and his circle of students.

The concern of the second chapter has been to describe the extant and
available manuscripts of Ibn Sina's Risälat ut-tair, determine their age,
interdependence and relationship to the archetype of the text on the basis
of external and internal criteria. To reach this goal, I have first introduced
the extant Mss. of the Risäla. Then, I have discussed twenty-four Mss.
which I have seen. The next step has been to present the Mss. which I
chose for use in this study. I have also discussed the printed editions of
the Epistle in Arabic and the printed translations of the Epistle in
European languages. I have introduced and described the available
manuscripts of the Persian translation of the Epistle. I have described the
extant manuscripts of the Persian and Arabic commentaries made on the
Epistle. Finally, the transmission of the text of the Risäla has been
discussed.

The third chapter contains a text edition which is based on the oldest
extant manuscript of the Risälat ut-tair. This is based on what I judged to
be the thirteen best manuscripts. Variant readings are given in the
apparatus.

The fourth chapter has been devoted to a new English translation of
the Risälat ut-tair. In this chapter, I have tried to be as faithful as possible
to the reconstructed text of the Risälat ut-tair.

In the fifth chapter, I have tried to show that the Risälat ut-tair of Ibn
Sina is a practical treatise for the brothers of truth or brothers of purity,
who have separated themselves from the followers of the bestial soul by
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acquiring knowledge and disciplining the soul and have heeded the
summons of the Herald of the Unseen. These brothers have been
summoned by Ibn Sina to partake in a journey with him, which will lead
to union with the source of light and acquisition of knowledge and an
understanding of the station of wisdom. In this chapter, I have tried to
illustrate how Ibn Sina has employed nine creatures, the hedgehog, the
snake, the worm or the ant, the scorpion, the bird, the ostrich, the viper,
the salamander and the bat, to symbolize the nine mountains, nine
heavens, nine stations which are described in the section of the story of
the Risälat ut-tair.

In the sixth chapter, I have investigated the literary background of the
Risälat ut-tair. To be more specific, I have first discussed the semantic
and historical background of the two terms risäla and tair. Then I have
introduced some mythical and natural birds such as Slmurg, 'Anqä and
dove. I have also discussed the influence of the Qur'än on the Risälat ut-
tair. Finally, I have made a comparison of the style of composition of the
Risälat ut-tair and Ibn Sina's other works. It is in this chapter that I have
concluded that Ibn Sina employs a style of composition in the Risälat ut-
tair which is completely different from that of all his other works.

The seventh chapter has been confined to the relation between the
Risälat ut-tair and Kalila wa Dimna. In this chapter I have described
Kali la wa Dimna in general and the story of the ring-dove in particular,
as one of Ibn Sina's most important sources in writing his Risälat ut-tair.
To establish my hypothesis I have first given a short history of Kalila wa
Dimna, then I have tried to illustrate the relation of Ibn Sina, Ibn al-
Muqaffa' and Burzüya to Kalila wa Dimna. Finally, by means of a
comparison between the contents of the Risälat ut-tair and the story of
the ringdove, I have attempted to show the influence of Kalila wa Dimna
on the Risälat ut-tair.

In the eighth chapter I have discussed the influence of the Rasä'il
ixwän as-safä on the Risälat ut-tair. In order to establish my theory, I
have consulted four treatises of the Rasä'il ixwän as-safä and attempted to
demonstrate the striking likeness, in content and structure, between the
Rasä'il ixwän as-safä and the Risälat ut-tair. In this chapter I have come
to the conclusion that despite the relative silence of the biographers, not
only was Ibn Sina acquainted with the Rasä'il ixwän as-safä, but he had
studied them so carefully that they formed part of his intellectual stock.
In writing the Risälat ut-tair he does not refer to the different chapters of
the Rasä'il of the Ixwän point by point in a specific manner, but he
obviously had the contents of the Rasä 'il present in his mind.

In the ninth chapter my aim has been to show how Ibn Sina in writing
his Risälat ut-tair was inspired by the story of mi'räj. In this chapter I
have first examined the opinion of different scholars about the
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authorship of the Mi'räj-näma and found that many of them claim that
'Ibädl was the author. Then I have attempted to illustrate the similarities
and differences between the Mi'räj-näma and Tbädi's other work,
theSüfi-näma. Aside from all the similarities and differences it is hard to
believe that the author of the two books could be the same person, as they
present two different doctrines in terms of the Ascension of the Prophet
Muhammad. Ibn Sina, emphasizes that it was a spiritual journey which
occurred by means of the intellect, while in Tbädi's point of view, it was
physical and took less than an hour. Therefore these two writings are
completely and fundamentally different as regards both form and
content, and it is impossible to assume that the author of these two works
could be one and the same person. The Süfi-näma is a work on Süfism,
which presents the world view of a süfö, and the Mi'räj-näma is a

philosophical and mystical work expressing the viewpoint of the
philosopher/mystic, which could be termed the philosophical testament of
Ibn Sina. This chapter concludes with a comparison of the Risälat ut-tair
and the Mi'räj-näma

The tenth chapter has been confined to a comparison of the Risälat ut-
tair and Ibn Sina's last work, al-Isärät. In this book, Ibn Sina discusses
the stations of mystics (maqämät al-'ärifin). In this chapter I have first
discussed the possibility that the Risälat ut-tair was written in Isfahan. The
main support of my hypothesis comes from the book of al-Isärät wa't-
tanbihät, considered to be the last book written by Ibn Sina, in which the
discussion of many points, especially in the section on the stations of the
mystics, is so similar to the Risälat ut-tair that one can explicate the
treatise with the help of passages from this section. It is noteworthy that in
this book Ibn Sina gives a description of the stations of the mystics, and
in no other work does he speak of these matters with such clarity. It is
possible to conclude that in the last years of his life Ibn Sina reached the
ninth level of his Oriental wisdom and that he crystallized his theory and
formulated it clearly in the Isärät. At the same time he illustrated his
theory in the Risälat ut-tair.

From the study in the foregoing chapters it becomes clear that Risälat
ut-tair of Ibn Sina is a book of instruction in which he illustrates for his
students that the way of the Perfect Man is difficult and full of searching
and that the devotee must travel it with the help of like-minded,
trustworthy friends. At each level of the way they should help one
another and thereby create the means of salvation of the group.
Individuals possess different moral qualities and by travelling together
they all enjoy the fruits of the different qualities; thus each quality comes
within the reach of all the devotees at every given stage of the way. When
they all act within the mould of one body, all of them enjoy a share in the
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good, whereas if the individual is alone and without support, there is a big
risk that he will face failure already at the first station.

In the Risålat ut-tair Ibn Sina gives priority to brotherhood and union
and understanding unicity (tawhid) at the very heart of multiplicity. He
believes that, in order to return to the source of divinity and unite with the
Active Intellect, it is necessary to gather together the dispersed multiple
principles which are the result of the forms of the material world and
make them into one. The most perfect example of this is the state of
disunion of the human being, who contains all the perfect faculties in
potentiality within himself. According to the Qur'än, God taught him all
the names and gave him knowledge that surpasses that of the angels. The
bird in the flock before the fall is a symbol of the material intellect,
hayulä, which is untried in the matters of the world and has not become
an angel. He is deceived by his enemy, Satan, and by the grain of
multiplicity, and falls into the material world, which is the prison of light.
The spirit with all its faculties has been captured in this world in the
prison of the body. He lives in the world of multiplicity which is
dominated by the interests of the imperious soul (nafs al-ammära). In the
opinion of Ibn Sina, when individuals break this wall of egoism and unite
their multiple bodies, they experience the unity and oneness characteristic
of the world of the spirit already here in the world of multiplicity.

When the devotee experiences union in this manner in the world of
multiplicity, it results in union within union That is, he returns to the
place which he abandoned at the first stage. The end of this return is
mixed with insight, intelligence and wisdom, and the individual who has
acquired these qualities will not be deceived a second time by the grain of
multiplicity. In the Risälat ut-tair Ibn Sina does not speak directly of
union within union, but he illustrates it in the form of the desire of the
birds. He believes that, as long as the bonds of life are attached to the
foot, union within union, which is the same as the world of annihilation in
God (fanä bi-'lläh) and remaining in God (baqä bi-'lläh) of the Stifis,
will not be realized.

Ibn Sina advances as far as to the level of unity in multiplicity; he
goes as far as to the viewing of the Active Intellect by his soul, designated
as "I". He makes the attainment of the level of unity within unity
dependent on the time when the bonds will be removed from the foot of
the bird and he will fly to the world of the spirit.

In conclusion, the Risälat ut-tair of Ibn Sina is an example of a
futuwwa-näma or an uxuwwa-näma of the Süfis or mystics, in which it is
demonstrated how divine union overcomes the animal and material world
of the animal soul and its attachments. The devotee reaches the level of

insight into the rational world by experiencing the hardships of the way.
The gradual understanding of the rational world is manifested at the level
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of the practical intellect in the pure morals and right behavior
demonstrated by the devotee. At the level of the theoretical intellect, it is
manifested by the faculty of understanding rational ideas and knowledge
which cannot be fathomed by ordinary individuals. It describes how the
world of inspiration and meditation is surpassed and the Truth (haqiqa)
is witnessed without intermediary, or in other words, the world is viewed
with the eye of insight.

At the end it must be pointed out that the Risälat ut-tair has five parts.
In the introduction, which was designated as "complaint" (sikäya) in the
present study, Ibn Sina refers to the pain which is pressing on his breast
and reveals its dimensions stage by stage in the sections wasiyya, hadit,
risäla and barä'a. He says that the existence of union is the means of
diminishing the burden of sorrow, and he demonstrates this union stage
by stage. He speaks of rejecting false friends and illustrates this in each of
the other four stages. He speaks of true friends and illustrates how they
act in four different forms at each of the four stages.

Ibn Sina speaks of the divine country which is the birthplace of the
brothers of truth; he speaks of the Herald of the Unseen and of the
awakening which is the first step and of the spiritual journey. Thus in the
short introduction he sows the seed of all the subjects of the Risälat ut-
uiir. He illustrates his alienation by the complaint and describes how he is
seeking his spiritual country and his spiritual kin and how with the help
of the brothers of truth he intends to return to his home. (This discussion
has been illustrated in detail in the chapter on the Ixwän as-safä).

In the testament (wasiyya) he prepares the devotee stage by stage and
tells him that if he intends to make the spiritual journey in his company,
he must accomplish the stations of the mystics. He illustrates each of
these stations by associating it with the special ability of a particular
animal. He explains that when the devotee adopts this recommended
behavior, the bestial soul will gradually come under the domination of
the human soul. The story (hadit) tells about the captivity of the soul
from the stage of being torn away from its country of origin and falling
into the snare of the hunter of matter until its awakening and growing of
wings in the cage with the help of the mystic brothers. Then the way in
which they reach an understanding of the world of the angels after
having torn out the animal world is described. This is followed by a
description of their visit to God (haqq) and the divine mission which is
entrusted to them in which they receive the ability to perform miracles so
that they can issue orders to the hunter of nature and act in contradiction
to his laws.

In the mission (risäla) the bird returns from his 'ascension' (mi'räj)
announces his mission to men which is to describe God in his pure

perfection and pure beauty. At this level he becomes the Summoner. In
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'acquittance' {bara'a) he draws the line between himself and the
hypocritical friends and materialists, who have worldly attachments
around their necks and feet and who reject his words. He considers
himself innocent of their accusation, while they want to show themselves
to be his friends and cure him of the expression of insanity. In the
opinion of Ibn Sina, what they think is intelligence are faculties in the
service of their imagination and passion. It is for this reason that they
believe Ibn Sina or the wise bird to be insane and try to cure him with his
own remedy, he who is the most skilled of doctors.

At the end it is possible to conclude not only that the treatise is a

polished work of reasoning, but that, from the viewpoint of form and
construction, each section is like the carefully formed link of a chain
which leads forward to the next section.
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Appendices

A. Technical tenns

Nafs (soul) in Ibn Sina's philosophical system has three divisions;
1) Nafs-i nabäti the vegetative soul
The vegetative soul possesses three faculties; gäziya (nutrition), ndmiya
(growth) and muwallida (reproduction).
2) Nafs-i haiwdni (the animal soul).
The animal soul has two faculties; kunäyif muharraka (the motive) and
andar yäbi (perceptive).
The motive faculty is of two kinds:
Sahwäni (the faculty of desire) and gazbäni (the faculty of anger).
Andar yäbi, mudraka 2 (the faculty of perception)
This faculty can be divided into two parts, hiss-i zdhir (the external
senses) and hiss-i bdtin (the internal senses) hiss-i zdhir (the external
senses) are: sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch. Hiss-i bdtin (the faculty
of internal perception) are five: hiss-i mustarak (the faculty of fantasy
i.e. sensus communis), quwwat-i musawarra (the faculty of
representation), quwwat-i wahm (the faculty of sensitive imagination):
quwat-i mutaxayyala (the faculty of estimation), and quwwat-i hdfiza (the
faculty of recollection).3
3) Nafs-i insdni (the human soul)
Nafs-i insdni or 'aql-i ndtiqa\the human rational soul) is also divided
into two faculties which both are called intelligence;
'Aql-i 'amali (the practical intelligence) and 'aql-i nazari (the theoretical
intelligence).
'Aql-i 'amali (the practical intelligence) is the principal of movement of
the human body. According to Ibn Sina's philosophical system, this

1 Ibn Sina, Dänis-näma, p. 80.
2 Ibn Sina, Risäla-yi nafs, p. 15.
3 Ibn Sina, Dänis-näma, p. 95-97.
4 Ibn Sina, Risäla-yi nafs, p. 23.
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faculty must govern all the other above-mentioned faculties in order for
the soul to attain the higher state of intelligence. In other words the other
faculties of the vegetative and animal soul must be subordinated to it.
When this faculty is the governor of the bodily faculties the result will be
excellent morals and in the absence of such a control bad morals will

appear.5
'Aql-i nazari (the theoretical intelligence) receives the impressions of the
universal form and abstract them from matter. If these forms are already
abstracts in themselves, it receives them; if not, it makes them immaterial
by abstraction.
The theoretical intelligence has four divisions: 'Aql-i hayuälni or bi'l-
quwwa (the potential intelligence). In Ibn Sina's philosophical
terminology, 'aql-i hayülä denotes absolute potentiality in which nothing
has yet become actual, nor has the instrument of its actualization even
been acquired. This faculty of the potential intelligence which is related
to the abstract immaterial forms at its first stage is present in every human
individual. It is called hayülä (material) in view of its resemblance to
primary matter.
Hhayülä (intellectus in habitu). This faculty comes to the soul when it
has acquired the primary intelligibles without going through the process
of learning. An example of this is the statement that the whole is greater
than the part.6 At this stage the soul also attains the secondary
intelligibles. If it is very weak, it does this by means of reflection (fikr) or
if it is stronger by means of intuition.
'Aql-i bi-fi'l or 'aql-i muktasab (the acquired intelligence). It is also
called actual intellect. This is the fourth degree of intelligence in the
system of Ibn Sina's philosophy. At this point the potential intellect
becomes actual, in other words intellectus in habitu turns into complete
actuality in such a way that when the potential intellect makes some sort
of contact with it, certain forms are actually imprinted on the former
from the latter.

'Aql-i mustafäd (the acquired intelligence).
Nafs-i qudsi (the Sacred soul) It is related to the soul of the great
prophets. When their soul reaches a sublime stage, it acquires the
excellent (sacred) faculty of the soul. At this point the individual acquires
intelligible without a teacher or a book. The world of intelligence
presents itself to him by means of revelation.7

5 Ibn Sina, ibid., p. 24.
6 Ibn Sina, ibid., p. 25.
7 Ibn Sina, Dänis-näma, p. 145.
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Wahy (revelation). This is a connection between angels and the soul of
human beings. By means of revelation the individual can be informed
and as a result changes the world of matter and performs miracles.8

8 Ibn Sina, ibid., p. 145.
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B. A new Persian translation of the Risälat ut-

tair
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jLi-J \ j 4 ^ > 1 jl ni \ I J—» J Li ^)—o

c$jl j ch» 6-^ jj 6^ ^ ö'-'^ '>*-"• j^ g-jj ll-ij^ jl o'^ <l-lj
lj-a j j *> . j jj j_o dLijjj 4_» 4_£ «^j-jljji. i j (jl-mi ,ji ju ft fl ^la <1.1 t a (_^l jj jl . jl-ftl
jl \ \ I j jl jl *S l"l ' ^ 'j ' ' ^ jl mi ilj . ^ jj—^ lä j <1—S[ Jjl itl t J *1 >1—a i i ^l 6 jl.
ÜH—^ (_f—' "<Jj 4 1 U . J \ "l i. 1J £ lj"' 'J j I (J" ' > j-® j'j "Ljjjj
j ij " i iii i j (jl mi >lg-lj jl *' ' a li 4jli i 2* 11 <4—i i ii 's itil *) (jl ait j j_a i *| i ni 'i d tj

jl i^i 11 -v J i . j_jj_a| jj_^ (_^4jJ (_jn _t i J-jlo j_i (^)l in > lä 4—i_i_ujji ij JjJjJ j . * . -v i åti

jl i i a i jl.. ii -% j j *i " i7i 's jl "i i a il 4 i jl ill . i <lj s-si 4_^ jjjj^ (_£jjj jl t ^ j i i "j-*
L jjjlj ^-.jL . jjjjLojj lj—a jl jl Lfj] . jjjj^ jjw jjj Lj jjjlj c.'"j
j_a 4_j .^Jj_£ jL lj (jL—a jjj ^ J J im 's ^jl—frJL jl ^lj if ". iTiljjj /»JjL jl J "> \

jl jjj I j ji—iL 4_£ f ~\ i III jl ilijl jl . « jlj ^j-o I I J ijü->Jl (^j-ilä j )) IXui 4 "i ft 's
j I jjjj j La j J (jl Jj -1 J ~v JJ—. (j I (jl J—i I j La j-^ I )) ■ J . . ft ^ t jj j I, i ii JI j j ^ IJ P 4 ft L
jl ojj I _j_ü jl a i > 4—jjS ~ai t^i j " i"i IJ ^_a ajj mi S J i i jl (_^L j ^ i ftl "> mi ^_a jl

« ? j 'i's

f I—Ä I J ^ I j A I I I J 'I J J <L I ~ I Mil jl \ A jl A I j j ju_l_l J J <L » ' •"■ 4 . ft 's I Q 4 I

ill 11J-Ä i ^ i ' " I j a I j 4—i I j—i Lj i ii u I j j (jUI ujj uii j f—i j \ 's i j I—jI jl j ^ a J j—i

« . f i i's
(^1 6jj jj 4^j_1 4l_jjjlj (»jl (_^l öjj jj LjlxL öjl 4_j jj jl j a jj (_>^

jj lj jl 4*SJ äl l j>-fLlj -j^a-al Jj jljjj 4-!
jSjJ 6J^ CjL_Ä jLa_Jjj jj jl jj -j^J-al jJ ÖJ-^ jl «Ü_S 4_i jj jl j

.Jj_lj ^jjluj Cl i iij jLj (_g I ,\'i I i j_j I j öJ_jJ 4^
L 4_$ I j-i j J-a-il—L JJj_ft a I *S ll j. j_» I jJJ ,\ . .1 " mi i )) S - . å *\ ^j^L. J 4__i I a j I
L 1 Jj—i jl i i ii > g-j j I—a « . J j_j f \ Ä Ij s i ij-a-i I ' I a Jj^-j jL (jLj j j I 4 *S i a I jl a

4_i 4\ > a i ^ *i Ä .^_ixa I j j ^ "i ft Ä 4_lft 4_j j I j i jujj ^_i j-IiLu j 4_i_s j i a i7i i7) 4 i i j jj_sfc
<L 6.) _> i iij jl jLj Lj » :o.iä 's 4_j L jl f-j j j m.j a j-^ jj (jLfijj-a
<S jj jl 4 i oj ^ .cj-i-oi ajj_> i j jLjl jjj ^'s "> ..i A. <L jj^j jl <jjjLuj

« .iiiljul aaL a j J la's jjj ^j_äIj L jl I a l'lJj L jl i a

jj 4_l_ft jj ^ ii'is > > I j ^ \ i 11—i i jl *i -v jl a iL jj 4_i f i *i I jj 4^ jjj^j L
jl "i jj <(J^ jj (_^L 4 % f L . jl j^j_o jl ajjjjjj Jjj ^jl^-cL Ljj .^jJ i a j j aj^
^ JLLil <1-1-^1 »II ^j-a Cjj j > a Ij a JjJ jt. _iM I I j <L jljj (^ljlijjja.j a j_i_a

. J (_j_a ajj i—i ås i ii i j jLjl j Jjjj (_r-a i j LjjL ,jiJjJj
jl aj-l^j (j 11, a a I IM—aj J__ti jLLjjjj ^Iijji. j IJ j j I j!—<I|J-J^. jl—O—iij-£ 1 s'lj jj
jf L .Jjjj ^_a > Ä j I—uijJ I jJ jj a jL j i i r j ill i^i a 4_^ Cj-J ^jLu (<I—Ä ) Ii r

<tl ^ i jj 1—o j i j *. ■% I—aul jj j f-uij—.—^"J-a lä j I—>jjj jlJ jajjj—^ (j jl \ > lä aj i a

•f^Lljj j^ jl I j (/IL
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'Ht '" J

j' ['j «] c£JJ [jj öJjJ -^1 J "' "■ 1 —° g-e-*J
jj 4 *> i t ij J ill *\ I jl jj_i I -«.«il jj I a jJ-jt o j ^ I . Jjlj_i jj i <-> o _l_i (_gl 0 il o ^
J-ij k—j—i (jf-i—i . J 'i ij ^ i I jl—oj J i 11 jJ jl—n ~i i "i _i j I I—o jl i.o i7ij J_A J ^jj \ v t

,-, ■.. j| jjjj^ i *i .) >1 o *i i j ^ ii I -v '■ -1 jj ■ - . aI ä I 'i -a j_A 4 *\ J i j j *> a jjjj
(( ■"■■■■ ■ *'

^ "i ni ft "b-s '*—>j j4—J J' J 'j qa mi ij—=>. 4—k—a*Lk jl jlj ^k_> .\ i7i ajl—ol
jLfojjj—k j)l—i-üii] ^yt J j^ IJj^ j J k il i o jLa—ouj 4—i (J„\ i I t jlj-k-u 4.^ a i i a i Jjj_a

La £-jj jl 4_jj t>.\ j 'i M. jLJ jlji jl jjl—i-jj <_j j-£j-A j_o jj_i

(jl_j| Lj—i—i Ml I fl a jl jJij_lJ jJj <_jj .^Jj_l Ö J_»J (jLkl (Jl Mil jl j-j J_j_jl o j

aJj_o jl

<j'—^ tjL^ii-leJj (jL.u^.1 jl ,^jj£ Jj-j-a (jLSjjj_> ^^jjjj jj <£
jj (jL-ii-ilj I o (jl i o 4 ^ al ^ >1 . J j—^ (j Ij i "a. I j jl jlj_i (_j-a-> j—^^j-A 4 ^ ^—i j i Ti
I—o (_) j b) I t a t i a j t i (jLii-J j_1 Jj—J 4 " a j I o J_1 4 a ii J mi < J i Ti aJj i^i ^ ^ i i "jj

aLÖijLo 4_£ "—i i "I (Jj j ■"■ 6j-£ j-jl (_$' jj jj <<_£ j-jjjjl jLj < j_jj_oi jj (J jLj jj jl
i 'l *s jJi jl j—ij j j—l öLj-j jlj-4 4-^ (_^l t.1-1.1 o "> "i j-a -jjlj aI C il (jl jj '-^jj-^

.Jjb ^j-o j_»jl CJ-^ jl ^1 i_i" m._ij ^Lilj^ L I j 0^ ,i. (jl jb jl
j j i7i 4_i aK il l_j ^—iJjjj öLijLj J j 1~i 4_i (JJJJ f—' Jj i i 'i (Jj J "i "i ^ ^ 4 -> *i I j_i Lo
j j ■"j (j-f^j'j ö jLj JjAj (jLoj_å ijai_» j "> ~ajj (jL-ijL^I ölj <-o (a .7i%j ^_jj-oj jj
6 J—ol i_j ^j-iL^ jj (jTi å i/ij 4_£ Jj-J ^ ia ma Lo j_jIj_j jj .jo—ij i7i Jjl j jTi j J Loj
(jl 1 J |J_»J ^*1 "A < r~l (jl jLl^jJ J_lli Jjl J j_J ö J J—I (jLojL_Sj_lJ j—>lj-4 jl (JAl—l .1^.1 i ill

Ljl ' ?■ A ^ (J-^1 j-f^''-, JJ 0 J " "» ^ '' j ' 4A ij^^J
lj_i j_a I j öLijL Jl o "v j < i "i iTiI jj-» Lo j_jIj_i jl oj j_» öLLjLi ■ ~ ■ ~ i ^ i Li

. jLJ j£
(jLij 4_^ ^-jJ-aL jf-iMi-jj-L. (jt-Lii (jl . J_Jj 4—i III j jl jj [^jijlj-jj-j] jl 0 jl () IJ
jTi ft In I 4 i j . " i al i ^L^j Jj—> 4—j—S j I o 4 i 4 J il j—i jl ■ - ■ "■ *a 4 "i mi i jl g "i 11 *n i?i
4_i j i Vi j J J jl Li (_gj ^"14^ j-i 4—S (^ I 4_jj *\ 4 i jJi IJj-^ jLi Lo 4 i I j (_£jl i i~i j_Ä

^ 'I ... 's I (j *i"i » ■ a *a a i "1 o *C j|_j jl Li 'j ^ 4 ,a ij a. ( "( i i, ,7, *1 j j (jTi i i (_gLiM.il g"i
(_gj I M 1 j_o J_jl 4 " I 11 i jlj-» I j J-ö-j j| Jj4^ 4_^ J-4-1I .7,S i jLl_iLi jl ÖJ-S J_ljljjj (j-O

+ . jjjljj—» jl "l iL1 jl J *1 1 4^ Jjljlj Ij jl 'I l_J (\ I i Ilj-ä (_y-a (jj J-l.U J jl 1^1 il
.^-o-AIj jj <CLii,j_å Li jjJi^lj f j" mi^ jl—0

al i?ijLi j_a j a j^ mi i ~ 1-1I ^ 4_^ i j 'i AI j-^a. o j—o jlj J_jj_ijl (j-o j-o jj ^Jil jjlj_j
.jjjl |»_aIj4L jj i . ,,åi j-f jl "~i-a I ijj-iLfj Lo I jjl j-o jS jL jLi_jl (_^lj-4 I j
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4_t * 'j 11 '^ 'I ' ' j jl 6Jj-j j_A Cjj Iril j J 4 2 C i in (_j-AI—ütjl—> jl » ',■> "i i ^
I
^ i i „I ^_Aj ili i iijl j I (Jl i^ j-A . ,l_>j > JJ-3 (j I _) I JI i II i ^ t

•trLu'J 'jJ1 U"^ .'J 'jJ1 j 'jjJ j' j' *-! H

ü'-f j LSJJ j' j' J J-la3jl_*_L^ JjliS IJ jl <d LS-^
•jjjI lsjj

t> Jjj_2fc ■ - ■ ' ■■ < CjJj_3k 4-^ ^ j I J *i j » : J-ij) S i Jj *i iTI i (j_a 4 n~i a jjl j-J I~I' ii A
■ " ■ I a <* <-^ ^J_ol i_j J J jl JJ-I 4—1 ^_j 4_^ Ij^. 4_l J *l*S IJJ 4-j^d j 6 J i I IIJ (jl—»j (j I J-lJ

I -t's J J *1^ 1 7> CJJJ^ 4^ .» > jK i"I JJJ 6 j-J 3'
4j£ ■ — ■ ■ ■■ I ^SLi-iwJ 6J i"i 6^; I "•> ' ** 1 I j n J—I 4d ■ " ■ ■■■ lj j i-^ ji I i > 'j ^ ' j) ^£. j—a

j 4_»l_o_)d 4 i j ^_üüj) i i (j^J—a—' i a I ö J J 4d ■ -.... 'I ' ^_o . <1 ~i aL> 6 I j Ci j-La 4_i

JjLi-i dl j j-åjlaJ) ö-tjjj i_>l jj jnj

j' (_A^e ^ i"iJJ-'*->r> j' j—"-"j lsjjj l?j'^ j'j
* i" al I >j -v I

j-j (Jl—^ —iii_i^_>j jl I—a iQ,i i ni ß iLa. j)l *i jl &L^1 4-d J_j j I J_=* 4 i j \ *Sj ,,,

<5i ■"•■■■ 'I (jl i 111 j)_i j—i J_> 4_5i ^ Jj) i I"I J"I a*S (j_a i"i 4 " å ^ j i ,7i i i 4-a.j-A . ^—t jj) i j

(^4 ?JJ-* L^'j j' J *-* l$j\-i -J>d. al_iJi
• Ö J) I * J v * ' *' " C^l Ij al k j)-jjJI (n 1 < j ' IIj -Cj-ojI jld (jLjj jjb jjLi (jjl j^.
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